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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION.

The Technical Committee Meeting on Fuel and Cladding Interaction

was held at the headquarters of the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel

Development Corporation of Japan. The meeting, which was sponsored

by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on the recommenda-

tion of the International Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWGFR),

was attended by eighteen participants from Belgium, France, the Federal

Republic of Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, the United States and

two International Organizations: IAEA and OECD. The purpose of the

meeting was to provide a forum for exchange of information on chemical

interaction between fuel and cladding tubes and ways and means of handl-

ing potential chemical interaction in designing LMFBR fuel pins.

Although the main stress was concentrated on the chemical aspects, fuel-

cladding mechanical interaction was also touched upon at the meeting.

The technical parts of the meeting were divided into four major

sessions, as follows:

I. Out-of-Pile Experiments

II. Irradiation Results

III. Mechanisms of Interaction

IV. Fuel Pin Design

In each session, papers were presented by the specialists on behalf

of their countries. Each presentation was followed by an open discussion

in the general area covered by the paper.

The technical sessions were followed by a final summary session

at which each of the four technical sessions was summarized, conclusions

were drawn, and recommendations were made. The resulting summaries,

conclusions and recommendations, which were agreed upon by the dele-

gates, are presented below. The meeting agenda, list of participants and

technical papers are reproduced elsewhere in this document.

2. SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS

2.1 . Session I. Out-of-Pile Experiments.

Six papers were presented in this session which focussed on the

results of out-of-pile experiments related to fuel cladding interaction.

Chemical and mechanical properties aspects of this interaction were

covered, as well as information on interactions involving candidate

buffer/getter materials.

An introductory Japanese paper reviewed available information on

the parameter-dependency of stainless steel cladding attack using avail-

able world-wide data from irradiated oxide test pins. Important fuel

pin parameters that were identified included cladding temperature, fuel

O : M ratio, burn-up and cladding pin diameter (residence time);

factors with a relatively small influence included fuel form, fuel density,

linear heat rating and cladding composition and pre-treatment (degree

of cold-working). Meeting participants expressed the view that linear

heat rating should be recognised as an important parameter.

An FRG paper reviewed out-of-pile capsule results on chemical

aspects of fuel cladding chemical interaction (FCCI). From this work

Cs, Te and I were identified as the most important aggressive fission

products, and oxygen availability was recognized as an essential require-

ment for attack. An investigation of the mechanical properties of

corroded cladding specimens showed more complex behaviour than ex-

pected on the basis of simple wall thinning. A weakening coefficient

was proposed to account for these variations.

Capsule experiments performed in the British programme showed

type-316 stainless steel cladding suffered intergranular penetration when

exposed to Cs, Te, I mixtures buffered by VO/V2O3, Fe/FeO, and Mo/

MoO2 (678 C). Under these conditions tellurium was a necessary

ingredient for deep intergranular penetration. Depending on the buffer

(oxygen activity), attack by the liquid phase produced deeper or shallower

attack than the gaseous phase. Buffer concepts (Nb, Mn, VO, Ta, Mo,

W) were evaluated using thermodynamic and kinetic information. On the

basis of low oxidation rates Mo and \V were eliminated as effective

inhibitors.

A second Japanese paper presented results on mechanical proper-

ties and fracture behaviour of stainless steel tensile specimens corroded

in liquid CsOII media. Corrosive reaction was severe. Pre-treatment

conditions affected the character of corrosion zones and the stress/

strain behaviour of corroded specimens, and that the ultimate tensile

strength of corroded zones was 20% - 30% of that of uncorroded material.



However, when the strain was less than 0.5% it was found that the

stress/strain behaviours were very similar between corroded and un-

corroded zones. Some peculiar features of the fracture behaviour, i .e . ,

longitudinal cracks, are probably attributable to the use of CsOH(l) as

corrodant.

A variety of out-of-pile results directly and indirectly related to

fission product-induced cladding attack were described in an American

paper. New oxygen potential data were presented for mixed oxide fuel

with and without dissolved fission products and for equilibria including

possible fission product reaction phases. From these data conclusions

were drawn about the relative stabilities of different Cs compounds inside

oxide fuel pins. Carefully controlled capsule experiments were used to

delineate the conditions for Cs, Te-induced attack of type-316 austenitic

stainless steel. An oxygen activity threshold was established for inter-

granular attack of the cladding, and also an oxygen activity dependence

for the type and rate of attack. The fission product composition (Cs:Te )

and inventory were also shown to influence attack depth. Of the common

fuel fabrication impurities carbon was found to have the greatest catalytic

effect on Cs, Te-induced intergranular attack. C-14 labelling experi-

ments and SEM examinations of attacked stainless steel specimens showed

that carbon impurity does not advance ahead of the visible attack front

and that, during intergranular attack, carbon is removed from the grain

boundary carbides as they are attacked. Cold-work and carburisation

of cladding surfaces leads to a diminution of attack depth, and evidence

was presented for a linear relation between attack depth and cladding

grain size. A variety of alternate cladding alloys were screened for

susceptibility to attack by Cs, Te mixtures at "high" and "low" oxygen

activities. At "low" oxygen activities the depth of intergranular attack

decreases with increasing nickel content of the alloys. Results were

repeated for Cs thermal migration from column of mixed oxide fuel into

UO2+X blanket fuel. Cs thermal migration was rapid with low O : M fuel,

and Cs+UO2+x chemical interaction in the blanket was accompanied by

pellet swelling and cladding strain. Some evidence for cladding compo-

nent (Fe , Cr, Ni) mass transport by liquid Cs-Te mixture was obtained

from annular temperature gradient capsule experiments. Temperature

gradient and isothermal capsule experiments established the efficacy of

Nb and Ti as cladding attack inhibitors under certain conditions.

Additional capsule and high temperature EMF cell experiments demon-

strated that fission product Cs will associate strongly with Nb and Ti

oxidation products. Finally, compatibility tests between Nb, Ti, and

V, and type-316 stainless steel demonstrated that compatibility problems

between candidate buffer/getter materials and the cladding are not ex-

pected for temperatures up to 800 C.

Only one paper dealt with carbide fuel. Both out-of-pile and in-

pile experiments showed that carburisation of the stainless steel cladding

should not cause greater problems in Me-bonded pins. The fuel, how-

ever, should not contain free metal.- The oxygen content should be

lower than that normally encountered in fuels fabricated by carbothermic

reduction processes (~35OO ppm) if high fuel centre temperatures are

to be allowed. At fuel-cladding interface temperatures higher than

950 C rapid liquid phase reaction has been observed both with hyper-

stoichiometric and stoichiometric carbide. These results may have

some relevance when safety aspects of fuel pin behaviour are considered.

2.2. Session 11. Irradiation Results.

Nine papers were presented in this session; seven concerning

in-pile fuel pin corrosion behaviour and two on fuel cladding mechanical

effects.

In Belgium, France, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the U.S.A.

three general forms of clad attack were observed; grain boundary attack,

general matrix dissolution or oxidation, and spalling in which the layer

of clad is detached from the cladding surface.

The incidence of internal clad attack observed from the destructive

examination of fuel pins showed a more consistent pattern from sub-

assembly irradiations than from trefoil or single pin irradiations.

The maximum depth of internal clad attack would appear to generally

be in the range 4-0 - 80 micron, although values as high as 210 micron

have been reported. The depth of cladding attack increased in the tem-

perature range 500 - 700 °C. Above 600 °C DeBeNeLux experience

suggest saturation of corrosion. Unique French experience in Rapsodie

and Phenix shows a peaking of clad attack at about 600 °C, with signifi-

cantly less attack at higher temperatures.
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United Kingdom subassembly data suggest that there is a trend to-
ward the view that internal clad corrosion severity may be higher from
vibro compacted pins than from annular pellet pins. This is presumably
due to the higher fuel temperature, higher fission product release rates
and greater opportunity for volatile fission product release rate in the
vibro fuel pin, even though both types of pin have essentially similar
smear densities.

No evidence was derived from the UK and French fast reactor data
for any correlation between fission product induced corrosion potential
and fuel stoichiometry but the range of oxygen/metal atom ratios studied
was small, 1.97 - 2.00.

No burn-up evidence that would indicate a threshold value for
intergranular attack was forthcoming although increase in burn-up did
appear to increase the probability of more consistent attack.

X-ray microprobe analysis has revealed the existence of fission
products such as caesium, iodine, tellurium and molybdenum in reaction
zones. The Belgium data from doped fuel irradiations suggested that
tellurium may be responsible for chromium and nickel depletion in the
grain boundaries of the stainless steel clad. The aggressiveness of
tellurium was a function of caesium concentration.

The Phenix data on clad corrosion from their irradiated fuel pins
in which the fission occurred essentially in the plutonium indicated that
there was no difference in behaviour from their Rapsodie pin data in
which mainly uranium fission occurred. Oxygen mass balance studies
would indicate that the formation of caesium uranate and molybdate com-
pounds is buffering the fuel oxygen activity to a lower level than that
generally predicted. French analysis is leading to separation of time
and burn-up variables.

US irradiation experience in EBR 11 is being correlated two ways;
to averaged maximum depth of attack at several locations around the
circumference of the pin cross section being measured, and to the maxi-
mum depth of attack measured at any point on the circumference. The
latter correlation, using a-broader sampling of data, includes effects of
O : M, burn-up, linear pin power and fuel density.

Thermal and fast reactor irradiation experiments on mixed oxide
fuel pins under steady state and power change conditions reveal evidence
for significant fuel-cladding mechanical interaction ( FCMI) effects.
The available evidence from the U.S.A. and FRG indicate that localized
cladding strains can be caused by the accumulation of caesium in such
regions of the pin where it is able to react or condense. Fuel clad
chemical interaction (FCC1) also relates to fuel clad mechanical inter-
actions ( FCMI) through modification of friction factor of the corrosion
layer between fuel and cladding.

In the main, FCMI effects in mixed oxide fuel pins have not been
deleterious under steady state conditions. Cladding breaches have been
noted due to power level increases above prior operating levels.
Further studies are required of high burn-up and cyclic power operation,
particularly with the introduction of newer, lower swelling alloys.

2 .3 . Session HI. Mechanisms of Interaction

The mechanistic interpretation of FCC1 phenomena observed in .
operating reactors is a formidable task which is still in its early stages.
The overall task will be assisted by the adoption of internationally
accepted measuring techniques for the reporting of results both from
the reactor and from supporting experiments. The correlation of such
methods that are available and the recommendation of a standard proce-
dure could be undertaken as an ensuing activity to this meeting.

The models proposed for interpreting FCCI are based on oxidation
or on material transport processes. It is the oxidation based models
that appear to' afford a more complete description of the observations,
although both types of models were proposed at this meeting. A rigorous
thermodynamic basis for transport mechanisms over the range of condi-
tions where clad corrosion is experienced in reactor does not appear to
exist. The operation of such mechanisms over limited regimes may be
possible.

The proposed mechanisms invoking oxidation mechanisms are con-
sistent with the accepted theories of oxygen supply from the fuel as con-
trolled by the oxygen potential at the fuel clad interface and oxygen re-
distribution processes; at least qualitative agreement exists between
threshold levels for corrosion initiation both in reactors and laboratory
tests.



Tellurium, caesium and its compounds are cited as active compo-

nents. These may initiate corrosion by destruction of the protective

oxide layer. Thereafter corrosion is postulated to proceed by attack

of carbide intergranular phases. In the particular case of intergranular

attack, the oxidation of chromium at grain boundaries and its replenish-

ment by within grain diffusion is postulated as a competing reaction for

oxygen consumption which may account for limitation of reaction with

time (burn-up) and temperature. For the moment, there is no decisive

argument from in-pile data allowing a choice to be made between Te and

Cs as corrosion agents, the different corrosion steps and even the cor-

rosion products being roughly the same in both cases.

The postulation of a mechanism based upon oxygen and fission pro-

duct supply from the fuel and uptake by the clad allows the observed

regimes of intergranular and matrix attack to be explained in principle

and may allow the diminution in penetration in certain experiments to be

explained. Further development is required and possibly other features

such as the fuel centre and surface temperatures may require incorpora-

tion.

Some features of reactor experience remain unexplained. These

are the inconsistent nature of attack from pin to pin and the variations

within a pin. The latter may be more readily explained by differences

in fuel clad contact or access of active constituents. Indeed some models

based on preferential spinel formation were proposed. The more difficult

aspects to explain are the known discrepancies in behaviour between

seemingly identical pins.

Whilst considerable progress has been made in the explanation of

corrosion mechanisms, the models are not capable of accurate predictive

use at this time. Developments towards the quantitative use of models

are in progress based on the foundations that now exist.

2.4. Session IV. Fuel Pin Design.

In this session, three papers were presented and also each repre-

senting country explained the current practice and foreseeable future

trend on LMFBR fuel pin design.

The SNR fuel pin design procedure involves detailed consideration

of FCCI. Cladding corrosion data have been correlated with a function

dependent on temperature and O : M ratio. The temperature dependence

of the data appears to saturate above 600 °C. A statistical analysis of

the data indicates that the 2° limit at temperatures above 600 °C does

not exceed 120 microns.

In the design of French LMFBR fuel pins, there is currently no

allowance for FCCI attack. From a technological view point the level

of cladding attack observed is not of major concern. For Super-Phenix

the nominal maximum mid-wall cladding temperature will be 620 °C with

a peak linear heat rating of 4-50 W/cm. For comparison the correspond-

ing values for Phenix were 650 °C and 430 W/cm. Super-Phenix II and

III will be designed with higher cladding temperatures of 650 °C or some-

what higher, as an indication of the lessening concern for FCCI effects.

The latter two reactors will probably utilize both axial and radial hetero-

geneous core designs. A significant part of future development effort

will involve the irradiation testing of the axially heterogeneous fuel pin.

The US design approach with respect to FCCI attack includes

consideration of cladding wastage at the 2a level. This approach is

taken to provide assurance of achieving goal burn-ups without cladding

breach. For FFTF fuel pin design, strain limits were set for steady-

state and transient conditions. The design procedure for CRBR in-

volves the evaluation of a cumulative damage function. The cumulative

damage function ( CDF ) considers the combined effects of temperature,

steady state stress and off-normal events as modified by degradation of

material properties in the reactor environment. Hypostoichiometric

fuel (1.94<O/M <* 1.97) will be used in both FFTF and CRBR.

The U.K. practice on current fuel pin design for PFR and CFR

incorporates no specific consideration for-cladding wastage. Experi-

ence suggests that only a small allowance is appropriate for reference

pin designs. The design parameters for PFR and CFR are nominal peak

mid-wall cladding temperatures of 700 °C and 650 °C, and the peak burn-

ups of 7.5% and 10%, respectively. The cladding material used in PFR

is 316 stainless steel although other alloys are under consideration for

both PFR na CFR.

The Japanese design approach for JOYO did not initially include

consideration of FCCI effects. For the JOYO MK-II and the MONJU
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cores Japan may apply a minimum wastage to account for FCCI effects.

The hot spot cladding mid-wall temperature will be 675 °C for MONJU.

The fuel for JOYO and MONJU will have O : M ratio of 1.98 t 0.02.

The early high burn-up data on mixed oxide fuel pins gave rise to

a concern for FCCI effects. Recent high burn-up data indicate less

severe levels of FCCI attack.

However, the necessity of continued efforts to investigate the ef-

fects of FCCI on fuel pin design was expressed by the meeting partici-

pants. The getter, buffer and coating materials development programmes

vary among the member countries. There are some member countries

intending to use low O : M fuel. Some important results are expected

to become available within a few years. However, a concern was ex-

pressed by the participants over the possible effects these various ap-

proaches may have on the fuel cycle and its cost.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS.

(1) One of the recommendation of the Ninth Annual Meeting of the

IWGFR was that some IAEA review papers should be prepared

based on IWGFR Specialists Meeting. Therefore, the partici-

pants in the meeting unanimously agreed that a review paper on the#

present state of the art of fuel cladding chemical interaction

(FCCI) is timely and desirable. It is proposed that the IAEA

initiate the preparation and publication of a review paper on

"Fuel Cladding Chemical Interaction". The following outline for

a review paper was recommended by the participants:

CH. I Introduction and Background

CH. 11 Out-of-Pile Test Results

CH.11I Reactor Irradiation Results

CH.IV FCCI Control Concepts (Buffer/Getters)

CH. V Fuel Pin Design Considerations (Mechanical

Properties)

CH.Vl Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

The meeting participants recommended that preference for pre-

paring the review paper should be given to Dr. M.G. Adamson,

General Electric Co., Fast Breeder Department, U.S.A. and

Dr. O. Goetzmann, Kernforschungszentrum, Karlsruhe, FRG.

Dr. Adamson and Goetzman have agreed to collaborate in prepara-

tion ot the review paper it it is approved by the IWGFR.

(2) The meeting participants agreed that it would desirable when FCCI

data is reported by member nations, that the maximum depth of

attacked cladding be reported. It is not intended that this recom-

mendation should discourage the use of an "average" depth of

attack if this approach is desired for other reasons. Rather, it

is recommended that the maximum attack depth also be reported to

allow intcrcomparison of results from different, countries and

different investigating sites. An attempt should be made to formu-

late a universally agreed method of reporting FCCI: this method

may be incorporated in the summary document. As an initial step

in this direction the US will submit a recently prepared recommen-

dation for FCCI measurement and reporting to the IWGFR for

distribution to the member countries for comment.

(3) It was agreed that qualitatively much better understanding of the

important parameters in FCCI has been developed, especially over

the last three years. However, clarification of the following

areas of uncertainty is needed:

a) The effect of clad corrosion on the load bearing capability

of the cladding.

b) Identification of the fission product species responsible for

initiation and progression of FCCI.

c) A clearer delineation of the effect of cladding temperature

and fuel burn-up on FCCI. In particular, does FCCI tend

to saturate at temperature above 650 °C and at high burn-up.

d) Whether burn-up or time is the important independent

variable.

e) The effect of fuel thermal gradient, particularly in integral

pin tests in a typical LMFBR flux gradient.

Experiments designed to clarify these issues should be encouraged.

(4-) The participants agreed that the phenomenon of fuel-clad-mechanical

interaction (FCMI) is important to fast reactor fuel performance

and therefore analytical and experiments) programmes to elucidcUe

FCMI effects should be continued. In particular, FCMI studies



at high burn-up, under power cycling condition, and with low
swelling alloys should be encouraged. It should be noted that the
interactions between FCCl and FCMl werenot considered in this
discussions due to the lack of direct evidence.

(5) In the future, when comparative data on low oxygen to metal ratio
(O : M) and high O : M fuels from prototype reactors are avail-
able, an assessment of their comparative performance should be
made, and based on.the assessment an optimum O : M ratio may
become evident.

(6) The participants recommended that consideration should be given
to an irradiation test of a multi-national mixed oxide fuel assembly
in. a large prototype LM.FBR. The test would incorporate a com-
mon cladding material to permit a direct comparison of FCCl attack
by the fuel provided by each of the participating countries.
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Chemical Interaction between (Cs - Te) Doped Fuels and Cladding Material

under Irradiation by A. Delbrassine and A.J. Flipot, Belgium.

Summary

Pins containing 1)0.-30 wt.% P u 0 2
 l o w density pellets and or caesium

and or tellurium as doping elements have been irradiated for about

40 days in the BR 2 reactor.

The effect of two Cs/Te ratios, namely 1.3 and 4, and a wide range

of 0/M ratios on the inner corrosion of the clad has been investi-

gated.

The influence of tellurium on the attack of the cladding has been

pointed out. It may be responsible of the chromium and nickel

depletion in the grain boundaries of the steel.

The corrosion patterns and the thickness of the corroded layBr

could be different on the total length of a fuel pin. It seems

therefore necessary to measure the effective Cs/Te ratio associated

with the local corrosion layers. This local Cs/Te ratio shculd

be more useful than the initial mean Cs/Te ratio in a pin for

understanding the corrosion phenomena.

1. Introduction

Plutonium-uranium mixed oxide, clad in stainless steel, is a

typical fuê . for the first LMFBR reactor generation. The fuel

pins should be designed to reach a 100,000 MWd/t burn-up

without failure under an as high as possible clad temperature.

Unfortunately a number of irradiated fuels show a penetration of

fission.products into the austenitic stainless steel cladding.

The reasons of this are not well-known up to now. It is gene-

rally stated that the clad attack occurs above an inner clad

temperature of S00-550°C, even at burn-ups as low as 40,000 MWd/t

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6. 7. 8] when using fuels with an initial 0/M

ratio higher than 1.94. Some other parameters as carbon conta-

mination [9, 10] could influence the corrosion depth but some

complementary results are needed to state and quantify their

effects.

Before discussing this subject more in detail, it must be pointed

out that the correlation between fuel pin failures and internal

clad corrosion is not clearly defined yet.

2. Post-irradiation observations on irradiated fuel pins

Chemical interactions between fuel, cladding material and fission

products have been observed in a number of pins irradiated

throughout the world.

The clad material generally used is the austenitic steel

(AISI 316, 304, 347, DIN WN 1.4970, 1.4988, 1.4981). .

Three forms of reaction are reported :

- a uniform matrix attack in the stainless steel leading to

a general reduction of the cladding thickness

- an intergranular attack of the cladding material

- metallic precipitates inside the fuel, containing clad

components and fission products

The Belgian results confirm these general observations (Fig. 1

and 2). The morphology of the reaction product layers is similar

to that of the solidification of a liquid phase containing a

mixture of metallic and ceramic components.

Microprobe analysis performed in the zone with a uniform matrix

attack indicates that Cr, Fe, Mo and Mn atoms are present as

oxides whereas the metallic phase is principally constituted

of Fe and Ni with, is some cases, noble metallic fission

products such as Pd and Nd [7, 11].

The intergranular attack takes two forms : the first one is

characterized by a fission product penetration along the grain

boundaries and the second one by a surface migration of clad

components at the grain boundaries, which results in some cases

in a phase transformation.

In the outer rim of the fuel column, the Fe, Cr, and Ni clad

components associated with fission products have been found by

microprobe analysis. Some of these metallic inclusions are

called "rivers" because they fill radial cracks.

Some attempts have been made to derive from the experimental

data a mathematical formalism for the corrosion depth [2, 4,

6, 7, 12] but no reliable results could be obtained. This is

probably due to the radial and axial migrations of the fission

products,, the systematic error on the clad temperature measure-

ment in the different reactors, on the method for determining

the depth of the attack, etc...
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3. Objective of the doped fuel pin irradiation programme

Numerous out-of-pile experiments have been performed either under

isothermal conditions or under a small temperature gradient. In

these latter experiments, a maximum temperature of about 1500°C

was reached [13]. Such experiments allowed foreign experimenters

to confirm that caesium, tellurium, iodine and some other fission

products play a rdle in the inner corrosion of the cladding.

It was therefore decided not to confirm the existing out-of-pile

experiments but to complete them by in-pile simulation tests

and to try to obtain representative res'ults within a short time.

Irradiation tests on doped fuel pins can provide a radial tempe-

rature gradient similar to this obtained in prototype pins.

The temperature gradient is very important because it affects

the oxygen potential gradient,has a large influence on the fuel

chemistry and is responsible for the transportation of clad

components into the fuel.

The first phase of the programme is limited to the study of

the effect of caesium and/or tellurium on the internal corrosion

of the cladding. The second phase of the programme will be the

examination of different possibilities to stop or diminish

the corrosion.

4. Fuel pin and irradiation rig design

The main geometrical characteristics of the pins are given by

Fig. 3. The clad diameters and the fuel pellet characteristics

(Table I) are typical of the first core of the SNR 300 reactor.

The steel qualities have also been chosen either because they

were potential materials for the fuel elements of this reactor

(WN 1.4970 and WN 1.4981} or as a possible remedy against

corrosion (AISI 310-high chromium steel]. The compositions of

these steels are given in Table II. The relative volumes of

the different phases are representative for a LMFBR fuel pin.

The doping elements (caes-ium and/or tellurium} are added under

metallic form to avoid any introduction of other impurities

such as carbon, oxygen..., which could perturbate the corrosion

conditions at the fuel-clad interface. Caesium is poured inside

the cladding tube after having introduced the lower blanket pellet

and before loading the fuel pellets. This can therefore be done

outside a plutonium glove-box. The quantity of caesium is

calculated from the fission yield and corresponds to a

100,000 MWd/t burn-up.

Tellurium is simply compacted in small pellets (1 to 2 mm dia-

meter] and loaded in the fuel pin. Tellurium is located at

mid-height of the fuel column.

Extreme care is taken in the degassing and manipulations of the

pellets and structural parts to eliminate any water vapour

contamination. Specifications about chemical purity are the

current ones imposed for LMFBR fuels.

Five pins can be inserted in an irradiation device (Fig. 3)

called C.F.C. (cladding-fuel compatibility} and especially

designed to minimize the axial heat transmission on the total

length of the clad and to stabilize the temperature of the

clad within a few degrees (• 3°C) whatever the variations of

the reactor power level may be.

The maximum difference in the local temperatures between the

5 clads is 40°C.

Clad temperature and linear power are recorded continuously

[16]. The CFC rigs are irradiated in the Belgian BR 2 reactor.

Irradiation time is defined as 2 reactor cycles or approxi-

mately 40 days.

The irradiation conditions are listed in Table III.

5. Post-irradiation programme

5.1. CFC_Q1.experiment

The first experiment [14] was conducted in order to assess

the validity of the simulation programme.

The destructive examination allows one to report the

following observations.

5.1.1. Reference_undo@ed_fuel gin (pin n° 2)

As expected, the axial and radial metallographic cuts

do not show any particular feature. The inner surface

of the clad which was affected by recoil of the

fission products seems to be a little oxidized. No

clad component or large metallic inclusions are

visible in the fuel.

10



5.1.2. 6aesium_doged_fuel_Cpin n* 1)

No important caesium concentration has been measured

in the gap between the fuel pellets and the cladding.

The WN 1.4981 steel of this capsule revealed no matrix

attach nor intergranular corrosion. The layer, influen-

ced by the fission product recoil, is no longer

coloured. Oxygen is supposed to have reacted with

caesium instead of with stainless steel.

5.1.3. Tellurium_dgged_fyel_gin Cpin n° 3)

A very limited axial migration of tellurium can be

seen. Tellurium is therefore largerly in excess at

mid-height of the pin where it was originally added

but not present round both ends of the fuel column.

Near the mid-height of the fuel stack, the relati-

vely high tellurium quantity has corroded the inner

wall of the clad up to a 40 urn total depth.

- In the zone with an intergranular attack, a tellu-

rium contamination and a chromium and nickel deple-

tion have been detected at the grain boundaries.

- Near the interface between clad and fuel, there are

only a few percent of chromium and nickel left in

the steel matrix which is therefore transformed

into a ferritic one.

- This ferritic zone is in close contact with reaction

products the main components of which are chromium

and tellurium with some traces of iron and nickel.

- The reaction products against the fuel pellet

contain mainly iron, nickel and tellurium.

- At the fuel pellet surface, some metallic inclusions

containing molybdenum have been observed. No bound

between uranium, plutonium, oxygen and tellurium

have been detected.

Fig. 4 shows a micrograph of a transversal cut in

the fuel near the tellurium pellet.

5.1.4. Caesium_and_tellurium_doged_fuel_giri_(pin n° 0)

In this pin containing caesium and tellurium with

an initial mean ratio Cs/Te • 1.3 the total corrosion

depth reaches locally 190 urn. 11

The corrosion pattern is characterized by a 10 urn

intergranular attack and a large intragranular one.

An important migration of clad components into the

fuel matrix can be seen.

Microprobe analysis gives the following information.

- In the small region with an intergranular attack,

the grain boundaries are depleted in chromium and

nickel but contain caesium and tellurium.

- In the zone with a matrix attack, a metallic phase

having iron and nickel as major components and

ceramic phases containing chromium, manganese,

tellurium and caesium are present. Though not

detectable with the equipment used, oxygen is

supposed to be bound with these atoms.

- All the metallic inclusions content mainly nickel,

chromium and iron. Palladium has also been detected

in some of them. Some cracks in the fuel pellets

are filled with metals and look like rivers.

Pig. 5 illustrates the above-mentioned results.

5.1.5. |ecgnd_caesium_and_telluriym_dgged_fuel^gin (pin n°4)

The only significant difference between this pin and

the preceding one is the steel composition of the

clad. The former was in WN 1.4981, this one is in

AISI 310. The total corrosion depth is of the same

order of magnitude but this steel with a higher

chromium and nickel content is more sensitive to

the intergranular attack and more resistant to the

uniform matrix attack.

A large quantity of clad components were transported

into the fuel and even up to the central hole. A

scanning of the metallic inclusions along a fuel

radius shows that chromium is the main component in

the cold regions whereas iron and nickel are concen-

trated near the central part of the pellets.

Fig. 6 shows the results.

<2- ?FQ_Q2_and_CFC_03_

As shown by Table I, the main purpose of these experiments



was to compare the behaviour of U0_-30 wt. % PuO2 pellets

with a 0/M ratio ranging from 1.94 to 2.00 in a WN 1.4981

steel clad irradiated respectively at 650°C and 700°C.[15]

No clad diameter increase has been found for these ten pins.

The axial y-scanning demonstrates that caesium is equally

concentrated on upper and lower U02 blanket pellets.

Furthermore caesium-133 added during fabrication and

caesium-137 generated by fission migrate in the same way.

This indicates that the filling position of the caesium is

not a parameter influencing the local caesium concentration

during irradiation. Destructive examination gives the

following results.

5.2.1. Caesium_dgeed_fuel_gin (pin B8-CFC 02)

No significant attack can be seen, only some grain

boundaries are enlarged. The results o-f this pin

irradiated at an inner wall temperature of S50°C

confirm those of the CFC 01 experiment.

5.2.2. Caesium and_tellurium_fuel_gins

The initial quantity of caesium and tellurium was

such that the ratio Cs/Te was about 4.

No inner corrosion occurred in the fuel pins contai-

ning U02-30 wt. % PuO2 pellets with a 0/M ratio of

1.940. A very small corrosion has been observed for

the pins containing stoichiometric fuel pellets :

in the pin B6 irradiated at an inner wall temperature

of 700°C (Fig. 7) the corrosion depth reaches only

20 to 40 vim. It is even less in the pin AS irradiated

at 650°C. This attack is localized in the fuel region.

Against the inner surface of the clad, a layer con-

taining iron and nickel has been detected. This is

fallowed by an oxide layer with caesium and tellurium

and very often with chromium and manganese. Caesium

and tellurium are always bound together whereas chromium

and manganese are associated with caesium.

The central hole in the fuel pellets has a very eccentric

position : this is probably due to the large initial

gap between fuel and clad. A uranium-caesium-oxygen

compound has been formed in the hottest region of

the outer surface of the fuel pellets. Plutonium 12

has been rejected behind this place : a relative

increase of 30 % in the plutonium content has been

analysed in the fuel matrix (Fig. 8).

In front of the blanket pellet, no corrosion of the

clad can be seen but a compound containing uranium,

caesium and probably oxygen is present in the gap

between blanket and clad. Tellurium has been

found there.

In the pins containing a fuel with a 0/M ratio of

1.98. a corrosion layer has been seen : it has the

same morphology as in the pins with stoichiometric

fuel but the attack depth is below the fabrication

tolerances of the clad.

The other pins have not been examined.

S.3. CFC_05_ex6friment

This experiment is subdivided into 3 Belgian pins and 2

German ones [15]. Post-irradiation examination of the

Belgian pins is under way.

The non destructive tests performed on each pin confirm the

observations given for the CFC 02 and 03 experiments.

At the moment, only the pin C1 containing hyperstoichiometric

U02-30 wt. % PuO2 pellets has been fully examined. The ini-

tial mean Cs/Te ratio reached 4.5. Three interesting regions

have been found : near the centre of the fuel stack, near

the upper part of the fuel column and in front of blanket

pellet.

5.3.1. Zgne_rgund_the_centre_gf_the_fyel_cglumn_(Fig . 9)

Uniform matrix attack and intergranular corrosion are

visible but the total corrosion depth is limited to

40 tim. Tellurium is associated with caesium and is

always present in case of intragranular or matrix

attack.

Large metallic inclusions are located near the outer

surface of the fuel pellets.

5.3.2. yeQiE.9Srt_gf.the_fuel_cglumn_CFig. 10)

This region.is characterized by a deep intergranular



attacK the penetration of which is as high as 120 pm.

Caesium is present in the grain boundaries. These

are depleted in nickel on the total depth and also

in chromium on the first SQ microns.

The composition of the grains (ferritic) near the

inner wall of the clad differs from that of the clad

material. Elsewhere in the corrosion zone, this

composition corresponds to that of the sound material.

In the gap between fuel and clad, iron-nickel alloys

with some traces of chromium and palladium have been

seen.

Caesium is mainly bound with uranium and oxygen. The

tellurium quantity in the gap diminishes from the

middle to the end of the fuel column. As explained

already, this is due to its poor axial migration.

No metallic inclusions containing clad components have

been observed in the fuel matrix.

5.3.3. Blanket_gellet_zone

In front of the blanket pellet, caesium is bound with

uranium and probably to oxygen and the clad is sound.

Tellurium is not detectable in this zone.

6. Discussion of the results

Fig. 11 and 12 summarize schematically the main results already

obtained from the CFC programme.

6.1. R§le_gf_the_O/M_and_Cs/Te.ratios

The 0/CI ratio does not play a direct role in the clad

corrosion but acts as a general buffer affecting the chemical

activity of each element.

- When using stoichiometric fuel pellets, no or only a very

limited corrosion layer can be detected in three cases :

in presence of caesium only (no attack at all), in

presence, of tellurium only (40 ym corrosion depth) and

in presence of these bath elements, the mean Cs/Te

ratio being equal to 4 (40 ym corrosion depth). This

ratio corresponds approximately to the fission yield.

- In this latter case, hypostoichiometric fuels (0/H ratio

1.98) still allow corrosion but the attack depth could 10

be of the order of 20 ym. This is not significant because

of the same order of magnitude than the usual fabrication

tolerances for nuclear tubes. When the 0/11 ratio of the

fuel pellets is as low as 1.94, no corrosion is observed.

- With hyperstoichiometric fuels (0/li ratio • 2.01). the

attack depth increases drastically (120 ym).

These results show that the original 0/fi ratio of a fuel

is a very important characteristic, certainly near stoichio-

metry. This parameter must therefore be rigorously controlled,

as also any source of oxygen during the fabrication of the

fuel pin (moisture contamination, for instance).

The precision and rsproducibility of the 0/M determination

methods is such that the minimum analytical error is

presently about • 0.005. On the other hand, it is suspected

that the metallic doping elements decrease the mean oxi-

dation degree of the fuel pellets. That means that the

hyperstoichiometric pellets used in the CFC programme may

be just above stoichiometry and that the stoichiometric

ones may be effectively ranging between 1.99x and 1.99

(even perhaps 1.985 in the most unfavourable case). The

total attack depth is also influenced by the Cs/Te ratio.

The 40 |im corrosion layer observed in a WN 1.4970 steel

when using slightly hypostoichiometric pellets and a mean

Cs/Te ratio of 4 increases up to 190 um in pins where the

mean Cs/Te ratio is as low as 1.3.

Out-of-pile tests carried out under thermal gradient by

General Electric Workers [10] have also shown that the

oxygen potential and the Cs/Te ratio control the cladding

attack. They found that the occurrence of attack of a 316

stainless steel cladding with slightly hypostoichiometric

mixed oxide pellets was restricted to cases where the

Cs/Te ratio was 42.

No attack was observed in capsules containing Cs/Te >4

until an oxygen potential corresponding to Ni/NiO was

attained.

Our results confirm therefore that the Cs/Te ratio affects

the attack of the cladding but also show that, though'



shallow, corrosion can occur at a Cs/Te of 4 and with

slightly hypostoichiometric fuels.

No comparison has been performed in pins containing hyper-

stoichiometric fuels and increasing mean Cs/Te ratios.

Just one pin with a mean Cs/Te ratio of 4 and mixed oxide

pellets with an initial 0/11 ratio of 2.01 has been examined.

Nevertheless, due to the fact that the corrosion pattern

and depth change considerably along the length of the fuel

column, the caesium and tellurium balance has been measured

locally with the aid of a microprobe and by y-scanning

(Fig. 13). Local Cs/Te ratios have then been calculated at

about mid-height and near the upper end of the fuel column.

At mid-height of the fuel stacK. the 40 jim corrosion depth

corresponds to a calculated local Cs/Te ratio ranging

from 1.6 to 2.0. Near the upper end of the fuel stack,

the corrosion layer is much deeper and reaches 120 um while

the associated local Cs/Ts ratio varies between 3.8 and 4.6.

Unfortunately, local Cs/Te ratios have not been measured

for the other pins. This experimental result is surprising

because the deeper corrosion layer is associated with a

higher Cs/Te ratio. This result is also very interesting,

if confirmed by other experiments, because it indicates

that the mean Cs/Te ratio corresponding to the fabrication

conditions of a pin would not be a reliable factor for

this study. The absolute quantities of caesium and

tellurium are perhaps important too. In any case, it seems

very useful, if not necessary, to verify that large

variations in the Cs/Te ratio on the length of the fuel

column is not typical of these simulation irradiation tests.

If similar results are found on prototype pins irradiated

up to a high burn-up, the effective variation limits of

this ratio should be searched and the associated corrosion

patterns and oxygen activities stated.

6.2. R81e_of.tellurium

In the pin containing slightly hypostoichiometric mixed oxide

and a small tellurium pellet but no caesium, a 40 um-

corrosion layer has been observed. Tellurium has been

detected in the grain boundaries and seems therefore to be

responsible for a nickel and chromium migration from the |4

grain boundaries in the zone with an intergranular attack.

Near the fuel, this migration is so important that the

austenitic steel is transformed into a ferritic one.

Chromium, nickel, iron and tellurium are concentrated in

the gap between fuel and cladding where two non metallic

layers have been evidenced.

The first one-near the clad contains tellurium and chromium

as main component CTe : 71.2 at.% j Cr : 24 at.% ; Fe : 3.2

at.% ; Ni : 1.6 at.%). It might be composed of Cr Te2 and

free tellurium with iron and nickel in solution.

The second one - near the fuel - shows Te, Ni and Fe as major

components with some traces of uranium. No plutonium traces

have been found. According to the composition : Fe : 24 at.%,

Ni : 25 at.% and Te : 51 at.%> this layer might be constituted

by a compound CFe, Ni), Te isomorph with CFe, Ni). S.
i~X I—X

The moderate aggressiveness of tellurium can suddenly be

very high when tellurium is associated with caesium in a

certain ratio. As already discussed, the corrosion depth

depends indeed on the Cs/Te ratio. Furthermore, the influence

of this ratio on the clad corrosion seems, in turn, to be

dependant on the 0/M ratio of the pellets.

Nickel and chromium depletion in the corroded zone also

occurs in the pins with tellurium and caesium. Caesium and

sometimes tellurium are found in the grain boundaries.

Two corrosion layers are still observed between the fuel

and the clad material : the first one - near the clad -

is chromium, tellurium and caesium rich and the second

one - near the fuel - is nickel and iron rich.

It is interesting to note that a non negligible transport

of clad components into the fuel has been observed in a

pin with slightly hypostoichiometric pellets and a low

Cs/Te ratio i.e. a relatively large excess of tellurium.

All this suggests that iodine is perhaps not the only

good carrier of clad components, and that tellurium plays

an important rSle in the clad corrosion.

6.3. Effeet_of_the_clad.comgosition

Two experiments performed with a UN 1 .4981 clad and a



AIS.I 310 clad have shown that the corroded zone is of the

same order of magnitude but that the nature of the clad

material influences the corrosion type. The AISI 310 steel

is more sensitive to the intergranular attack than the

WN 1.4981 steel while more resistant to the uniform

matrix attack.

Strengthened ferritic steels developed in Belgium will be

tested in the near future.

7. Conclusions

- These in-pile simulation experiments show that tellurium plays

an important rSle in the clad corrosion at 700°C. Tellurium

would be responsible of the chromium and nickel depletion

in the grain boundaries of the corroded zone.

- The aggressiveness of tellurium is a function of the caesium

concentration. Nevertheless, caesium alone has not given any

corrosion pattern.

- The transport of clad components into the fuel can take place

in absence of iodine.

- No corrosion of the clad material has been observed with

mixed oxide pellets having a 0/M ratio of 1.94. On the contrary,

hyperstoichiometric pellets allow an important inner corrosion

of the cladding. With slightly hypostoichiometric pellets, a

moderate attack zone has been evidenced.

- The corrosion zone observed in two different austehitic steels

was about similar in total depth but different in nature.

It is recommended to draw a map of the tellurium and caesium

distribution along perfectly characterized prototype pins and

to correlate local oxygen activity and corrosion patterns.

As far as the CFC programme is concerned, the following points

will be studied in the near future :

1. the behaviour of WN 1.4970 steel pins with hypostoichiometric

pellets and a Cs/Ts ratio around 4

2. the behaviour of dispersion-strengthened ferritic steels

and possible advanced clad materials (PE 16, Ni-alloys etc..)

in comparison with austenitic steels.
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TABLE I i FUEL PIN CHARACTERISTICS

TABLE II : CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CLAO STAINLESS STEEL 16

IRRADIATED IN THE CFC PROGRAMME

STAINLESS STEEL

W.

W.

A.

N.

N.

H

TYPE

1.4981

1.4970

S.I.310

0.

0.

(0.

C

%

068

10

2-5

Cr

*

16

15

23

.5

.4

Ni

%

16

15

21

.5

.5

.3

Mo

*

1.

1.

0.

78

1S

15

Mn

%

1.

1.

1.

28

80

80

Nb

%

0.80

-

-

Si

%

0.

0.

1.

38

35

37

Ti

%

-

>0.

-

35

B

*

-

0.005

-

LXPERIHENI
NUMBER

C.F.C.01

C.F.C02

C.F.C.03

C.F.C.OS

PIN
NUfiBEf

0
1
2
3
4

AS
B8
A4
A 8*
A6

66
B7*
A9
83*
B1

C11**
C2*K
C1

FUEL

O/M

2.00
2.00
2.oq
2.00
2.00

2.00
1.99
1.98
1.97
1.94

2.00
1.99
1.98
1.97
1.94

1.96
1.98
>.O1

pu/U«Pu
t

19.3
20.OS
20.OS
20.OS
19.3

29.9
29.6
29.6
29.6
29.9

29.9
29.6
29.6
29.6
29.9

29.9
29.6
29.9

PELLET $
(mm)

4.99
4.99
S.00
4.99
4.98

4.94
4.95
4.94
4.93
4.92

4.93
4.94
4.93
4.94
4.92

4.89
4.93
4.93

PELLET HEIGHT
(mm)

5,84
S.62
5.82
5.82
5.84

5,7
5.6
5.65
S.S
S.S

5,6
5.66
5. S3
S.6
5.S

S.S
S.S
S.6

BULK
DENSITY

aa.s
88.3
88.1
88,4
aa.s
86.5
86.7
86.7
86.6
86.5

86.2
86. B
86.6
86.6
86.1

87.3
68.7
86.1

CLAO

NATURE

W.N.1.49B1
W.N.1.4981
W.N.1.4981
W.N.1.4981
AISI 310

W.N.1.4981
J.N,1.4981
W.N.1.4981
W.N.1,4981
W.N.1.4981

4.N.1.4981
W.N.1,4981
W.N.1.4981
tf.N.1.4981
W.N.1.4981

J.N.1,4970
ri.N.1.4970
W.N.1.4970

OUTER f
(nun)

6*0.02
6*0,02
6*0.02
6*0.02
6*0.02

6*0.02
6*0,02
6*0.02
6*0.02
6*0.02

8*0.02
6*0,02
6*0.02
6*0.02
6*0.02

6*0.02
6*0,02
6*0.02

INNER *
(mm)

5.24*0.02
5,24*0.02
5.24*0.02
5.24*0.02
S. 18*0,02

5.24*0.02
5.24*0.02
5.24*0,02
5.24*0.02
5.24*0.02

5.24*0,02
5.24*0.02
5.24*0.02
5.24*0.02
5.24*0.02

5.24*0.02
5.24*0.02
5.24*0.02

DOPING ELEMENTS

:» WEIGHT
(m« )

80
60
-
-
59

62
66.6
60.1
61.5
59

58.5
59
68.1
59.2
SB.3

60.6
59
60

Ta WEIGHT
(mg )

44,2

-
43.4
49

14.2
-

16, S
14.6
17

13.S
IS.4
15.8
13.6
13.8

11,8
12.6
15

Ca/Ta

1.36
-
-
-

1.20

4.36
-

3.64
4.21
3.47

4.33
3.83
3.67
4.35
4.22

S.13
4,68
4 **

not examined

examination under way



TABLE III : FUEL PIN IRRAOIATION CONDITIONS

EXPERIMENT

NUMBER

C.F.C.01

C.F.C.O2

C.F.C.03

C.F.C.OS

LINEAR POWER

CW/cm)

500 • 100

500 • 100

500 • 100

500 • 100

INNER CLAD

SURFACE

TEMPERATURE C O

700 • 20

650 • 20

700 • 20

700 • 20

IRRADIATION TIME

(DAYS)

43

52 *

53

46

•* This period involves a 12 day pre-irradiation at low linear

power C <350 W/cm) and low inner clad temperature C<450°C)

50 /um

p? corrosion depth

/imA
17

200 -

ISO -

100 -

SO -

• B (O/M * 1565)

1 A (O/M * 1.98-2H0)

A w

• A A

A •

V *

<"^***^.a •••
1 • •

500 600

. - « p * 560 - Z22T • 221 10*3 T 2 (ret 2)

. — p * 556 - 2.43T* 2JS5 10*3 T2 (ret U )

8 : Belgian fuel pins

A : German fuel pins

700 *C
inner dad temperature

Fig 1:

CLAD CORROSION OBSERVED IN A BELGIAN PIN ( INITIAL O / M : 1965)

OF THE RAPSODIE FORTISSIMO EXPERIMENT

CORROSION DEPTH MEASURED IN FUEL PINS IRRADIATED AT A 10 AT.*/.

MAXIMUM BURN-UP IN THE REACTOR RAPSODIE FORTISSIMO



TUNGSTEN 0I5C

933

Fuel* 450W/em, q _ g R 2 , l.5W/g

RADIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE TE5T SECTION OF C F C - Q 1 .

Fig 3 :

DRAWINGS OF THE CFC FUEL PINS AND IRRADIATION DEVICE

LMA 11279

intergranular attack

ferritic zone

Cr Te,

Ni.Fe) Te
t ** A

( U , P u ) O 2

20yum

Fig U : TRANSVERSAL CUT IN THE PIN N"3-CFC01 DOPED WITH TELLURIUM

clad material W.N.U981

Fe+Ni

•* ceramic phase Cr + Te+U

LMAlO99i
100 yum

Fig 5 -. TRANSVERSAL CUT IN THE PIN N°O-CFC0l DOPED WITH Cs AND Te

(INITIAL MEAN Cs / Te RATIO : 1.36 )



LMAU132-U133
100 / jm

Fig 6

TRANSVERSAL CUT IN THE PIN N%-CFC01 DOPED WITH Cs AND Te

( INIT IAL MEAN Cs / Te RATIO; 1.20 ) CLAD MATERIAL •. A.I. S.I. 310

intergranular attack

ferritic zone

s Cr + Cs + Te

LMA 15727

Fig 7 •.

TRANSVERSAL CUT IN THE PIN B6-CFC03 (CLAD MATERIAL WN. U981

AND INITIAL MEAN Cs / Te RATIO: 4.33)
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P u / U * P u MEASUREMENT ON THE RADIAL CUT OF THE PIN

N * B 6 - C F C 0 3 ( O/M = 2.00 INNER ..CLAD TEMPERATURE = 700 'C

-intergranular attack

-Fe+Ni and ceramic phase

containing Te,Cs and Cr

impregnation material

fuel

LMA 16707
20 yum

Fig 9 : TRANSVERSAL CUT IN THE CENTRAL PART OF THE PIN C1-CFC05

• Cs inclusion

< - ' . *

intcrgranular attack

Fe+Ni and ceramic phase
containing Te, Cs and Cr

impregnation material

LMA 16693
20/ jm

Fig 10 . LONGITUDINAL CUT AT THE UPPER END OF THE PIN C1-CFC05
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ctad:WNU98i

sound material
no attack

doping element :Cs only

(CFCOI-pin n°1)

clad:WNU981

Ni and Cr depletion

o

doping elements: Cs and Te with initial Cs/Te ratio =4

(CFC03-pin n° B6 )

o
o
C4

fuel

doping elements :Cs and Te with initial Cs/Te ratio = 1.3
(CFCQ1-pinsn°0

Ni and Cr depletion + Te

E
o

ferritic layer

Cr Te2

(Fe,Ni),_xTe
fuel

doping element • Te only
(CFCOI-pin n°3)

: INFLUENCE OF THE Cs/Te RATIO ON THE CORROSION DEPTH IN PINS CONTAINING STOlCHIOMETRJC

(OR SLIGHTLY HYPO - STOICHIOMETRIC ) UO2-30wt% PuO2 PELLETS
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Cs inclusion

ferritic zone

Fe*Ni

upper end of the fuel column

E

8

Ni depletion at
the grain
boundaries

Ni and Cr
depletion at the
grain boundaries

clad :WN 1.4970

• Ni and Cr depletion

Cr*Te*Cs(Cs/Te«2)
Fe*Ni

initial O/M.2.01
CFC05-pinn"C1 middle of the fuel column

clad.WN1.i98i

initial O/M:2.00
(CFC03-pinn°B6)

o

clad :WN 1.4981

no attack

initial O/M. 1.94

(CFC03-pinn*B1)

Fig 12: INFLUENCE OF O/M RATIO ON THE CORROSION DEPTH IN PINS WITH A MEAN Cs/Te RATIO

OF ABOUT I*



local Cs/Te ratio
Cs local concentration
arbitrary units

lower blanket
pellet

Cs initial position

fuel column upper blanket
pellet

Te initial pellet position

Fig 13: Cs PROFILE AND Cs/Te RATIOS AS MEASURED

IN PIN N°C1 (CFC05)

General Considerations on the Oxide Fuel - Cladding Chemical Interaction

by R. Pascard, France.

I - INTRODUCTIOH-

Since the very first experimental irradiations in thermal reactors,

performed in view of the future Rapsodie fuel general study, corro-

sion cladding anomalies were observed. They were not considered

with too much attention, so strong was at this date the dogma of

compatibility between oxide fuel and stainless steel cladding.

Since then, the tremendous experience accumulated after ten years

of Rapsodie performance - and more than two years for Phenix -

brought definite confirmation of the chemical reaction between

irradiated fuel and cladding. At the same time, the extreme varia-

bility of the phenomenon was recognized with regard to the condi-

tions for its appearance as well as to the aspect of corroded zones.

Corrosion is not considered at present in France with deep con- 23

cern, since out of more than 5000 pins irradiated in Rapsodie

beyond 10 at % burn-up, no failure unequivocally attributable to

corrosion has been recorded. Furthermore corrosion does not seem

to increase with burn-up beyond about 8 at %. On the other hand,

complete confidence cannot be obtained as long as the phenomenon

is not fully understood. Finally, from a practical point of view,

the fuel designer expresses an urgent need for an expression for

corrosion rates, whatever crude it might be.

After a review of the present knowledge on the subject, we insist

particulary on the apparent discreprancy between this knowledge

and the large body of stastistical results, available to-day

through the accumulated experience on the driving fuel behaviour.

We feel that this uncomfortable situation results mainly from too

nuch relying on too logical, but oversimplified mechanisms. New

approches are tentatively proposed.

II - SEMI-EMPIRICAL LAWS AND PROPOSED MECHANISMS FOR CORROSION

The literature on corrosion, very profuse on possible corrosion

mechanisms, is rather poor in definite analytical corrosion laws,

probably because such laws can be postulated and tested only with

the aid of a large irradiation program. Generally, corrosion is

supposed to obey a classical diffusion process leading to expres-

sion of the type )t = A T exp. - Q/T, where i, is the corrosion

depth, T the burnup, Q an activation energy for an unknown process

and T the cladding inside surface temperature in K. It is not al-

ways specified if T et T apply to the point where corrosion is

measured.

An exemple of such a corrosion law with a particularly good fit

with experimental points is given in [/!}

V = 2» 4 3- 1° 5 T °'517exp (- 5"fi) T in at I

One can also find linear laws in T, for example :

I = 1.57.10"3 T 1/^2 CT-630) [2] T in °C

Oj

oi
2<
00



althoug a linear law appears difficult to justify, it can be suf-
ficient in practice if we remember that the explored temperature
range is generally small.

One can argue about the choice of the burn-up as an independant
variable. If diffusion is the basic process and the corrodent agent
is in large excess, the time is certainly a better variable. Any-
way, as long as this question is not cleared out, comparison of
corrosion for pins of different diameter is simply meaningless.
Note also that the heat rating is supposed to play no role. We
shall come back to this point farther.

With regard to the corrosion mechanisms, they all rely upon clas-
sical thermodynamics assorted with kinetics considerations. The
validity of classical thermodynamics in a medium subjected to ther-
mal gradients of more than a few thousands degrees par mm. may be
questionable. Even after the radical simplification of assigning
to the medium a mean, definite temperature of say, 1 000 K,
difficulties remain, considerable, due to the inextricable chemical
phenomena taking place at the surface of the fuel. Most of the
fission products susceptible to play a role in corrosion (Cs, I, Te,
Mo, Pd, Ba...) migrate towards the surface to give compounds not
identified with certainty nor even all listed. The existence of
these compounds depends critically upon the oxygen potential at the
fuel surface wich they modify in turn. So, we are brought back to-
wards teasing problems, not yet really solved :

. oxygen redistribution under a thermal gradient
• role of the soluble fission products on the fuel oxygen
potential.

. oxygen balance with burn-up.

Such a complicated situation favors of course the proliferation of
basic corrosion mechanisms, according to the choice of the main
corrosive fission product (Cs plus oxygen, iodine, tellure). It
appears to-day that in all cases the first step of corrosion is
chromium depletion of the steel permitting, after a sufficient degree,
oxidation in depth of the clad.- No one of these mechanisms has been
fully elaborated to the final point of a quantitative corrosion law.

Nevertheless they all contain the implicit result that, since oxygen
potential of the fuel is continously .increasing with burn-up, corro-

sion should accelerate with time,which is rather in contradiction 24
with semi-empirical laws previously given. Conversely, they brought
to the conclusion that starting with a sufficiently hypostoichiome-
tric fuel would prevent the corrosion completely.

Ill - STATISTICAL ASPECT OF THE FUEL-CLADDING REACTION

Semi-empirical laws and mechanisms we have just told about are es-
sentially based on a few experimental irradiations, generally of a
parametric type and on a more abundant body of out-of-pile simula-
tion tests. Besides this experimental results, a considerable amount
of information, directly outcoming from the Rapsodie or Phenix
driving fuel is now available in France. Up to what extent is this
information consistent with laws and mechanisms presently in
favour ? A careful, conservative answer would be that the consis-
tency is not obvious. This is not suprising because most of the
statistical information is not itself self-consistent as illus-
trated by the fact that two identical pins with identical irradia-
tion conditions may display very different corrosion states. A
very similar point of view has already been expressed by BATEY and
BAGLEY [3J whose comment reproduced below in extenso is in complete
agreement with our own feeling.

It fails, (the oorrosion mechanisms) in its present form, to account for the
erratic incidence of attack in irradiated fuel pins, e.g., the absence of at-
taek in the majority of pins irradiated in DFR and the wide range of corrosion
depths in nominally identical or closely related pin designs. It is feasible
that the discrepancies in corrosion behaviour stem from inconsistency in a
vital, and supposedly standard, test characteristic, e.g., fuel oxidizing po-
tential. The differences are, however, as likely to arise from a more esoteric
source such as the content of a minor impurity, or some factor which either
removes or reinforces the passive oxide layer originally present on the stain-
less steel and so renders it less or more able to resist fission product attack.
Until the reasons for observed idiosyncrasies in corrosion behaviour have been
established it will not be possible to predict confidently the extent and effects
of corrosion in fast reactor oxide fuel pins.

Keeping in mind this important restriction about the apparently
erratic pins behaviour with respect to corrosion, it is possible on
the base of a limited analysis restricted to the actually corroded
pins to announce the following general observations :



1. for a given pin, the corrosion is always null for internal
cladding temperatures below 500°C. As temperature increases
above this value, the corrosion passes through a rather sharp
maximum, corresponding to a cladding temperature significantly
lower than the maximum running in temperature. Furthermore,
corrosion is generally very weak in the hottest spat of the
pin.

For a set of pins run in identical conditions, the maximum
corrosion spot, located in the highest third of the pin,
remains at a fixed position with burn-up (or time). An il-
lustrating example of this behaviour, coming from Phenix
fuel, is given in a joint paper.

Clearly, such a- sharp corrosion maximum is not accounted for
by the accepted laws, as given in section II. Moreover, it
appears very difficult to explain it with the proposed mecha-
nisms. One way to solve this dilemma could be the introduc-
tion of heat rating as an effective corrosion parameter. At
least, two explanations can be offered with regard to a pos-
sible role of heat rating on corrosion.

a) a direct effect of the thermal flux. In other words, the
heat flux cannot be neglected in the thermodynamic equations.

b) the true acting parameter is the surface temperature of the
fuel, function of heat rating and cladding temperature
through the annular gap. As a first support of this idea,
we note that the maximum corrosion spot coincides rather
well with the point where the temperature difference bet-
ween the fuel surface and the cladding is maximum.

2. If corrosion depth, at maximum corrosion spot, is plotted
against burn-up, the resulting cuve can be fitted more or less
conveniently by a A law, at least for not too high burn-ups
(< « 8 I). In the precise example of Phenix fuel (see joint
paper) a linear law with burn-up would be better. For burn-
ups well beyond 8 I, the corrosion depth seems to reach a
steady-state. In any case, a corrosion acceleration is not

observed, as would be the case if the constantly increasing
oxygen partial pressure at the fuel surface were the main
driving force for corrosion.

Corrosion stabilization for higher burnups suggests strongly
the onset of some antagonist mechanism operating after a suf-
ficient burn-up. This mechanism could be the accumulation of
fission products compounds (uranate, molybdate ...) in the
fuel cladding gap resulting in an effective protective layer.
If it was confirmed, such a mechanism would be of course in
complete contradiction with mechanisms quoted in section II.

To close this chapter, we add that the comparative study of
Rapsodie and Phenix fuel is currently in progress in order to
separate clearly the time and burn-up variables.

3. We must add now some considerations on the role of the initial
fuel stoichiometry and fissile material nature on corrosion. It
is recalled that these two parameters are generally viewed as
decisive.

For such a study, which is now just starting, the Phenix fuel —
pure U02 or two Pu contents with a stoichiometry range 1,96 -
2,00 — is particularly suitable. Very preliminary results indi-
cate no dramatic difference in corrosion behaviour for the three
fuel types.In accordance with what has been said in the prece-
ding chapter, minor differences are expected only in the low
burn-up range.

IV - GUIDE LINES FOR A FUTURE PROGRAM. CONCLUSIONS.

All along this paper, we have stressed the erratic conditions
for appearance of the oxide-cladding corrosion. It is obvious
that such a problem can be fully appreciated only by a statis-
tical approach based on a very large number of observations on
true LMFBRs pins. The task is really huge but not insuperable,
if at the same time the means and the methods are improved. :

. a reliable detection and a measure, even approximative, of
the corrosion depth by non destructive means would obviously
offer a decisive progress. To-day, eddy-currents auscultation

25



is notoriously unreliable and the painstaking metallographic
method must be used.

. the use of microprobe as an investigation tool can be
judged as too exclusive. Other more global methods, per-
taining to classical analytical chemistry would certainly
bring an invaluable complement of information.

. with respect to the pins to be observed, it is necessary
to choose them in a larger range of running conditions,
the temperature and burn-up parameters being certainly not
alone to be taken into account ; It would be also very pro-
fitable to include corrosion as one of the principal criteria
for final examination.

In parallel with this statistical approach, in any way leng-
thy and painstaking, one is led to appreciate the effort to
be devoted to out-of-pile tests. The feeling prevails now in
France that these tests have had their time, that they have in
fact brought credible, but oversimplified explanations and that,
except for new ideas, they will not permit to approach the
truthmore closely. Moreover, the conditions in which they are
carried to-day, offer a poor simulation of the tremendous
complexity of the real fuel and neglect the gradient and ther-
mal flux parameters.

It remains to examine the place, in an exhaustive corrosion
study program, of the experimental irradiations. Their contri-
bution is in principle invaluable since they alone permit to
cover a large variation of the parameters (w, T, T, t and fis-
sion products concentration) but it must be kept in mind that
unless we accept their proliferation, the results are in part
of a probabilistic nature.

A promising route, up to now little explored, would consist
in systematic reirradiations in different conditions of highly
irradiated, practically not corroded pins (such pins exist !)
in order to induce a brutal start of corrosion.

We want to close this chapter on future work, by turning
back to the "fond du problSme". If the corrosion is so
erratic, qualitatively as quantitatively, what could be the
effective probabilistic factor, up to now ignored by conven-
tional mechanisms ? Refusing to consider such trivial expla-
nation as impurities effect, we are led to incriminate the
behaviour of the complex medium present in the oxide clad gap.

For example, according to some workers, caesium in the gap is
under the form of a liquid oxygen rich phase £4} . One can
imagine that unpredictable corrosion could be due to liquid
indexes of this phase, not fixed in position with time.

In fact, our own experience indicates that this interfacial
medium is mainly composed of solid caesium uranate. This
uranate can creep very easily and is then unevenly distribu-
ted in a fuel cross-section (and also axially). An overall
reexamination of previously obtained results with special at-
tention to uranate distribution, seems to show a correlation
between local corrosion and presence or absence of uranate :
Corrosion is weak or absent when interface compound is parti-
cularly abundant.
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Chemical Interact ion between the Oxide and the Clad in PHENIX Fuel

at Burnup up to 60,000 MWD/T by M. Conte and J .P . Marcon, France.

INTRODUCTION

In every fuel element there i s a po t en t i a l problem of chemical

in t e r ac t i on between the f i s s i l e por t ion and the clad . As a mather of f a c t ,

even i f the choice of mater ia ls i s made a f t e r having es tabl ished a sa t i s fac to ry

chemical compat ibi l i ty between t h e fuel (UOg (U,Pu)0g, (U,Pu)C, . . . ) and the

clad (stainless s tee l , zirealoy, . . . ) out of p i le , i t is difficult to guarantee
this compatibility after operation in the reactor due, on one hand, to the
presence of fission products and, on the other hand, to impurities which are
always present in the fuel to a greater or lesser degree . The fuel element
currently chosen for the sodium-cooled fast reactors ( (U,Pu)0g in stainless
steel clad) does not avoid th is problem, in particular because of the
relatively high temperatures envisioned for this type of reactor - the clad
temperature i s about 650 °C . Since i t i s concerved as a demonstration reactor,
Phenix. should be able to provide additional information on this phenomenon,
and one will see that we have been able to shed light on some points which
the experiments or irradiations made to date have been unable to explain .
However, before presenting the experimental results obtained with Phenix fuel
and drawing conclusions, we shall give a brief resume of the expected behavior
of this fuel with respect to the phenomenon of interest •

1 " SUMMARY OF THE EXPECTKD BEHAVIOR OT THK PfflSSIX FUEL

The different parameters able t o influence the chemical in te rac t ion

between the oxide and the clad can be separated in to two categories :

- the operat ional parameters (clad temperature, l i nea r heat r a t e , e t c . ) ,

- the nature of the components capable of reac t ing , tha t i s t o say the oxide

and the clad ( the r a t i o s of —^L. , , the nature of the clad, . . . ) .
U+Pu M

a/

The nominal operating parameters of Phonix fuel, situated in an
already well known region, do not yield an a priori prediction of a sizeable
ossi de-clad interaction :

(x) - DSpartement d'Etudes des Combustibles au Plutonium - Fontenay-aux-Roses
(xx) - Division de Metallurgie et d'Ktude des Combustibles NuclSairos - Saclay

1 ) - The envisioned nominal burnup (50 000 MWd/t) was relatively modest VI

compared, on one hand, to the fast breeder reactor objectives and, on the

other, to what bas already been attained (more than 700 pins have exceeded

100 000 MWd/t in the Rapsodie reactor) .

2) - The maximum linear heating rate (U30 W/cm) has never been considei'ed ad

a fundamental parameter in the oxide-clad interaction : this value is

not large compared to the irradiation experiments currently being carried

out above 500 W/cm .

3) - The clad temperature : this was, a priori, the most sensitive parameter

in Phenix for the following three reasons :

. the maximum allowable nominal temperature (65O °C) is reputed to be

above the temperature for onset of the oxide-clad interaction which is,

depending on the author, between 550 °C and 600 °C ,

. the number of fuel pins affected by this phenomenon is considerable,

since the core of Phenix at equilibrium contains more than 7 600 pins

whose clad temperature exceeds 600 °C .

. the lowering of the power in the fuel, and as a result, the clad

temperature, is quite moderate in Phenix (5 to 6 % at the nominal

burnup which gives a decrease in clad temperature of less than 10 °C) .

This point is important because this lowering of power will not exist

in the cores of large power breeder reactors, in contrast to the small

experimental reactors currently existing . In this last case, the

oxide-clad interaction observed at the end of life, is, in fact, an

integral of the different operations during the irradiation, so that

it is difficult to analyze the different contributions (diffusion

phenomena, variation in the ratio — as a function of time, the
M

quantity of fission products present) and, therefore, to extrapolate
the results .

The parameter "clad temperature" was therefore felt to be capable
of producing, in Phenix, an oxide-clad interaction which could diminish j
the sound thickness of the clad by as much as 50 to 100 um . One will ]
note, howevei*, that such a phenomenon : v^ j

Q i
. does not influence the guarantee of the mechanical behavior of the clad, o ;
. i s not very sensitive to a local or accidental temperature excursion : o i

O '
irradiations of cladding carried out up to 700 °C show that there is -̂  j

00 !
no acceleration of the phenomenon above 65O °C . On the contrary, one 00 i
sees instead a saturation at high temperature . !



We can therefore say in summary tha t the clad temperature level

predicted for Phenix necess i ta tes a examination, from the point of view

of t h i s phenomenon of oxido-clad in te rac t ion , even through i t remains

in a v e i l known range .

The amount of plutonium and the ratio —in Phenix fuel do not in
M

any way constitute new parameters with respect to fuels already studied :

Concerning the f i r s t , (U/Pu), i t s influence has never been shown .» and the

values chosen for Phenix ( — — — 18 JS for the internal core and 25 % for
U+Pu

the external core) are in any case in the range of well known fuels .

As for the rat io — , this parameter varies between about — - 1.96
M M

and 2.00, from which one could forsee a rather noticeable difference in

behavior from one value to the other supposing (JOHNSON \f\), that the corro-

sive influence of certain fission products, cesium in particular, strongly

depends on the oxygen potential . With regard to th i s , an essential charac-

t e r i s t i c of the Phenix fuel is the absence of uranium 235 as an element of

fission in the fuel (contrary to fuel irradiated in Rapaodie , DFR, or KfiR I I ) ,

The oxygen balance that one ccn calculate for a mixed oxide (U,Pu)0. having

undergone a given turnup (SCHMITZ and al [sf], FIBDLAY and al jYJ ) , shows

that no matter what the assumptions mads with regard to the exact nature of

the chemical state of the fission products, the fissioning of plutonium 239

is more oxidizing than that of uranium 235 (in particular because of tha great

abundance of noble metals Ru, Rh, Pd) . One enn thus' fear that for irradiated

Phenix fuel there will be a rather high oxidizing potential, in particular

for an in i t i a l rat io of near 2.00, with a subsequent acceleration of the
M

oxide-clad interaction .

Let us note finally that the choice of steel (type 316) does not

constitute a parameter, this type of steel being used throughout Phenix as

well as being very widely used elsewhere .

I I - EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

I I . 1 • - S t a t i s t i c a l resu l t : Absence, of clad ruptures

I t must be noted tha t not one clad rupture has been observed on

more than 5*f 000 fuel pins i r rad ia ted in Phenix, a large frsction of which

(30 %) have exceeted the nominal burnup of 50 000 MWd/t . Taking in to account

the often random nature of the oxide-clad interact ion noted in the l i t e r a t u r e

(BATEY and a l \}*\)t t h i s fact i s rea l ly an experimental resul t which, a t the

very l a s t , allows us t o place an upper bound on the phenomenon .

I I . 2 . - Microflrp.T>hic observations

The sum of our experimental observations res t s on the examination

of several assemblies taken from the core before they had attained the nominal

burnup, and destined for the fuel surveillance of the f i r s t core of Phenix :

We have chosen in pa r t i cu l a r four iden t ica l assemblies s i tuated in the central

zone of the core which have experienced, respect ively, 1, 3 , 5 and 6 cycles

of i r radia t ions ; thus the nomenclature S , , S , , S_ and Sg .

The micrograph!c examinations tha t we have carried out have been

on fuel pins having undergone maximum buraups varying from 9 000 t o 60 000

MWd/t . In order t o study the influence of the two parameters, clad tempera-

ture and burnup, we have f i r s t t r i e d t o determine a typical prof i le of the

oxiae-clad interact ion along the fuel pin (figures 1 and 2) , for the pins

having the same burnup . We have chai-acterized the oxide-clad interact ion by

the decrease in thickness of the heat t ly clad using the i n i t i a l thickness as

a reference . In the case where th i3 decrease varies on a micrographic cut ,

we have taken the maximum decrease in thickness experienced by the clad .

From o\ir observations, i t appears tha t t h i s interact ion generally includes a

zone of intergranular corrosion in the clad, with a ra ther constant but ra ther

thin t ickness (10 to 2 0 ^ maximum), and a reaction zone between the const i -

tuents of the clad and those of the oxide (including certain fission products)

(cf figure 3) .

We generally find tha t the interact ion along the length of a fuel

pin i s not a maximum at the top of the p in , but i s s i tuated at a lower

location in the upper th i rd of the pin (figure '» : pin 95 from subassembly Sg).

Since the height of t h i s maximum does not vary grea t ly , the influence of the

burnup has been studied by taking the maximuin value of the interact ion for

each pin which has allowed us t o es tabl ish the curve presented in figure 5 .

Even though we have been able t o analyze the effect of burnup and

clad temperature, our resu l t s have not enabled us t o show a measurable influence

For the l a t t e r the greatest par t of ourof the parameters — end
M U+Pu

observations were carried out on (U,Pu)0g with 18 % plutonium . However,



examinations on a fuel pin containing pure UOg (burnup oC 27 000 KWd/t) and

on another containing mixed oxide with 25 % plutonium (burnup of 60 000 MWd/t),

didnot show any notable difference in behavior .

Likewise, it has not been possible to easily show the influence

1.975 andof the parameter — since i t generally varied between —
M M

- " 1.9&5 • However, micrographic examination of a fuel pin having an —ratio
M M
of 1.995 and a maximum burnup of 36 000 MWd/t showed a relatively large inter-

action for this burnup (kO to l»5 microns for a local clad temperature of about

600 °C), an observation compatible with an acceleration of the phenomenon
when the ratio — is near or egual to 2.00 (figures 7 and 8) .

M

The micrographic analysis that we have performed permits us to

draw the following conclusions :

- The oxide-clad interaction increases with temperature only in the interval

500 - 600 °C . In this range, the variation is in agreement with previously

published results Q> - 6J . However, above 600 °C one observes a saturation

and even a decrease of the phenomenon . As no mechanism can a priori, explain

this decrease, one is tempted to suggest it may be due to the lower linear

heat rate in the top of the fuel pin . Without completely eliminating this

hypotheses, we can say that we have already observed an analagous saturation

in some thermal neutron irradiations (Vkae CONTE and al {Yj ), in which the

power was practically constant along the fuel pin .

- There is a linear relation between the maximum interaction observed on a

fuel pin and the burnup (figure 5) • Given the dispersion in our experimental

observations, it is prudent not to consider this relation as an exact

analytical expression of the phenomenon . In particular, it would be

erroneous to extrapolate there results to higher bumups .

II.3. - Microprobe analysis

We have carried out a microprobe analysis on a single sample of

a fuel pin taken from assembly S_ (pin 65 with a burnup of *»5 000 MWd/t) , The

interior temperature of the clad in this region is 610 °C .

The reaction zone that we have analyzed includes the following

areas between the oxide and the clad :

- The undisturbed mixed oxide (U,Pu)0g.

- A gray phase with a thickness of 10 to 20 JMH . This is very frequently

encountered in the reaction zone', even at much lower burnups

(subassembly S_ : figure 6) . In general this phase occupies a large

part of the periphery of the fuel . The microprobe analyse has shown that

it is, in fact, present as two distinct phases which we shall name A and B .

- A fine metallic border (5 Mm thickness), noted as C, situated very near the

clad . This border sometimes extends into the clad by intergranular pene-

tration (without ever exceeding 5 or 6 urn), and exists only at certain

locations around the clad .

- A non-metallic phase (noted D), of very small thickness (several microns)

in contact with the clad . It is, no doubt, analagous to one of the phases

A or B noted above .

- The soxuid clad material .

The analyses carried out on the different zones above have given

the following results (figure 9) s
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Zone observed

1 zone

Border
Zone

A

B

C

D

Elements present
(in order of decreasing

importance)

u,
Pu,

£*»
Pu,

Cs, 0

U, Cr,O, Cs (?)

Fe, Ni

U, Cr, 0, Cs, Mo

Possible

Cs2 Wk

(Pu,U)CrO3

Pd-Fe phase

(Pu,U) CrO,

compounds

+ cesium
chromate (?)

+ Cs2Mo0u (?)

Besides the elements listed in the above table, we have observed

the presence of manganese coming from the clad at the oxide (U,Pu)0g interface.

This is the first gray phase (A or B according to the case) . In addition,

the presence of the molybdenum noted in zone D is very heterogeneous and locally

high . This element is present as a fission product and not as a constituent

of the clad, and one also finds it in small quantities at the (U,Pu)02 oxide

interface - the gray phase .

One will remark that we have not detected certain fission products

usually found in the reaction zone, such as barium, and, above all, tellurium .

This last fission product is frequently considered to have a very important



role in the mechanism of the oxide-clad reaction, either by a combined action
with the cesium, when the ratio -JL is less than 2 (AITKEN and al Qf[)» or

Te
by direct action on the chrome of the clad by formation of chromium telluride
or of a compound of the type Te-Ct—oxygen

If the prescence of the uranate of cesixun Cs2U0)t and the intermetal-
l i c phase Pd-Pe is normal, one will note that i t i s rather rare to find
compounds in the reaction zone which are richer in pltcfconium than the matrix .

This i s , however, the case for the phase B that one supposes to bo a mixed
oxide, PuCrO-, of perowskite structure .

It is not now possible to say whether the unexpected results that
we have observed (absence of Ba and Te, PuCrO, phase) are unique to Phenix
Fuel, or whether they correspond to an analysis made at a relatively modest
burnup . This last hypothesis would perhaps be reinforced by a comparison
with recent results J1OJ where a strong enrichment of piutonium (50 $) has
been observed very near the clad at a rather low burnup (5 atom %) . This
enrichment disappears altogether , for the some fuel, at much higher burtmps
(12,5 atom %), but i t corresponds probably to another phenomenon .

II. 1». - Measurement of the ratio
* M

The importance of the parameter— in the different oxide-clad
M

reaction mechanisms proposed up to now justifies not only i ts determination
before irradiation, but also i ts evolution in pile . In fact, results for
init ial ly different ratio of |11~j , have frequently been compared without

being s u r e that the oxygen potential in the periphery of the fuel, the sole
determining parameter, was really different after radial redisti-ibution of
the oxygen and any physico-chemical evolution of the fuel under irradiation .

The precise experimental answer to the question of radial redis-
tribution s t i l l remains a difficult problem that we currently starting with
models based on out of pile experiments . In contrast, i t has seemed possible
and interesting to us to experiiaentlly determine the global evolution of the

ratio with burnup assuming that the calculation of the radial oxygen
M
gradient in the oxide is not affected by the presence of fission products in
solution in the matrix .

The measurement has been carried out on oxide samples taken both
from fuel pins with various burnup and frcai different heights on the some
pin . After irradiation the Phenix fuel undergoes a lengthy period of cooling
(a minimum of two months) at a relatively high temperature (greater than
1*00 °c) . It i s no longer possible, therefore, to measure a radial oxygen
gradient, and so one performs a mechanical horcogenisation on each sample
(several grams) . An oxidation-reduction measurement is carried out, with the
aid of a micro-balance able to function under various CO-COg mixtures, and
one obtains the direct measurement of by a determination of the lattice

M
parameter before and after the oxidation-reduction treatment . We have verified
that the value —~ 2,00 corresponds to the oxygen potential of the non-
irradiated mixed oxides ( AGO, = - 80 kcal/mole at 750 °C) by carrying out
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CO
on

C02

measurements at various oxygen potentials (ratio — - 100, 10 and 10

the same sample .

The results obtained are summarised in the table on the following

page

From the examination of this table, two points appeal1 clear :

- The global ratio of an irradiated oxide is always below 2.00 .
M

- This ratio does not increase as predicted ]2"] with burnup ; instead, i t has
0a tendancy to fix i t se l f at a value between — « 1.98 and 1.99 .
M

III - DISCUSSION

From the results described above, i t is evident that in the first
approximation the oxide-clad interaction in Phenix fuel is not fundamentally
different from observations carried out on other fuels . In effect s

- The general extent of the phenomenon conforms to previously published
results £5 - 6 ̂ , taking into account the clad temperature and the burnup
attained .

- The nature and the distribution of different elements or phases in the oxide-
clad interface liable to be formed are not totally new either . Given the
large diversity in the descriptions already made concerning the reaction
zone and the large number of phases cited in the literature (CSpO, CSpTe,
Csl, Cr203, FeCr^, MoOg, CSgUÔ , CSgUgÔ , Cs2Mo207, CsgMoÔ , CsC^Og,
Ce CrÔ  (n « 2, 3, h) BaMoÔ , (Pd.Pe.Ni), PdgFe-U, chronium oxi-tellurido)
the oxide-clad interaction existing in'Phenix represents only a "banal"
case, the observed (Pu,U)Cr0, phase merely adding to the above l i s t .



Sub assembly

S 1

S3
Sk
Sk

S5
S6
CPD 10

CUP 126

U+Pu
init ial

18,0 55

18,0 %

17,8 %

18,2 %

18,6 %

18,0 55

25,0 %

0

Pu
tMPu
final

17,8 %

17.M

17,0 58

17,5 *

17,7 t

16,9 55

23,5 %

1,5 55

0
*M

initial

1,987

1,982

1,995

1,986

1,983

1,986

1,98k

2,00

0
M

final

1,982

1,979

1,986

1,98H

1,982

1.98U

1.986

1,995

Burnup

at 55

1,1

3.H

k,15

"».15

5.2

6,6

7,8
2,65

Table 1 : Evolution of —ratio during irradiation
M

for different kinds of fuel in Phenix .

Remarks :

1 - The subassembly CUF 126 contains only uranium 235 (
U235

25 % )

molybdenum which ceased to be in the metallic state . The speed of oxidation «|

of an — initially at 2-x up to — = 2.00 is evidently much larger in the
M g-g Q M

ease o f Pu alone ( —goes from 1.96 t o 2 .00 at a burnvp o f 8 atom % accor-
M

ding t o fi?l , and at 8 t o 10 atom % according t o [ V | ) .

Our r e s u l t s show that in fac t there i s nothing o f the kind and

that the — r a t i o tends towards a value o f about — • 1.985 . In par t i cu lar ,

0 * M

the — ratio of an initially stoichiometric oxide decreases with the burnup .
M 0

This supposes that for an oxygen potential corresponding to a global — ratio
M

of 1.985, there is an equilibrium in the oxygen balance between the fissioned
atoms and the fission products formed . Given that, after a relatively small
burnup,.there i s , to the first approximation, a proportionality between the
fission products formed and the burnup, one can simply carry out the calcula-
tion for any given buroup, 6 atm % in this case . The table below gives
the oxygen balance indicating the probable chemical state of the fission
products examined .

0*35^838
It was located, as subassembly CPD 10, in the external core of Phenix .

2 - These results corresponds to samples chosen near maximum heating rate
for each pin .

It is evident therefore from our examinations that, with respect
to the oxide-clad interaction, we have not observed any noticeable effect
due to the more oxidizing fission of Pu alone compared with a mixture

239 ,235
of Pu and XT . This very important and rather unexpected result is
principally due to the fact that the in-pile evolution of the __ ratio doos

M
not follow the expected development .

III.1. - In-pile evolution of the ._ratio in Phenix fuel
M

The calculations published up to now in the literature [2, 3, 1iJ
concerning the in-pile evolution of an oxide initially sub-stoichiomctric
have al l predicted an increase in the — ratio up to 2.00, either for a

M

fuel with only Pu 2 3 9 or mixed with U 2 3 5 . These authors placed the limit of

•wicUtion either at — * 2.00 or slightly above this T3I , assuming that at
M u

this value certain fission products changed chemical state ; in particular, _ £ ni ti a l 0 X yg C n 193 5

Element

Rare earths

Zr + Nb

Ba

Sr

Cs

Rb

Mo

U + Pu

Probable
chemical

state

[M°2.00]
fzrOj| (and
L JKb02

BaO

[Sr02]

CSgUOjj

-

Mo

Mo02

CSgMoO^

Cs2Mo2O7

I O1.985

Metal
in %

2.813

1.317

0.391

0.28U

1.06

0.087

1.5>»7

1.5VT

T.5^7

1.5>»7

9»»

Combined
oxygen

in %

5.58H

2.611*

0.391

O.56U

1.06

0.067

(a)

|(b) 3.09U

(c) 3.868

186.6

Remarkes

cf [12]

', The existence of BaZrO_

] does not modify the

) balance

In solution in the
matrix [I3j

Equivalent to c s 2
0 2 + 0 0 2

Equivalent to CSgOg+MoOg

Equivalent to CsgOg*
Mo0g _ but can concern
only'a fration of the
Mo ( 4 Cs)

- total oxygen, case (a) 196.83 (b) 200.0



For a global —rat io of 1.985, i t is evident that one part of
the molybdemra situated at the center of the fuel i s in a Metallic form in
the inclusions (Ru, Kh, Tc, Mo) . Our balance i s therefore compatible with
a stable value of the ratio — = 1.985 under irradiation with the following

M
conditions :

- All of the cesium is combined under the form of the uranate CCgUÔ  (or the

molybdate which does not change anything) •

- A relatively large part of the molybdenum (^50 %) is combined with the
oxygen either in the form of MoOg (dissolved in the matrix), or in the form
of CSgMoOĵ  or

32

One will not that these hypotheses do not contradict the existence
of a redistribution of the oxygen in the thermal gradient giving an — ratio

M
near 2.00 at the periphery of the fuel said an oxygen potential compatible
with the phases and

I I I .8 . - Influence of the parameter onr_thc oxjfov-cladim

interaction

In order to study the influence of the ratio —, numsrous irradia-

tions have been carried out with deliberately over-stoiehiomefcrie fi:<sls (J1J ,
for which one has observed an appreciable oxide-clad interaction . However,
given that i t i s now well established that fast reactor fuel wi l l , for numerous
reasons, have a rat io — •» 2.00, we will interest ourselves only in this case .

M

From the preceding, i t i s clear that the difference in behavior,
with respect to the oxide-clad reaction, of the two mixed oxides (U,Pu)0 ._
and (U,Pu)0., Q_ irradiated under the sjune conditions only concerns a short

0portion of the irradiation (several atom %) above which the ratios become

similar . During this period, the
M

M
ratio comes into ploy, but the integrated

effect is not very important as we have verified by examination of a fuel pin
irradiated to 1» aU>» % with sn in i t i a l —« 1.995 (figures 7-8).The increase
in the corrosion does not exceed 10 to 1p/i» and the final — i s 1.986 so

M
that one can consider this effect to be terminated at a burnup of k % .

In conclusion, for the sub-stoiehioraetric oxides (U,Pu)0
o0(0<.x< 0.0U), the influence of the jlnitial — ratio on the oxide-clad

— M

interaction can be considsred to be of secondary importance at high burnups .

The authors wish to express their sincere appreciation to M. TROTABAS
for measuring rat io and to F. PERROT and H. VIGNESOULT for performing the

M
electron-microprobe analyses .
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Fuel and Cladding Interaction, Out of Pile Experiments by 0. Gdtzmann,

the Federal Republic of Germany.

Out of pile tests were carried through to investigate the following:

Reaction behaviour of fission products

Influence of oxygen potential

Ways and means to mitigate attack (getter)

Mechanical properties of corroded specimen

Reaction mechanisms.

Reaction behaviour of fission products and influence of oxygen/I/

Of the major fission products only cesium, iodine, and tellurium cause

attack. Cesium only in the presence of surplus oxygen. Oxide cesium

compounds such as CsOH, Cs2CO3 or Cs.CrO, react strongly with

austenitic steels and cause primarily grain boundary attack. CsJ does

not react with the stainless steels in the absence of surplus oxygen.

Iodine reacts with stainless steels even at 400°C. Its prefered reaction

partner is chromium. Grain boundary attack is predominant. Since iodine

combines preferably with cesium it is not considered to be dangerous in

a 8ubstoichiometric or stoichiometric fuel pin. However, if cesium is

taken up by other reactions such as oxidation to form uranates or chromates,

iodine is free to react with the cladding. Reactions between CsJ and

stainless steel were significant when mixed to overstoichiometric U0.

at 800°C.

Liquid tellurium reacts strongly with stainless steel claddings. Below

700°C a uniform transgranular attack of the cladding occurs. At 700°C

and above grain boundary attack is predominant. The reactions of the

stainless steel components with tellurium lead to low melting alloys

or intermetallic phases which render a high mobility to the cladding

components, especially chromium, which enhances their diffusion into

the fuel. Reactions of tellurium and the cladding do not depend on the

oxygen potential in the same way as those with cesium. However, addi-

tional oxidation of the cladding enhances the attack of tellurium.

Other fission products, like palladium, antimony, cadmium, indium and

tin, react also with stainless steel. They are, however, produced in

such small quantitaties that their reactions with the cladding are

insignificant. Of these elements, only palladium is sometimes found

in the reaction zones.

In annealing tests of so-called simulated irradiated fuel pins, i.e.

stainless steel tubes filled with a mixture of U0. or (U,Pu)0 and

fission product elements with individual fission product concentrations

corresponding to a given burnup (5, 10, or 20 at.% b.u.) reactions are

observed only if the fuel is overstoichiometric. With substoichiometric

or stoichiometric fuel, there are no or only insignificant reactions

with the steel tubes.

Ways and means to mitigate cladding attack

Since it is apparent that cladding attack is a fission product enhanced

oxidation of the cladding,a reduction of the oxygen potential in the

fuel should result in a reduction or perhaps in the disappearence of

cladding attack. There are two possible ways to reduce the oxygen po-

tential: by decreasing the inital O/M-ratio of the fuel to lower values

or by adding oxygen consuming materials to the fuel. We have

successfully tried to second method by adding titanium, niobium, vanadium

and zirconium as getter materials to the fuel /2/.Fig.1 shows the result

of an out-of-pile experiment with hyperstoichiometric (U,Pu)0. and niobium

as getter in comparison with the ungettered specimen. The niobium foil

at the interface between fuel and cladding has reactet with oxygen and

thus prevented interaction with the steel cladding. Vanadium should

act the same way. It has an advantage over niobium due to its smaller

neutron cross section. Titanium and zirconium will probably reduce the

oxygen potential to much when used as a coating along the fuel column.

These two elements are beeing investigated as socalled local getters,

i.e., porous pellets between fuel and blanket columns. Chromium did not

prove as a suitable getter in an in-pile test.

Effect of cladding corrosion oh mechanical properties

It is normally assumed that the decrease in the load carrying capacity

of the cladding due to corrosion is equivalent to the reduction in cladding

wall thickness by the corrosive attack. We have performed several out-of-

pile experiments with stainless steel specimens that were corroded by fuel

and fission product elements and subsequently tensile tested to investigate

the effect of corrosion on.the mechanical properties. In general the

results were as follows:
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Decrease of ultimate and yield strength did not correspond with the re-

duction in cladding thickness in all cases. Depending on type of steel

and pretreatment,various ratios for the "effective" corrosion depth (as

calculated from the decrease in strength of corroded against uncorroded

specimens) versus optically measured corrosion depths were obtained.

This is demonstrated for one test series /3/ in Fig. 2. The ratio of

effective over measured corrosion depth is called the "weakening coeffi-

cient" and indicates wether weakening by corrosion of the cladding ma-

terial is greater than, equal to, or smaller than the measured depth

of attack. For values smaller than one, the reaction zone still makes

a contribution to the strength of the wall thickness, for values greater

than one the reaction zone exerts an adverse effect on the uncorroded

part of the cladding. These weakening factors may differ for the various

types of cladding material and pretreatment conditions. Fig. 3 /4/ for

instance shows that a high degree in cold work is beneficial as far as

the optically measurable depth of attack is concerned. However, the

effective corrosion depth is the same as for the specimens with the

lower degree of cold work which showed larger reaction zones. Also shown

by fig. 2 is the fact, that higher concentrations of fission product

elements corresponding to a higher burnup in fuel pins lead to a greater

reduction in cladding strength, even though the increase in optically

measurable cladding attack is not noticeable (solid symbols versus open

symbols in fig. 2). In another test series /3/ on type 1.4981 steel

(0.06% C; 0.6% Si} 1.3% Mn; 17.6% Cr; 16.7% Ni; 1.78% Mo; 0.8% Nb) it

was found that the weakening coefficient is greater for solution annealed

and aged conditions than for the cold worked state.

The weakening coefficient calculated for the yield strength at room

temperature is smaller than for the rupture strength. At higher test

temperature (600, 700°C) they are pretty much the same. For larger

reaction possibilities, i.e., more fission product concentration or

higher burn-up, the weakening coefficient becomes greater. Large

reaction zones tend to lead to smaller weakening coefficients for the

room temperature strength values. For higher test temperatures the

weakening coefficient does not seem to be influenced by the depth of

attack. This has probably something to do with the rupture mechanism.

There is more tendency for intergranular rupture at higher temperatures.

It was a common feature in all test series that the ductility of the

corroded specimens was reduced. This was especially evident by comparing

the rupture elongation. The uniform elongation suffered less be the

corrosion, especially at higher tensile test temperatures, which is an

indication that it is the notch effect of the corroded grain boundaries

that is responsible for the reduction in ductility,and in strength

especially in those cases where the weakening coefficient is greater

than one.

With an increase in fission product element concentration in the fuel,

corresponding to an increase in burnup in a fuel pin, the ductility

of the corroded specimen decreased (for similar maximum penetration

depths). An increase in deformation rate resulted also in a decrease

in ductility.

In conclusion the following statements can be made: The ductility of

the cladding is reduced by any type of corrosion especially grain

boundary attack. For a first approximation the decrease in cladding

strength can be assumed as proportional to the reduction in wall

thickness. For localized grain boundary attack at relative low burn-

up (£5 at.%) this assumption may be to conservative. For a more uniform

grain boundary attack at higher burn-up levels (MO at.%) the load

carrying capability of the cladding may be more reduced than calculated

by merely subtracting the corroded zone from the initial cladding

wall thickness. ,
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1.4988/(U,Pu)02 Q5 + Cs, J, Te (sim. b. u. 10 At./

20 ym

20 urn

Nb-coat.

1.i988/(U,Pu)02 05 + Cs, J, Xe (sim. b. u. 10 At,%), Nb-getter

Fig.1: Effect of Nb-getter in stainless steel clad mixed oxide fuel
pins (out~of-pile simulation)
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Mechanical Interaction Fuel/Cladding by W. Dienst, 0. Gotzmann,

the Federal Republic of Germany.

General observations on irradiated pins

Due to irradiation results there is now common agreement that for fast

breeder reactor conditions rather large plastic cladding deformation

by yield or creep may occur. In thermal irradiation experiments these

deformations can be directly measured as cladding diameter increase.

In fast irradiations, however, a distinction must be made between

plastic strain and swelling due to pore formation. The separation

of these two effects can be made by a combination of cladding diameter

measurements and cladding density measurements. As a simpler method to

determine the mean plastic cladding expansion, a comparison is used

between the relative mean cladding diameter increase along the fuel

column and the relative cladding length increase. Fig. 1 shows this

comparison for the irradiation experiment Rapsodie I. Using this

procedure, it is assumed that the length increase-is due to cladding

material swelling only. Otherwise, the results represent the lower

boundary of plastic cladding deformation. The symbols for the data

points in fig.1 refer to fuel pins with different O/M-ratios and

cladding materials (A : 0/M -v2.00; B : 0/M M.95; M : steel of type

1.4988; U : steel of type 1.4970).

As fig. 1 shows, there is a close relationship between plastic deforma-

tion and cladding swelling represented here by the increase in length

St. The relationship is particularly evident for the steel with a

high swelling rate (M • 1.4988 solution annealed). The distribution

of the data points is also influenced clearly by the type of fuel

as demonstrated by the mean values for the two types of fuel A

and B (A » high 0/M; B = low 0/M). For the cladding material with

the low swelling rate (U = 1.4970 cold worked) the relationship

between cladding swelling and plastic deformation is not that clear.

These findings confirm also many results of various investigations

on cladding expansion profiles and metallographic pictures of pin

cross sections, which lead to the following conclusion: The plastic

cladding deformation of fast reactor pins is probably caused to a

great extend by irradiation induced creep of the cladding accelerated

by pore formation in the cladding (during swelling). Fission gas as

well as mechanical interactions with the fuel while in contact with

the cladding are responsible for the cladding stress. However,

plastic deformation of the cladding is not exclusively caused by

irradiation induced creep. Partly involved are also thermal creep or

irradiation independent plastic flow.

It is still difficult to separate the effects of irradiation induced

creep and thermal creep or plastic flow on cladding deformation since

quantitative correlations do not exist yet. This, of course, is a

limitation for a true analysis of fuel pin behaviour since it is

deformation by plastic flow (yield) or thermal creep that is mainly

responsible for crack formation. Irradiation induced creep, on the

other hand, is believed to result in a high deformation without crack

formation. In fact,in critical cases where sometimes even cracks

occurred, the impression prevailed that it was a deformation process

independent from irradiation that caused the cladding expansions.

For a conservative design of fast breeder fuel pins it is therefore

quite appropriate to use the results of thermal irradiations where,

no irradiation induced creep occurs. This is particularly true when

plastic deformation by power cycling has to be taken into considera-

tion.

Cladding expansion by power cycling /I/

In thermal irradiation experiments extensive plastic cladding deforma-

tions on U02~Pu02 pins were found with strain values up to and

over 1%. Due to the relative high creep plasticity of the oxide fuel

under irradiation, these cladding deformations were certainly not

caused by steady state fuel swelling. Also, the fission gas pressure

in these pins was not high enough to be considered as the reason.

Therefore, power cycling was considered. Change in rod power occurred

mainly between two reactor operation periods by changing the control

rod position or even by reloading the reactor.

Increase in rod power leads to cladding deformation due to the larger

thermal expansion of the fuel if not enough gaps or cracks are avail-

able. Originally available gaps and fuel cracks may be blocked by

operating at a reduced power level for an extented period of time due

to fuel swelling, sintering at local contact points, by pore migra-

tion, as well as by evaporation-condensation transport of fuel and

fission products. Recent observations in specially designed fuel
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creep experiments suggest that a transient fuel swelling rate exists

which is accelerated as soon as the fuel is relieved from the cladding

pressure.

This model was tested in calculations for its usefulness and sub-

sequently parameter studies were performed. Increase in rod power

for a wide variety of operation conditions were considered. The most

important assumptions were: immediate contact between fuel and

cladding at the start of the power increase (i.e., full blockage of

all possibly relieving gaps and fuel cracks), elastic-plastic be-

haviour of the cladding, purely elastic behaviour of an outer rigid

fuel ring (that is responsible for cladding deformation), fully

plastic behaviour of the fuel above a certain temperature threshold

(deformation stress-zero), homogeneous rest pore distribution (after

formation of the central void) over the fuel cross section.

For typical fast breeder fuel pin conditions the results of the

calculations were 0.1 - 0.3% plastic deformation depending on

cladding strength (yield strength) for a power increase of 30%.

Comparison with experimental results showed that these were sig-

nificantly larger. Fig. 2 gives the comparison for a test series

with encapsulated U0 -PuO. pins irradiated in the (thermal) FR 2

Reactor at Karlsruhe. The conclusion was that the assumption of a

dose fuel /cladding contact at the start of the power increase after

sufficiently long reduced power operation is valid. Even an additional

cause for cladding elongation had to be assumed besides that of the

transient to higher power operation.

This additional cause was conceived as mechanical interaction also

during reactor start—up after complete shut-down when no material transport

processes are responsible for the blockage of fuel gaps and cracks. A

certain surface roughness in the fuel cracks is assumed to cause enough

friction to prevent the complete closure of the cooling cracks during

heat-up. The model calls for a surface roughness of 0.5 - 2 um to

satisfy the experimental results.

An investigation of the influence of burn-up on cladding deformation in-

duced by power cycling assumed a threshold value for the burn-up above

which a contact exists between fuel and cladding close enough to cause

severe mechanical interaction. Fig. 2 gives the results for a variation

of this threshold value for the burn-up. A value of 2.5 at.% b.u. was

assumed to be most appropriate.

Some preliminary results indicated that for short periods of reduced

power operation CW0 hrs) only relative small cladding expansions may

be expected. The rate of power increase as well as the level of full

power is also important for cladding expansion. According to observa-

tions so far, the power threshold, above which significant plastic

cladding deformations occur only, is around 250 to 270 W/cm. A rod

power of 300 W/cm may lead to pretty high deformations, though, espe-

cially for high fuel densities.

Local cladding deformation by accumulation of cesium

For the strain on the fuel cladding by solid state pressure brought

about during burn-up the behaviour of volatile fission products is of

some significance. They accumulate in such locations in the pin where

they are able to react or condense. In the blanket region this accumula-

tion may well contribute to mechanical interaction and lead to significant

cladding deformation. The most important fission product in this context

is cesium.

In the U0 -Pu0. pin irradiation experiment Rapsodie I a noticeable

dependence was found of local accumulation of cesium and resulting

pin deformation on fuel composition.Of two types of fuel with low and

high 0/M ratio (A : 0/M -»-2.00; B : 0/M M.95) the low 0/M fuel showed

much greater cesium release. The cesium accumulated at both ends of

the fuel column (next to the blanket); however, much more at the

hotter top end. The difference in release may certainly be attrib-

uted to the difference in 0/M-ratio. In a fuel with high 0/M-ratio

cesium is more bound by oxidation and therefore is less volatile. At

both ends significant local cladding deformation due to cesium accumula-

tion was observed. At the lower, less hot end of the fuel column, bigger,

however axialy more limited diameter increases took place. The extent

of the local cladding deformations is given in fig. 3. This diagram

shows the distribution of deformation peaks above the normal, slowly

varying cladding diameter increase. The peaks at the upper, hotter end

ate on the right hand side of the diagram, the peaks at the lower end

on the left hand side. For those pins with no locally enlarged dia-

meter increases, zero values were given.
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Since there was a dependence of these local cladding deformations on

cladding material and O/M-ratio of fuel, there is a diagram for each

cladding material (1.4988 and 1.4970 which swells less and has a higher

strength at high temperature than 1.4988). The values for the different

fuel types are specially marked. The diagrams show that high O/M-fuel

results in peaks mostly at the hot end, especially for the cladding

material with the high swelling rate (1.4988). For the low O/M-fuel

there are also peaks at the lower pin end. For the cladding material

with the lower swelling rate (1.4970) there is more tendency for the

peaks to appear at the lower end, almost exclusively so in combina-

tion with low O/M-fuel. At the lower ends of these socalled "BTJ" pins

(B = low 0/M; U = 1.4970,steel) the highest local diameter peaks could

be found. On the average these peaks were 0.25% with a maximum of

0.4% of the cladding diameter.

These results may be interpreted as follows: At the upper, hotter

fuel end there is a relatively fast reaction of the volatile fission

products which offers a "chemical sink". The amount of fission products

and,therefore,extent of reactions is much higher for low O/M-fuel

than forhigh O/M-fuel. Since in the first case (low 0/M) the reac-

tion is well distributed along fuel and blanket column, while in

the second case (high 0/M) the reaction takes place predominantly

in the gap to the cladding, the cladding deformations caused are

of the same magnitude. This holds true for pins with 1.4988-cladding.

An accumulation of volatile fission products by condensation takes

place at the lower, "cooler" end (physical sink). If the oxidation

of volatile fission products at the hotter fuel end is not sufficient,

then a (slower) chemical reaction also occurs at the cooler end. This

situation exists iftoo little void volume is available for the reac-

tion products. This w £ n be the case if the fuel cladding does not swell

enough and deforms too little under the solid state pressure from the reac-

tion products. Both is true for cladding material 1.4970. Type and

distribution of reaction products play a roll, too, as can be seen

from the difference in the data points for AD- and BU-pins (fig. 3).

For high 0/M-ratio (AD) the reaction products are still capable to

deform the 1.4970 cladding at the hot end, hardly so, however, for

low 0/M-ratio (BU).

In laboratory annealing tests (at 500 and 800°C) to investigate

cladding deformation by reaction swelling in small fuel pin simulators

with a filling of U0.+ and cesium, cladding deformations up to

cracking of the tubes could be achieved.Preliminary observations on the

parameter dependence of cladding deformation suggest that the extent

of reaction does not depend on solid state diffusion processes but

on the structure of pores, cracks and gaps. It is possible that for

high densification of the reaction products, a saturation of the reac-

tion swelling may occur under steady state conditions. A further

progression could be brought about by temperature cycling which

may lead to new formations of gaps or cracks in the reaction product layer.

Reference;

/I/ J.Muller: in KFK 1275/2 (1975) 112,
Reaktortagung Dilsseldorf (1976)
KFK 2376 (1976)
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Fuel and Cladding Interaction, Irradiation Results.

Analysis of SNR-Typical Fast Flux Experiments by O. Gotzuann, Ph. Dunner,

the Federal Republic of Germany.

1 .Introduction

Results of inner clad corrosion (IC) in irradiated oxide fuel

pins of SNR-typical specification are summarized in this paper.

The presented IC-data are based on 345 ceramographic sections

of 77 SNR-typical fuel pins irradiated in BR 2, DFR and Rapscdie.

The test matrix of the irradiation experiments (irradiation con-

ditions, material parameters) is listed in tab. 1.

The axial positions of the examined samples are correlated to

clad inner temperature (TCI) of 470 to 700 °C.

For all experiments the UO.-component of the mixed oxide fuel

had an U-235-enrichment of 93 at.%.

9.Types of cladding attack

Two types of cladding attack were observed in the examined fuel

pins covering the temperature range 470 to 700 °C T-,, and the

burn up range 35.000 to 96.000 MWd/to: matrix attack and inter-

granular attack

matrix attack is a uniform transgranular corrosion with loss

of material from a region of the inner surface. An example

for matrix attack is shown in fig. 1.

intergranular attack with reactions along the grain boundaries

(an example is shown in fig. 2) is generally non uniform in

depth and sporadic in occurence.

Intergranular attack was found as the predominant type of inner

corrosion. In the course of the reactions the grains of the

cladding material are set free and further oxidized. The in-

fluence of different parameters on the types of cladding attack

will be discussed later on. In general a reaction zone with



metallic and oxide phases is formed in the gap between fuel and

cladding. Thess phases contain fission products and components

of the cladding material /I/.

3.Determination of the depth of cladding penetration

The depth of cladding inner corrosion was measured at ceramcgrafic

samples (cross sections and longitudinal sections). The ceramo-

grafic samples were prepared by using ncn aqueous grinding and

polishing lubricants. The polished samples were visually examined

on the metallograph and photographed at 200 x and 500 x. The

determination of the corrosion depth is demonstrated in fig. 3.

The original wall thickness of the cladding in the axial posi-

tion of the ceramographic section is known from the preirradia-

tion examinations of the cladding tubes. The corrosion depth is

defined as the difference between original wall thickness and the

thickness of the material zone which shows no visual attack and

includes both types of cladding attack (matrix attack and grain

boundary attack). Outer corrosion and cladding swelling is neglec-

ted for this method, because the two effects are eliminating one

another. The corrosion depth is defined as the maximum value

around the circumference of a cross section respectively along

a longitudinal section measured by the method shown in fig. 3.

The uncertainty of the corrosion depth measured by this method is

about - 10 urn. The accuracy of the temperature is generally

i 20 °c.

M-. Experimental results on corrosion depth

4.1 General results of temperature dependence

Fig. i4 compiles all measured IC-data from the experiments

listed in tab. 1 with clad ir.aer temperature ("„) > 500 °C

versus clad inner temperature. In general it was found that

below 500 °C (TQJ) clad inner corrosion is negleglible. It

should be noted however that in single cases cladding inner sur-

face damages up to 20 urn at temperatures lower than 500 °C (TpT)

were observed and also occured locally at unirradiated cladding

tubes of the experiments listed in tab. 1.

A remarkable increase of the corrosion depth was observed 44

from - 500 °C to ~ 600 °C (T C T), whereas in the tempera-

ture range of 600 °c to 7 00 °C this tendency does not continue.

Penetrations in excess of 120 urn were rather scarce. /6/,/7/

4.2 Influence of initial fuel stoichiometry

The IC-results were analysed with respect to the influence

of the initial fuel stoichiometry. For a qualitative study

the maximum values of the penetration depth in fuel pins from

the Rapsodie-I-experiment were compared for different initial

0/Me. Comparing the envelopes of the measured points (excluding

the singulary data above 140 um) for different initial 0/Me the

following 0/Me-influence was found irrespective of the cladding

materials (see fig. 5) /8/:

the depth of cladding attack increases with higher initial

0/Me-values,

there does exist a threshold temperature above which inner

corrosion is starting. The threshold temperature is higher

with lower initial stoichiometry of the fuel (this result

especially is clearified defining corrosion attack of 20 um

as zero-level (see pt. 4.1)).

for low stoichiometry the corrosion data have a lower scatte-

ring to high values than for high stoichiometry (see maximum

values)

Further it was observed that for hypostoichiometric fuel the

axial pin range where corrosion occurs is concentrated in the

close vicinity at the fuel/blanket interface at the hot fuel

end.

The results shown in fig. 5 demonstrate that hypostoichiometric

fuel has a significant advantage with respect to inner corrosion

attack.

It should be noted that the impurities of the fuels were limited

as follows: Cl, F ^ 20 ppm, C £• 100 ppm, N & 100 ppm.



4.3Influence of cladding material

Two types of cladding materials were used in the Rapsodie
test: Solution annealed Cr-Ni steel 1.4988 (ca. 0.08 % C;
17 % Cr; 13 % Nij 1,3 % Mo; 1 % Nb; 0,7 % V} 0,1 % M) and
10 to IS % cold worked and annealed Cr-Ni steel 1.4970 (ca.
0,1 % C; IS % Cr; IS % Ni; 1,2 % Mo; 0,45 % Ti). Both were
intergranularly corroded to penetration depth of more than
100 urn locally. The deepest attacks, though, were found in
1.4970 claddings. But there was no substantial indication of
a difference in cladding attack between the two cladding
materials. This result is especially applicable for further
parameter studies. For fuel pin design work the "effective
corrosion depth" which is influencing the mechanical be-
haviour of the cladding is the more important figure 111
which will be discussed in separate papers IZI /4/.

4.4Influence of burn up

Evaluating cladding attack as maximum penetration depth in
the cladding of a fuel pin does not reveal the status burn-up
as a decisive factor for the extent of cladding attack, as de-
monstrated in fig. 6. This diagram shows the results of the
DFR 3S0 and DFR 435 test series. DFR 3S0 achieved a maximum
burn-up of S.6 at. %. DFR 435 consisted of a follow-up irra-
diation of DFR 3S0 pins in trefoils to a maximum burn-up of
9.7 at. %.

The increase in burn-up did not lead to higher maximum pene-
tration depth. However, even this diagram shows that the
probability of a more severe attack increases with burn-up.

5. Quantitative parameter study

From the experimental results described in above it was found
that for the two cladding materials in the burn-up range of
~S-10 at. % clad inner temperature and initial fuel stoichio-
metry are the predominant parameters influencing the cladding
attack (also see 151).

A statistical analysis of the influence of clad inner
surface temperature (TQJ) on the cladding attack, with
the data of fig. 4 was performed for different stoichio-
metries. The result of this analysis is shown in fig. 7
with average values (x) of corrosion depth and the \<£ - and
2 ^ - confidence levels for 0/M * 1.96 and 0/M * 1.9.8.
The analysis within the temperature range of 470 to 700°C
T d and burn-up range of S to 10 at. % was performed
by a'tgh-function describing the correlation between
corrosion depth and cladding temperature in a possible
approach (see also /•»/).

This statistical analysis clearly confirms the general
statements given in previous items 4.1 and 4.2:

. below S00 °C T C I inner corrosion is neglegible

cladding attack increases rapidly in the temperature range
from 500 to 600°C

. above 600°C up to 700°C T C I a saturation of the corrosion
depth occurs

. for stoichiometric fuel, all tested materials, burn up
* 10 at. %, cladding temperature below 700°C, the corrosion
depth does not exceed 120 ym with a confidence level of
2(^(97.7 %)

The influence of initial fuel stoichiometry on cladding attack
and the temperature dependence could also be quantified. As
shown in fig. 7 fuel pins with hypostoichioraetrio fuel of ini-
tial 0/M * 1.96 show an average corrosion attack by a factor
of 2 lower than fuel pins with stoichiometric fuel, both at
maximum inner cladding temperature.

6. Summary

In oxide fuel pins of SNR-typical irradiation experiments
two types of clad inner corrosion were observed: matrix attack
and intergranular attack.



The experimental results show that the temperature of the fuel
cladding interface has a significant influence on the depth of
cladding attack. The temperature dependence of the cladding
attack is characterized by a threshold temperature above which
inner corrosion begins, a temperature range of rapid increase
proportional with increasing temperature (resulting from the
described analysis) and by a temperature range up to 700°C
of saturation of the corrosion attack.
Both threshold temperature and average as well as maximum values
of corrosion depth are also depending on initial fuel stoichio-
metry. The corrosion depth tends to diminish with lower fuel
stoichioraetry. For stoichiometric fuel the maximum corrosion
depth does not exceed 120 urn with a 2<?-confidence level. This
statement is valid for burn up £ 10 at.% and clad inner tempera-
ture £ 700 °C. (increasing of cladding attack above this
experimental range is not excluded).

tS] Ph. Dttnner, P. Grafihoff
Reaktortagung des Deutschen Atomforums/XTG
in HOrnberg, 8.-11. April 75
Summary report p. 423-426

/6/ 0. GStzmann

Spec. Meeting on fuel failure mechanism
Seattle, May 1975
IAEA/IWGFR-5, p.35

M. Coquerelle, 0. GCtzmann, S. Pickering

Trans. ANS J20, 1975, p. 287

/8/ 0. G6tz.-P.ann, ?. Hoficann, H.Kleykarap
KFA 1999 (197U)

No differences in resistivity against inner corrosion could be
detected for the in-pile tested cladding materials.
The burn-up influence in the range of 5-10 at. % is not sig-
nificant .
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Fuel and Cladding Interaction. Consideration of Inner Corrosion

Attack in Fuel Pin Design for SNR-300 by B. Steinmetz, D. Haas,

P. Verbeek, Ph. Winner, the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium.

1.Introduction

It is essential for the pin design to develop correlations i

which relate operating conditions and fabrication characteristics >^ ]

with the loss of clad strength arising from i.d. corrosion. In > |

currently used computer codes, the i.d. attack is simulated by -*• j

a loss of material from the cladding wall, reducing its thickness O |

and thus its mechanical strength. In order to relate that Jg j

"effective" material thinning with corrosion data, one introduces I

the concept of "weakening coefficient" /I/, /2/, which is defined j

as the ratio of effective over optically measured corrosion depth.

The weakening coefficient can be deduced from out-of-pile ex-

periments .



2. Experimental background

2.1 Out-of-pile results

From out-of-pile investigations, as reported by 0. Gdtzmann /2/,

it was found that the weakening factor, i.e. the ratio of

effective attack to measured attack, differs for- various types

of cladding material and pretreatment conditions as shown

in fig. 1. For the clad material Nr. 1.4970 (solution annealed

+ 15 % cold worked) the weakening factor is less than 1.0 up to

a simulated burn-up of 20 at.%.

The Ti-stabilized steel Nr. 1.4970 (15% cw, 800°C/2h aged)

is the reference cladding material of the SNR fuel pins.

For this material and the SNR 300 target burn-up of about

10 at. % may be concluded that the weakening factor is less

than 1.0, i.e. the effective attack is smaller than the mea-

sured attack. In using the optically measured corrosion depth

(sum of matrix attack and grain boundary attack) as the part

of wall thickness, which does not contribute to the mechanical

strength of the cladding, the clad stresses as predicted by

design calculations are conservative in this respect.

2.2 In-pile results

The experimental base of an analytical function describing

the inner corrosion attack in design calculations are inner

corrosion data as obtained by irradiation of SNR-typical

mixed-oxide fuel pins under conditions similar to SNR 300.

As explained in sect. 2.1 optical measurement of inner clad

attack after irradiation delivers relevant data for clad

stress analysis. No large trends are arising from in-pile

experiments in what concerns differences in cladding materials.

In the ranges of maximum pin burn-up reached by the pins in-

vestigated here, i.e. from 4.5 at. % to 10 at. % (which corres-

ponds to exposure of 200. to 365. EFPD), no noticeable burn-up

nor time effect in corrosion has been observed /3/. Finally

hypothetical effect of power level, presumably arising from

effect of fuel thermal gradients through oxygen potential

profiles, has not been elucidated.

As shown by the analysis of all available in-pile data the

temperature of the fuel-cladding interface and the initial

fuel stoichiometry are the main parameters influencing the

depth of corrosion, attack.

Establishing corrosion correlations

For the SNR 300 fuel pin performance calculations the

correlation between corrosion depth and temperature

at initial stoichiometries up to 2.00, used up to now,

is shown in fig. 2 and 3 (Mk la design, 1976).

In order to improve this simplified correlation, two

approaches are now in discussion, as given in detail

in the following:

Approach 1

Our experimental results show a remarkable increase of

corrosion depth with temperature from a threshold of

about 500°C. This threshold is explained by the fact

that corrosion starts when the oxygen pressure exceeds

the threshold for oxidation of cladding components. The

threshold temperature has been found to depend on the

initial stoichiometry of the fuel. At higher temperatures,

a complicated set of mechanisms is acting. Nevertheless,

the oxygen potential at fuel-cladding interface is a

main parameter influencing the attack and this leads

directly to an Arrhenius function of inner corrosion.

A statistical analysis has been performed according to a

temperature dependence in an Arrhenius form. The resulting

curves are shown in fig. 2 (0/M=1.96) and fig. 3 (0/M=1.99)

The corresponding equations (approach 1) are:

- 0/M = 1.96 : AK = 5.7 x 105 exp (-897O/T)

- 0/M = 1.99 : d K = 3.7 x 107 exp (-1195O/T)

with 4 K = maximum corrosion depth (tun)

T = inner cladding temperature (K)
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Approach 2

In approach 2 the experimental data have been treated out

according to the following formula (approach 2)

AK = (28.9-1.32-loV.y tanh TCJ-(551^3Ox)

SNR 300, Mk la design is considered as conservative

in that respect.

References
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with x = 2.00 - 0/Me and T_T

AK = maximum corrosion depth
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Resulting curves are shown in fig. 2 for initial 0/Me » 1.96

and in fig. 3 for initial 0/Me = 1.99 compared with the approach 1

correlations. The curves of approach 2 show a saturation of-

corrosion depth above~580°C.

This saturation in approach 2 can be explained by a diffusion

process which will be hindered at higher temperatures by the

building up of a diffusion barrier at the inner cladding

surface consisting of an oxide phase.

The values of corrosion attack as given by approaches (1)

and (2) can be used for mixed-oxide fuels with initial stoichio-

metries of up to 2.00 and target burn-ups to 10 at.%. As shown

in fig. 2 and fig. 3 the design correlation used up to now is

conservative» especially for hypostoichiometric fuel.

A main conclusion is that before defining more realistic design

correlations, it is necessary to gain either a larger band of

experimental data a»d a deep theoretical analysis of corrosion

mechanisms and oxygen release during irradiation.

i». Consideration of inner corrosion in fuel specification

As demonstrated in fig. 2 and 3, the initial 0/M of the fuel

has a significant influence on the depth of cladding attack.

The results of this study evince that hypostoichometric fuel

has advantages with respect to clad inner corrosion.

Therfore, the upper limit of the initial 0/M for the

fuel pellets of SNR has been specified to 1.99. Our

experimental 0/M values includes 2.00. However, the

0. GStzmann and P. Hofmann

J. Nucl. Mat. 19, No. 2 (1976) 192

0. GStzmann

"Fuel and Cladding Interaction; Out-of-pile Experiments"

to be presented at the IAEA Technical Committee Meeting
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0. GStzmann, Ph. DUnner

"Fuel and cladding interaction, Irradiation results;

analysis of SNR-typical fast flux experiments" to be
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Some Proposed Mechanisms for Internal Cladding Corrosion by

M.H. Bradbury, S. Pickering, W.H. Whitlow, Euratom, presented by

O. Gotzmann, the Federal Republic of Germany.

ABSTRACT

In spite of extensive research during recent years, a

comprehensive model for internal cladding corrosion in fast

reactor oxide fuel pins has not yet been established. In

this paper, a model is proposed which accounts for many of

the features normally associated with this type of corrosion.

The model is composed of a number of parts which describe

the chronological sequence of events at the fuel/cladding

interface. The corrosion reaction is visualised as being

primarily chemical in character, involving the cladding

steel, the fuel and the more aggressive fission products,

notably caesium in the presence of oxygen. The model

attempts to explain how corrosion starts, how it depends on

the oxygen potential, why it occurs non-uniformly; also

covered are phase changes within the cladding steel and

morphological features such as the intergranular form of

attack and the distribution of corrosion products in the

fuel/cladding gap.
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1, Introduction

At present, there is no generally agreed mechanism for the

corrosion reaction at the inner surface of the cladding in

LMPBR fuel elements. Nevertheless, a large body of experi-

mental data exists and a number of important parameters

affecting the reaction have been established. It is generally

accepted that the corrosion reaction is the result of chemical

and physical interations between the cladding steel (an

austenitic stainless steel containing approximately 15% Cr/

Ni, see Table 1), the fuel and certain fission products.

§!
8l



Composition of typical LMFBR cladding steel,
DIN 1.4970 (in wt %)

C Si Mn Cr Ni Mo Co Ti

0.10 0.43 1.51 0.05 0.07 15.02 14.91 1.18 <0.07 0.40

Balance j?e

Table 1

Two types of attack have been observed, one confined mainly

to the surface of the cladding, and the other (potentially

the more serious) penetrating the steel cladding along grain

boundaries. Attack usually occurs in an irregular manner over

the inner surface of the cladding, and in the case of inter-

granular attack, its depth of penetration appears to vary

markedly from site to site. Of the fission products, caesium

above a critical oxygen potential is thought to be the most

effective in promoting the intergranular type of attack and

probably also the surface attack; tellurium, iodine, and

selenium, either singly or in combination, are also effective

in these respects. Temperature also appears to be very

important; attack of the cladding steel has not been observed

at temperatures much below about 55O°O.

This report attempts to bring together a number of pieces of

information, particularly in connection with caesium attack

of the cladding steel, which have hitherto appeared to be

isolated and to present these in terms of proposals for the

reaction mechanism. These embody a number of novel ideas

(based on thermodynamic arguments and experimental observations)

developed recently in the Institute for Transuranium Elements,

An attempt has been made to present the sequence of events in

the corrosion process in chronological order, but it must be

pointed out that some of the events almost certainly occur

simultaneously. Literature and thermodynamic data supporting

the model are presented along with the description in chapter

2. Additional experimental data are presented in the

discussion (chapter 3).

2. The Proposed Reaction Sequence

Formation of protective oxides

1, C^hromiujn_oxide_format_i£n_(Fig, 1)
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KIEL, (U,Pu)01>98

GAP (75}«n)

CLADDING
(STAINLESS STEEL)

Fig. 1. Initial conditions

After fabrication, the inner cladding surface is likely to

be covered with a very thin CrpO., type oxide (1), Normally,

such oxides are only some 30 2 or so thick and are strongly

adherent. The oxide is unlikely to be damaged mechanically

during production of the fuel pin, but if this does occur,

fresh oxide of the same type may be expected to form over

the exposed metal, even though the production processes are

performed in a relatively inert atmosphere (1).

at_the_iim£r_c].adding. jsurface
inthefueILand.

Soon after reactor start-up, before significant amounts of

fission products have been generated, the oxygen in the fuel

(typical initial 2=;1.98) redistributes to create an ^ ratio

closely approximating to 2 at the outer fuel surface. The

redistribution is believed to be rapid (̂ 48 h) (2), and thus

the oxygen potential in the fuel/cladding gap is sufficient



for attack (see section 5) even before the fission products

arrive in significant amounts.

The oxygen potential in the fuel/cladding gap (a - 100 kcal/

mole 0 2 at 700°G) is sufficient for further growth of the

CrgO, type oxide on the inner cladding surface (oxygen pressure

in equilibrium with chromium and Cr^O, at 700°C is equivalent

to -138 kcal/mole Og). With the possible exception of carbon,

impurities from the fuel and filler gas are not thought to

be present in sufficient quantities within the fuel pin to

affect the grovrth of the scale (3,4).

3. ipca.1 _spine_l_f£rmat_i£n_(Fig. 2)
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Pig. 2, Formation of spinel

It has been established that formation of Cr^O-, type oxide

on stainless steels rapidly depletes the underlying steel

in chromium. When the concentration of chromium at the

steel/oxide interface reaches almost zero, the GrpO, type

oxide is no longer in equilibrium with the underlying steel,

and spinel type oxides begin to form (5). It is possible

for these to form by reaction of iron with the Cr?0, scale

in the oxidising environment (5); thermodynamically such

reactions may occur at oxygen potentials typical of those

in a fuel pin (see Fig. 6 in section 6), Formation of

spinel may occur at an early stage in the vicinity of surface

defects (e.g. scratches) which by virtue of their geometric

form can be more rapidly depleted in chromium due to oxide

growth than a flat surface (6). In addition, spinel form-

ation may be enhanced at places where the oxide scale has

been abraded due to relative movement of the fuel and

cladding during temperature cycles. This would expose

freshly depleted steel to the (then) hot oxidising environ-

ment. Temperature is also believed to play an important

role in determining the onset of spinel formation. Above

=*700°C, appreciably greater quantities of spinel have been

detected in the scale on stainless steels compared with those

detected at 65O°C under comparable conditions (7). It is

interesting to note that G-odesar (8) has predicted local

increases in cladding temperature of as much as^50°C due

to direct contact between the fuel and cladding. Such

increases are likely, therefore, to enhance spinel formation.

Thus, a surface defect, or more favourably a surface defect

at a point where the temperature is above average may provide

a site at which spinel formation will occur preferentially

at an early stage. The location of fuel/cladding contact

points will be random and will change with time (as a result

of fuel relocation and temperature cycles) leading to random

and changing sites which favour local spinel grov/th.

Arrival of fission products

4. Initial, ̂ eacticms £f_caejsium_(Fig. 3)

Caesium, tellurium and iodine are generally accepted as

being the most aggressive of the fission products. Of these,

caesium is of key importance because it is the most abundant



Fig, 3. Caesium uranoplutonate formation.
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Pig, 4. Ihermodynamic data relating to caesium containing
compounds.

with a fission yield greater than that of tellurium and

iodine by factors of 6 and 10 respectively. At sufficiently

high, caesium vapour pressures (see Fig. 4) caesium may react

with tellurium and iodine to form the compounds caesium

chalcogenide and caesium iodide which are believed to be

less aggressive than their component element towards the

cladding (9, 10, 11, 12),

Caesium (in the vapour state) will tend to migrate down any

temperature gradient towards the cooler parts of the pin and

also to the "blanket. In these regions, it reacts to form

caesium uranates or uranoplutonates (13) (Fig. 3). Such

reactions of caesium with the fuel are believed to occur

for all « > 1.985 and therefore, they may be expected to
o

occur in fuel pins in which « = 2 at the surface (14).

Caesium uranates have been found to react with stainless

steels only at oxygen potentials in excess of those

expected in practice (15); it is reasonable to suppose that

caesium uranoplutonates will behave in the same way. As a

consequence of caesium uranate/uranoplutonate formation,

therefore, most of the caesium is likely to be tied up and

cannot react directly with the cladding. Nevertheless some

caesium vapour will be present as a result of the vapour

pressure of caesium over caesium uranate/uranoplutonate.

It appears from Fig, 4 that this vapour pressure of caesium

is so low that caesium iodide and probably caesium-tellurium

compounds are not stable, so that iodine and tellurium are

no longer bound to caesium and are thus free to react with

the cladding. The reactions of iodine are discussed in

section 12 and those of tellurium in section 7.

5. Suisceptibllity^of £xi_dei lav_er to_caej3ium_attack

In a fuel pin, caesium arriving at the inner surface of the

cladding will be confronted x̂ ith a layer of Cr2Ov type oxide

containing regions of spinel (see section 3). It has been

demonstrated that little or no reaction occurs between Cr20,

and caesium in the presence of oxygen at partial pressures

typical of those in an LMFBR fuel pin (16). There is

experimental evidence, however, that a reaction occurs

between caesium and stainless steel yielding caesium chromates

above an oxygen potential threshold of -96 to -100 kcal/mole 0 ?

at 700°C (17, 18). In order to explain the initiation of



this reaction, i.e. the penetration of the oxide film, a

reaction of C3,esium with the spinel type oxide is postulated.

Thus, it is proposed here that caesium decomposes the spinel

regions in the oxide film thereby permitting direct reaction

of caesium (and the other fission products) with the steel

In some places, while the rest of the cladding is still

protected by a layer of CrgO.* and that this localised break-

down of the spinel film is responsible for the observed non-

uniform nature of cladding corrosion.

6, De£omp£siitl;on o.f_sp_ineIL (Fig<, 5)
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Fig. 5« Decomposition of spinel.

It is proposed that the regions of spinel in the oxide layer

on the cladding surface are decomposed by a reaction of the

following type:

a) F + 2x Cs + 20 2 CrO, + Pe.
4

If the oxygen potential is sufficient to oxidise iron to FeO,

a variation of this reaction may occur:

b) PeCr 2O 4 + 4 Cs

At the oxygen potentials expected in practice, i.e.

- -100 kcal/mole 0,^ x may take the value 2, but other

chromates are excluded on thermodynamic grounds (see Pig. 6)

since the spinel PeCrgO. would be unstable. The free energy

changes associated with these reactions at 700°C are given

also in Pig. 6,
0 _ -20 -40 -60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 AG

(kcal/mole

RANGE OP

STABILITY

0.5?*

2 ,
tt
•15

2
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Pig, 6,
POTENTIAL IN FUEL/CLADDING GAP

Thermodynamic data relating to possible spinel
decomposition reactions at 7 0 0 C

> 2 + FeO.

It is interesting to note that the oxygen potential

thresholds for the above reactions ((a) - 104 kcal/mole Oo

and (b) - 100 kcal/mole Og) are close to the oxygen potential

thresholds quoted in section 5 (-96 to -100 kcal/mole 0^,

(17, 18) ) for the reaction between stainless steel and

caesium. It should be noted that in practice PeCr2O. is

believed to form from CrgO^ + Fe + 0 (5) and thus its free

energy of formation at 700 C is ^ -112 kcal/mole On,

It is proponed, therefore,, that a reaction occurs between

caesium vapour (see section 4) and spinel regions in the

oxide layer according to reactions of the type given above.

Only spinel regions in the oxide layer would be attacked

and in consequence unprotected cladding would be exposed

to attack only in certain places; subsequent attack would

therefore be non-uniform,



Attack on the unprotected cladding; depletion of chromium

7. Direct attack by fission products and location of the

Once the oxide layer has been penetrated, the fission

products can be expected to react directly with the cladding-

steel. The corrosion reaction would be of the following

type, assuming caesium to be the most abundant of the

aggressive species (see Irig.. 6 for free energies of form-

ation of caesium chromates at 700°C):

FUEL, (U,Pu)O2

|pl§iisipl!pWl
illiili : ? » S : S f « tut '::x::-y::-:W:vX:::x¥
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CAESIUM URANOPLUTONATE

GAP

CAESIUM CHROHATS
Cs_CrO,

CLADDING

7?ig» 7, Direct reaction of caesium with the cladding.

Tellurium may also be expected to react prefentially with

chromium and manganese to form a telluride, the composition

of which is reported to be Te 75I/os Cr 20%, Mn 5% (19). The

importance of this reaction may, however, be diminished by

the tendency of tellurium to react with the fuel to form

UOTe (14, 20).

The reaction site will depend on the relative rates of

migration of the reactants; three possibilities exist;

a) outside the cladding in the reaction product layer, if

the migration rate of chromium from the steel is greater

than that of caesium from the fuel, resulting in caesium

chromates in the fuel/cladding gapa

b) at the cladding surface, resulting in caesium chromates

at the surface and possibly in open grain boundaries.

c) inside the cladding, if the migration rate of chromium

in the steel is less than that of caesium and/or oxygen

from the fuel into the steel, resulting in precipitates

of caesium chromates in grain boundaries.

In practices an oxygen gradient is likely to exist in the

reaction product layer and surface regions of the cladding.

Since the thickness of the reaction product and also the

extent of attack within the surface regions of the cladding

vary, it is extremely difficult; to predict which of the

caesium chromates are likely to form in any one position.

Reactions may occur at more than one of the above sites

(a, bf c) simultaneously and their locations may change

with time if the relative migration rates of the reactants

change due to the formation of precipitates, reaction

product zones, etc,

8, De£leti.on £±"_chramium ui__the__clad.di.ng_ jsteel (Pig. 8)
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CLADDING

Pig, 8. Depletion of chromium and titanium in the cladding steel.



Whatever the location of the reaction site, the cladding will

be depleted in chromium immediately below the Inner surface

and, because diffusion rates in grain boundaries are between
3 5

10 and 10 times faster than those in the bulk, depletion

will also occur deep inside the cladding in regions adjacent

to grain boundaries. Such depletion effects have been

observed in irradiated cladding specimens by Electron Micro-

probe Analysis (21) and indirectly by metallography (22), in

the latter case to depths of =* 50,um below the cladding

surface.

Effects due to depletion of chromium in the cladding steel

9. T_ran£f£rma_ti£n__of aujrtenite i.o^CC.jphase (Fig. 9)
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Pig. 9. Austenite (y)-<XsCC phase (a) transformation and
precipitation of chromium carbides.

It is possible for chromium depleted austenitic stainless

steel of the type used for cladding applications in the

LMPBR to undergo a phase change to a BCC structure, i.e. a

ferrlte-type structure,, if the chromium content drops below

a certain level, generally in the range 5 to 10 vt%, depending

on the particular steel (23, 24),

The properties of the BCC phase will be different in several

important respects to those of the FCC austenite from which

it is formed. First, the diffusion rates of chromium, nickel

and iron and probably oxygen are greater in the BCC phase

than in the FCC austenite; for example, it is estimated that

at 700 C, diffusion rates of chromium may be greater by a

factor of ^ 40 in the BCC phase compared with those in the

FCC austenite (25, 26). Second, the solubility of carbon

is likely to be much lov/er in the BCC phase than in the FCC

austenite. The consequence of this solubility difference

will be a rejection from the lattice of any carbon in excess

of the solubility limit for the BCC phase. This effect is

expected to occur in non-stabilised stainless steels but not

to the same extent in stabilised stainless steels in which

there is usually surplus stabilising element (titanium or

niobium) which could take up at least some of the rejected

carbon (see next section),

10, £hromium_carMde_f£rmati£n_in grain b_oundaries_

(Fig. 8 and 9)

In non-stabilised stainless steels, it is likely that

chromium carbides (Cr2,Cg will be considered, as this is

the most commonly encountered carbide) will form in the

grain boundaries due to thermal treatment of the steel. In

addition, more carbides may form because of the rejection

of carbon mentioned in section 9 above. Formation of such

carbides removes more chromium from the steel, thereby

promoting further transformation of the austenite to the

BCC ferrlte type phase (in steels of this particular type)

and so making more carbon available, through carbon rejection

to form more Cr^Cg,

In stabilised stainless steels, thermodynamic arguments

suggest that chromium carbide formation may result from

oxidation of TiC or NbC. Kinetically this reaction would be

more pronounced along and adjacent to grain boundaries,

23 Or + 6 TiC + 6 0 o —> 6 Ti0o + Cro,Cc
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Electron Microprobe Analyses of simulation samples and

irradiated cladding material have indicated a depletion of

the stabilising elements Nb and Ti within the inter-

granularly attacked zone (21) (stabilised austenitic stainless

steels contain typically by weight, 0,4% Ti or 0,7% Nb, and

0,1$ C ) , Because this destabilising reaction involves the

formation of chromium carbides, it may result in further

chromium depletion of the steel and thus promote the austenite

to BCC phase transformation, as mentioned above in the case

of non-stabilised steels,

11, £ae_sjLum a/fctack_on grain Ĵ oundarŷ carbiclejS ("Fig, 10)
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Pig. 10. Caesium attack on grain boundary carbides.

In principle, it is possible for caesium in the presence of

oxygen to react with chromium carbide in the grain boundaries,

thus:

+z¥

+ 4 Cs 20 C

AG700°C - 147 kcal/mole 0 2

Carbon released by this reaction may diffuse further into

the cladding along grain boundaries, where it may react as

follows:

Reaction (i) may be repeated, resulting in further attack

along the grain boundary with the formation of more caesium

chromate. Thus, carbon acts as a catalyst. However, the

reaction may be limited by the availability of caesium and

oxygen, since from (i) it follows that large quantities of

both are required to react with each molecule of chromium

carbide.

Disintegration of Inner cladding surface and grain

detachment

12, Atta£k_involving_i£dJLne (Pig. 11)

As a result of reactions of the types described in the

preceding sections, the surface and near-grain boundary

regions of the cladding will he severely depleted in

chromium, i.e. they will consist predominantly of the other

major components of the steel, viz, iron and nickel, The

surface of the cladding will be covered with a layer of

coi'rosion products, consisting mainly of caesium chromates;

the continuity of this layer may be disrupted through fuel/

cladding mechanical interactions (see section 13) so that

it will not act as an effective barrier to fission product

species. Therefore, further significant reactions between

the chromium depleted steel and fission products (including

caesium as mentioned previously) are possible.
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(ii) 6C + 23 Cr = - 18 kcal/mole G. Fig. 11. Attack by iodine.



It has already been stated in section 4 that caesium can

take part in a number of chemical reactions: it can react

with the fuel to form caesium uranates and uranoplutonates,

with the steel cladding to form caesium chromates and with

other fission products to form, for example, chalcogenides.

In principle, caesium can react also with iodine to form

caesium iodide. However, the data presented in Pig, 4

indicate that both caesium uranates (and presumably caesium

uranoplutonates) and the anticipated caesium chromates are

more stable than caesium iodide.

Thus caesium should react preferentially with the fuel and

depleted cladding material. The implication of this is that

caesium iodide would be unstable (see Pig, 4).

The point in time at which direct reactions between gaseous

iodine and the chromium depleted steel can occur via a van

Arkel-de Boer type process will depend upon the availability

of iodine in the fuel cladding gap. Calculation shows that

if only 1% of the fission generated iodine remains in the

free state, then the partial pressure of iodine will be

sufficient to ensure the stability of, for example, iron

iodide after only 0.5 a/o burn-up. At a relatively much

later stage (llc/o burn-up), nickel iodide formation is also

feasible.

Hence, iodide formation can lead to the removal of princi-

pally iron, nickel and other steel components from the

chromium depleted regions.

The effect of iodine attack will then be an opening up of

grain boundary regions followed by undercutting of the grains.

This will seriously affect the mechanical integrity of the

material in near surface regions such that whole grain

detachment can occur, as observed in Irradiated fuel pins.

This reaction sequence offers an explanation for the presence

of steel component elements, mainly iron and nickel, in the

fuel/cladding gap adjacent to the fuel surface.
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Fig, 12. Reactor power cycling : a) gap shut b) gap open

It is believed that whole grains of steel m3.y be detached

from the corroded inner cladding surface during reactor

cycling. This can occur when the irradiation is sufficiently

advanced for ceramic phases such as caesium chromates to be

present in the fuel/cladding gap,, Such phases are rather



plastic at operating temperatures and adhere to the fuel and

the intergranularly attacked cladding surface. When reactor

power is reduced, the fuel/cladding gap opens as a result of

the different thermal expansivities of fuel and cladding.

Because the ceramic phase in the gap adheres to both fuel

and cladding, it exerts forces which oppose the opening

of the gap. These forces may exceed the cohesive forces

between the grains in the cladding surface when extensive

intergranular attack has greatly reduced cohesion between.

grains. The result is that whole grains and sub-grains

are detached from the cladding surface and are embedded in

the ceramic phase in the gap. In post-irradiation micro-

graphs, these detached grains are often observed as a

sintered metallic band on the outer surface of the fuel.

Discussion of Supporting Evidence

Spinel type oxide formation

In short (100-2O0h) isothermal simulation experiments on

cladding steels at temperatures of 700°C and above under

oxygen potential conditions close to those expected in

practice, the formation of spinel type oxides has been

observed (7,27); in principal spinel can form at lower

temperatures but for kinetic reasons the time required

would be longer than that quoted above.

As stated previously, the earliest appearance of spinel is

known to occur at surface defects such as scratch marks (6).

In the present model the predicted formation of spinel is

expected to be enhanced by two in-pile phenomena listed

below which act to increase the oxidation rate and thus

favour chromium depletion and hence spinel formation.

(i) Mission fragment irradiation

Enhanced oxidation rates of up to 4.6 times normal due

to fission fragment bombardment of austenitic stainless

steel surfaces at 65O°C have been reported (28, 29).

Given a typical activation energy for oxidation in such

steels of 58 kcal/mole 02, an oxidation rate increase of

4.6 times is equivalent to a temperature increase of- 50°C.

(ii) }?uel/cladding contact points

Calculations by Godesar (8) for typical current

irradiation conditions indicate that the cladding

temperature at a point of contact with the fuel can

be =i50°G above the temperature of an adjacent area

which is separated from the fuel by a gas filled gap.

Caesium uranate / uranoplutonate formation

Post-irradiation examination, including electron microprobe

analysis, of typical fuel pin's has shown that caesium reacts

both with the blanket (30, 31) and with the outer surface

of the mixed oxide fuel (32, 33) to form what are believed

to be caesium uranates/uranoplutonates. Pig. 13 shows

the extent of this phase.

i Fuel

Cladding

30jum

Fig. 13. Cs~(U,Pu)-0 phase formed on the outside of a

fuel pellet, initial ̂  = 1,98, after ^10 a/o

burn-up in the Rapsodie reactor.

Preferential fission product attack on spinel type oxides

No direct evidence as yet exists to show that caesium

reacts with spinel in preference to Cr^O*. It has, however,

been demonstrated that Cx^O-y is resistant to attack by both



caesium (16) and tellurium (34) under the conditions of

temperature and pressure expected in practice.

Simulation tests with caesium and bulk Cr?ov in the
o

temperature range 700-750 C showed that reaction was not

detectable until the oxygen potential was

those expected in practice (16)„

far in excess of

In the case of tellurium attack, it has been demonstrated

by Robins (34) that when pre-oxidised stainless steel was

exposed to tellurium vapour at 75O°C, mounds of a tellurium

rich phase formed only at cracks in the pre-formed chromium

rich oxide layer. Regions of coherent oxide appeared to be

unattacked.

Direct attack by caesium

A phase of constant composition containing caesium,, chromium

and oxygen has been detected by electron microprobe analysis

in pins irradiated to =^10^ burn-up (35). This phase was

found adhering to the corroded inner cladding surface and was

interpreted as a product of a corrosive reaction of caesium

with the stainless steel cladding. The composition of this

phase corresponds most closely to CsOr^Og rather than to any

other known chromate: however, there exists some uncertainty

in the formula since oxygen was determined by difference and

it is well known that this can lead to significant errors.,

Chromates of the type CSgCrO, have been proposed as possible

products of inner cladding corrosion (see chapter 2) and it

is feasible that the chemical form of these could be changed

in the surface of the specimen as a result of storage and

specimen preparation.

Transformation of austenite (1PCC) to a BCC phase

Electron microprobe analysis of corroded cladding has

demonstrated unambiguously that chromium depletion of the

cladding occurs in near surface regions, in regions adjacent

to grain boundaries and particularly along the boundaries

(35). (l?ig. 14).

•:•:.•.:•• - * Y , - - ' ' •"•• :'• t *:s&:,s--,' si.'-

Fig, 14: The grain boundary phase revealed by interferometry

(left) was shown by electron microprobe phase

analysis (right) to contain 6-9 w/o chromium com-

pared with 15 'v/o in the bulk steel.

Chromium depletion is a prerequisite for a phase trans-

formation from FCC to BCC in the cladding (23, 24) and a

BCC phase has indeed been found by electron diffraction in

the corroded regions of irradiated fuel pins (36) ; also,

the specimens were strongly ferro-magnetic.

Corrosion simulation experiments (36, 37, 38) in which

specimens of fully austenitic stainless steel were exposed

to caesium were also found to contain a BCC phase (X-ray

and electron diffraction) at the end of the test. This

phase occurred adjacent to grain boundaries (ii'ig. 15).

These experiments demonstrated that the austenite (FCC)-* BCC

phase transformation was induced by caesium attack since

control experiments showed no transformation.
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Pig, 15. Grain boundary ROC poase m cdcsxvn. liea"ced

austenitic stainless steel as seen in T.E.M.

Loss of titanium and niobium from stabilised austenitic

stainless steel and formation of chromium carbides

Electron microprobe analyses of corrosion simulation samples

and irradiated cladding material have shown that the

stabilising elements niobium and titanium can be depleted

to depths of up to 50m within the intergranularly attacked

zone (21) ; losses of these elements of up to 55% were

found (stabilised austenitic stainless steels contain

typically by weight, 0,4% Ti or 0,7% Nb, and 0,1% C). In

addition, titanium and niobium rich regions were detected

in the fuel in irradiated specimens in quantities greater

than could be accounted for by impurities or, in the case

of niobium, fission (titanium is not a fission product).

Such losses of stabilising elements are expected to lead

to the formation of chromium carbides of the type Gx^-Jir

and indeed Mp.,Cg type carbides have been identified by

electron diffraction in irradiated stabilised stainless

steel samples in regions of intergranular attack (36)

(Pig. 16).
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Pig. 16. Carbide precipitate, Mp^Cg, in irradiated

stabilised austenitic stainless steel.

Break-up of inner cladding surface

The proposed break-up of the corroded cladding surface by

mechanical interaction between fuel and cladding is based on

the appearance of the corrosion zone as seen in post-

irradiation examinations. Pig. 17 shows a heavily corroded

region which is not broken up (left); note the absence of

ceramic phases in the gap. When ceramic phases are present,

structures such as that on the right in Pig. 17 are normally

seen.

Fuel

Cladding

Pig, 17. Left - Intergranular corrosion without break-up of
surface and no ceramic phase in gap.
'flight - Ceramic phase in gap and detached band of
cladding material.



Summary

The model offers explanations for the following features of
inner cladding corrosion:

1) local and irregular depth of attack

2) oxygen potential threshold for attack

3) similar depth of intergranular attack in stabilised
and non-stabilised cladding steels

4) morphology of the reaction product layer, in particular
the iron-nickel metallic layer on the outer rim of the
fuel

5) phase changes in the cladding steel.

Below are listed the new aspects and ideas contained in
the model,

1) Local formation of spinel on the inner cladding surface,
leading to local initiation of attack and subsequent
irregular depths of attack,

2) Depletion of chromium and subsequent transformation of
austenite to a BCC phase (ferritic type steel) especially
along grain boundaries, as a result of chromium compound
formation such as caesium chromates.

3) Depletion of the cladding steel stabilising elements,
titanium or niobium, from stabilised steels, resulting
in intergranular attack by a similar mechanism to that
in non-stabilised steels,

4) Mechanical break-up, during reactor power cycling, of
the cladding surface previously weakened by intergranular
attack.

The model itself is limited in certain respects, as it must
be at the present time, in view of the lack of key experi-
mental data. For example, it is qualitative in character;
no attempt has been made to explain the kinetics of inner
cladding corrosion. It is assumed that the corrosion
reactions are promoted mainly by caesium in the presence of

oxygen, and while this fission product is regarded as
being particularly effective in this respect, it is
clearly an over-simplification not to consider in detail
the roles of other aggressive species such as tellurium,
etc. Some of the arguments introduced into the model are
based on hypotheses and thermodynamic calculations and
require experimental verification e.g. the direct reaction
of caesium on spinel type oxides in the presence of oxygen.
Such tests are under way as well as studies of the roles
of other aggressive species in the corrosion reaction(s),
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Review and Evaluation of Cladding Attack of LMFBR Fuel by M. Koizumi,

S. Nagai, H. Furuya, T. Muto, Japan.

Abstract

The behavior of cladding inner wall corrosion during

irradiation was evaluated in the term of: fuel density,

fuel form, O/M ratio, plutonium concentration, cladding

composition, cladding pretreatment, cladding inner diameter,

burn up and cladding inner wall temperature. Factors which

influence .are eicperted to be clare] a*e- O/M ratio, burn up,

cladding inner diameter and cladding inner wall temperature.

Maximum cladding inner wall corrosion depth was formulated

as a function of O/M ratio, burn up and cladding inner wall

temperature-

I. Introduction

The decrease of the cladding thickness due to the

corrosion of fission products and their compounds is one of

the important parameters to take into consideration for the

fuel pin design. The cladding attack does not occur

uniformly along the inner wall, and there have been two types

of attack, intergranular attack and matrix attack. As the

depths of this attack depend on the fuel O/M ratio, burn up,

cladding inner wall temperature, etc, large scatterings have

been observed in the measured values reported until now.

The purposes of this paper are to evaluate the parameters

affecting the cladding inner wall penetration depth and to

derive the maximum cladding penetration depth as a function

of O/M ratio, burn up and cladding inner wall temperature

using reported data untill now and PNC data.
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II. Evaluation of the Parameters Affecting the Cladding

Inner Hall Corrosion

Irradiation conditions of the fuel pins in which cladd-

ing inner wall corrosions were observed, were shown in Table 1

and 2. Based on these irradiation conditions, the correlation

between the cladding inner wall corrosion and various para-

meters affecting to this, is evaluated.

II-l Fuel Factors

II-1-1 Plutonium concentration

Oxygen potential of the mixed oxide fuel increases with

Plutonium concentration'13). That is, for 20% PuO2 fuel, it

is sufficient to oxidize the stainless steel cladding at

O/M>1.9«lx:>'. Fast fission yields of Pu are poor in Zr,

alkali earth and rare earth metals which combine strongly

with oxiygen than that of 235O(i3). Therefore, during

irradiation, oxygen which combine with O and Pu become excess

in high Pu content oxide fuels and 0/M ratio of the fuels

increases. It is expected that high Pu content fuel conducts

to deep cladding attack during irradiation.

Coquerelle et al. *9* have reported that a higher initial

Pu concentration (30%) increased the depth of intergranular

attack, but matrix attack remained apparently unaffected.

And this influence was less effective than that of 0/M ratio

and cladding inner wall temperature.

There are many other in pile corrosion data using fuel

pins'with different plutonium concentration, but it is dif-

ficult to compare them mutually from the reason that there

are many other factors affecting the cladding inner wall

corrosion.

II-1-2 Fuel density

Johnson et al.*13* have reported the result of the irra-

diation experiments of fuel pins. In their experiment, the

factors affecting the cladding corrosion other than fuel

density were maintained to be same. Severe intergranular

attack was observed in the case of low density fuel. They have

described the influence of the fuel density in the following

manner. "At a given power level, low density fuels, which

have poor thermal conductivities, tend to have higher center-

line temperatures. These higher temperatures result in more

extensive fuel restructuring and tend to vapor transport more

oxygen to fuel cladding interface. On the other hand,

initially high density of fuel may hinder the transport of

oxygen to the cladding surface. This effect can be seen, in

the fission product vapor species such as cesium and molybdenum

oxide, which will pile up at the equiaxed grain unrestructured

boundary region in fuel with over 90% initial fuel density".

On the other hand', Bately et al. (8) did not observe the

fuel density dependence of the cladding inner-wall corrosion

depths from the results of the irradiation experiment of 70

and 80% T.D. vibro compacted fuels.
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Cox et al.I11) did not observe the difference of the

cladding inner wall corrosion depths in the irradiation experi-

ment of the low and high density fuel.

Furthermore, PNC conducted the several irradiation

experiments of two kinds of different fuel densities using

DFR and Kapsodie (Table 2 and Fig. 2). As these experiments

differs in burn up and initial fuel 0/M ratio, the density

dependence of the cladding penetration can not be evaluated



directly. The clear fuel density dependence of the cladding

attack indicated by Johnson et al. could not be seen from

these data.

Above discussion suggests that the fuel density dependence

of the cladding attack is slightly small, compared with the

fuel 0/M and clad inner wall temperature.

II-1-3 Fuel form

There are two kinds of methods to make the mixed oxide

with uranium and plutonium: (i) co-precipitation from the

aqueous solution of Pu and U nitrate, (ii) mechanical blending

of U0 2 and PuO2 powders.

Bately et al. f8' investigated the influence of two kinds

of methods on the cladding attack of mixed oxide fuel. They

irradiated the fuel pins under the closely comparable condi-

tions using the cladding material of identical fabrication

history. The results were not entirely conclusive, but

tended to suggest more extensive corrosion by mechanically

blendid fuel.

Perry et al.I*1) have reported that there were no dif-

ference in cladding corrosion to compare with the irradiation

experiments of both types of fuels.

Bately et a l . ^ have also reported the influence of two

kinds of fuel forms (pellet fuel and vibro-compacted fuel),

and severe attack was observed in vibro-compacted than pellet

fuel pins.

Fitts et al.(10) have reported the results of the post

irradiation examination of sphere-pack and pellet fuel pins

and showed that the former fuel was more compatible than the

later fuel.

Perry et al. I*1) • (3) carried out the comparison irradia-

tion experiment of pellet and vibrocompacted fuels and

observed the equivalent depths of attack at the comparable

sections in both fuel claddings.

Cox et al.*11' have indicated that the influence on the

fuel forms to the cladding attack is less effective than

other parameters like fuel 0/M ratio.

The above discussions is considered that fuel form is

not expected to be effective in cladding attack.

II-1-4 0/M ratio

It is supposed that the corrosion of the stainless steel

cladding during irradiation is essentially the oxidation

reactions **x 3 ) , therefore 0/M ratio which determins the oxygen

potential of the fuel is one of the most important parameters

to control the corrosion depth of the cladding. Accordingly,

many irradiation examinations were performed in order to find

the dependence of cladding attack on 0/M ratio of the fuel.

Weber et al. *"s) measured the cladding penetration depth

of fuel pin with fuel O/M ratio 1.93, 1.96 and 2.00 and found

the clear dependence on 0/M ratio. Their post irradiation

examination results are expressed in the following manner,

M = 1.43(O/M-1.93)xl03 (pm)

Ellis et al.*12) performed the comparison irradiation

examinations with different 0/M fuel (1.97 and 2.00).

Compared with the low 0/M fuel pin (1.97), high 0/M fuel pin

(2.00) exhibited a deeper maximum penetration (97 ym vs 56 ym)

and a large amount of affected circumference (90 vs 40 %) at

the highest temperature region even though cladding tempera-



ture, power and burn up were slightly lower.

Bately et al.(8) have reported that the correlation

between cladding corrosion and fuel stoichiometry (0/M = 1.97

*2.00) was not observed from the DFR irradiation test, but,

no cladding corrosion was observed in low 0/M fuels (O/M=1.93).

Furthermore, pins containing (U, 15%Pu) oxide with initial

0/M ratios o£ 1.95, 2.00 and 2.05 were irradiated by DMTR to

approximately 6.0 atm% burn up under similar conditions of

fuel heat rating and cladding temperature, and patchy clad

attack up to 25 vm was found in the case of 0/M ratio 2.05.

Coquerelle et al.(9) have reported the irradiation results

of the fuel pin in the 0/M range 1.93*2.00 and in the case

that fuel 0/M ratio was 1.93, cladding corrosion was reduced

to a negligible level.

Neimark et al. ̂1'*̂  have reported the results of the

irradiation test of fuel 0/M ratio 1.94*2.00 at burn up 11 a/o

and no cladding attack was observed in the case of low 0/M

fuel (0/M = 1.94*1.97).

On the other hand, the correlation between relatively

higher 0/M ratio fuels (1.98*2.00) and the cladding attack was

investigated from the results of many other post irradiation

examination. The difference of cladding corrosion due to the

change of the fuel 0/M ratio in the range 1.98*2.00 was not

observed (for example PNC data).

From the above discussion, cladding corrosions clearly

depend on the fuel 0/M ratio. Xn order to reduce the cladding

corrosion to a negligible level, it is necessary to reduce

the fuel 0/M ratio to the level about 1.93. The reason that

cladding attack is independent on the 0/M ratio in the range

1.98*2.00 is explained that the oxygen potential is sufficient

to oxidize the cladding for 20 %PuO2 fuel'
15* and additionally ey

accuracy of the 0/M ratio analysis is within +0.01.

II-2 Cladding Parameter

II-2-1 Cladding compositions

Perry et al.^1) have reported the results of the irra-

diation experiments using several kinds of cladding materials

(AISI 316, 347, 304 and INC-800) and observed no differences

in the corrosion resistance among these materials.

Bately et al.(&) have reported the results of irradiation

experiments using four kinds of cladding materials, AISI 316,

316L, FV438 and PE16, and observed no differences in their

suceptibility to corrosion by fission products.

Fitts et al.(3) reported the results of irradiation

experiments using AISI 304, 316 and Hastelloy-X, and the

results of their tests showed that Hastelloy-X cladding might

be sufficiently compatible with mixed oxide fuel at 50*100°C

higher comparing with other materials.

The above results may suggest the following tendency,

(a) Hastelloy-X may be superior than other materials,

with respect to corrosion resistance.

(b) There is little reason to choose among the austenitic

stainless steel in regard to the corrosion resistance.

II-2-2 Pre-treatment

Gotzman et al.'16' performed out-of-pile experiments to

investigate the influence of the pre-treatment on the cladding

corrosion. Cold working ratio (15 and 30%) and sensitization

annealing accelerated the cladding corrosion in some degree.

Out-of-pile experiments about cold working dependency of

the cladding intergranular penetration depths were performed



in our facilities**7). The effect of the cold working ratio

on the intergranular corrosion showed a tendency, as given

in Fig. 1, to decrease at a cold working ratio in the range

of 10% to 20% and to increase again beyond 30%.

Bately et al.*8^ have investigated the influence of the

clad heat treatment on corrosion sensitivity in AISI 316 and

316L st ainless steel claddings and found that clads in the

fuel solution treated or 20% cold worked condition corroded

similary under irradiation.

Above results may suggest that the pretreatment of the

cladding is not the dominating cause of the cladding corrosion

under irradiation.

II-2-3 Cladding radius

Perry et al.**) and McCarthy*18) et al. have reported,

based on the irradiation experiments in EBR-II, that the in-

crease of the cladding outer diameters from 6.35 mm to 7.37 mm,

caused the cladding inner wall penetration depths increase by

a factor about ten.

Bately et al.*8) have reported the results of irradiation

test of cladding attack as a function of inner diameter.

Even though considering the difference of the cladding inner

wall temperature, the increase of the cladding diameter tends

to increase the cladding attack.

It is supposed that the increase of the cladding diameter

causes the composition and quantity of the fission products

precipitated at the cladding inner wall change suggested by

McCarthy et al.<18>

II-3 Irradiation Parameter

II-3-1 Linear heat rating

According to the increase of the linear heat rating, fuel

temperature increases and volatile fission products such as Cs,

Te, Mo, etc. migrate more rapidly to the fuel-cladding gap.

Therefore, cladding corrosion is expected to be corelated to

the linear heat rating.

Perry et al.**) have reported the cladding attacks at

various linear heat ratings, and under the condition of linear

heat rating below 360 kW/cm, the cladding corrosion depths were

small comparing with high linear heat ratings (400^530 W/cm).

Bately et a l . ^ have reported that linear heat rating

dependence of the cladding attack was not clear.

These results is conducted to a suggestion that at the

normal heat rating, cladding corrosion is insensitive to the

linear heat rating.

II-3-2 Burn up

With the increase of burn up, increase the quantity of

the fission products accumulating in the fuel cladding gap and

the reaction time of the fission products and cladding.

Therefore the cladding attack is expected to increase with

burn up.

Perry et al.*1) and Bately et al. (8) investigated the

cladding corrosions at the wide range of burn up, however clear

dependency was not obtained.

Gotzmann et al.*15) have evaluated the in pile corrosion

data from the point of view that the mass transport in the
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reaction layer was the rate determing step of the cladding

corrosion, that is, corrosion rate depended on the square root

of the burn up (or irradiation time).

McCarthy et al.(18' have correlated the cladding corrosion

depths with cladding inner wall temperatures assuming that the

cladding corrosion is in propotion to the burn up.

However, based on the results of post irradiation examina-

tion performed at PNC and several other investigations, the

following burn up dependancy was obtained (Fig. 2). As the

cladding attack severaly depends on the fuel 0/M ratio, cladd-

ing inner wall temperature and cladding inner diameter, the

plotted points shown in Fig. 2 are chosen from the data that

the cladding inner wall temperature is 58<H630°C, 0/M ratio is

1.98^2.00 (discussed II-1-4) and cladding inner diameter is

nearly 5.6 mm$.

From this figure, the maximum cladding corrosion depths

increases gradually up to about 35000^40000 MWd/T, and become

nearly constant above this burn up.

This tendency is supposed to be explained considering the

following corrosion mechanism.

(a) With increasing burn up, the volatile fission products

(Cs, Mo, Te, etc.) condenced at the cladding inner wall causes

the cladding attack (mainly intergranular attack), and

corrosion rate, assuming that mass transfer in the corrosion

layer is rate determing step, is propotional to the square

root of corrosion time (or burn up)* 1 5'.

(b) Corrosion products of the stainless steel components

(Cr, Fe, and Ni) precipitate at the cl'adding inner wall and

dilute the corrosives and decrease the thermodynamic

activity of them. This effect would decrease the corrosion

rate.

(c) After the irradiation time proceeds in same degree,

cladding desensitization occurs (Fig. 3)' 1 , matrix attack

originate instead for intergranular attack. The matrix

attack, however, does not increase remarkably the cladding

corrosion depth.

It is supposed that the superposition of these effects

causes the cladding corrosion depth to be constant above the

burn up of 35000^40000 MWd/T.

II-3-3 Cladding inner wall temperature

Several investigations have reported the temperature

dependence of the cladding corrosion during irradiation^1)'^5) * £

The temperature dependence evaluated by PNC are shown in

Fig. 4. Where, all the data are satisfying the conditions

that fuel 0/M ratios are 1.98*2.00, burn ups are above 35000

MWD/T and cladding inner diameters are nearly 5.6 mm* reported

up to now. The maximum values of the cladding corrosion depth

as a function of cladding inner wall temperatures have a

threshold at nearly 460°C, linearly increases to about 620°C

and have a constant value above' 620°C.

About the temperature dependency of the cladding corrosion

depths, Gotzmann et al.<15) have suggested that the cladding

inner wall corrosion rate maintains constant and depends only
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on burn up above some temperature, because the supply of the

fission products from the fuel to fuel-cladding gap rather

than the mass transfer in the corrosion layer becomes the rate

determing step. But this theory is considered not to be able

to explain the burn up dependency discussed above.

It is considered that the complex combinations of many

factors affecting the cladding corrosion (three among them

were described in section "II-3-2") causes this temperature

dependency on the maximum cladding penetration.

As one of the factors affecting this corrolation, however

it is supposed that the process sensitization and desensitiza-

tion (19) is closely related to this phenomenon. The maximum

cladding corrosion depths are considered to be the result of

the preferential intergranular attack by severe corrosives

(like CsOH etc. discussed other paper in this meeting).

In the case that cladding inner wall temperature is high,, the

rate of the intergranular corrosion is fast, but the desensiti-

zation of the cladding occurs for a short time. On the other

hand, at relatively low temperature, the intergranular corrosion

rate is slow, but the long time is necessary to generate the

desensitization. The intergranular penetration depth is the

function of both the intergranular corrosion rate and the time

for desensitization. And experimental result is considered to

suggest that:

A4 « f(T)*g(T) = constant.,

where A£ : intergranular corrosion depth,

f(T) : corrosion on rate as a function of temperature,

g(T) : time to cause desensitization as a function of
temperature,

above 620°C. In each case, after the occurrence of desensitiza-

tion, matrix attack is the main corrosion process. And it is

considered that the matrix attack followed to the intergranular

attack does not change remarkably the cladding corrosion depth.

III. The Evaluation of the Cladding Inner Wall Corrosion

Factors influencing the cladding attack are classified in

the following manner.

(A) Factors contributing remarkably to the cladding corrosion,

(i) fuel O/M ratio,

(ii) burn up,

(iii) cladding inner wall temperature,

(iv) cladding inner diameter.

(B) Factors whose influence are small,

(i) fuel form, composition and density,

(ii) linear heat rating

(iii) cladding composition and pre-treatment

For the fuel pin design, the maximum cladding corrosion

depths is the one of the important factor. The results of

this paper suggests the following expression for the cladding

maximum corrosion depths.

A*(lim) = 4.64xlO~If« (O/M-l',93)- (T-360)^BO

where T : temperature, °C, but if T^620, T=620,

BO : burn up (MWD/T), but if BO 35000>MWD/T, BO = 35000

O/M 2 O/M ratio of the fuel, but if O/M>1.98, O/M=1.98

AI : cladding inner wall corrosion depth (ym),

and this equation is applied only to the cladding inner diameter
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(=5.6 mm<(.)

And this equation was applied to the data reported by

Conte et al.* 1 7*, at burn up 126000 MWd/T and O/M=1.97. The

calculated corrosion depth 104 ym is good agreement to obserbed

value about 115*125 ym.
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Table 1 Irradiation Data by Various Investigators 72

a

b

c

d

e

f

9

h

i

j

Fuel

Pu/U+Pu %

12

25

25

20

15
20

20

20.1

20

30

25

0/M

1.96 ~
2.00

1.98~
2.00

2.00

1.999~
2,000

1.94 ~
2.00

1.98 -^
2.00

1.97

1.97 ~
2.03

1.995

1.98

1.96R--
2.00

1.97 —
2.00

Form

SP, AP
& VP

SP &
VP

AP

SP &
VP

SP &
VP

SP, VP
AP

SP

SP

T.D(%)

82
97

79.0
91.6

85

SP 85.2
VP 84.1

84.3
94.9

79.8

80 >

89.4

89.2

88.4

86.6

91 ~
92

Irradiation Cond.

Heat Rat-
ing w/cm
164 ~

886

377 ~
689

230 ~
590

623 ~
738

491 ~
558

520

249 ~
728

440

500

560

480

444

Burn UD
MWd/T

35,000~
149,000

27,500~
97,000

4,000-
63.000

148,000

68,000~
133,000

48,400~
52.000

126,000

8 ,000~
81,000

10.3

6.3

45MWd/kg
(VP)

10.5

5.1

Cladding

Temp.°C

515 ~
815

500
624

710 ~
850

660 ~
760

670 ~
620

527 ~
610

550 ~
750

450 ~
800

-650

320 ~
700

570 ~
620

~615

<— 746

Material

316
347

304
316L

Hastel l -
ov-X

347

304

316
304L

316

316 V548
PE16

1.4961
1.4988

1.4988

1.4988

1.4988
1.4970

316

Diameter

6.35 ,
7.37

5.59 *
6.35

3?JL304L

5.59

5.54

6.35

5.185

5.24

5.5

5.28

Note

*
outer

DFR 350
453/8

DFR 304

Moi 7A

Rapsodie

Ref.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(12)

Table 2 Fuel and Irradiat ion

Capsule

DFR 332/2

DFR 332/3

DFR 332/5

DFR 332/6

Rapsodie
PNC-1

Rapsodie
PNC-2

Number
&

Pins

6

3

3

1

19

4

Data ( PNC )

Fuel

Pu/U+Pu 1

18

18

18

20

18

20

0/M

1.98

2.00

1.98
2.00

1.99

1.98
1.99

1.98

Form

-Pellet

Pellet

Pellet

Pellet

Pellet

Pellet

T.D %

96

94

94

83

95

85

Cladding

Material

SUS 316

SUS 316

SUS 316

SUS 316

SUS 316

SUS 316

Cold
Work

6 %
18 %

10 %

10 %

10 %

10 %

10 %

Irradiation Condition

Heat Ra-
ting w/ci

510

506

432

403

426

490

Burn up
i MWd/T

10,970

38,300

48,500

55,300

31,000

64,800

Clad I.D
Temp.°C

640

644

648

625

600

610

Max.Deptts
of Cladding

Corrosion
(Mm )

25

80

80

50

12

135

• Material A
• Material. B

1 o 2o 3o
cold working

Dependence of Intergranuiar Corrosion in AISI
316 on cold Working Ratio in 50hr. at 700°C.

FIG. 1.
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Tensile Properties of Stainless Steels Intergranularly Corroded by

CsOH by M. Koizumi, H. Furuya, S. Nagai, H. Kawamata, Japan.

Abstract

Tensile tests of the solution treated and 20% cold worked

316 stainless steel intergranularly corroded by the fission

product elements. In the load elongation curve of the 20%

cold worked specimen, the rupture of the corroded zone was

separately observed from the corroded one, whereas the rupture

of the corroded zone in the one of the solution treated speci-

men was not distinguished from the rupture of the corroded

zone. In the corroded zone of the solution treated specimen,

the transverse crack which leads to the rupture took place in

the strain range beyond 0.5%.
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The ultimate tensile strength of the intergranularly

corroded zone was measured using the wholly corroded solution

treated specimen. The values obtained were 2(H30% of the

uncorroded zone in the temperature range from room temperature

to 700°C.

1. Introduction

The chemical interaction between cladding, mixed oxide fuel

and fission products is one of the most important factors limit-

ing the life of fuel pin in fast breeder reactor. The cladding

attack weakens the mechanical strength of the irradiated cladd-

ing, leading to the deformation and in some cases failure of the

cladding.

A number of studies1' on the corrosion behavior have re-

vealed that there are two types of cladding attack. One is matrix

attack which causes a general recession of cladding thickness.

Another is intergranular corrosion by oxygen and fission products

along grain-boundary in the cladding. The matrix-attacked

portion of cladding have almost no mechanical strength, but the

intergranularly corroded one have a considerable mechanical

strength. Therefore, the knowledge on the tensile behavior of

the integranularly corroded cladding is necessary for the

accurate calculations of design and irradiation performance of

the fuel pins.

Gotzmann and Hofmann2' investigated first the mechanical

properties of four kinds of austenitic stainless steels pre-

treated at different states after the out of pile corrosion by

uranium dioxide and fission product elements. They interpreted

the results in the expression of "weakening coefficient", which

derived from the comparison of effective corrosion depth with

measured corrosion depth and showed that the niobium stabilized

1.4988 steel behaves best.

This paper describes a study on the tensile properties of

316 stainless steels pretreated at two states. Details of

stress-strain curves and crack formation pattern obtained in

the tensile tests of the intergranularly corroded specimens

are presented.

2. Experimental procedures

The solution treated and 20% cold worked 316 stainless

steels were used as the testing specimens in a geometrical shape

shown in fig. 1. Table 1 shows a result of chemical analysis

of the specimen.

Several in-pile and out-pile investigations on the fuel-

cladding chemical interaction have shown that the main fission

products corroding the cladding are caesium, iodine and

tellurium, it have been also suggested that the chemical forms

of the fission products in corroding the cladding are Cs, I,

Te, CSOH, CS20-Mo03/ CsI et al.

In this study, a number of corrosion experiments using

different corrosive agents mentioned above were carried out in

order to obtain a good intergranular corrosion, and consequently

CsOH was selected as a corroding agent from the view point of

experimental reproducibility. Fig. 2 shows the capsule for the

corrosion, and the preparation of specimen and welding of

capsule were performed in glove box under high purity argon.

The specimens were heated in resistance furnaces at 700°C

or 750°C for 50h. The temperature of resistance furnace was

controlled within ±2°C. The tensile tests of the specimens

were carried out in vacuum at a rate of 6%/min. In the
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temperature range from room temperature to 700°C, using the

apparatus shown in fig. 3. On the other hand, the microstruc-

tural features of the specimens were observed on the metallo-

graphs .

3. Results and discussion

The typical metallographs of solution treated and 20% cold-

worked 316 stainless steels after the corrosion are shown in

fig. 4. The intergranular corrosions were observed in both

specimens, but the clevage along the interface between the

corroded and uncorroded zones was observed in the corroded zones

of all 20% cold worked specimens. The width and structure of

the clevage were slightly different for the specimen each. The

corrosion behavior of the solution treated specimen is similar

to the ones most commonly observed in the irradiated fuel pins.

The load elongation curves of the corroded specimens of

both solution treated and 20% cold worked 316 stainless steel

are typically shown in fig. 5. The rupture point of the corrod-

ed region in the 20% cold worked specimen is distinctly seen.

This rupture strength depends on the width and structure of

clevage.

It is interesting to know the rupture behavior of the

corroded zone in the solution treated specimen. Fig. 6 shows

the typical micrographs of the solution treated specimens

after being tested at various stages of strain. Details of

experimental results are given in table 2. It can be seen that

in the strain region below 0.2% the longitudinal cracks parallel

to the direction of stress occur in the corroded region, and the

transverse cracks which leads to the rupture of the corroded

zone begin to take place in the strain region beyond 0.5%. 9fc

Finally, the ultimate tensile strengths of the corroded

and uncorroded zones were measured using the wholly and

partially corroded solution treated specimens. As typically

shown in fig. 7, the ultimate tensile strength of the corroded

zone was obtained from the load elongation curve of the wholly

corroded specimen. The details of experimental results obtain-

ed in the temperature range from room temperature to 700°C are

shown in table 3, and their values are plotted as a function

of temperature in fig. 8. The ultimate tenisle strength of the

uncorroded zone in the partially corroded specimen was obtained

from the rupture load of the partially corroded specimen. The

values obtained are also plotted in fig. 8, compared with the

values obtained in the uncorroded specimen. The cross section

of the uncorroded zone in the partially corroded specimen was

determined by reducing the cross section of the corroded zone

from the whole cross section of specimen. It should be noted

that the ultimated tensile strength of uncorroded zone is

little influenced by the corrosion.

4. Conclusion

The solution treated and 20% cold worked 316 stainless

steels were intergranularly corroded by CsOH. In the inter-

granular ly corroded zone of the 20% cold worked specimen, the

clevage was observed.

The rupture behavior of the corroded zones in both type

specimen depends on the adhesiveness of the corroded zone to

the uncorroded zone. In the 20% cold worked specimen, the

rupture of the corroded zone was separately observed from the

one of the uncorroded zone. In the corroded zone of the

solution treated specimen, the longitudinal cracks parallel to
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the direction of stress took place in the strain range below

0.2%, and the transverse cracks which lead to the rupture of the

the corroded zone occurred in the strain range beyond 0.5%.

The ultimate tensile strength of the intergranularly

corroded zone was measured using the wholly corroded solution

treated specimen. The values obtained were 20-30% of the

uncorroded zone in the temperature range from room temperature

to 700°C.

Reference

1. For example, C.S. Johnson, I. Johnson, P. Blackburn,

J.E. Battles and C.E. Crouthamel, IAEA-PL-463/1 (1974)

2. O. GStzmann and P. Hoffmann, J. Nucl. Mat., 59 (1976) 192
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Table 1 Chemical composition
of specimen

Element
C
Si
Mn
P
s
Ni
Cr
Co
Mo
B
N
Cu

Content (%)
0.047
0.52
1.72
0.022
0.006

12.82
16.78
0.02
2.42
0.001
0.008
0.10

Table 2 Crack formation pattern in the corroded zone of the
solution treated specimen

Test temperature : 700°C Strain rate : 0.6%/min.

Specimen
No.

20h-0405

20h-0409

20h-0410

20h-0404

20h-0407

20h-0408

20h-0403

20h-a03
20h-0402

20h-a06

Elongation

Elastic
region

0.2 %
strain

0.5 %
strain

1.0 *
strain

Observations in the
corroded zone

Longitudinal
cracks

Longitudinal
cracks

Transverse cracks,
Longitudinal cracks

Transverse cracks,
Longitudinal cracks

Load
(kg)

10.5

8.5

7.5

18.0

16.5

17.5

25.0

16.8
20.5

22.5

Stress
(kg/mm*)

5.1

4.1

4.0

8.9

7.9

7.0
12.3

8.8
10.57

11.1

Maximum
corrosion depth (urn)

270

160

130

280

160

200
160

140

200

200

Maximum
crack depth (urn)

-

-

90

80
100

170

Crack depth
percent (%)

-

-

56

57
50

85



Table 3 Results of tensile test of the wholly
corroded solution treated specimen
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Specimen
No.

S-1

S-2

0.5-9

0.5-10

0.5-1

0.5-2

0.5-5

0.5-6

0.5-3

0.5-4

S-3

S-4

1.0-025

1.0-028

1.0-033

1.0-700

Temperature
(°C)

R.T

200

500

600

700

UTS
(kg/mm2)

23.6

26.5

25.1

24.7

19.6

16.3

5.6

14.3

4.3

7.1

7.4

6.6

6.6

4.9

5.1

5.7

Capsule

Load

0

^Fixing holder

Load

2nvn
Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 1 Test specimen used in the tensile test Diagram of capsule for the corrosion Tensile test apparatus
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Fig. 4 Typical metallographs of the 20% cold worked (A) and
solution treated (3) specimens after' the corrosion
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1OOJU

1% strain

Mi M2M3M4
Elongation (%)

Fig- 5 Typical load elongation curves of the corroded
specimen of both 20% cold worked (A) and solution
treated (B) -316 stainless steels

Fig. 6 Typical metallographs of the solution treated
specimens after being tested at various stages of
strain



Elongation
Fig. 7 Typical load elongation curve of the wholly corroded

specimen
70

oJi
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Test temperature (x100°C)
Fig. 8 Ultimate tensile strength of both corroded and

uncorroded zone as a function of temperature

Fuel - Cladding Reactions Observed in Irradiated Mixed Oxide Fuel Pins

by K. Uematsu, Y. Ishida, M. Koizumi, J. Komatsu, Japan.

Summary

The characteristics of fuel-cladding reactions observed

in irradiated mixed oxide fuel pins have been studied during

the post irradiation examination mostly for high density

fuels. Three general forms of attack were observed; matrix

attack, grain boundary attack and spoiling in which the layer

of clad is detached from the cladding surface. The depth of

cladding attack revealed an increased penetration with

increasing temperature in the range of 500 to 650°C. Burnup

dependency of cladding attack appears to be not so significant

as cladding temperature. X-ray microprobe analysis revealed

the existence of fission products such as cesium, iodine,

tellurium and molybdenum in reaction zones. Cladding attack

appears to be caused by the oxidation inside cladding and

effects of fission products such as cesium.

1. Introduction

At present chemical interactions between the stainless

steel cladding and mixed oxide fuel are one of the important

consideration in the design of fast reactor fuel pins.

Heavy chemical attack on the inside of cladding may become

a factor reducing the integrity and life time of oxide fuel

elements. The parameters influencing the chemical inter-

actions are very numerous; internal cladding temperature,

fuel surface temperature, oxygen to metal ratio of mixed

oxide fuel, burnup, linear power, plutonium contents in

the fuel, fuel density, grade of cladding. These parameters
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are interacted each other in complex multicomponent system

consisting of fuel and fission products.

Consequently, it is difficult to correlate exactly the

various experiments concerning the internal corrosion with

these parameters.

However these problems have been carefully studied

during the post irradiation examination of fuel pins. This

paper summarize the results of observations and related

analytical activities for fuel-cladding chemical interactions

of mixed oxide fuel pins which have been irradiated in fast

reactors.

2. Morpholoty of attack

The observation of chemical interactions between fuel

and cladding in this studies are mostly based on the fuel

pins of high density fuels clad with 10% cold worked Type

316 stainless steel, which have been irradiated at the DFR

and the Rapsodie for the performance of fast reactor fuel

pins.

The outline of fuel pins examined is shown in Table

1. The cladding inner surface temperature ranged from

about 300 to 650°C and fuel burnups 10,000 to 65,000 MWD/T.

The initial oxygen to metal ratio of fuels ranged from

1.98 to 2.00. The observation of each reaction zones were

carried out as polished condition and measured the depth

of reaction layer.

The overall appearance of the reaction zone is classi-

fied into three general forms; a uniform reaction layer

(matrix attack), intergranular penetration along the grain

boundary and spalling in which the layer of clad is detached

from the cladding surface. The relationship among these three

forms of attack is not clear. However the uniform matrix

reaction layer located at the inner surface of cladding is

sometimes observed alone, especially in low burnup fuel pins.

Whereas the grain boundary attack in the claddings tends

to occur only in combination with a layer of reaction pro-

ducts on the surface.

However, in a few case, there was observed grain

boundary attack only at a specific, local place on

the inside of cladding.

It is not clear of this reason, it may result from

the local impurity in cladding and pellet or oxygen to

metal ratio changes of a pellet.

The chemical interaction was not so significant for the

fuels of low burnup up to 30,000 MWD/T. There was no measur-

able attacks on the inside of cladding for these pins,

however showed the temperature dependency. Fuel sections

from higher temperature region were more attacked than that

of lower temperature region. In the fuel pins of DFR 332/2,

which were irradiated to the burnup of 10,000 MWD/T, the

grain boundary attack of the cladding was not observed but

uniform matrix attack up to 25pm. The initial fuel-cladding

gap was still remained in fuel pins irradiated to the burnup

of about 30,000 MWD/T.

When the burnup exceeded about 30,000 MWD/T, the fuel-

cladding interface gap was closed and measurable interactions

were observed.

Sporadic grain boundary attack to a depth of 8Own has

been observed on the inner surface of cladding. The uniform
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matrix attack to a depth of 80pm has been also observed at

the temperature of 500 to 650°C. Both forms of attacks are

evident only above 500°C and the depth of penetration is most

likely to be proportional to cladding temperature.

Although internal attack is most likely to be recognized

clearly in higher burnup pins irradiated at high linear heat

rating but its severity appears not to be directly related

to burnup levels.

The typical microstructures of these reactions are shown

in Fig. 1.

Besides the matrix and grain boundary attacks, there were

observed secondary phases, which were different microstructure

from mixed oxide matrix, on the fuel surface as shown in Fig. 1

(e).

The phases seem to be formed by liquidous products of

fuel and fission products. Fig. l(d) shows the microstructure

at the interface of fuel and blanket UO2.

The sporadic, patchy condensed phases are observed on

the inside surface of cladding. The inner surface of cladding

revealed the unevenness. The spots which were wetted with

fission products are buldged locally by reaction with cladding.

The phases appear to show the traces of wetting the inside

surface of cladding by liquidous fission products such as

cesium. This may suggest that cladding attack will proceed by

liquidous fission products phase, although direct attack of

the clad by a gas phase reaction may occur with hyperstoichio-

metric fuel.

3. Microprobe analysis of reaction zone

The X-ray microprobe analyses of reaction zone were made

with a MAC-450 shielded electron probe microanalyser.

The reaction phase associated with uniform matrix attack

has a non-metallic appearance and contains iron, nickel and

chromium from the cladding. The sequence of component dis-

tribution in the reaction layer on attacked cladding is not

constant. Segregation of these elements into layer is some-

times observed. Chromium is more concentrated near the clad-

ding, while iron and nickel are richer near the fuel. Chromium

tends to behave reversely to iron and nickel as shown in

Fig. 2. The void on the fuel surface was filled with cladding

components. It appears these components were transported

across a liquidous phase between fuel and cladding.

Microprobe analyses show that the metallic white layers

seemed to be detached from the cladding surface are predominant-

ly high in iron, nicke and chromium. The reaction phase nearly

always has fission products associated with cladding components.

Typical elements detected are cesium, molybdenum, iodine,

tellurium and barium. Silicon and manganese are also sometimes

detected in uniform reaction layer. Cesium reveals the con-

sistent behavior with that of uranium and sometimes molybdenum

in uniform reaction layer, whereas plutonium is not detected

in these layer.

Fig. 3 illustrates the behavior of typical elements in

the region of uniform reaction layer.

Uranium, cesium and molybdeum are more concentrated

near the cladding, while iron and nickel tends to concen-
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trate on the fuel side. Chromium is often found either sides.

4. Discussion

The correlation between depth of cladding attack and

fuel parameters is discussed on the data of post irradia-

tion examination.

The depth of cladding attack indicates an increase

penetration with increasing cladding temperature. Fig. 4

shows a typical plot of cladding attack versus cladding

temperature for high density fuels with the comparable

overseas data.

This plot includes both matrix and intergranular

attack and indicates that no cladding attack is observed

below around 500°C.

At temperature above 500°c, cladding reaction is

observed remarkably and the amount is a function of tempera-

ture. The depth of attack observed in high density fuels

is expressed by the following equation.

1 = 455.1 - 2T + 2.2 x 10"3 T 2

where T is in °C and 1 is reaction depth in vim.

(1)

The observation suggested that the PNC data are con-

sistent with the trend of overseas data' . The influence

of burnup on the depth of cladding attack seems to be no

remarkable up to the around 30,000 MWD/T in which no

significant reaction was observed. This may result from

the insufficient oxidation potential of the cladding attack

and accumulation of fission products. Furthermore, the gap

between fuel and cladding which is remained up to around

30,000 MWD/T also seems to play a role as a reaction barrier

for cladding attack.

At the burnup of 35,000 to 50,000 MWD/T, the depth of

cladding attack showed no consistent variation in maximum

cladding penetration with burnup. The maximum penetration

depth of cladding attack was below 80ym in this range. The

increasing rate of cladding attack with burnup seems to be

slow, compared with that of temperature. A diffusion process

may be he rate determing step as suggested by other investi-

gators1 ) 3 ) .

The kinetics of cladding attack are evaluated for the

data shown in Fig. 4 by the diffusion equation. The

Arrhenius type plots are shown in Fig. 5.

The cladding attack for high density fuels approximately

described by the following relation up to 650°C.

1 = 3.2 x 106/t exp (- (2)

where T is in °k, t is in effective fuel power days and 1 is

reaction depth in ym.

The apparent activation energy for high density fuels

with initial oxygen metal ratio of 1.98 to 2.00 is approxi-

mately 24 kcal/mole.

The data at the temperature above 650°C was deficient

in this study. The kinetics at temperature above 650°C

cannot yet be defined.

Following the equation (2), the considerable cladding

attack will be occured at temperature above 650°C. This is

not practical.

Conte et al showed that the attack did not increase

further at temperature above 700°C. At high temperature

above 650°C the depth of cladding attack will be no longer

function of temperature as suggested by Gotzmann et al .



The influences of fuel density have been reported but not

yet clean. The low density fuel would be expected to

increase fission product release and ease radial transfer

via open porosity in the fuel. Thus it has been suggested

that low density fuels are more susceptible to cladding

attack than high density fuels5' .

PNC data on low fuel density effects are very limited

at present.

Some of low density fuels in Rapsodie PNC-2 revealed

a local grain boundary attack to 135ym.

However, in our. experience of post irradiation examina-

tion of low density fuels, no clear difference in cladding

attack between high and low density fuels has been observed.

The influence of other parameters such as oxygen to metal

ratio, cladding type and linear heat rating may be important

but their interaction cannot yet be defined in this study.

Prom our experimental results obtained so far, it is difficult

to correlate well with any of these parameters.

The cladding attack observed was essentially irregular

and patchy. Therefore fuel cladding interaction behavior must

be defined based on the static evaluation of experimental

data. The reaction layers observed in irradiated fuel pins

suggest that these reaction may result from the oxidation of

cladding and effects of fission products as many investigators

have already pointed out.

Oxygen bound in oxide fuels is liberated by the fission

of uranium and plutonium. Some of the oxygen liberated will

combine with the fission products and also contribute to

increase the oxygen to metal ratio of fuel. With increasing

burnup the oxygen potential of fuel will increase. Thermo-

dynamic analysis indicates that when oxygen to metal ratio

reaches near 2.00, the chromium in stainless steel will be

oxidized6).

This makes the possibility of a selective attack of

cladding increase.

Although stainless steel forms a protective film which

effectively prevent oxidation in many environments, these

passive layer will be broken down by fission products such

as cesium which is always observed on the inner surface of

cladding • Thermal cycling under irradiation and mechanical

interaction between fuel and cladding also seem to contribute

to break down the passive layer. This will make the corro-

sion increase by oxidation of the newly exposed surface of

cladding. Furthermore, the austenitic stainless steel will

be sensitized at the temperature range in 400 to 850°C. In

this process, the grain boundary of cladding will be depleted

in chromium by precipitation of M23Cg. These locally de-

pleted regions in chromium are more inclined to oxidation

which promotes a severe grain boundary attack, in addition

to the effect of aggressive fission products such as cesium,

tellurium and iodine. The ratio of cesium to iodine and

cesium to tellurium in a fast neutron flux are close to ten

8)
and four respectively . Iodine would be reacted with cesium

to form cesium iodides. Therefore free iodine would'not be

available for the cladding attack by the Van Arkel-de Boer

process ' . Pitts et al9* proposed the mechanism the iron

transport by iodine is possible only if the cesium uranate

is participated. Aitken et al ' have investigated the role

of tellurium and shown that if C :Te>4:l, then intergranular
s ^



attack is not observed. They have also shown that carbon as

a common fuel impurity will accelerate intergranular attack

when the oxygen activity is above the oxidation threshold for

stainless steel.

Gotzman et al1*, Aitken et al 3 ) and Johnson et al 1 0 )

have confirmed that oxygen free cesium or cesium in the

presence of substoichiometric and stoichiometric oxide fuels

is compatible with stainless steel at the temperature up to

l,000°C.

Cesium reveals the consistent behavior with that of

uranium and sometimes molybdenum in the uniform reactions

layer, whereas plutonium is not detected in this zone.

This may indicate the evidence of preferential vaporization

of uranium from the fuel at high temperature and condensed

as cesium uranates at low temperature rather than cesium

uranoplutonates. Cesium uranate is preferentially formed

at high fuel oxygen potential and low temperature, and no

reaction take place with the cladding . However at suit-

able high temperature, the cesium uranate will decompose and

the cesium oxide released will react with the cladding. The

cladding attack by cesium will be influenced by the oxygen

potential of fuel and the amount of cesium present. Cesium

appears to play a major role of cladding attack under the

existence of oxygen. This is consistent with the microprobe

results revealed the continuous existence of cesium at or

near the inside surface of cladding.

5. Conclusion

The post irradiation examinations of mixed oxide fuel

pins clad with stainless steel show the chemical reactions

between fuel and cladding. The overall appearance of the

reaction zone reveals three type of cladding attack, a

uniform matrix attack, grain boundary attack in the cladding

and spalling in which the layers of clad are detached from

the cladding surface.

Cladding reactions are observed at temperature above

500°C. The depth of cladding attack indicates an increase

penetration with increasing cladding temperature up to

approximately 650°C.

The influence of burnup on the depth of cladding

attack seems to be no remarkable up to about 30,000 MWD/T.

When the burnup exceeded about 30,000 MWD/T, cladding attack

was increased. However burnup dependency of penetration

depth appears to be weak. The PNC data on chemical interac-

tions of low density fuel are limited and not yet conclusive.

However, fuel density effects on cladding attack seem to be

weak in our experience so far. The correlation of experimental

data on penetration depth with other parameters are not yet

defined. Electron microprobe analysis in reaction layer

reveals the existence of fission products such as cesium,

tellurium, molybdenum, iodine and barium. Cesium reveals the

consistent behavior with that of uranium, whereas plutonium

is not detected in this zone.

This will suggest the preferential reaction of cesium

with uranium from the fuel. Cladding attacks appear to be

caused mainly by the oxidation inside cladding and effects

of fission products such as cesium.

From our limited data, at present, it is difficult to

understand the interaction behavior in detail. Data from
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under irradiation and future irradiation experiments which

include the experiments on improvement of compatibility

will provide more information to understand this problems.
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Table. I Fuel-Cladding Reaction Data-from Irradiated Fuel Pins.

Capsnle

0ER332/2

DFR332/3

DFR332/5

DFR332/6

Rapsodie
PNC-I

Rapsodte
PNC-2

Number of

Pins

6

3

3

1

19

4

Fuel

~U+Pu$)

18

18

18

20

18

20

0
U+Pu

1.98

2.00

1.98-2.00

1.99

1.98-1.99

1.98

Form

Pellet

Pellet

Pellet

Pellet

Pellet

Pellet

Density
(%T-D)

96

94

94

83

95

85

Cladding

Material

SUS3I6

SUS3I6

SUS3I6

SUS3I6

SUS3I6

SUS3I6

Condition

6%cw
I8%cw

lOfccw

IO*ew

IO%cw

IO%cw

IO%cw

Irradiction Condition

Peak Heat
Rating(wyfcw)

510

506

432

403

426

490

Peak Burnwp
MWD/T

10970

38300

48500

55300

31000

64800

Peak Clad (

ID. Temp.

640

644

648

625

600

610

Maximum Depth
of Cladding

Reaction

25

80

80

50

12

135
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Fig. I Micrographs of Fuel-Cladding Chemical interaction
(a) Intergranular attack ( b ) Combined intergranular and matrix attack

(c) Spalling of reaction layer (d) condensed phase on the inner surface

of cladding ( f ) Distribution of matrix reaction products

(e) Secondary phase on fuel surface.
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Fig. 2 Distribution of Chromium, Nickel and
Iron in Matrix Reaction layers.
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Fig. 5 Arrehenius Plots of Maxium Depth of Cladding Attack.

An Evaluation of CsOH on the Cladding Attack of LMFBR Fuel Pins by

M. Kanno, S. Nagai, H. Kawamata, H. Furuya, M. Koizumi, Japan.

Abstract

The role of hydrogen (or moisture) and tritium in the fuel

pin to the intergranular attack of LMFBR stainless steel cladd-

ing was investigated thermodynamically and experimentally. The

partial pressure of hydrogen in the fuel pin during irradiation

is in the range between 7 x io~8 and 3 x 10~6 atm. It is

suggested that hydrogen combine with fission product cesium and

oxygen to form cesium hydroxide, which causes or accelerates

the intergranular attack of stainless steel cladding.

I• Introduction

The results of post-irradiation examination of LMFBR fuel

pins show an intergranular penetration and an uniform scale of

cladding reaction products. The volatile fission products -

Cs, Mo (oxide), Te, I, etc. - and oxygen have been thought to

be concerned to this corrosion reaction.

There have been several papers reported this

reaction*1 >(*) (3) ( " ) . Johnson et al(l() referred briefly the

role of CSOH as the medium of. transport of Cs, but did not

discuss the relation to the corrosion mechanism of the cladd-

ing. From the results of out-of-pile compatibility experiments

between the stainless steel cladding and several fission prod-

ucts, and thermodynamic consideration, hydrogen (or tritium)

that exists in the fuel pin is thought to play an important

role of the intergranular penetration of LMFBR fuel pin under

irradiation. The purpose of this study is to examine thermo-

dynamically the behavior of hydrogen or tritium and its

Oi
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relation to the intergranular penetration of cladding in LMFBR

fuel pin during irradiation.

II. Out-of-pile experiments

In order to study the intergranular attack observed in the

irradiated fuel pins, the simulated compatibility experiments

were performed in the out-of-pile condition using several

corrosion reagents and their mixtures. The corrosion reagents

shown in Table 1 were mixed, charged into AISI 316 stainless

steel capsules (50mm hight and 5.6mm$) with AISI 316 stainless

steel specimen and welded in the glove box which oxygen and

moisture level was controlled below 1 ppm and 3 ppm respectively.

The heat treatment was carried out in the temperature range

50(K800°C and for 50^100 hours. The list of corrosion reagents

and their mixtures, and experimental results are shown briefly

in Table 1.

In this experiment, two interesting phenomena relating to

the subject of this paper were observed.

(1) The dependence of the intergranular penetration depths on

the concentration of CgOH, corrosion time and temperature are in

Fig. 1, 2 and 3. The integranular corrosion of stainless steel

by CSOH is shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen that : (i) Intergranular penetration depths

depend linearly on CSOH concentration. (ii) In the case of

low concentration of CSOH, intergranular penetration depth was

proportional to the square root of corrosion time. From these

results, it is possible to estimate roughly the magnitude of

the intergranular penetration depth due to low concentration

CSOH. Assuming that the rate constant is proportional to its

concentration, estimated equation of the intergranular pene-

tration by CSOH at about 700°C is expressed roughly by:

AJt » 40.0«C-/t~ (1)

where A8. : intergranular penetration depth,

C : mole fraction of CSOH with C I.

t : time (hour).

(2) There are large scatterings of the intergranular penetra-

tion depth in the case of (ii) and (iii) in Table 1.

It is most likely that this large•scattering of the inter-

granular penetration is due to the difference of a very small

amount of moisture content in Cs2O. (see Fig. 5) In the case

that compatibility experiments were performed using CS2O which

was stored in the closed stainless steel vessel for a long time

after breaking the sealed glass capsule, severe intergranular

attacks were observed. But, compatibility experiments were

performed immediately after breaking the sealed glass capsule,

intergranular attack could not be observed. That is, CS2O is

thought to absorve a small amount of moisture during long

time, and changed partially to CgOH and subsequently it

causes deep intergranular penetration.

Therefore, if there is a small amount of moisture or

hydrogen in the fuel during irradiation, these react with Cs

or CS20 to form CSOH, and it is thought to cause or accelerate

the intergranular attack of the LMFBR cladding during irradia-

tion.

III. Thermodynamic consideration

III-l Hydrogen and moisture sources

Following three kinds of sources, of hydrogen and moisture

in the fuel pin are considered:
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(a) Hydrogen in the coolant.(Na)

(b) Hydrogen and moisture existing as impurities in fuel.

(c) Tritium which is one of the fission products.

The process which hydrogen and moisture causes the cladding

attack are discussed later.

III-2 Model

The temperature distribution of fuel pin and coolant system

is shown in Fig. 6. The coolant is heated to 580°C in the

reactor, cooled to 230°C at heat exchanger and further cooled

to the temperature range 107VL50°C at the cold trap to remove

the impurities in the coolant and again heated to 230°C. The

temperature distribution of the coolant in the reactor is

assumed to be constant.

III-3 Thermodynamic consideration of cesium and hydrogen in

the fuel pin

III-3-1 Partial pressure of hydrogen in the fuel pin

Among the three kinds of source of hydrogen in the fuel

pin during irradiation, hydrogen, in the coolant exists steadily

and the calculation of its partial pressure is possible.

The hydrogen partial pressure in liquid Na coolant flowing

in the reactor was calculated using solubility of hydrogen in

liquid Na^5' controlled by cold trap temperature, equilibrium

partial pressure of hydrogen with NaH^s) and Sievert's law.

The result of this calculation indicate that hydrogen partial

pressure is from 7 x io~8 to 3 *10~s atm. for cold trap

temperature range.

The moisture in the fuel which concentration is usually

u£/g(U,Pu)O2, is released to the gas plenumn and fuel clad

gap on the early stage of irradiation and reacts with cladding

according to the reaction:

2Cr (in stainless steel) + 3H2O(g) •»• Cr2O3+3H2(g) (2)

Equilibrium hydrogen pressure of this reaction is much higher

than that of coolant. So, hydrogen in the fuel pin diffuses

to the coolant and at precipitates at the cold trap as NaH. .

Tritium, which fission yields are shown in Table 2 ^ , is

released in the form of cesium hydroxide, moisture and tritium

gas to the free space of the fuel pin.

From above discussions,, hydrogen pressure in the fuel pin

may change with irradiation in the following manner,

(i) On the early stage of irradiation, hydrogen pressure in

the fuel pin becomes higher compared with that of coolant

because of reaction (2).

(ii) Accompanying gradual decrease of the release rate of the

moisture with irradiation, hydrogen pressure decreases,

(iii) On account of the tritium formation at the steady state,

the hydrogen pressure is thought to be maintained a

little higher than that of coolant.

III-3-2 Activity of cesium oxide and hydroxide

Cesium migrate to the fuel cladding gap under the influ-

ence of steep temperature gradients across the fuel during

irradiation. The formation of Cs2O and CSOH in equilibrium

with the cesium vapor is expressed as follows:
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2Cs(g)+ -• C S 2O, K3

aCs2O (3)
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Cs(g)+ |H2(g)+ §02(g) ->• CSOH,
*CsOH (4)

where K : equilibrium constant

a : thermodynamic activity.

Gibbs free energy of formation of CS20 and CSOH were estimated

from the heat of formation of these compounds *7'^8) and Gibbs

free energy of formation of K20, Na2O, KOH and NaOH^
9*. The

values -55.4 kcal/mole and -67.8 kcal/mole were obtained at

cladding inner wall temperatures respectively.

Dean et al(* °) measured the partial pressure of C s in

equilibrium with mixture condenced on the surface of the cladd-

ing inner wall for mixed oxide fuel at 6 at % burn up, whose

initial plutonium concentration 30 wt% and O/M=1.99.

Thermodynamic activities of CS20 and CSOH were shown in

Fig. 7 as a function of fuel surface O/M ratio using cesium

partial pressure at the cladding inner wall temperature, the

hydrogen partial pressure mentioned above and oxygen partial

pressure at the fuel surface of 25% P11O2 fuel calculated from

the thermodynamic model proposed by Blackburn et al(1l'.

Remarkable depression of thermodynamic activity of CS2O

is explained because basic oxide CS2O forms stable compounds

or mixture with acidic oxide M0O3 and Cr2Os. Thermodynamic

activity of CSOH indicates that it slightly dissolves in the

mixture Cs^O, M0O3, C r 2O 3, etc. (assuming positive deviation

from the ideal solution, mole fraction of CSOH is less than

about 1 mole percent)

From this discussion, CSOH is possible to exist at the

cladding inner wall of LMFBR fuel pin during irradiation.

IV. Corrosion mechanism

Above discussions suggest following four facts:

(1) Thermodynamic calculation indicate that hydrogen is possi-

ble to exist in the fuel pin (7 x 10~8 <v 3 x 1O~6 atm.) and

combine C s to form CsOH which concentration is about 0.01 in

mole fraction.

(2) Compatibility experiments of AISI 316 stainless steel with

Cg2O-M O3 system containing different quantities of H2O indi-

cated that existence of H2O much accelerated the intergranular

attack.

(3) Intergranular penetration rate by CSOH diluted with CSI at

about 700°C is expressed roughly by eq. (1). If this equation

applies to the case of penetration in the fuel pin during

irradiation, about penetration depth, 40ym, is obtained in

irradiation time of one year. This magnitude of penetration

depth is commonly observed in the post irradiation examination

results.

(4) on the other hand, comparing the thermodynamic activity

of C_OH and Ca 0, it is suggested that there is little

probability of intergranular attack due to C g 20, considering

the very low activity of C ,0 and the intergranular penetra-
S2
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(12)
tion rate with- C O performed by Maiya et al and our

compatibility experiments of Cg20-Mo03 system with mole

ratio Cg20/M003<l.

Therefore, as one of the many kinds of corrosion reactions

which might occur at the cladding inner wall by various fission

products, the following process of the intergranular attack

due to CSOH is proposed.



(i) At the initial stage of irradiation, steep temperature

gradient across the fuel causes the migration of oxygen

and so 0/M ratio of the fuel surface becomes nearly

equal to 2.00*13'. Oxygen potential at this surface is

sufficient to oxidize the cladding components,

(ii) Moisture in the fuel oxidizes uniformly the cladding

inner wall according to the reaction:

2M + 3H2O(g) -<• H 2O 3 + 6H (in stainless steel)

6H (in stainless steel) •*• 6H (in Na)

where M is the components (mainly Cr and Fe) of the

stainless steel,

(iii) Hydrogen Partial pressure in the fuel pin maintains a

value little higher than that in Na which is controlled

by the cold trap temperature,

(iv) Fission products which related to the corrosion of the

stainless steel cladding is thought to migrate partially

to the fuel-cladding gap in the following chemical form.

Cs : C s(g), C sI(g), CsOH(g), CSOT (g),

Te 8 Te(g) I t C sI(g), i2(or I)(g).

Mo : MoO3(g) T : H T O ( g ) , CSOT (g)

(v) The oxides of the stainless steel components dissolves

in the mixture formed by the condensation of these compounds.

In these mixture, thermodynamic activity of C s 0 decreases

to the order of 10"s as shown in Fig. 7 and probability of

intergranular attack by this compounds may be extremely

small. On the other hand, activity of C OH is the order

of 10"2 and it is considered that the intergranular

penetration of stainless steel cladding is accelerated

by this compound.
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Table

Corrosives

Cs20-Mo03

CS20-Mo03

CS20-Mo03-Te(or I)

Cs0H-Cs20

CSOH-CSI

1 The results

Composition
(Mo! ratio)

1:2.67

3:1

I:2.67:o!l8

1:0.5

several
compo-
sition

of out of pile compatibility experiment

Results

Uniform oxidation

Large scattering of the intergranular penetration depth
(0-v.lOOu)

Large scattering of the intergranular penetration depth
(CK60u)

Very severe Intergranular attack ("v200p)

Linear composition dependency to CsOH concentration

I

Cesium monoxide used in this experiment (commercially obtained) was thought to contain

excess oxygen in the form of C S 20 3, CsO2 etc, but for convenience chemical formula

CS20 was used in this paper.

Table 2

Fuel

235(J

238Q

239pu

Fission yields

Neutron energy
(MeV)

thermal neutron

1.0

3.0

thermal neutron

2.5

thermal neutron

1.0

of tritium*6)

Yields
atom/fission

1.3 x 10"*

1.2 x 10-*

8.2 x 10"5

2.6 x i<r*

1.4 x 10"*

2.3 x 10-*

2.5 x 10-*

• A (10% cw)
X B (1Oand2O%

cw

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
CsOH Csl

Composision

Fig. 1 Intergranular penetration
depth as a function of CSOH con-
centration (700°C, 50hour) (Both
A and B are AISI 316 stainless
steel, but concentration of phosphorous
in A is a little larger than A)
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Fig. 2 Intergranular penetration depth as a
function of time a t 700°C

Fig. 3 Intergranular penetration
depth as a function of temperature
for 50 hours (using CSOH only)

Fig. 4 Intergranular Corrosion of Stainless Steel by

CSOH at 700°C for 50 Hours. ( X200 )
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Fig.6
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Fig. 7

•Thermodynamic Activity of Cs2P and
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UK Experience on Fuel and Cladding Interaction in Oxide Fuels by

W. Batey, J.R. Findlay, the United Kingdom.

Introduction

1. The occurrence of fuel cladding interactions in fast reactor fuels has been
(1)

observed in OK irradiations over a period of yearsv . Chemical incompatibility

between fuel and clad represents a potential source of failure and has, on this

account, been studied using a variety of techniques. The principal fuel of interest

to the UK for fast reactor application is mixed uranium plutonium oxide clad in

stainless steel and it is in this field that the majority of work has been con-

centrated. Some consideration has been given to carbide fuels, because of their

application as an advanced fuel. This experience is described in the accompanying

paper.

2. Several complementary initiatives have been followed to investigate the

interactions in oxide fuel. The principal source of experimental information is

from the experimental fuel irradiation prograsne in the Bounreay fast reactor (DFR).

Supporting information has been obtained from irradiation programmes in Materials

Testing Reactors (MTB). Conditions approaching those in a fast reactor are obtained

and the effects of specific variables have been examined in specifically designed

experiments. Out-of-reactor experiments have been used to determine the limits of

fuel and cladding compatibility and also to give indications of corrosion meshanisms.

The observations from all experiments have been examined in the light of ther-o-

dynamic predictions of fuel behaviour to assess the relative significance of various

observations and operating conditions. An experimental programme to control and

limit the interactions in. oxide fuel is being followed.

Irradiation Results

3. Many of the observations made on fuel pins irradiated in DER have already been

described . Attempts were Bade to distinguish and explain these various

observations and to assess their effect on fuel pin integrity and endurance. Further

results are described here relating, in particular, to the behaviour of fuel pins

irradiated in the fuel pin sub assembly configuration. The results frost six such

irradiations are described. The irradiations covered a range of conditions and fuel

types; the principal parameters of importance are described in Table 1.

k. On destructive examination, the sub assembly pins showed a much more constant

pattern of behaviour than that observed previously with less variation from pin to

pin. The Mk I and Mk IB sub assembly pins were of note, as, in fact, no corrosion

was observed in any of the 19 pins- examined. Although the pins were of lower

rating than the rest of the sub assembly tests (Table 1), they were still in the

range where clad corrosion would be possible. The reason for the absence of clad QJ

corrosion in these 2 sub-assemblies is attributed to their relatively low fuel

centre temperatures.

5. When the other more highly rated pins with higher clad and fuel centre temp-

eratures from the remaining sub assemblies quoted in Table 1 were subjected to

destructive post-irradiation examination, a corrosion frequency of 8 out of 9 pins

was observed. This compares with the much lower frequency of 1 corroded pin out

of 3 obtained from the previous assessment of other pins previously examined .

Again, as mentioned previously, 3 types of corrosion were detected:

(a) intergranular attack

(b) general matrix dissolution or oxidation

(c) spalling, in which fragmentary layers of clad are detached

from the can surface and enveloped by the advancing corrosion products.

The fuel pins examined co&monly showed in addition a layer of light-coloured granular

or amorphous material at the fuel/clad interface which is believed to contain high

concentrations of fission product caesium. Intergraaular attack was alsost invariably

observed in these sub assesbly pins, the range extending fron 10-100 us vdth the

majority of the pins lying in the range *K)-80 >ia. Uniform corrosion w&s also noted

in saany of the pins (see Table 1). Spalling occurred ouch less frequently.

6. Although the higher clad temperature of the Mkll, HkllA, HkllD sub assembly

pins exaained ensured more widespread attack, no consistent variation with tempera-

tars was detected. The data obtained are plotted in fig 1 with subscript marking

to differentiate between annular, and vibro fuel types.

7. Fuel pin irradiations in the UKASA materials testing reactors have be<?n undar-

takesx under conditions similar to those found in a fast reactor. These have besn

used to study possible fuel pin behaviour at conditions outside those normally

experienced in the DFR experimental pin programme. The programme suffers the X

disadvantage that the number of irradiations is small and effects due to statistical o

variation cannot be assessed. However, irradiations can be conducted with the Q

j
majority of fissions occurring in plutonium rather than " u . These conditions may

be more appropriate to a commercial or prototype fast reaction than those in the

DFR where fuel is enriched in 2 ^ U and many of the fissions are in uranium in

order to achieve the correct fission rates. In the KT8 however, radial fuel rating

profiles across the pin are distorted due to neutron absorption. Damage doses in

cladding materials are unrealisti'cally low.

8. The irradiation of a series of miniature fuel pins in an MTR covering a range of

initial oxygen to metal ratios between 1.91* and 2.15 has been reported . The

experiments, albeit on a single experiment basis, indicated that clad corrosion was



minimised by low oxygen to metal (0:M) ratio in the fuel. At high O:M ratios, above

2.00, a broad front type of corrosion was found with a maximum clad penetration

of 75 lira. At lower 0:M ratios corrosion by intergranular penetration was observed.

Further experiments have been completed in which fuel of initial 0:M ratio between

1.98 and 2.00 was irradiated to a range of burn-ups up to 9&. At high rating

( H kW m ), gap closure between fuel and clad was rapid and there was evidence of

fuel clad interactions at the higher burn-ups. Below 2# burn-up, there was little

evidence of interaction. At intermediate burn-ups {h-(>%) there were instances of

interaction with reaction product appearing in the fuel to clad gap. At high

burn-up,8-9$, evidence of a broad front clad attack was seen with intergranular •

penetration around the whole circumference of the fuel. The reaction product wa3

firmly bonded to the clad such that the thermal contraction on cooling caused

circumferential fuel cracking rather than the opening of the fuel/clad gap that was

seen at lower burn-up. The reaction product was analysed by electron probe micro

analysis and typical analyses from 2 different irradiations are given in Table 2.

One feature of particular note in these analyses is the equivalent saints of caesium

and tellurium present in the product. This represents a substantial local concen-

tration of tellurium; a ratio of 1:10 would be expected if both elements were

present in proportion to their fissio:: product yields.

9. The overall experience from our irradiation testing is that the clad inner

surface temperature is an important variable affecting the extent and appearance

of clad corrosion. The results from the sub assembly ?ins suggest that with

teaperaturffs abov« 5C0°C virtually all fuel pins will be subject to internal clad

corrosion. In accord with tha previous DFH experience* , and froa the valne3 of

burn-up shown in Table 1 for each of the sub assemblies, there is no evidence, within

the range examined, suggesting a threshold burn-up value for intergranular attack.

NTH experience extending to lower burn-up showed less corrosion at lower burn-up

and some changes in the pattern of attack. It was found that the sub assembly

irradiations give a more consistent corrosion pattern that that observed previously

in other K B irradiations. In agreement with earlier DFB observations , no

evidence was derived for any correlation between fission product induced corrosion

potential and fuel stoichiometry in any of the sub assembly pins examined, but as

before, the range of 0:M atom ratios studies was small 1.984-2.015. Svidence for

some dependence on 0:H ratios was obtained in the HTH irradiation programme where

the range of conditions studied was wider. The experience with the MTE irradiations

may be appropriate to that in prototype or commercial fast reactors where the

fissioning element is principally plutonium and the change of oxygen balance with

burn-up produces more oxidising conditions. However, the small number of irradiations

and the recognised inadequacies of representing a fast reactor irradiation by an

KTS experiaent prevents a more conclusive interpretation being made. It is possible

that the DFR data given in Table 1 and Fig 1 are indicative of a higher degree of 9|

internal clad corrosion in vibrocompacted sub assembly pins than in the annular

pallet pins. Any differences could be due to the higher fuel temperature, higher

fission product release rates and greater opportunity for volatile fission

product migration in the vibro fuel pin, even though both types of pin have

essentially similar smear densities. Ho conclusive evidence on the reason for

sporadic attack has been observad but it nay be noted that some hitherto unsuspected

variable may be responsible. The original surface condition of the fuel pin swfac;

may be such a fnstor which may affect the oxide layer integrity and hence the corro3ic

susceptibility. It is emphasised that the overall irradiation experience has been

such that, under the conditions described, which include the achievement of burn-up

ir. excess of 11J» peak with high clad temperatures, no instance has been recorded

where clad corrosion has contributed significantly to pin failure.

C-i-.-of-Pile Studies - Compatibility Studies

10. A series of experiments in the CK or. the compatibility of cladding materials

with fuel and fission product elements has been reported ' . Experiments in which

(U,Pu)O2 fuel was held in contact with steels for periods up to BkOO hours at 800°C

gave no evidence of reaction. Some superficial oxidation of the clad was observed

with high oxygen to metal (0:H) ratio fuel in the region 2.13-2.22. Other com-

patibility experiments have been undertaken in the cressnce of fission product
CO

•sla.-snts, principally caesium, rubidium, iodine and tellurium . Experiments on

ths interaction of caesium alone demonstrated that the corrosion reaction depended

strongly upon temperature and upon the oxygan potential of the corrooion environment

The experiments using fission product elessnts showed that iodine vas highly

corrosive to stainless steel, although ths adverse effects of iodine were neutralised

by the presence of caesium in the absence of.oxygen . Tellurium was a highly

aggressive element in the liquid state; the attack was not abated by the presence

of caesium at the level required for the formation of Cs-Te.

11. Further studies have been undertaken in which MJ16 stainless was exposed to

mixtures of caesium, tellurium and iodine in various proportions. The experiments

were undertaken in sealed stainless steel capsules under an atmosphere of CO.. Oxygen

buffering materials in the form of metal/metal oxide or oxide mixtures were added

contained in crucibles within the ampoule. The caesium and other species were added

to the capsules before sealing. Capsules were heated for a set period of 1000 hours

and then sectioned for examination. The experimental technique allowed parts of

the capsule exposed to liquid and vapour to be separately identified.

12. Results from these experiaents are shown in Table 3. The temperature of

exposure were generally 678°C; this was chosen to represent an appropriate clad

wall temperature in a fast reactor irradiation. Some experiments were conducted



at lower temperatures down to 5OO°C. Several of the experiments used Mo/fcoO, to

control the oxygen potential (-103 kcal mole" at 68O°C). Attack by caesium alone,

with iodine and with small quantities of tellurium was slight. At larger Te:Cs ratios

clad attack was observed. In this regime, the reaction in the liquid region was more

severe than that in the gaseous regions of the capsule. The reaction was temperature

dependent being considerably reduced at 500°C. In some cases the Fe/FeO systea was

used to control the oxygen potential. This systea would be expected to give similar

results to those with control by N0/H0O-, because of the similar oxygen potential

control regions. The results show this to be broadly true. The relative inertness

of Csl was again observed. A greater attack was observed by caesium alone and quite

severe attack was observed in gaseous regions. Ho conclusive reasons can be advanced

for the differences observed, although the experiments with molybdenum cay be

influenced by interaction with caesium to fora double oxide systso3.

1J. Experiments with oxygen control by W 2 ° 3 » relate to raora highly negative

oxygen potentials of -1*»0 kcal mola" at 700. Experiments with no buffer are at

an unknown oxygen potential bat one which is highly negative due to the g«tt*riag

effects of the clad itself, with possible control by the Cr/Cr.,0, systea. The

results froa these experiments show extensive attack by tellurium-caesium sixtures

in both liquid and sa3 phaats. Utaci is niaiaised only by lowering the tsajsrature

or by the confined inhibiting effect of iodina and caesiua.

Out-of-pile studioa - Oxygen Gettering

1*». From the irradiation experiments conducted in MTH's there is soae evidence that

a highly negative oxygen potential in the fuel produces conditions under which

cladding corrosion can be reduced. These conditions may be achieved by the addition

of oxygen absorbing materials within the fuel pin or by the use of fuel of low

oxygen to metal ratio or by a combination of both techniques. The method of adding

oxygen absorbing materials within the fuel pin is attractive but is subject to

several uncertainties. The absorbing material has to be compatible with the other

parts of the fuel pin system with which it is in contact. The rates of oxygen

absorption in the gettering material have to be more rapid than the release of

oxygen from the fuel over the full fuel pin life. The position of the oxygen

absorbing material has to be such-that it effectively absorbs the oxygen released

by the fuel.

15. A programme of laboratory studies has been undertaken to investigate soae of

these factqrs in a preliminary manner. Oxidation rates of various possible buffer

oaterials have been measured in various atmospheres using a thermobalance technique.

The candidate buffer materials were Nb, Mn, VO, Ta which were oxidised in a flowing

gas atmosphere of 10s1 C0/C02 at 1 atmosphere pressure, and Mo and W which were

oxidised in a 1s1 C0/C02 atmosphere. Experiments were conducted at 1000°C and

1200°C and were continued for periods up to 80 hours. The results are given in Q

Table h where the weight gain per graa and per cm of geometrical surface area of

absorbing material are given. In the majority of cases, the oxidation reaction

followed an approximately linear rate with tias after an initial period of a few

hours. The rates of oxidation given in the table are taken from this latter

portion of the curves. As expected the rates of reaction differ and ara related

to the oxygen potential difference between that of the oxidising atmosphere and that

required to bring about reaction. On the basis that excess oxygen is generated at

the rate of 0.005 0/H units per 1% burn-up, the required amount of oxygen absor-

bing material and the absorption rate within it can be calculated. For a fuel pin

operating at 250 W.g" and containing 165 g of fuel at 10JJ burn-up, between

1.5-3.0 g of buffer material is required with an oxygen absorption rate in excess
S 1 "

of 1.5 x 10 3 O , sec" . The actual weight depends upon the stoichioaetry of the

oxygen absorbing reaction and the atomic weight of the netal. Comparison of this

value with the experimental oxidation rates in Table k demonstrates that Hb/ES'sO,

Mn/ifeO, VO/Vo0-! an<* Ta/TajOe are all likely.to be effective oxygen absorbing

materials in the fual pin configuration. The oxidation of Ho and H at both 1C00°C

end 1200°C is slow indicating that oxygen absorption say be a possible rate Halting

3S«?. In the case of Ta, the oxidation is very such faster than ths oxygen release

rate in the fuel pin, suggesting that this caterial would control well below the

oxygen potential of the 10:1 C0/C02 gas mixture and, probably, close to that of

the Ta/TagO^ systea.

16. A further aspect of importance to the use of oxygen absorbing materials is

their compatibility in the oxidised and unoxidised condition with both fuel and

clad. Little work has been undertaken in this area. The compatibility of Mo.Nb,

Ta and W has been tested with (U,Pu)02 ; no interaction phase was observed below

1700°C in any of the tests. Other UK experiments previously unreported have

demonstrated the compatibility of UOg with Mn/HnO, VO/V£-t Nb/iOX>, Ta/Ta205 up to

1500°C.

Mechanism of Interaction

17. The results from all experiments show that the reaction is temperature dep-

endent, although'our own data are not sufficiently consistent to derive an activation

energy for the phenomena. The results from the DFR irradiation programme indicate

that fuel rating and therefore high centre temperature is a factor that results .in

high corrosion. As discussed later this "say alter the oxygen potential at the clad

but, probably more importantly in the DJR case, this increases the percentage of

the volatile fission products that are released giving a higher concentration of

attacking species within the pin. Differences between pellet and vibro compacted

fuel which may be evident in fig 1 may possibly be due to the higher centre temp-



eratures in the latter case. The influence of other factors such as the reasons

for sporadic attack and the inconsistent results between similar irradiations are

not properly understood at this stage.

18. Further progress in this area experimentally i3 hindered by a lack of well

characterised irradiation experiments over a sufficiently wide range of experimental

conditions. Some indication has been obtained, however, that oxygen potential

conditions and redistribution phenomena have an important bearing on the form and

incidence of interactions and it is therefore appropriate to consider the di?f3ring

cheaical conditions that may be experienced. She importance of the compositional

changes that occur oa irradiating fuel to high burn-up has been recognised for-

sake considerable time . The overall effete is to release oxy»oa as the fissila

atoms are destroyed and for this oxygen to re-combine with fission product atoas in

relation to their oxide forming ability. The different capability for oxygsa

absorption by fission products resulting from plutoniuot fission and uraniua fission

is wall appreciated and giv>3 rise to different cheaical conditions. In the fast

r.victor context this is particularly significant whsn irradiations in a prototype

reactor such as ??fi with fissions occurring principally in plutoni.ua ara ooapnred

with those in an experimental reactor such as DTR where the fissions ara pri.-.-

cipally in the *^U. Differences between fast and thermal fission product

yields, for plutonium or uranium, by comparison, are relatively small with the

result that the chemical condition in a thermal reactor irradiation simulating

fast reactor conditions does not differ significantly on this account from that

in a prototype reactor.

19. From the aspect of fuel/cladding interactions, the iraaadiate concern is the

definition of chemical conditions in the immediate environment of the fuel/cladding

interface. This however, is not a unique condition for a particular initial fuel

composition and burn-up, as fission product and oxygen redistribution occur under

the radial temperature gradient with consequent influence on the composition at the

fuel clad interface. The extent of redistribution is influenced principally by the

surface to centre temperature difference which in turn is related to fuel rating

and thermal conductivity. In the first instance the assessment of oxygen potential

conditions at the fuel clad interface has been influenced by the initial oxygen, to

metal ratio of the fuel and then subsequently by the balance between oxygen

released by fission and that absorbed by the fission products and by the products

of corrosion. Some simplified assessments of the change in oxygen to metal ratio

with burn-up have been made in which, below stoichioaetry, 0:H rises of 0.00? 0:M

units per 1$ burnup is assumed for a PFH irradiation and 0.002 0:H units per 1#

burn-up where the fissions are principally in ™<T* . It is now realised that this

view is over sinplified due to the complex nature of the oxygen containing phases

that are produced and the extent to which oxygen is taken up by the clad itself. ||RJ
(7)

Definition of these conditions has been attempted by Adarason but tha complexities

of the problem are too great for the quantitative prediction of fuel pin conditions.

It can be said however, that the previous over simplified treatments are likely to

overestimate the extent of 0:M ratio change.

20. The extent of oxygen redistribution and honce the radial oxygen to metal ratio

profile within the fuel pin is dependent upon the transport mechanisms and their

characteristics. These are still not known with certainty and estimates can vary

substantially. Assessments have been made employing the model based on heats of

transport for oxygen, Q*. These are shown in fig 2 for various difrorins assumptions

on the value of Q". Although differences in profile for a given mean 0:X ratio are

considerable, the differences in oxygen potential at the periphery are not large.

However, the change in 0:M ratio will result in a chants in fuel thermal conductivity

which will impose a further redistribution profile due to the changed temperature

coalitions. The principal significance ia terms of fuel operation is to avoid

conditions under which the hotter regions of the fuel would enter the diphasic

rogion with the precipitation of free metal. Operation in this regime is highly

undesirable. A recent review of oxygen transport mechanisms ir. the OK has been

undertaken by Norris; a theoretical model has been developed taking into account

the clustering of oxygen vacancies . Theoretical curves are obtained which are
(9)a good fit to experimental data on oxygen redistribution by Evans and Aitken

When applied to the fuel pin situation, these predictions give profiles similar to

those from the assumption of a small heat of transport, indicating that fuel is

unlikely to enter the diphasic region wen for mean 0:M ratios as low as 1.92.

21. Further progress- in this field depends upon achieving reliable measurements

of the oxygen profile in irradiated fast reactor fuel. Such measurements have been

undertaken in the UK, but not with the production of consistent results. Further

experiments are planned with new equipment under development. It has not been

possible to identify the species giving rise to corrosion nor to give unequivocally

the necessary conditions for corrosion to occur. There is no conclusive evidence

from our studies that a liquid phase is essential for corrosion to occur. The

apparent concentration of tellurium compared with caesium in the reaction layer of

some fuel pins is a significant result in view of the apparently deleterious role

of tellurium as seen in laboratory experiments. A further feature seen on occasions,

particularly in HT5 fuel pin irradiations, is the concentration of clad components

within the pores of the fuel. These have been identified by microprobe examination

and are similar to those seen elsewhere and which have been suggested to originate

from transfer mechanisms of the Van Arkel type. This phenomenon is, however, not

widespread. It is not a prominent feature of irradiations in DFfi and i3 therefore



not considered to be a uniquely related to the appearance of clad corrosion.
Farther theoretical studies are in progress in the TO to assess the importance
of this and other possible aechanisas*

Fuel Pin Design

22. The OX experience from the DfB irradiation programe within the reference
pin design described has given confidence that fuel cladding interaction is not
a serious factor Hotting fuel endurance although cladding corrosion is a widely
observed phenoaenon. This conclusion nay be subject to some aodification as a
result of future experience due to the different cheadeal conditions that are
4Xgected to be found in the prototype reactor, although satisfactory experience
from MTB irradiations has beaa obtained under tae wore oxidising conditions

expected. The obsercvd teoperature dependence of the corrosion reaction aakes it
desirable i- principle to reduce clad corrosion. With current designs this does
not iaposc significant design restrictions. It is noted that higher centre
teaperature* e<j frc* larger f*tel pin?, any be expes'.nd to give ooa« enhaneesKtnt
of corrosion possibly leading to an increased allowance for clad wastage.

23. the principal deans seen to oitigate the effects of dad corrosion is by
control of fuel pin oheadstry by seducing the oxygen potential at the cladding,
this aay be achieved by reducing the initial OtH ratio of the fuel, accepting the
consequent disadvantage of a poorer theraal conductivity and increased fuel fab-
rication costs* An alternative technique which is being studied by an MTR
irradiation progra—e in the OX is to add oxygen absorbing Materials as described
earlier*
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Table 3

THE CORROSION OF H316 STAINLESS STSEL IN THE

PRESENCE OF VOLATILE FISSION PRODUCT ELEMENTS

1 0 0 0 HOURS EXPOSURE

Oxygen Buffer

Ho/Mo02

Fe/FeO

voA2o3

None

Temp
oc

678
678
678
678
678

500

678
678
678
678

678
600

678
678
678

600

Fission Product Elements
Atomic Ratio

Cs only
37Cs : 1 Te
60s : 1 Te
2.5Cs : 1 Te
1Cs : 1 I

60s aTe

Cs only
60s 1 Te
2.5Cs 1Te
Cs I

60s W e
6Cs 1Te

3OCs 1 Te 101
12Cs 1 Te
60s 1 Te

5CCs i Te 101

Depth of

Liquid
region

<10
<10
76-221
63-210

13

26

<to
90
72

<10

6^-120
50

<20
83
76

<15

attack 11m

Gaseous
region

<10
<10
36
ko

<10

<10

76
11«f

< 1 0

3O-1M>
11»

<1O
65
108

<15
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TABLE 2 HICROPROBS ANALYSIS OF CLAD ATTACK

PRODUCT FROM PINS IRRADIATED IN AN MIS

Pin 1 2.!

Element

Fe
Cr
Ni
Hn
Ho
U
Pu
Te
Cs

Area 1

71.18
i<t.55
11.62
0.29
0.59
1.08
0.12
0.28
0.29

i?{ Burn-up

Area 2

71.'to
1't.23
11.50
0.26
1.03
O.'i6
0.09
0.71
0.32

Area 3

7^.10
13.79
9.98
0.21
0.85
0.03
0.05
O.67
0.33

Pin ,

Area 1

61.33
19.25
12.66
0.69
0.71
0.09
0.02
1.26
2.50

i ?.8# Burn-up

Area 2

6O.58
16.63
1*».21
0.23
0.39
0.12
0.10
2.95
2.79

Area 3

58.19
17.72
1«l. 10
0.56
O.W
0.77
0.27
3.31
1.21

TABLE k

Oxygen
Absorbing
Material

Nb

Hn

VO

Ta

Ho

W

CO/CO
Ratio

10/1

10/1

10/1

10/1

1/1

1/1

OXIDATION RATES

Weight gain per en
geometrical surface area

1000°C

2.60 x 10"8

-1 -2g.sec cm

8.03 x 10"9

-1 -2g.scc cm

2.60 x 10"7

g.sec" cm"

5.00 x 10"9

-1 -2g.sec cm

2.50 x 10~9

g.oec~ cm

1200°C

2.20 x 10"7

-1 -2g.sec cm

6.70 x 10"8

-1 -2g.sec cm

1.'40 x 10"5

g.sec" cm"

3.50 x 10~9

-1 -2g. sec cm

1.70x 10"9

g.sce" cm-

Weight gain per gm of
absorbing material

1000°C

^ T f x 10"8

g.sec"1g-1

9.56 x 10~9

g.sec" g"

3.8<» x 10"8

g.sec" g"

1.62 x 10"7

g.sec-1g-1

5.38 x 10"9

g.sec" g"

7.55 x 10"9

g.sec"1g"1

1200°C

3.01 x 10~7

g.sec-1g-1

1.15 x 10"7

g.sec" cm"

8.U7 x 10"8

g.seo" cm"

6.l»3 x 10"6

g.sec-Y1

5.37 x 10"9

g.sec"1g"

2.63 x 10~9

g.sec"1g-1
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Compatibility Studies of Irradiated Carbide Fuel Pins by W. Batey,

the United Kingdom.

INTRODUCTION

When the free energies of formation of mixed (U, Pu) monocarbide and sesquicarbide
the phases present in as-manufactured carbide fuel, are plotted on an Ellingham
type diagram (fig 1) along with the free energies of formation of the carbides
of the three main constituent elements of austenitie stainless steel, that is
nickel, iron and chromium, it can readily be seen that chromium forms the most
stable carbide. Mixed (U,Pu) carbides, therefore, are thermodynamlcally unstable
in contact with stainless steel. In consequence, when mixed (U,Pu) carbides are
heated in contact with stainless steel, carbon transfer from the fuel to the
clad should occur at a rate dependent upon the kinetics of the actual mechanism
of carbon transfer. The rate of carbon transfer increases in the presence of a
medium such as a sodium bond, which can act as a transfer agent. In this
instance the wetting of the steel surface provides a greater area of contact
compared to the condition prevailing in the absence of such a bond and may explain
the effectiveness of the transfer agent.

The mixed (U,Pu) carbide as currently manufactured is less pure, is less well
characterised and much less stable than oxide fuel. It is possible, therefore,
to control stoichiometry only within broad limits and the method of manufacture,
by carbon reduction of oxide,leaves an appreciable amount of residual oxygen in
the lattice or as discrete particles of oxide. During fuel preparation,
localised reaction between oxide (or oxygen) and carbide may lead to the appearance
of free (U,Pu) metal which could in a fuel pin react with the clad. It has
further been postulated (1) that similar reactions occur in mixed (U, Pu) carbide
pins of high centre temperature in the reactor and that although the free
(U,Pu) metal so formed is mainly concentrated at the 1200"C fuel isotherm, some
of the free metal together with the carbon monoxide produced in the reaction
migrates to the clad surface and reacts.

The occurrence of these two possible types of reaction,carburisation and fuel/clad
reaction,, in mixed (U, Pu) carbide fuel pins in-pile, are discussed in this
paper with particular consideration being given to the effect these two reactions
could have on the evolution of a successful (U,Pu) carbide fuel pin design.

CARBURISATION

Out-of-pile compatibility studies (2) of the behaviour of mixed (U,Pu) carbide
heated in contact with M316 type stainless steel clad have shown no incompatibility
problems, in the absence of a sodium bond, arising from carbon transfer in the
temperature range 650-800 C for periods of time up to one year, and this in spite
of the theoretical thermodynamic incompatibility of these two materials. These
results would indicate that the kinetics of carbon transfer are slow. Recent
work (3) using the nuclear microprobe, a method developed at Harwell (4) in
which the samples are subjected to a C (d,p) C microscanning technique to
produce carbon profiles across the clad sections, has largely confirmed the
original out-of-pile conclusions obtained by the metallographic examinations of
steel samples, that no significant carbon transfer had occurred: furthermore
it appears that the surface carbon levels are less than 0.1 wt-%. The maximum
depth of carbon penetration after one year at 650 C was—'150i>m using the nuclear
microprobe technique as compared to~^75y<kni by metallography, although the carbon
level by microprobe was only appreciably above the background steel, level for some
100^<«m (fig 2). As would be predicted from the above out-of-pile data no
evidence of significant carburisation of the steel inner surface was detected
by metallographic examination in any intact irradiated 5.84 mm diameter mixed
(U,I'u) carbide pins or in an intact 8.25mm OD vibro carbide pin (Table 1 gives

pin details). Nuclear microprobe examination of steel clad samples, taken at |(J4
positions corresponding to temperatures of 600°C and 500°C in-pile, from a 5.84 mm
diameter mixed (U,Pu) carbide pin (see Table 1) showed, however, that enhanced
carbon pick-up had taken place, inner clad surface carbon values of 0.4 and 0.2
wt-% respectively being obtained and the carbon levels falling steadily over
approximately the first 125/'m to the background steel carbon level (fig 3).
The carbon pick-up at the inner clad surface in both samples was, however,
comparable to those in similar samples taken from an oxide pin clad in stainless
steel and irradiated in the same fuel assembly for the same period of time. It
would appear, therefore, that in-pile carbide fuel is not significantly more
carburising than oxide fuel. Pads (5 ) using oxycarbide fuel in 5.84 mm diameter
pins (Table 1) found, by nuclear microprobe examination of clad samples taken
at positions corresponding to 680°C, a carbon level of 0.13 wt-% with fuel
containing 0.2 wt-% oxygen and a carbon level of~0.27 wt-% with fuel containing
0.5 wt-% oxygen at the inner clad surfaces and a carbon penetration some ISO/* m
into the steel, results which are quite consistent with the DERE findings. Recent
American data (6 ), on the other hand, in which helium bonded mixed (U,Pu) carbide
fuel pins (~8.0nim OD, 590-900 W/cm), the fuel in pellet form, were irradiated
in EBR-11 to 5-10% burn-up showed, on metallographic examination, maximum inner
steel wall carburisation depths ranging from 36-72^m. Unfortunately, no
quantitative carbon measurements are quoted. Carburisation at the inner clad
surface was, however, detected by metallography, for the first time at DERE in a
9.14 mm diameter vibro carbide pin irradiated at high linear rating (Table 1).
Evidence of heavy broad front carburisation to a depth of ~>63/u.m was found. It
was suggested (1) that carbon monoxide was produced as a result of internal reaction
in the fuel between oxygen, present either in solution in the carbide lattice or
as a discrete oxide phase, and carbide, leading to the formation of free (U,Pu)
metal and the release of carbon monoxide in a near stoichiometric carbide fuel.

2(U, Pu) C + 02 2(0% Pu) + 2C0

On the other hand, almost every failed pin gave evidence, on metallographic
examination of the clad, of marked carbon transfer: heavily carburised broad
front layers up to 100/um deep were noted in stainless steel. These results are,
further, consistent with out-of-pile observations if the assumption is made that
clad failure allows the ingress of NaK to form a bond between fuel and clad.
The depth of carburisation observed was not strongly affected by the stoichiometry
of the fuel, similar amounts of carbon transfer being discovered in grossly
hyperstoichiometric fule pins ( N/ 4.96 wt-%C: carbon equivalent 5.01) and
notionally stoichiometric carbide pins («^4.25 wt-% C: carbon equivalent 4.77).

The results of the carbide pin irradiations do indicate that there is enhanced §
carbon transfer in-pile. The evidence for uniform carbon penetration at the _x
inner clad surface would suggest a gas phase transfer mechanism which may involve <O
hydrogen or carbon dioxide JS the carrier phase. A similar carbon transfer ^
mechanism appears to operate in oxide fuel pins also.

FUEL/CLAD REACTIONS

Fuel/clad interaction has not been observed in DFR irradiated intact 5.84 mm
diameter mixed (U,Pu) carbide pins, containing stoichiometric or hyperstoichiometric
fuel, maximum fuel centre temperature 13500c, except for an isolated instance of
attack in a 70% TD vibro fuel pin which may have been due to a hot spot. Paris (5),
however, found evidence of this type of attack at the hot bottom ends of all
three oxycarbide pins from a DFR trefoil experiment. The attack took the form
of a very shallow particle contact region and it appeared that most particles
touching the inner clad surface were affected in this way. The particles were



bonded to the clad surface by a very thin white reaction layer. Latimer et al
(6 ) in their EBR-II carbide irradiations found a similar white phase*" l-4yim
thick dispersed intermittently on the fuel side of the fuel/clad interface.
This phase was seemingly identical to that found in Latimer's previous out-of-
pile compatibility tests (7), in which electron microprobe examination
identified the constituents as U, Pu, Ni and Fe closely approximating a
compound (U, Pu) (Ni, Fe)̂ ° and the same technique applied to the irradiated
sections has identified these elements in the intermetallic white phase and
has demonstrated iron and nickel depletion from the cladding within
of the fuel/clad surface.

Large 9.5mm diameter pellet carbide pins and 8.25mm vibro carbide pins
irradiated in the DFR-also showed no signs of intermetalllc compound formation
at fuel/clad interface temperatures up to «•» 750°C. Only in the 9.1Amm diameter
highly rated vibro carbide pins has clad/fuel reaction to a maximum depth of
some 30 um been observed.

The fuel/clad reaction observed in these diameter vibro carbide pins showed
a. two phase structure, rod-like or columnar crystals extending from the clad
surface into a featureless phase. Out-of-pile tests at 750°C using carbide
fuel containing small amounts of free metal give similar fuel/clad reaction
zones (1). Microprobe analysis of the reaction zone from one of these 9.14mm
diameter carbide pins identified the presence of U, Pu, Fe, Cr and Ni and
the presence of two phases, (Fe, Cr, Ni) 3 C2 precipitates in a matrix of
(U, Pu) (Fe, Cr, Ni)j. In addition, the presence of (U, Pu) in the grain
boundaries of the clad was detected. Clad attack in these high fuel centre
temperature pins may result from reaction with (U, Pu) metal, although some
attack due to reactions of the type:

6(U, Pu)C + 23 Cr + 12 Fe

would also be expected to occur.

Cr
23

6(U, Pu) Fe2

As mentioned above out-of-pile tests on hypostoichiometric carbide fuel have
shown reaction between the free (U, Pu) metal and the clad. Furthermore, on
irradiation a hypostoichiometric Pu C sample fragmented and showed a very high
fission product release (8). More recent evidence from other sources suggests
that low melting point metallic (U, Pu)-containing phases migrate to the cooler
fuel surface when a steep temperature gradient is maintained in irradiated
mixed (U, Pu) carbide pins (9). It may, then, be reasonably inferred that the
extent of clad penetration by hypostoichiometric fuel will be greater in an
irradiated pin than under isothermal test conditions, since reaction in the
former case will not be restricted to the free metal initially located close to
the clad. Consideration of these facts has l«d to an avoidance of free (U, Pu)
metal in as-fabricated mixed (U, Pu) carbide fuel, an upper limit of 3» 1%
being suggested.

DERE data from the metallographic examination of irradiated high centre
temperature fuel pins, however, demonstrated that provision for low free
metal content in the carbide fuel as fabricated may not obviate fuel/clad
interaction involving (U, Pu) metal. Fuel pins originally containing no
free metal phase have shown reaction zones in which widespread (U, Pu) inter-
metallic compound formation was detected. It is suggested that the free metal
for the attack of the clad was produced as mentioned in the previous section
as a result of internal reaction in the fuel between oxygen and carbide.

In a small number of DFR irradiated carbide pins evidence of gross clad
attack by a different reaction mechanism has been noted. The most severe
form of attack, leading to failure of the pin, was observed in a section
taken through a localised hot spot area. This revealed numerous hemispherical
pits on the inner surface of the clad wall covering an arc of about 90°, and
although most of the pits were ~75^<m deep, the largest completely penetrated
the clad. The pits were generally empty but careful examination revealed traces
of a eutectic structure and also some featureless grey material filling a small
pit. The appearance of these pits and the presence of a eutectic structure
are strong indications of a liquid phase reaction and suggest temperatures in
excess of 950°C persisting for some considerable period of time.

Comparison of the reaction zones produced in these failed carbide pins with
out-of-pile tests (10), designed to simulate the behaviour of fuel and
cladding under fault or transient conditions in the temperature range 900 -
1000°C for 48 hours, would suggest that liquid phase attack had occurred
although the reaction is still of the type:

6<U, Pu) C + 23 Cr + 12 F e — • Cr23 C6 + 6(U, Pu) Fe2

which is seen at lower temperatures. Microprobe analysis of the reaction zones
produced in the out-of-pile tests has shown the presence of (U, Pu)
(Fe, Cr, Ni) 2 and (Cr, Fe, Ni) 2 3 Cg phases in a matrix of stainless steel
containing some (U, Pu) in solution.

The results of the carbide pin irradiations indicate that only in highly
rated high fuel centre temperature vibro pins is free (U, Pu) metal formed by
internal reaction of oxygen and carbide and that although the free metal so
formed is mainly concentrated at the 1200°C fuel isotherm, some migrates to
the clad surface where it reacts. In out-of-pile studies at 750°C involving
clad and hypostoichiometric fuel similar reaction products were identified.
A different type of reaction involving liquid phase clad attack in sections
taken through localised hot spot areas was noted in a small number of DERE pins.
Out-of-pile tests in the temperature range 900-1000°C showed a similar type of
liquid phase attack. Unlike irradiated oxide fuel pins, however, irradiated
mixed (U, Pu) carbide pins showed no evidence of a clad corrosion mechanism
involving volatile fission products*
CONCLUSION

No significant carburisation of the clad or fuel/clad reaction occurred in
any intact carbide pin with fuel temperatures <. 1700°C irradiated either in
DFR or EBRII. After pin failure and entry of coolant gross clad carburisation
will occur.

Localised reaction between oxide (or oxygen) and carbide in highly rated high
fuel centre temperature ( •£ 1800°C) vibro mixed (U, Pu) carbide pins occurred
in-pile and the free metal so formed, as well as the carbon monoxide produced
In the reaction, migrated towards the fuel periphery. The (U, Pu) metal
mainly concentrated at about the 1200°C isotherm in the fuel although some
actually reached the clad surface, whereas the carbon monoxide diffused out
of the fuel. The following fuel/clad reactions were observed during the
irradiation of highly rated carbide pins:

a) carburisation of the clad - limited in content with the exception of
the large diameter highly rated vibro pins unless sodium or NaK is present
to act as a transfer inculuiu (io i-i'C pin La& fulled).



b) intermetallic compound formation by reaction of the clad with free
(U, Pu) metal occurring at clad/fuel interface temperatures which may
be as low as 700°C.

c) solid state reaction between (U, Pu) carbide and clad, proceeding very
slowly at temperatures below 800°C in stainless steel to form (U, Pu)
(Fe, Cr, Ni>2 compounds plus chromium carbides.

A further reaction:

d) rapid liquid phase reaction between the clad and (U, Pu) carbide fuel
at localised hot spot areas where the temperature exceeds 950°C-

has also been observed in carbide pins irradiated in the DFR. This latter
mechanism, occurring at localised hot spot areas eg beneath adherent gas
bubbles is the principal cause of failure in carbide fuel pins of all types.
In these cases the reaction zone took the form of pits which cause (he clad
to crack before penetration is complete.

Reactions a) and c) are too superficial to constitute a threat to pin
integrity provided the clad does not exceed its design temperature but
reaction b) may, in highly rated high fuel centre temperature pins, result
in clad reaction sufficient to weaken appreciably the clad.

8. Freshley M D.
Irradiation Behaviour of Plutonium Fuels.
Chapt 20, Vol II Plutonium Handbook Ed OJ Wick, 1967.

9. Batey W (UKAEA, Dounreay). Unpublished work.

10. Batey W, Irons H W, Manson R C and Yates G (UKAEA, Dounreay).
Unpublished work.
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TABLE 1

DFR IRRADIATED CARBIDE PIN DATA

PIN NUMBER

CV034

CV1256 *

CV034.035.049

CV013

CV1285

CA012

FUEL TYPE

Vibro carbide

Vibro carbide

Vibro oxycarbide

Vibro carbide

Vibro carbide

Pellet carbide

PIN
DIAMETER
mm

5.84

5.84

5.84

8.25

9.14

9.53

FUEL
RATING
W/cm

450

380

450

875

1200

1320

CENTRE
TEMPERATURE

°C

1300

1300

1200

1650

1900

1400

* Samples taken for carbon profiling using nuclear microprobe technique.
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Out-of-Pile Experiments Performed in the U.S. Fuel Cladding Chemical

Interaction (FCCI) Program by M.G. Adamson, the United States.

ABSTRACT

Since 1972 a variety of out-of-pile experiments have been
performed as part of the U.S. National Fuel-Cladding Chemical
Interaction (FCCI) Program. In the present paper results from
these experiments are presented together with descriptions of
many of the experimental techniques employed to obtain them.
Although the main emphasis of the paper is on experiments de-
signed to characterize FCCI with Type-316SS cladding, consid-
erable attention is also paid to the following FCCI-related
topics: thermodynamics of and phase equilibria in mixed oxide
fuel and fission product compounds, fission product and cladding
component thermo-transport, and chemical behavior of candidate
oxygen-absorber materials (buffer/getters). Detailed interpre-
tations of these results in terms of FCCI mechanisms are presented in
a companion paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper 1s to describe results from recent out-of-pile
experiments that have been performed as part of the U.S. National FCCI
program. Information of this type has previously been presented at IAEA
meetings in Vienna 1n 1972 "'" and again in .1974'3 , so these dates
will Be used as a starting point for the work I will describe. Laboratory
programs underway in the U.S. have the common objective of understanding
the nature of fission product-induced cladding inner surface attack to a
sufficient degree that approaches to eliminate the most pernicious form
of this interaction - Intergranular attack (IGA) - may be developed. More
specific objectives of these programs may be stated as follows:

1. Characterization of the reaction behavior and thermomigration
tendencies of the mobile and potentially aggressive fission
products which accumulate in the fuel-cladding gap during fuel
rod irradiations (i.e., Cs, I, Mo, Te.)

2. Identification of the specific fission products which cause
localized deep intergranular penetrations of stainless steel
cladding at characteristic oxygen activities (p ) + for reference
LMFBR Oxide fuel (initial 0:M ratio = 1.97* 0.01^.

3. Delineation of the critical parameters that control the IG
attack rate and determine the mechanism of this chemical inter-
action.

Oi
O !

ro
Oi

f0xygen activity (pQ , atm) and oxygen potential
will be used interchangeably throughout the paper.

RT*np0 , kcai/mol)



The first of these objectives requires a sound understanding of fuel rod
chemistry and, to this end, a variety of thermodynamic measurements, phase
studies and transport studies are aTso being performed as integral parts
of the U.S. out-of-pile FCCI program. Particularly important here are
oxygen potential -composition- temperature relationships for irradiated
and unirradiated urania-plutonia fuel, thermodynamic stabilities and
characterization of probable fission product reaction products, and oxygen,
fission product and cladding component transport processes. Because of
the strong consideration presently being given to introduction of
chemical oxygen buffers and getters into oxide fuel rods (as FCCI
inhibitors) out-of-pile chemical evaluations of the behavior of
candidate buffer/getter materials are also in progress. Each of
these_FCCI-related topics will be covered in this presentation,
however my main emphasis will be on experiments designed to charac-
terize Type-316 stainless steel with respect to fuel-cladding chem-
ical interaction. Detailed interpretations of these results in terms
of FCCI mechanisms will be presented in a companion paper*4 '.

II. MEASUREMENTS AND TESTS DELINEATING THE EQUILIBRIUM

THERMODYNAMICS AND THERMOTRANSPORT BEHAVIOR OF OXYGEN

A. Importance of Oxygen Thermodynamics

Irradiation of mixed-oxide fuel rods produces large radial temperature
gradients and relatively small axial temperature gradients within the
fuel. The magnitude of these temperature gradients is controlled by the
thermal conductivity of the fuel, the rate of heat transfer across the
fuel-cladding gap, the power level and the coolant temperature/flow rate.
As an immediate consequence of the radial temperature gradient, four
distinct structural regions generally develop in the fuel - a central void,
a columnar grain region, an equiaxed grain region, and an unrestructured
region. This restructuring is accompanied by the development of radial
gradients in the oxygen potential and in the 0:M and Pu:U+Pu ratios of
the fuel. Since it is the oxygen potential at the outer surface of the
fuel which provides the chemical force needed to drive the (oxidative)
attack on the cladding material, it is important to understand transport
and reaction processes which determine this parameter. Such processes
include reactions involving fission products and oxygen redistribution.
The oxygen potential gradient established across the fuel radius also
determines the chemical states of reactive fission products, some of which
are implicated in FCCI, and the ease of transport of a particular fission,
product to the cladding wall usually is a function of its chemical state.

B. Oxygen Potentials of Mixed Oxide Fuel

The chemistry that occurs inside a fuel pin during irradiation is necessarily

complex, and a prerequisite to its understanding is reliable information about

0:M/Pu:U+Pu - AG"n - T relationships for mixed (U,Pu) oxide fuel inside an°2
operating pin. Recent assessments of available oxygen potential data have

revealed a number of discrepancies between "high" (>1700°C) and "Idw"

(<114O°C) temperature AGn data for stoichiometric and slightly hypostoich-
°2

iometric u]_v=Pu
z°2 U=0.1-0.3). Indeed, there is considerable uncertainty

about the oxygen potential value of exactly stoichiometric fqel at a typical

reference temperature (e.g. at 850°C AGL = -99 + 15 kcal/mol). ^
2

Woodley * ' recently repeated and extended some of his earlier vacuum-balance

equilibrium measurements * ' on hypostoichiometric mixed oxide at low

temperatures (z=0.25, T= 900 - 1100°C). These results are illustrated in

Figure 1, which shows good agreement between the two sets of data. A number

of data points were obtained in the stoichiometry range 1.990 - 1.999.

Tetenbaum has also performed additional H20/H2 gas mixture equilibrations

with U Q ^ Q P U Q 2O°2-X
 at 1027' 1065 and 1 1 4 0 ° C ' Tne resulting oxygen

potential values are compared with Woodley's low temperature data(norma1ized

to z=0.20) and predicted values from Blackburn's quasi-thermodynamic

method ^ in Figure 2.

Also shown on this figure are Woodley, Markin and Mclver, * ' and Tetenbaum's

earlier data for hypostoichiometric mixed oxide. Tetenbaum's newest data

are seen to fall between Woodley's measurements and Blackburn's calculations.

In an attempt to resolve these discrepancies both workers recently made

measurements on the same fuel specimen at 1300K (Pu:U+Pu » 0.20, 0:M = 1.98).

Again, Woodley's A 1L value was 4-5 kcal/mol lower than Tetenbaum's value.
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In the course of making their measurements on mixed oxide fuel samples with
slightly different Pu contents both Woodley and Tetenbaum have obtained
data that cast doubt on the constant Pu valence approximation originally
proposed for hypostoichiometric compostions by Markin and Rand. ' ' In
other words, in the composition range z » 0.10 to 0.30, approximately,
the oxygen potential corresponding to a given Pu valence does not appear
to be independent of Pu:U+Pu.
C. Oxygen Potentials of Fuel Plus Dissolved Fission Products

The oxygen potential of irradiated fuel with a particular 0:M ratio depends
upon Its Pu:U+Pu ratio and the concentration of fission product elements
that are dissolved in the oxide matrix. Although the-variation in the oxygen
potential of un1rradiated° fuel with 0:M and temperature is known in some
detail, equivalent data for fuel containing dissolved fission products have
been very limited. Blackburn ' ' has begun to modify his quasi-thermodynamic
method for estimating oxygen potentials in unirradiated mixed oxide fuel to
Include dissolved fission products, however the output presently requires
calibration against available data from systems such as U-Ce-0 ' and
U-Nd-0 { 8 ) . Woodley * 6 \ on the other hand, has recently applied his
vacuum-balance equilibration technique to measure the oxygen potentials of
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simulated irradiated fuels at 900°, 1000° and 1100°C. The compositions of
the simulated fuels, which are shown in Table 1 , are based on burnups of
2, 5 and 10 atom percent. At each burnup six different fuel stoichiometries
(0:M ratios)f were measured, the maximum deviation from stoichiometric
composition being 0.05.

As anticipated from previous studies (8,11) at a given 0:M and temperature.
fuel containing dissolved fission products exhibits higher oxygen potentials
than the undoped fuel, the increase ranging from 1 to 17 kcai/mol depending
upon 0:M and T. In general, the increase in AGQ was found to be greater

fM = U + Pu + dissolved fission products; the absolute 0:M ratio at "stoich-
lometric composition" varies from 1.997 (2 a/o) to 1.984 (10 a/o).



the lower the temperature and the smaller the deviation from "stoichiometry".
Also, at a particular burnup and temperature, A G Q was found to increase

almost linearly with decreasing values of log x (where x is the deviation
from "stoichiometry"). This trend facilitates interpolation or extrapolation
to other fuel oxygen activity levels. The A G Q ? variation with burnup at fuel
temperatures of 900, 1000 and 1100°C was also found to be approximately linear
up to 10 a/o burnup (see, for example, Figure 3 ). The enhancement of oxygen
potential due to dissolved fission products (2.5 moi % Ce) is illustrated in
Figure 4. This composition, U 7gPu 225

C e 025°2-x' c o r r e s P ° n d s t0 a burnup of
ca. 3.5 atom %.

Table 1 . Composition of the Simulated Irradiated Fuels

Metal

U
Pu
Pr
Ce
Zr*
Nd**
Y

0 a/o B.U.

0.750
0.250
O
0
0
0
0

Metal Mole
2 a/o B.U.

0.7538
0.2349
0.0009
0.0021
0.0021
0.0058
0.0004

Fraction
5 a/o B.U.

0.7596
0.2117
0.0022
0.0054
0.0052
0.0148
0.0010

10 a/o B.U.

0.7696
0.1716
0.0046
0.0111
0.0107
0.0302
0.0021

*Less amount reacted with Sr and Ba to form zirconates
••Includes contributions of La and Sm.

D. Thermodynamics of Fission Product Compounds.

Thermodynamic measurements have been made on a number of possible fission
product compounds to evaluate their likelihood of forming inside irradiated
mixed oxide fuel pins. A review paper, presented by 0'Hare at the 1974 IAEA
Thermodynamics of Nuclear Materials Symposium' ' , summarized the results of
caiorimetric measurements performed on a number of compounds, some of which
may form inside intact LMFBR fuel pins (i.e. Cs2Mo04, Cs2Mo207,JH>2Mo04,
BaMo04, Cs2O, Cs2U04> Cs2U2O7> Rb2U04 and Cs2Cr04). Standard enthalpies of
formation at 298.15K, AH°-(298.15), were measured for all of these compounds,
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and in some cases sufficient heat capacity (C °) and enthalpy increment

(H°(T)-H°(Tref)} data were obtained to give entropies S°(298.15), and hence the



standard Gibbs energy of formation, AG°f, as a function of temperature. More
recent caiorimetric measurements at ANL have filled in gaps in the data for
the compounds listed above and provided new data for compounds such as Cs,Cr,0,,
Cs3Cr04» C s 0 H» B a U 04 and Cal|04 • A mass spectrometric'study of the vapor-
ization of cesium molybdate has also been made * ', and from this an equation
was derived for the temperature-dependence of the pressure of Cs2Mo04(v) over
Cs2Mo04 (c and t). In this study the Gibbs energy of formation of Cs2Mo04(v)
was also obtained over a limited range of temperature ( 1070 -1170 K). A
high temperature galvanic cell technique, employing an yttria-doped thoria solid
oxide electrolyte, nas been employed to measure equilibrium oxygen activities
1n systems such as Cs2U04(c)/U02(c)/Cs(i), 0(disso1ved)/Cs(i) and "CsxNb0 "/
NbO(c)/Cs(i).(14) From these type of EMF cell data, some of which are
summarized in Figure 5, it 1s possible to make direct comparisons of reaction
product stabilities (either as equilibrium oxygen potential values or via
AG°f - T data).

Several of the thermodynamic measurements mentioned above have been performed
as adjuncts to phase characterization studies. Clearly a reliable evaluation
of fission product compound formation inside irradiated fuel pins cannot be
made unless all possible phases that could form in the multi-component fuel
pin system are known. Although the available thermodynamic data suggest that
the only Cs-fuel compounds capable of forming inside irradiated fuel pins are
Cs2U04 and possibly CSglLCL (i.e. compounds of Vl-vaient uranium), some evidence
has been obtained that lower-valent Cs-U,Pu-0 compounds analogous to those
formed in the Na-U,Pu-0 system, form when Cs fission products react with mixed
oxide fuel at low oxygen activity.(3»15)some attempts have been made to
characterize these lower-valent compounds (Cs MO ) ,

A Jr

(3) including an assessment
0 6 )of the stabilities of normal- and poly-uranates of cesium x'"', however questions

concerning their composition and existence inside irradiated fuel pins are still
unresolved. Further discussion of the most likely chemical states of the
"reactive" fission products Cs,Rb,Te,Sr,I,6r and Mo inside irradiated mixed
oxide fuel pins will be found in a companion paper

E. Oxygen Redistribution in Temperature Gradients

(*)

Two computational models for calculating radial oxygen distributions in
Irradiated fuel pins have been developed in the United States, one at GE,

the other at ANL. The GE model "7' involves the operation of alternative
therrootransport paths for oxygen acorn migration, namely, ionic diffusion in
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the solid and gas phase transport via H2/H20 or CO/CO2, which lead to a cyclical
flow of material. Their non-equilibrium model employs heats of transport
derived from laboratory thermal gradient experiments on mixed oxide fuel ̂ 7 ) .
It is assumed that isothermal surfaces in the fuel eventually achieved constant
stoichiometric(°:M ratio), so axial 0:M profiles may also be generated. Although
the model"allows oxygen to move axially, oxygen is conserved in the fuel column.

The ANL model ^18) assumes that oxygen movement is controlled by Ionic diffu-
sion, the driving force being the product of an activity-independent diffusion
coefficient and the oxygen activity. A steady-state oxygen distribution Is
achieved when no gradient exists within the fuel in terms of the product of
the appropriate diffusion coefficient and the oxygen activity. Lattice diffu-
sion is assumed to depend on oxygen activity for low 0/M fuel and to be limited
by low vacancy concentration in near-stoichiometric fuel. In its present form
this model only calculates radial oxygen distributions.

Both jnodeis were recently tested by applying them to a radial section of an
EBR-II test pin (HEDL-P-23A-31). The initial 0:M of the fuel in this pin was
1.984 (25 w/o PuO2) and the time-averaged peak pin power was 11.9 kW/ft. The
calculated radial temperature profile at the section of interest (13.4 Inches
above the bottom of the fuel column) is shown below.



r (in) (cm)
0.010 (0..025)
0.019 ( .048)
0.029 ( .074)
0.039 ( .099)
0.049 ( .124)
0.058 ( .147)
0.068 ( .173)
0.078 ( .198)
0.088 (1.224)
0.097 ( .246)

r/ro
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
o".7O
0.80
0.90
1.00

Temp.CO
2097
2097
2072
2019
1941
1838
1713
1542
1352
1148

(°F)
3807
3806
3761
3667
3525
3340
3115
2808
2465
2099

Results for the beginning-of-life radial 0:U+Pu profiles are presented in

Figure 6 . Both models yield the same qualitative results for the test case

conditions, i .e. redistribution of oxygen down the thermal gradient to the

2.00

1.99

periphery of the fuel; however, differences in the quantitative results from ||3
the two models are significant. As illustrated in the figure, the two models
predict different radial oxygen profiles. The GE model predicts the greater
oxygen redistribution, resulting in a higher 0/H at the fuel surface and,
consequently, a more oxidizing environment to the cladding. Currently, experi-
mental data from in-reactor tests are not available for evaluation and selec-
tion of one model over the other based on quantitative comparisons. An important
difference between the two models that should be noted is that the GE model
predicts oxygen migration up a thermal gradient to the fuel center for a hyper-
stoichiometric fuel, in qualitative agreement with observed 1n-reactor be-
havior." ' The ANL model, on the other hand, predicts only migration down
a thermal gradient regardless of the fuel stoichiometry.

FIGURE 6. PREDICTED BEGINNING-OF-LIFE RADIAL OXYGEN-TO-METAL

tO/U + Pu) PROFILES FOR P-23A TEST CASE (AVERAGE O:M - 1.984)

III. TESTS TO CHARACTERIZE CHEMICAL ATTACK OF TYPE 316SS CLADDING

A. Experimental Methods and Earlier Findings; Identification of Aggressive
Fission Products

Isothermal anneal capsules and thermal gradient capsules have been used in
out-of-pile experiments at different laboratories. These experiments con-
sisted of encapsulating various fission products or mixtures of fission
products in ratios that roughly approximated the fission-product yields.
Generally, a controlled oxygen potential was maintained within the capsule
by using (U,Pu)02 or a buffer mixture. Buffer materials in order of increas-
ing oxygen activity included Cr/Cr203, Cr3C2/Cr203, Fe/FeO, Ni/NiO, and
Cu/Cu2<). The capsules were heated isothermally or placed in a temperature
gradient for various lengths of time. The isothermal anneal experiments
served to identify the fission products and establish the conditions required
to cause intergranular attack. The thermal gradient experiments were per-
formed to determine both the migration characteristics of volatile fission
products and the interactions of fission products at controlled oxygen
potentials. Some of the initial Isothermal capsule tests »1>2established
that Cs,O,CsOH and tellurium are very aggressive in promoting intergranular
attack of 300-series austenitic stainless steels at 650°C; however, it was
recognized that these particular chemical forms of Cs and Te fission products
may not be the forms that exist at the interface inside a mixed oxide fuel pin.

Results from the early thermal gradient experiments performed at General
Electric (GE) indicated that tellurium (in combination with cesium) has a
unique role as a cladding attack initiator since it was found to be an essen-



tial Ingredient for Inducing severe intergranular attack in cladding samples
at oxygen potentails between the oxidation threshold for stainless steel
T-135 kcal/mol at 725°C) and slightly hyperstoichiometric fuel C-80
kcal/mol). Intergranular penetration of cladding samples inside the ther-
mal gradient capsules was observed at 850°C and lower for Cs:Te ratios s 2.
The apparent dependence of attack incidence on Cs:Te ratio suggested that a
mass action effect on Te activity was operative; i.e. , Te only influenced
oxidative attack when its activity exceeded a certain value. In addition,
the dependece of the Te-cataiyzed oxidative attack process on both Te activity
and oxygen potential showed a strong resemblance to essential features of
sulfur-catalyzed hot corrosion of the super alloys used in gas turbine blades.
In this latter process, small quantities of sulfur impurity that are deposited
(as suifate) on alloy surfaces during combustion can initiate severe oxi-
dative attack when the oxygen potential at the alloy surface becomes suf-
ficiently low to release sulfur from the sulfate. By forming nickel and
chromium sulfides in the alloy matrix, this sulfur effectively sensitizes
the alloy to oxidative attack (the sulfides being more susceptible to oxi-
dation), and the sulfur is believed to behave as an autocatalyst.' °' Since
Te and S belong to the same peridoic group of elements (VI) and exhibit
similar reaction trends with the transition metals that constitute austen-
1tic alloys, it was logical to suspect tellurium fission products as possible
cladding*attack initiators in the LMFBR fuel rod system. Indeed, intergran-
ular cracking developed in Hastenoy N and related alloys during exposure
to Irradiated molten salt fuels has been attributed to reaction with tellurium
fission products. ' ' The thermomigration experiments performed with Cs and
Te also showed that some Cs can migrate preferentially down a temperature
gradient if the overall Cs:Te ratio of the fission product mixtures exceeds
~2. Hence, even 1f all the Cs and Te fission products are originally de-
posited in the fuel-cladding gap of an irradiated fuel rod in amounts
corresponding to their overall fission yield ratio (5:1 to 7:1), it seems
clear that subsequent preferential (axial) migration of Cs along the fuel
column will produce Cs.Te deposits at certain localities with Cs:Te ratios
favorable for cladding attack.

The lowest temperature at which attack was observed was 750°C, but the
lower temperature limit for intergranular attack could not be determined
1n this type of experiment because the test duration (100 hours) limited
the distance Cs.Te moved down the thermal gradient.

(20)

The initial emphasis of the General Electric isothermal capsule test program
was to achieve a better definition of the conditions under which deep inter-
granular penetration of Type-316 SS cladding occurs at 725°C. In this phase
of the investigation, the principal variables were oxygen potential (AG Q

«-140 to. -46 kcal/mol 0 2 ) , Cs:Te ratio (0:1 to 8:1) and the effects of
 2

added impurities such as carbon and the fission products iodine (as Csl) and
molybdenum (as Mo,Mo02 and CSgMoO^). Later work focused on kinetic and mecha-
nistic aspects of the Cs,Te-induced cladding oxidation, time (0-1000h) and
temperature (450-1000°C) being varied systematically at two representative
oxygen activity levels: "high" (Fe/FeO buffer) and "low" (CrxC/Cr203 buffer).

To simplify results from these isothermal capsule experiments the amounts
of Cs and Te fission products used was considerably in excess of the Cs and
Te concentrations expected on the cladding inner surface in irradiated fuel
pins. More recently, the dependence of intergranular attack rate on Cs + Te
Inventory, and the effect of the surface condition of Type-316SS cladding
specimens have been investigated. The mechanism of carbon participation in
the Cs.Te-induced cladding attack process at "low" oxygen activities (i.e.,
conditions which lead to deep intergranular penetration) has also been inves-
tigated using a combination of radiotracer (C-14) and electron microbeam
(SEM-EDAX) techniques. Although the majority of the isothermal capsule
experiments were performed with capsules fabricated from lengths of tubing
of the cladding under study, some of the more recent tests performed at
GE utilized Type-316SS specimens in the form of rectangular coupons (1X1X13 mm).
These coupons were imbedded in fission product buffer mixtures at the bottom
of small nickel capsules. An alternative test design has recently been employed
at Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL) to study the effects of
common fabrication impurities on the Cs» Te-induced attack of Type-316SS.
In this design, mixtures of Cs, Te and various Impurities are squeezed between
a mixed oxide fuel pellet and a section of cladding during the high temperature
treatment. Schematics of these various test designs are illustrated in Figure 7

B. Delineation of Conditions for FCCI

Earlier isothermal capsule experiments demonstrated that, under otherwise
optimal conditions for fission product-induced cladding attack (l:l<Cs:Te<3:l,
T ^ 725°C, presence of carbon), the character of the attack process changes
from "deep intergranular" to a shallow combination of intergranular and matrix
reaction as the oxygen activity level increases from 4.6xlO'3O-ca 5.6xl0"29

atms ("low" regime) to ca. 5.6xl0"29-ca.3xl0"18 atms("high" regime). The
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commences at ̂ 550°C. Between 650 and 725°C the rate becomes "rapid" and the

depth of intergranular penetration increases progressively with temperature;

at 90O°C the separation between the intergranular penetration front and the

general reaction front was 10 mils. At "low" oxygen activities deep inter-

granular penetration was found to occur when l:l<Cs:Te<3.1, but between 3:1

and 4:1 the character of attack of Type-316 stainless steel was noted to

change from "Intergranular" to a shallower, more uniform matrix reaction.

Oxygen Activity Effects. Several isothermal capsule experiments were recently

performed*52' to obtain additional information about the 'Csje-induced inter-

granular penetration of Type-316SS that occurs in the vicinity of and somewhat

above its lower oxygen activity threshold. The experiments were performed

both in the presence and absence of added carbon using as buffer mixtures co-

existing pairs of phases from the Nb-0 and V-0 systems (Nb/NbO,NbO/NbO2> NbOy

Nb-Og.-and VO/VpOj). Conditions, capsule contents and results for this series

of tests are summarized in Table2 :
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lower and upper bounds of these two oxygen activity regimes correspond to mixed

oxide fuel compositions of U0.75
Pu0.25°1.996 and U0.75Pu0.25°2.000 (approxi-

-17

mately). At even higher oxygen activities, po2>3.8xl0 atms, deep inter-

granular penetration of stainless steel cladding can be caused by cesium alone

(Cs9O and higher oxides), however, such high oxygen activities, which correspond

to hyperstoichiometric fuel, are not expected to develop in reference-design

LMFBR oxide fuel pins. The effect of temperature on the character of Cs.Te-

induced oxidation of Type-316SS was also delineated at "high" and "low" oxygen

activities by a series of isothermal capsule tests. At "high" oxygen acti-

vities oxidation commenced at ̂500°C, forming a thin coherent oxide film which

thickens up to temperatures •v.650°C. Above 650°C oxidation of the cladding

takes the form of general matrix reaction in which intergranular attack never

precedes the uniform reaction front by more than 1.5 mils. At "high" oxygen

potential the attack rate does not become rapid ( d ^ >2 mils) until T>800»C.

At "low" oxygen activities initial oxidative attack is intergranular and

CONDITIONS AND CAPSULE CONTENTS FOR TYPE-316 STAINLESS STEEL
FISSION PRODUCT ATTACK TESTS WITH Nb-0 AND V-O BUFFER MIXTURES

Test Conditions: 725°C/100h
Specimens: annealed 316 stainless steel tubing

Capsule No.

36-1

36-2

36-3

364

36-5

36-6

Quantities of Additives (millimoles)

Os. Te Other
0.39 0.39 Nb=NbO=0.25

NbO=NbO2=0.25

NbO2=NbO2 5=0.25

NbO2=.NbO2 5»0.2S
C=0.6

VO-VO1s=0.25

0.39 0.39 VO=VO1 5=0.25
O0.6

Results/Observations

No Attack

No Attack

Intergranular Attack,
d m a x = 4.4 mils (112um)

Intergranular Attack,
d m a x = 4.7 mils (119/m>)

Deep Intergranular Attack,
droax* 5.7 mils (145 Jim)

Deep Intergranular Attack,
d m a x > 8.6 mils (218 pm)



Table 3
EQUILIBRIUM OXYGEN POTENTIAL/OXYGEN ACTIVITY VALUES FOR

SELECTED BUFFER MIXTURES AT 725°C AND EFFECT ON TYPE-316
STAINLESS STEEL COMPATIBILITY WITH Cs.Te MIXTURES (Cs:Te-1:1)

Buffer Mixture

'NbVNbO

NbO/NbO2

Cr/Cr2O3

Type-316SS Oxidation

•VOW-jO,

C, c /cr /) { / c )

NbOj/Nb^g

A G Q 2 (kJ/mol)*

-654

-587

-S85

-565±8

-564

-540

-481

•The oxygen potential is defined as AGg -RTInlpQ,
kilojoules («kJ-O.239keal) per mole. 2

P02 fatm)

5.95x10"35

200x10"31

Z56x10'31

Z75X10"30

2.90X10"30

5.74xlO"29

5.38X10"26

Compatibility

No Attack

No Attack

No Attack

Deep Intergranular Attack;
6 mils {152 Mm)

Deep Intergranular Attack;
S mils (127 jim)

Intergranular Attack;
~4 mils (102 Jim)

/atm); free energy changes are expressed in the units

The oxygen potentials established by these "new" buffer mixtures at 725°C
are listed in Table3 , together with calculated potentials for the stainless
steel oxidation threshold, and various chromium-chromium oxide-chromium
carbide mixtures. In deriving these oxygen potentials it is tacitly assumed
that reaction between cesium and one (or both) of the metal oxides, which
could alter the equilibrium AG02 value, is not significant. Previous tests
have shown this assumption to be valid, especially when the Cs:Te ratio is
low (i.e., Cs reacts preferentially with Te when Cs:Te<2:l).

The results show that no intergranular attack occurred at the oxygen activities
established by Nb/NbO and NbO/NbO2, but severe attack occurred with V0/V203.
According to the oxygen activities listed in Table3 , NbO/NbO2 lies just below
the oxidation threshold for Type-316 stainless steel while V0/V203 (and Cr2O3/
Cr3C2) lie just above this threshold potential. The agreement between the
experimentally determined threshold for Cs.Te-induced intergranular attack
of Type-316 stainless steel (-585 kj/mol<AGo2725°C<-564 kj/mol) and the esti-
mated/measured threshold for uncatalysed (gaseous) oxidation of the same alloy
(AS02725°C » 565 + 8 kj/uiol) is so close that the two thresholds are believed
to be coincident.
Intergranular attack also occurred with the NbO^Nb2Og buffer, which establishes
an oxygen potential ca.60 kj/mol higher than the upper oxygen activity limit
for stability of grain boundary carbide phases in the cladding -540 kj/mol
at 725*0). The maximum Intergranular penetration depth under these conditions
was 4.4 mils (112pm), which is significantly less than the penetration obtained
within the oxygen activity range of carbide stability, i.e., 5.7 mils/145pm
(V0/V203 buffer). Although the attack depth obtained with Nb02/Nb02 5 is

considerably more than the previously determined attack depth with Fe/FeO
(1.5 mils/38wn)^3 \ certain features of the intergranular penetration obtained
with this buffer suggest that it could be classified as a "high" oxygen acti-
vity regime buffer (see following section entitled "Carbon Impurity Effects").

CAPSULE 36-4 AS POLISHED 2S0X

CAPSULE 364
AS4>OLISHED

asox

Flgum 8 Photomicrographs of Att&ked Inner Surfaces of Type-316 Stainless Steel
Capsules Exposed to Cs, Te-NbOi.NbjO, (C) (36-4) and Cs,Te-VO,
VjO, (C) (36-5and36-6) Mixtures ICs: Te-1:1.100hat72S>Ci



The photomicrographs shown in Figure 8 ^llustrate the results obtained
with NbO2/NbOg and V0/V203 buffers. The areas photographed are representative
of positions of maximum intergranular penetration on the inner walls of each
capsule.

C. Rate Measurements

Out-of-pHe experiments to determine the rate of intergranular penetration
of Type-316SS by Cs.Te fission product mixtures have been performed at
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and at GP.23'24' In each of these studies
the quantities of Cs and Te used represented an excess compared to quantities
expected to reach the cladding in an Irradiated fuel pin. This was done to
avoid the possibility that the maximum depth of penetration would be limited
by the fission product inventories. In Maiya and Busch's work^ ' 20% cold-
worked 316SS cylinders were exposed to 2:1 Cs:Te mixtures at temperatures
between 550-700°C in long temperature gradient capsules. Although an attempt
was made to buffer the Cs.Te mixture in these tests, the capsule geometries
prevented the establishment of known oxygen activities. Parabolic reaction
kinetics were observed at 550-700°C, however, preliminary results for higher
temperatures (>760°C) Indicated the onset of slower penetration kinetics
(i.e., time exponent n < fc). This type of fall-off in penetration kinetics
with increasing temperature is recognized to be consistent with the Fisher-
Whipple model for grain boundary diffusion from a free external surface.*23'
At GE,time-dependent isothermal capsule tests were performed at 650, 725 and
800°C at "high" (Fe/FeO/C) and "low"(Cr/Cr203/C and V O / V ^ ) oxygen activities.
In each series of tests separate capsules were run for six different times.
After heat treatment, each capsule was sectioned longitudinally, polished, and
the maximum depth of attack determined. Considerable variations in attack
depth occurred in the longitudinal sections, particularly in samples from the
tests performed at 800°C. The scatter in the 800°C data was too great to
warrant plotting them on a log-log graph (i.e., to obtain the time exponent
In the rate law). However, the 650°C result showed considerably less scatter,
and indicated approximately linear kinetics at "low" oxygen activity (n = 0.85 +_.l
and parabolic kinetics at "high" oxygen activity (n = 0.55 +, .15). Results
at 725°C (VO/V,O, buffer) - see Table 4 -showed minimal scatter and indicated
a .transition from nearly linear kinetics at short times to t* kinetics at
longer times (>1O hours).

TABLE 4
time-Dependence of Intergranular Penetration into 316SS by Cs.Te at 725°C

Cs:Te - 1:1 Buffer « V0/V203
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Time(hrs)

3.5
10
35
100
315
1000

Maximum Depth of Attack (Mils)

1.9+.4
3.9+.5
5.2+.2
5.7+.6
7.3+.4
7.9+.3

The static character of the GE time-dependent capsule tests, and consequent
Inbomogeneities in reactant distribution on the cladding inner surface, is
believed to be the factor primarily responsible for the observed variability
of attack depth with position. Similar inhomogeneities are likely to occur
on the cladding inner surface in irradiated fuel rods, and these inhomogeneities
may lead to the observed variability of cladding attack.

D. Effects Related to Cladding Surface Condition

The effects to be described in this section-surface precarburization, scratches
and Indentations, and cold working-can equally well be regarded as secondary
carbon effects, since, under conditions designed to produce Cs.Te-induced
intergranular attack, the resulting alloy corrosion behavior appears to be
Influenced by the degree of carburization and/or the carbide particle morpho-
logy in the region of interest.

Surface Pre-carburization. Attempts to pre-carburize the inner surfaces of
annealed Type 316H stainless steel capsules were made by immersing open
capsules containing ^1 gram quantities of either Fe,C or Cr,C0 in liquid
sodium for 150 hours at 900°C.*"' Following the 900°C heat treatment, but
before opening the outer nickel container, the temperature was reduced to 650°C
for lOOh (to precipitate carbide phases in the stainless steel grain boundaries).
One capsule representative of each type of carburization conditions was sectioned
and examined metallographically to determine the extent and distribution of
carburization. From these it was readily apparent that although severe
carburization occurred, its distribution was not uniform on the stainless



steel surfaces. Extensive inter- and intragranular carbide precipitation
was also noted across the thickness of the capsule wall. Two Type-316H
stainless steel capsules that had been treated identically to the carburiza-
tion "controls" were loaded with a Cs.Te (Cs:Te=l:l)+Cr/Cr2O3C buffer mixture
and heat treated at 725°C for 50 hours. Although the locations of heavy
carburization in these two capsules could not be predicted, it was reasoned
that at least a fraction of the stainless steel surface in contact with the
fission product mixture would be "heavily carburized" and, therefore, dis-
tinguishable by its (different) attack morphology. This expectation was based,
in part, on the supposition that heavily carburized regions of Type-316 stain-
less steel alloy-would contain significant quantities of MyC-- and H,C2-type
carbides which, on the basis of previous work at GE, are believed to be
particularly susceptible to Cs.Te-assisted oxidation. The Type-316 stainless
steel capsule that had previously been heat-treated with Fe3C in sodium showed
two rather distinct types of "uniform" attack on the inner surface. Near to
the bottom of the capsule the reaction layer was thin M mil/2pm) and apparently
coherent; 1/2 to 3/4 inch above the bottom end plug a transition to a deeper,
less coherent reaction layer occurred. Approximately 3 mils (76»im) of cladding
was consumed by reaction in the upper part of the capsule and, although the
leading edge of the reaction front clearly followed alloy crystal boundaries,
intergranular penetration into the sound alloy did not occur. The capsule
that was carburized with Cr3C2 in sodium showed essentially the same type of
reaction as the upper part of the previous specimen (i.e., general consumption
of surface grains) but also differed in two important respects: (a) the reaction
depth varied from position to position (1 to 4 mils/25 to 102 urn) and (b) some
Intergranular penetration did occur in nonconsumed parts of the alloy matrix.
It was concluded from these results that the general effect of heavily pre-
carburizing Type-316 stainless steel cladding is to increase its susceptibility
to uniform/matrix attack relative to intergranular attack. Initially, this
result was surprising, since the original Intention of the precarburization
treatment was to nucleate higher carbide phases in the cladding grain boundaries
-thereby Increasing their susceptibility to attack. However, if the surfaces
of the pre-carburized specimens are rich in higher carbide phases (as indicated
by metallographic results), the expected form of attack by Cs.Te mixtures at
low oxygen activity would appear to be uniform rather than intergranular.

Cold Work. Cold-working of austenitic Type-316 stainless steel produces trans-
granular deformation interfaces (slip lines) along which M23Cg-type carbides
can precipitate during subsequent heat treatment. These intragranular carbide
precipitates may be expected to reduce the effective grain size of the alloy

by offering an increased reaction area for the fission product attack mixture. 118
As noted later, (section IV-G), the maximum intergranular penetration depth
of 300-series austenitic stainless steels by fission products at a given time
and temperature is proportional to the average grain size of the alloy; on
this basis, one would expect heavy cold working near the alloy surface to reduce
the maximum intergranular penetration depth.

Some evidence that cold-work on the surface of an alloy sample can "absorb"
fission product corrodants has been obtained from buffered Cs.Te attack tests

' performed at GE on a variety of alloy coupon specimens with polished and
unpolished (as-cut) surfaces.^25^ One such Type-316 stainless steel specimen
that was exposed to a 1:1 Cs,Te mixture (Cr,Cr2O3,C buffer) for lOOh at 725°C
exhibited a maximum intergranular penetration depth approximately 25% greater
on the polished side than on the as-cut side (which contained residual cold
work). With smaller grained specimens, and specimens only attacked to a depth
of 5 mils or less, differences in the observed attack depth between polished
and unpolished surfaces were scarcely detectable. Similar results were obtained
from fission product attack tests performed on annealed and 20% cold worked
"reference" cladding materials at "high" oxygen activity (Fe/FeO buffer). It
is inferred from these results that the primary factor determining whether
or not cold work inhibits fission product-induced intergranular attack is
the degree of cold work in the surface of the cladding alloy. Further tests
are required to elucidate this point.

Scratches and Indentations. The potential for scratches on the surface of
Type-316 stainless steel cladding acting as initiation sites for inter-
granular attack was evaluated by exposing indented stainless steel coupons
to a buffered Cs,Te mixture under conditions known to produce deep inter-
granular attack in cladding alloy. It was rationalized that both scratches
and indentations would produce essentially the same surface effect, namely,
localized areas of heavy cold work. Since highly deformed regions on the
surface of nickel base superalloys have been'shown to act as preferred sites

(26)
for hot corrosion (oxidation-sulphidationr » it was obviously desirable to
check whether similar features would play a similar role in fuel-cladding
chemical interaction.

An annealed Type-316 stainless steel coupon specimen was indented at two
different points with a spring-loaded center punch, then exposed for lOOh at
725°C to a 1:1 Cs.Te mixture in a Cr,Cr2O3>C buffer. Figure 9 shows the speci-
men after light etching to reveal the unattacked grain structure. The distri-
bution of attack indicates that the cold-worked region of alloy immediately



under an indentation (see left hand indentation) has only a minor influence
on the depth of Cs.Te intergranular penetration. The maximum depth of pene-
tration immediately below the righthand indentation is slightly greater than
below adjacent nonindented surfaces, but this difference only appears to mirror
the depression of the original surface at the site of the indentation. Uniform
or matrix attack of the cladding is enhanced directly beneath the indentations,
which»is consistent with a higher density of carbide precipitation sites in
heavily cold-worked regions. This enhancement of matrix reaction is illustrated
in the high magnification photomicrographs comprising Figure 10 . Detailed
metallographic examination of indentations made on annealed Type-316 stainless
steel blanks demonstrated that the indenting process did not cause cracks
to develop in the alloy matrix.

F. EFFECTS OF COMMON FABRICATION IMPURITIES (Al, Si, Ca and C)

Silica, Alumina and Calcia. At HEDL, a series of laboratory capsule tests
were conducted to assess the effects of calcium aluminate and silica impurities
on fuel-cladding compatibility. ̂ 27a^ Silica and calcium aluminate phases are

ABOLISHED to) AFTER ATTACK (b) AFTER ATTACK
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Figure 9 Photomicrograph of Intergranularly Attacked Type-316Stainless Steel
Coupon Specimen Illustrating Effect of Surface Indentations

Figure 1 0 Photomicrographs of Surface Indentations in Type-316 Stainless Steel
Coupon Specimen Before and After Attack by Cs. Te Mixture



occasionally observed as impurities in mixed-oxide fuels, their origins
being thought to be the oxide refractories used in sintering furnaces.
The specific purposes of the HEDL study were:

1) To provide data on the mobilities of Si, Ca and Al from SiO2

and CaO • A12O, fuel impurities to the cladding in an irradiated
fuel pin, and

2) To determine possible effects of Si, Ca and Al on Cs, Te - induced
FCCI at oxygen potentials corresponding to stoichiometric fuel.

Stainless steel capsules of the type shown in Figure 7 were fabricated
to provide double containment of mixed-oxide fuel-cladding assemblies.
The capsule assemblies in which a fixed orientation of the pellet-cladding
assembly was maintained, were heat treated outside a glovebox. Silica and
calcium aluminate impurities were introduced by application of slurries onto
the fuel pellet surfaces, followed by high temperature treatments to
stimulate chemical interaction (Pu silicate and Pu aluminate phases formed).
The tests were performed at 600 and 800° , for 100 h and 1000 h.

The cladding attack depths resulting from these tests were typically
0.5 mil, and were less than 1 mil in all capsules. No evidence was found
to indicate significant aggravation of FCCI by either silica or calcium
aluminate. Silicon from silica-doped fuel was found to be mobile at 800°C,
and became associated with Cs and Mn in the fuel-cladding gap. Calcium
aluminate was stable and did not show any tendency to migrate from the fuel.

Carbon. Isothermal capsule experiments performed at GE '3 ' showed earlier
that carbon, which is an unavoidable impurity in oxide fuel, markedly
accelerates Cs, Te - induced intergranular attach of Type-316SS cladding
1n the "low" oxygen activity regime (Po2 = 4.6 x 10"

30 to ca 5.6 x 10"29 atm).
In contrast to this, the same impurity was found to have essentially no
influence on the Intergranular attack rate either at higher oxygen activities
(Po« > 5.6 x 10"29 atm) or in the absence of Te. Also, variations in the
as-fabricated carbon level in typical austenitic cladding alloys (0.02 to

O.lwt per cent) has not been found to be a significant factor in determining
depth of Intergranular attack.

More recent capsule experiments have provided additional information about
carbon impurity catalysis of Cs, Te - induced attack at "low" (V0/V203)
and "intermediate" oxygen activities *22'. Details of these experiments
may be found in Table2 (section IV-B). At "low" oxygen activities the

catalytic effect of carbon was readily apparent (see Figure 8 ); in the
absence of carbon the maximum intergranular penetration depth was 5.7 mils
(145 ym), and in its presence the maximum penetration was 8.6 mils (218 um).
At "intermediate"oxygen activities the maximum penetration depths were
smaller but less differentiated - 4.7 mils in the presence of carbon,
4.4 mils in its absence. It was also evident that whereas the deepest
intergranular penetration tended to be localized in the absence of carbon,
it was quite uniformly distributed over the cladding inner surface when
carbon'was present. This latter observation suggests that localized
cladding inner surface precarburization might be important at "intermediate"
oxygen activities.

Attempts to measure the movement and distribution of impurity carbon in
Type-316 stainless steel during intergranular attack by Cs, Te(C) mixtures
have been made using C-14 labelling and special autoradiographic techniques.
In the initial experiments two Type-316 stainless steel capsules were exposed
to Cs, Te mixtures (Cs: Te = 1:1) containing high specific activity carbon-14
(17 mCi/g). The stainless steel capsules used in the test were previously
heat treated in vacuo at 1150°C for l/2h to increase the average grain
diameter to about 70 um. To serve as a control sample one empty heat-
treated Type-316 stainless steel capsule was placed alongside the two fission-
product-fined capsules during their subsequent 725°C/200h heat treatment in
argon. It was hoped that the autoradiographic technique employed would be
capable of distinguishing between carbon concentrations in the grain
boundary reaction phases and the normal distribution of carbon in slightly
carburized cladding. The form of addition of Cs and Te was different in
the two test capsules: in one, only Cs, Te and C were placed inside the
test capsule which stood open inside a slightly larger, sealed, Type-316
stainless steel capsule containing a Cr/Cr203 buffer mixture. The other
capsule contained an intimate Cs, Te, Cr, Cr2O^,C mixture and was sealed.
The three capsules were placed together inside an evacuated Vycor ampoule
for the 725°C heat treatment. After completion of the tests, longitudinal
metallographic sections from near the bottom end caps of each capsule were
prepared in the as-polished condition. These sections were then photographed
and attacked areas autoradiographed. The photomicrograph and matching auto-
radiograph shown'in FigurelT are from a selected area of the capsule con-
taining the Cs, Te, C mixture. In this capsule the maximum observed inter-
granular penetration into the stainless steel was 8.0 mils (202 urn), i.e.,
approximately 3 grain diameters. Comparison of the C-14 autoradiograph and
the optical photomicrograph shows .that there were high concentrations of
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C-14 in the attacked grain boundaries but not in the unattacked grain

boundaries. The autoradiograph also showed that carbon-14 had become

uniformly distributed throughout the matrix of the cladding alloy during

the time of the test (200h). From these two observations it appears that

the carbide grain boundary phases were precipitated before significant

quantities of impurity carbon had diffused into the stainless steel speci-

mens. Earlier studies of carbide precipitation in annealed Type-316 stain-

less steel cladding samples showed that significant quantities of carbide

precipitates formed in the grain boundaries within 10 hours at 725°c/ 3 '

A second set of experiments was performed in which Type-316 stainless steel

coupon specimens containing carbon-14 presegregated in the grain boundary

carbides were chemically attacked by a variety of simulated fuel-fission

product (Cs, Te) mixtures. The carbon-14 doped Type-316 stainless steel

specimens were prepared in the following manner: 1x2x13 mm coupons were cut

from polished wafers of annealed Type-316L stainless steel bar stock (two

different grain sizes), then reacted with a predetermined amount of C-14

labeled methane gas at 600°C in a special gas-handling system. The samples

were then placed inside a sealed Type-316 stainless steel capsule filled

with argon which was heat treated at 2100°F (1148°C) for l/2h to homogenize

the added carbon.

(b)

Figure 11 Distribution of Carbon (Plate b) in Intergranularly Attacked Type-316 Stainless Steel.
Plate (a) is an As-Polished Photomicrograph Showing tfie tntergranular Attack
Morphology; Plate (b) is a Dark field Photograph of the Autoradiographic Emulsion
After a 168h Exposure to the Area Shown in (a)
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Next, the samples were heat treated at 1300°F (703°C)

for 100 hours to precipitate a portion of the labelled carbon as grain

boundary carbides. Following this "sensitization" treatment the samples

were exposed to a variety of Cs, Te mixtures to obtain varying degrees of

intergranular attack (10 and 100 hours at 725°C, with and without Cr/Cr2O3/C

buffer). One stainless steel coupon (34-1) was given a 100h/725°C heat treat-

ment 'in vacuo' to provide a control specimen for parallel metaiiographic,

autoradiographic, and scanning electron microprobe (SEM-EDAX) examinations.

Two attacked specimens (34-2 and 34-4) were selected for detailed examination.

Each specimen showed extensive grain boundary penetration; however the max-

imum penetrations were different due to the different grain sizes. As-

polished photomicrographs of these two specimens are shown in Figurel2 , the

numbers on these photomicrographs refering to grain boundary locations that

were subjected to detailed scanning electron microscope (SEM) examination.

Soft beta autoradiographs of the control specimen and the attacked specimens

showed carbon concentrating on all the grain boundaries in the control speci-

men but carbon activity only appeared on the unattacked or least attacked

grain boundaries in the attacked specimens. The resolution of the autoradio-

graphs left something to be desired, being limited by the thickness of the

radiographic emulsion. From these results it was inferred that carbon

originally combined as carbide in the grain boundaries was removed from or

depleted in the chemically attacked regions.

To provide additional information about the role of carbon/grain boundary

carbides in the accelerated Cs, Te intergranular attack mechanism, attempts

have also been made to photograph and microprobe-analyse carbide particles

in attacked and unattacked grain boundaries of the C-14 doped Type-316 stain-

less steel coupon specimens (34-1, 34-2, and 34-4). The stainless steal

alloy matrix in the vicinity of grain boundaries was selectively removed

from prepared metallographic samples using an electrolytic etch technique

originally developed by Maiya et al. for Type-304L stainless steel^23^.

In this technique the specimens are immersed in a 5 vol% solution of HCI

in methanol while a current of density BOOmA/cm^ is passed for 15 to 60

seconds. As illustrated in Figure 13, this treatment reveals the feathery

(dendritic) carbide particles that reside in the normal grain and twin

boundaries of "sensitized" Type-316 stainless steel by selectively removing

the matrix alloy in the immediate vicinity of intragranular particles. The

transmission electron microscope study previously referenced had shown that

both the inter- and intragranular precipitates in these Type-316 stainless

steel specimens were M,,,C,-type carbides. '



A series of SEM photomicrographs from progressively deeper locations on the

grain boundaries of the selectively-etched (attacked) Type-316 stainless

steel specimen 34-2 are shown in Figure 13. The complete absence of grain

boundary particles in the heavily etched section of the first grain boundary
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(b) ATTACKED GRAIN BOUNDARY TO LEFT OF (c) UNATTACKED GRAIN BOUNDARY AT LOCATION 4 (34-2)

Figure 12 Optical Photomicrographs of C-14 Doped 316 Stainless
Steel After Intergranular Attack by Cs, Te-Mixtures at 725°C Figure 13 SEM Photomicrographs of Attacked Type-316 Stainless Steel - Specimen 34-2



is notable, as is the presence of a virtually intact layer of intergranular
particles in the unattacked (lower) section of the same grain boundary.
Plate (b) shows a moderately etched grain boundary to the left of, and
slightly below, location 2. Although particles are still visible in this
grain boundary, their degraded condition, which is worse than in the previous
lightly etched grain boundary, indicates they had undergone extensive
reaction/dissolution. Plate (c) shows details of an unattacked (non-etched)
grain boundary at location 4; here the dendritic carbide particle
structure is identical to that observed in the control specimen. Similar
observations were made on the other attacked specimen (34-4).

Using the SEM beam as an electron microprobe, some characteristic x-ray
fluorescence spectra were obtained for adjacent intergranular precipitate
and matrix regions. Although no differences in the (metallic) composition
of attacked and unattacked grain boundary particles could be detected, an
enrichment of chromium relative to iron in the precipitates was easily
recognized. The observed physical degradation of the grain boundary particles
as Cs, Te-induced attack progresses is believed to correspond to chemical
conversion of the chromium-rich carbide particles to chromium-rich oxide:

(M23C6,M7C3 etc) + [ 0 ] C s J e * M 20 3 + C

(In this model the integrity of the particle layer is not expected to break
down until all the carbide has been oxidized and the oxide product has
started to dissolve in the (liquid) Cs.Te "flux".) Thus far direct evidence
that particle degradation corresponds to carbide-Ktxide conversion has not
been obtained.

Silicon Carbide. Fuel pellet grinding procedures are a potential source
of silicon carbide contamination inside fuel pins. A recent out-of-pile

(77 )

study at HEDL K ' has provided information on the influence of SiC particles
in the fuel-cladding gap on Cs,Te-induced FCCI. The method employed to
obtain this information was the same as that described earlier in this section
(for example, see Figure 7c). SiC particles were found to cause local
Intensification of cladding chemical attack at 800°C but not at 600°C. The
mechanism by which this occurs is believed to involve partial oxidation of
SiC to SiO/SiO2 with release of carbon. This carbon then catalyses Cs.Te-
Induced Intergranular attack of the cladding.

F.EFFECTS RELATED TO COMPOSITION AND INVENTORY OF FISSION PRODUCTS

Composition of Cs,Te Mixtures. The critical dependence of the inoidenae
of Cs.Te-catalysed attack of Type-316 stainless steel on Cs:Te ratio was
realized early in the GE test progranr 3'; however, details of the
dependence of attack morphology on composition have only recently been
obtained. Isothermal capsule tests were used to obtain these data and,
1n each case, the quantities of fission products used were considerably
in excess of those expected in an equivalent length of an irradiated fuel
pin. Table 5 summarizes the results of these tests.

Tellurium alone was found to produce either a characteristic shallow mixed
uniform-intergranular attack (1-2 mils) or essentially no attack at "low"
oxygen 'activity levels. Two representative Te activities were obtained by
varying the Cr:Te ratio in the Te-buffer mixture. Absence of cladding
attack was associated with low Te activity (Cr:Te = 4:1) whereas "high" Te
activity (Cr:Te = 1:2) produced attack. Electron microprobe measurements
indicate that the uniform reaction layer in the Te-attacked 316-SS speci-
mens consists of two different tellinrides: (Cr.Ni.Fe) Te2 (outer) and
(£e,Ni)1.xTe (inner).
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Table 5 . Effect of Varying Fission Product Composition
(Test Conditions - lOOh at 725°C5Cr/Cr2O3/C Buffer)

Cs»Te Ratio Conditions Result/Observation
0:1 Low P02, low a J e No attack (<0.25 mil)
0:1 Low P02, high a T e Combined attack (-v-2 mils)

0.2:1 Low P02, low a T e Intergranular attack1" (-v4 mils)
0.2:1 Low P02, high a T e Intergranular attack1" (<*4 mils)

1:1
2:1
3:1
4:1
8:1
0:1

Low P02 Intergranular attack (4-5 mils)
Low P02 Intergranular attack (4-5 mils)
Low P02 Predominantly IGA (4 mils)
Low P02 Uniform/matrix attack (->2 mils)
Low P02 No attack
Low PO, No attack, shallow carburization

Deep IGA only observed where Cs present.



The effect of adding a relatively small amount of Cs to tellurium is

dramatic. The added cesium was insufficient to change the Te activity

via a mass action effect (i.e., 2Cs+Te=Cs2Te), and it was added to the

other capsule contents as a single drop with the capsule slightly tilted

just prior to sealing the capsule. This mode of addition ensured that the

cesium would not be uniformly distributed on the inner surface of the

cladding. Figure 14 shows that deep intergranular penetration of the

cladding only occurred where the cesium was present; the remaining areas

show attack characteristic of tellurium alone- Attempts to vary Te activity

in these capsules by changing the Cr:Te ratio did not have any effect on the

incidence of deep intergranular attack. This indicates that the Cs,Te-

induced intergranular attack process is relatively insensitive to Te activity

over a considerable range.

1OOX
(a) LOCATION WITHOUT Cs fTo ALONE) (b) LOCATION WITH Cs

Figure 14 As-Polished Pliotomicrpgrophs of Intergranuhrly Attacked Sections of 316 Stainless Steel
Cladding Alloy Taken From Opposite Sides of Capsule

AS-POLISHED (o) Cs:To-3M 2S0X

AS-POLISHED
(b) C J : T S - 4 : J 2S0X

Figure 15 Photomicrographs of Annealed Type-316 Stainless Steel Samples After Exposure
to Cs, Te-Mixtures at Low Oxygen Activity Showing Effect ofCs.Te



The tests performed at higher Cs:Te ratios showed that Cs.Te-induced inter-

granular attack at "low" oxygen activity (Cr/Cr203/C buffer) occurs when

Cs:Te<3:l. Between Cs:Te=3:l and Cs:Te=4:l the character of attack changed

from predominatly "intergranular" to a shallower "uniform" attack; these

differences are illustrated in Figure 15. With Cs:Te=8:l no attack was

observable, a result which implies that a mass action effect of Cs on Te

activity is operative. An absence of attack was also noted with Cs alone,

however a general darkening of grain boundary regions on the cladding inner

surface, as revealed by light electrolytic etching, indicated that local

carburization had occurred. This observation supports earlier results (1 )

which1 suggested that liquid cesium(or liquid Cs-Te alloy) could act as an

effective transport medium for carbon impurity, i.e., either from the fuel

to the cladding or between phases in (attacked) cladding grain boundaries.

Availability of Cs+Te (Inventory Effects). Consumption of Cs and/or

Te during the intergranular attack process would require that their

availability/supply rate at the cladding inner surface controls the

overall rate of grain boundary penetration. Since very little infor-

mation on this particular aspect of the intergranular attack mechanism

was available a series of experiments was initiated at GE to determine

whether intergranular attack depth depended on the quantity of Cs+Te

accessible to a given surface area of cladding material. (22)

A variety of experimental arrangements incorporating sandwich-configuration

stainless steel specimens are being tested in the GE program. Typically,

in these sandwich-configuration arrangements,a limited quantity of fission

products (2-30 mgm Cs2Te powder) is placed into a flat-bottomed cavity in

a cylindrical piece of annealed Type-316 stainless steel and held in place

by a pellet of buffer material (Cr,Cr2O3,C) or fuel (U02 0 Q) or Type-316

stainless steel. In the latter case a fixed quantity of oxide buffer is

mixed with the Cs.Te additives to provide an adequate supply of oxygen.

Several of the sandwich specimens are stacked on top of each other and

sealed inside argon-filled nickel capsules for the heat treatments (725°C/

100 hours or 200 hours). This type of arrangement is illustrated in

Figure 16 together with a typical metallographic section of an attacked

Type-316 stainless steel sandwich specimen. The early tests performed

with UO- and Cr2C3,Cr203 pellets only produced a shallow (VI mil) uniform

oxidation of the stainless steel surfaces and no differentiation between

the attack depths in the various samples. Better results were obtained

with Cs_Te, Cr-Cr2O3-C mixtures sandwiched between two stainless steel

surfaces, and a clear proportionality between maximum attack depth and

quantity of Cs-Te was revealed. The results from one of these series of

tests are presented in Table 6.

Table 6
INTERGRANULAR ATTACK OF TYPE-316 STAINLESS STEEL

BY LIMITED QUANTITIES OF Cs+Te

Test Conditions 100h at725°C
Buffer Mixture Cr.C^Oj.C
Total Exposed Surface Area ea. 1 cm*
ofType-316SS

Quantities of Additives (micromoles)
Specimen No. Cs2Te Cr CrO1 s C Results

32R-1 56 37 70 83 Intergranular Penetration,
2.5-3.0 mils/63-76 /im

32R-2 39 37 70 83 Intcrgranular/Pitting Attack.

dmax~0.75 mil/19 »im

32R-3 28 37 70 83 Intergranular/Piuing Attack,
dmax~0.75 mil/19 fim

32R-4 14 37 70 83 Intergranular Penetration.
d m a x ~0.5 mil/13 «im

Unfortunately the differences between the measured penetration depths in

these type of specimens were not sufficiently clear-cut to permit an

accurate determination of the functional dependence of depth of penetration

of "quantity of Cs-Te". Difficulty in retaining the Cs+Te mixtures on the

flat stainless steel surfaces during testing, and a deterioration in the

quality of the Cs-Te source contributed to this lack of resolution. A

modification of this particular approach, in which the fission product-

buffer mixtures are actually sealed inside the 316SS sandwich, is ex-

pected to improve the precision of the results.

Additional evidence that the maximum Cs.Te-induced intergranular attack

depth in Type-316 stainless steel depends on the availability of Cs+Te

was also obtained from a series of isothermal capsule experiments in which

progressively larger quantities of high purity Cs2Te were added to a fixed

amount of V0,V203 buffer. It was apparent from the results that deep

Cs.Te-induced intergranular penetration does not commence until some critical

quantity of Cs-Je is reached and thereafter the attack depth tends to in-

crease as Cs2Te is added. The design of these experiments was such that

the precise quantity of Cs+Te reaching the cladding inner surface could

not be determined, however an upper limit for the "threshold" quantity was

estimated to be 2.4 mgmTe/cm (note:the affected internal surface area
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these capsules is ca. 1.6 cm ). This figure is in the same range as the Te
concentrations found to cause attack in the sandwich specimen (1.8 to
7.2 mgm/cm2; the lowest figure in this range is equivalent to the expected
cladding coverage in a mixed oxide fuel rod at 10 atom% burnup assuming
all the Te fission products deposit uniformly on the cladding surface). An
Interesting observation from these isothermal capsule experiments was that,
fn the presence of carbon impurity,observab1e IGA (i.e. >. 1 mil) was initiated
•t a somewhat lower Cs+Te concentration than in its absence. In view of the
known catalytic role of carbon in the Cs,Te-induced intergranular attack
process ' ̂  , such an effect is expected.

6. EFFECTS OF OTHER "AGGRESSIVE" FISSION PRODUCTS

In common with investigators in other countries,workers in the US have found
that, out of the approximately 30 fission product elements present in irradi-
ated fuel, only Cs, Te, Se, Br and I are capable of underaoina sianificant
chemical interactions with the claddingtnaterial of an LMFBR fuel rod. In
irradiated oxide fuel pins-iodine (and bromine) fission products normally
combine with cesium (and Rb) fission products to fortnCsI (CsBr), a compound
which is thermodynamically stable with respect to possible Cs-fuel, Cs-
cladding or Cs-fission-product compounds except at very high oxygen activity

(28 291levels '. tellurium (and, presumably selenium) fission products also form
stable compounds with the relatively plentiful Cs fission products (e.g.,
Cs2Te) but, unlike CsT, these compounds undergo vigorous chemical reaction
with austenitic stainless steel cladding at the (low) oxygen activities
that correspond to hypostoichiometric fuel. Although the high oxygen
activity levels necessary to release iodine from Csl (P02 > 1x10 atm at
700°C), thereby making it available for direct reaction with the cladding,
far exceed oxygen activities expected to develop in the fuel-cladding gap
of a pin containing initially hypostoichiometric fuel it was considered
prudent to evaluate Csl as a potential cause of FCCI. This was done by
performing a series of Type-316SS isothermal capsule experiments at 725°C/
100 h with Cs:CsI ratios covering the range 0:1 to 4:1. * ' The oxygen
activity level in the capsules was controlled using both stoichiometric
U0 2 and Cr, C^Og, C buffer mixtures and great care was taken to exclude
moisture. Cesium iodide itself did not attack the Type-316 stainless steel
at either oxygen activity level, in the presence or absence of carbon. How-
ever, in the presence of Cs (Cs:CsI=2:l to 4:1) shallow pitting of the clad-
ding surface occurred in some areas (<1 mil). At certain Cs:I ratios, with
carbon present in the Cs+Csl mixture, the cladding was carburized in regions

where it made contact with the fission product melt. When Te was deliberately 126
added to the Cs+Csl mixtures, such that the ratio of Te to "free" Cs remained
above 1:3, deep interqranular attack of the claddina resulted (>5 mils/127um).

L_Jn
iQ

(b)

Figure 16

Arrangement of Type-316 Stainless Steel Sandwich Specimens inside Nickel Capsule (at
and Section of Specimen after Attack by Buffered Cs.Te Mixture (b)

Molybdenum, in close association with cesium, is found in regions of fuel-
cladding chemical interaction. The mechanism of transport of Mo from the
fuel into the attack zone is generally acknowledged to involve Cs«MoO^(v)
which, depending on local conditions of temperature and oxygen activity,
may form over hot regions of the fuel.' 3'30' Although (liquid) cesium
molybdate has been proposed as an essential constituent for fission-product-

i f\
induced cladding intergranular attack v ', isothermal capsule tests performed
at 65O0'29' and 725°C*3 ' have shown that either alone or in the presence
of cesium, Cs2Mo0, does not promote intergranular attack in Type-316 stain-
less steel. The primary influence of CSpMoO. on fuel-cladding chemical inter-
action thus appears to be through its effect on Cs and oxygen availability.



H. SUSCEPTIBILITY OF ALTERNATE CLADDING ALLOYS TO FCCI

In the United States a number of alternative alloys to 20% CW 316SS are
actively being considered as possible advanced cladding materials. As
part of a large national program to develop and Characterize these various
alloy types,an initial out-of-pile scoping study of the degree of chemical
interaction undergone by different alloys in a fuel-fission product environ-
ment known to be aggressive towards the present reference cladding alloy
(20% CW-316 SS) was performed'25'. The technique employed was essentially
the same as that being used to characterize the fission product-induced attack
process in the 300 series stainless steels (304, 316, 321 and 347()3>22\ that
is, exposure of coupons of the various alloys to buffered Cs.Te mixtures
(see Figure 7, b ) . The alloys were screened at two representative temper-
atures (650 and 725°C) at "high" (Fe/FeO/(C)) and "low" (Cr/Cr2O3/(C))
oxygen activity levels. Excess quantities of the fission product additives,
Cs:Te=l:l, were also used to maximize the degree of chemical interaction
that occurred in a given time period (24-400 hours). It was recognized at
the very outset of this investigation that certain alloy types would probably
exhibit quite different attack characteristics (and mechanisms) to Type 316
austetjitic stainless steel. For example, a ferritic alloy could prove to be
more susceptible to Cs.Te-induced oxidative attack at "high" oxygen activities
than at "low" oxygen activities (the reverse of 316 SS behavior), and the
grain boundary carbide precipitation rates in certain high Ni alloys could
influence their susceptibility to carbon catalysis of an intergranular mode
of attack. Also, the wide variations in main constituent composition (i.e.,
% Cr) of the alloys screened could also change the oxygen activity threshold
for a particular type of attack in a particular alloy at a given temperature.

The study showed that the degree and type of attack suffered by the different
alloys depended on the oxygen activity, temperature, availability of carbon
impurity and, in certain alloys, carbide precipitation kinetics. Based on
the scoping test results, the following conclusions were drawn:

1) After allowance for grain size effects (see next section), the depth
of intergranular attack in different austenitic alloys at low
oxygen activity (Cr/C^O-j/C buffer) was found to decrease with in-
creasing nickel content of the alloy. These results are illustrated
in Figure 17.

2) At high oxygen potentials (Fe/FeO/C buffer), the extent of mixed
(intergranular-matrix) attack showed a general increase with in-
creasing nickel content of the alloy.

3) Catalysis of Cs.Te-induced attack by impurity carbon appeared to y n
be important in a number of alloys.

4) An initial induction period in the Cs.Te-induced attack of PE-16,
330SS, 1-901 and HT-9 at low oxygen activity (725°C) appears to be
related to carbon diffusion and carbide precipitation kinetics.

5) In most alloy specimens as-cut (cold-worked) surfaces were attacked
to approximately half the depth that polished surfaces were attacked.

I. CLADDING MICROSTRUCTURAL EFFECTS

During the course of the systematic laboratory investigation at GE several
observations were made on the effect of grain size variations, in 316, 321 and

(25)347 stainless steel samples on resulting attack depth by Cs.Te mixtures. In
725°C/100 h tests, the Intergranular penetration depth was found to increase
almost linearly with increasing grain size of the cladding samples (i.e.,
the effective grain boundary area exposed to the corrodants for a given U m e
decreases with increasing grain size). Workers at ANL made similar observa-
tions for intergranular penetration of a variety of 300-series austenitic
alloys (304,316, 318) by liquid cesium oxides^ '. On the basis of these
results, a linear correlation between intergranular attack depth and grain
size was assumed and used to normalize the FCCI results from alternate
cladding alloys (section III-H).

Significant differences have not been observed in the rates of penetration
of Cs.Te mixtures into solution-treated Type-316 SS and Type-316 SS sensitized
by aging at 725°C for various times prior to a fission product compatibility
test. This apparent insensitivity of intergranular penetration rate to
initial carbide morphology results from the fact that carbide precipitation
(sensitization) is quite rapid at test temperatures in the range 650-800°C.
Generally, by the time cladding attack measurements have been made (20-50h),
carbides precipitates are well-developed in the grain boundaries of initially
solution-annealed Type 316 SS. Similar experiments at ANL have shown that
the presence of intergranular carbide precipitates is not necessary for
grain-Soundary penetration of Type-304 SS by cesium oxide at 450°C^3 '.

The effects of long term aging of austenitic cladding alloys (316 SS and PE 16)
in the temperature range 700-815°C on subsequent FCCI behavior is presently
being investigated at GE. Long term aging of the US reference cladding
alloy in this temperature range is known to produce intermetallic second
phases such as sigma and chi, and it is desired to evaluate the consequences
of their precipitation on cladding susceptibility to FCCI.
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Figure 17 Depth of Penetration Normalized for Grain Size for Advanced
Alloys Exposed toCr* OSO3 + Cat 72^C for 400 Hours

IV. TEMPERATURE GRADIENT TESTS

A. Cesium Thermonrigration Experiments

Out-of-pile temperature gradient experiments have been performed in long
capsules to obtain rate data for Cs thermomigration along a mixed oxide
fuel column and to gain information about fuel swelling at mixed oxide-U00

fin z

interfaces due to Cs-fuel chemical interaction/ ' Experimental parameters
that were varied were fuel oxygen activity (0:M ratio), blanket oxygen
activity (0:U ratio) and temperature gradient (vT). Mixed urania-ceria
(U yjjCe 25^2-y^ P e ^ e t s were used to simulate mixed oxide fuel, and two
different capsule designs were employed.One of these designs is illustrated
in Figure 18, which also shows the Cs thermomiaration results. The
basic difference in designs was that longer molybdenum capsules were used
for the tests with the highest maximum temperature and steepest axial tem-
perature gradient. In each case the mixed oxide-U02 pellet interface was
located inside a length of Type-316 stainless steel cladding (pellet-clad
diametral gap ̂ 3 mils) at a position corresponding to a temperature of •v-SOCC.
Two six-inch long stainless steel capsules were loaded with "low O.M" urania-
ceria pellets, hyperstoichiometric IKL pellets (0:U a 2.025) and a source of
cesium (ca. 50 mgm Cs metal, plus 50 yCi Cs-137), and two 8-1/2-inch long
molybdenum capsules were loaded with "stoichiometric" urania-ceria pellets,

stbichiometric U0 2 pellets and 50 mgm tagged Cs metal. Identical pairs of
capsules were used so that one capsule would be available for destructive
examination.

The heat treatments were performed inside a calibrated temperature
gradient furnace under purified argon. After each heat treatment, the
capsules were gamma scanned (Cs-137) to follow the progress of cesium
along the fuel column and to determine whether significant quantities of
Cs had reached the fuel-blanket interface. The compositions of the urania-
ceria pellets were previously adjusted to "low 0:M (equivalent 0:M in
urania-25% plutonia ̂  1.94) and "stoichiometric" by equilibration at 1500°C
in flowing hydrogen. The evolution of the cesium gradients in one of the
test capsules is illustrated in Figure 18, which also shows the temp-
erature gradient and fuel pellet locations applicable to this capsule
design. The measured Cs gradients after a given annealing time were
identical for each of the capsules constituting a pair. More rapid

FIGURE IS Cs THERMOMIGRATION RESULTS FOR SERIES IX CAPSULES NO. 3 AND NO. 4
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movement of Cs down the temperature gradient in the "low 0:M"/low &T
capsules was immediately evident from the experimental Cs-137 profiles;
however, the retention of significant quantities of Cs by the high
temperature fuel after 128 hours was somewhat surprising. (It is sus-
pected that inadvertent oxidation of the outer surfaces of the "low 0:M"
^0 TS^O 25^2-v P e ^ e t s during transfer and loading was responsible
for the apparent Cs-fuel chemical interaction in the hot zone.) As
observed in previous Cs thermomigration experiments,' transport
of Cs down a temperature gradient was extremely slow (below ^1000°C)
at average fuel 0:M ratios greater than the threshold value for Cs-fuel
chemical interaction (vi.985). Both of the "low 0:M" capsules were
destructively examined in the region of the blanket pellets where Cs
had concentrated. Significant volumetric expansion of the UO- 02
pellets had occurred at this location (AD/D J> 8%); however, concom-
itant cladding strain was only observed at certain orientations.

Research at 6E and ANL has shown that the low density product of the
Cs-fuel chemical interaction is CS2UO4. However in the present ex-
periments it did not form exactly at the fuel-U02+ interface, pre-
sumably because the blanket pellets had been reduced (to U02) by the
low 0:M fuel. Ope of the Mo capsules that contained "stoichiometm'c"

fuel was sectioned at the U0
2

7 5Ce 0 2 5 0 2 QQ interface where Cs
had concentrated after 1000 hours. No fuel pellet or blanket (U02)
pellet swelling was evident at this location, even though the first
blanket pellet contained a substantial fraction of the total Cs.
Metallography performed on this pellet revealed that grain boundary
etching had occurred but confirmed the absence of volumetric expansion.

B. Mass Transport of Cladding Components by Cs-Te Fission Products

In an attempt to characterize the cladding component (Fe,Cr,Ni) mass transport
process that was identified in Cs.Te-doped mixed oxide fuel rods,'14' some
radial temperature gradient experiments have been performed at General Electric.

In the annular capsule design (see Figure 19), a temperature gradient of
approximately 75 degrees C was maintained between the inner and outer walls
of two concentric Type-316 SS tubes, which space also contained a buffered
Cs.Te mixture. The temperature gradient was achieved by positioning the
capsule in the constant temperature zone of a tubular furnace (-v675°C) and
passing a controlled current through the central resistance heater. Vari-
ables under study are Cs:Te ratio, oxygen activity, time and the presence
of alloying metals such as molybdenum and niobium on the hotter stainless

steel surface. Essential test conditions in the completed experiments were: J29
Cs:Te =-1:1, T m i n = 700°C, time = 150-250 hrs, "low" oxygen activity (Cr/Cr2O3
buffer) and "intermediate" oxygen activity (Nb02/Nb20g buffer). Metallographic
examination of the capsule from a test performed at low oxygen activity showed
no evidence of cladding component transport from either wall; neither was any
intergranular attack observed. Results from a test performed at high oxygen
activity showed more erosion/dissolution-type FCCI on the cooler wall, and
some evidence of material deposition on the hotter wall. As-polished photo-
migrographs from this section of the capsule are illustrated in Figure20 .
SEM-EDAX measurements on the suspected deposits at this location showed that
they were iron-rich (see Figure 20 b,c); however, because their composition
was similar to that of the substrate, it could not be verified that their
source was the cooler wall. Nb and Mo coatings on the surface of the hotter
wall are presently being employed to eliminate ambiguity from this type of
result.

Cj-Te-BUFFER
MIXTURE

NICHROME RESISTANCE HEATER

Figure l%nnuhr Type-316 Stainless Steel Temperature Gradient Capsule (Not to Scald)
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TESTS TO CHARACTERIZE BUFFER/GETTER MATERIALS 130

A. Thermodynamic Basis for Cladding Attack Inhibition (CAI)

The principal function of buffer-getter materials added to fuel pins is to
act as a preferred oxygen sink, thereby reducing oxidation of the cladding.
The key to successful application of a particular buffer-getter concept is
simultaneous maximization of the buffer-getter oxidation rate and the rate
of transport of oxygen from the fuel to the buffer-getter material.

Candidate materials can be separated into buffers and getters by considering
their relative affinity for oxygen. In this context, buffers can be considered
those elements which will maintain a fixed fuel 0/M under given conditions but
will not ordinarily reduce the fuel to an 0/M below its nominal value and
certainly not below an 0/M of 1.875 (for UQ ycPug 25^2-x^' Elements suitable
for this use are vanadium, niobium, and chromium. Getters, on the other hand,
may actually reduce the fuel below the 0/M corresponding to its lower phase
boundary, thus producing free metal. Examples of getters are zirconium,
uranfum, titanium, and certain rare earth metals.

The selection of candidate buffers 1s based on the thermodynamic stabilities
of their oxides relative to that of the mixed-oxide fuel. This is most easily
illustrated by means of an Ellingham plot, such as that presented in Figure 21.
In general, at a fixed 0/M ratio, whether it be for the fuel or a buffer oxide,
equilibrium oxygen potentials increase with temperature for all the materials
under consideration.

At typical fuel-cladding interface temperatures in operating pins (800-900°C)
an effective buffer-getter additive must maintain the outer-surface fuel 0:M
at about 1.997, or lower, so that oxidation of chromium in the cladding alloy
does not occur. Examination of Figure 21 reveals that the following pairs of
co-existent phases all have the potential to prevent oxidation of alloyed
chromium: Ti/TiO, TiO/TigOj, V/VO, Nb/NbO, NbO /Nb 02(?) and Cr/Cr203- Clearly,
the final choice of a buffer candidate cannot be made until other pertinent
physical and chemical properties, neutronics, and oxidation kinetics have been
evaluated. Experimental verification of inhibitor effectiveness is necessary
because of uncertainties in some of the pertinent thermodynamic data.

B. General Efficacy of Potential Cladding Attack Inhibitors.

Some early temperature gradient experiments performed at GE ' ' showed that
Nb powder and Nb foil, when interspersed in and between stoichiometric fuel
pellets, measurably decreased the amount of Cs.Te-induced intergranular attack
in 316SS cladding positioned at the cool end of the capsules.
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Figure 21 Oxygen Potential Diagram Showing Data for Mixed Oxide Fuel (25% Pu) end Candidate Buffers

The isothermal capsule results described in section III-B *22' demonstrated
that at 725°C, Cs.Te-induced intergranular attack of 316SS did not occur at
the oxygen activities established by Nb/NbO and NbO/NbO2 buffer mixtures but
did occur with VO/VgOj. According to Table 3 the oxygen potential of V0/V20"3
is only 5 kcal/mol greater than that of Cr/Cr^O, (at 725°C). Previous iso-
thermal capsule experiments have shown that Cr/Cr^O, buffer effectively inhibits
Cs.Te-indtlced intergranular attack of Type-316SS. '

Another capsule design has been used to test the efficacy of liquid NaK and Nb
foil as cladding attack inhibitors. Sandwich-configuration Type-316SS speci-
mens, of the type described in section III-F , were loaded with Cs.Te-buffer
mixtures and heat treated either in the presence of liquid NaK or with a niobium

foil positioned inside the "sandwich". Both types of additive proved to be 1Q
extremely effective at inhibiting deep Cs,Te-induced intergranular penetration
of Type-316 stainless steel at 725°C (200 hours). In the presence of (excess)
NaK, the two test specimens that were simultaneously exposed to corrosive Cs+Te
mixtures did not show any signs of attack. The primary influence of the NaK
is believed to be suppression of the Te activity, but reaction of the alkali
metal(s) with the chromium oxide of the buffer mixture would also reduce the
oxygen activity to a value below the Type-316 stainless steel oxidation
threshold (analogous effect to that of sodium-fuel reaction in a breached fuel
rod). In the niobium foil test a few isolated regions on the stainless steel
sample surface showed a small amount of matrix reaction (<1 mil/ 25wm depth),
but the remaining surface showed no signs of intergranular attack. From the
metallography performed on this sample it was concluded that the attacked
regions corresponded to areas where the niobium foil did not make close contact
with the stainless steel. Presumably at these locations the oxygen activity
remained above the oxidation threshold sufficiently 1°™ for a limited amount of
attack to occur.

C. Effects of Kinetic Factors on Buffer-Getter Efficacy

Oxygen uptake by a buffer-getter system in an operating fuel pin may be less
than optimum due to kinetic limitations. The results discussed in the previous
section were obtained under nearly ideal conditions, i.e. with the buffer and
potentially corrosive fission products in intimate contact. In certain CAI
concepts the inhibitor is quite remote from the fuel-cladding interface (e.g.
when it is positionned in the axial blanket), so the oxygen transport rates
become important. Also, because the fuel continuously generates oxygen during
irradiation, it is necessary that the inhibitor absorbs (reacts with) oxygen
as fast as it is released.

Early indications of the oxidation behavior of Nb in direct contact with
stoichiometric mixed oxide fuel were obtained from capsule experiments. ̂  '
Extensive oxidation of Nb discs was observed in the temperature range 728-1100°C,
whereas below 728°C only thin oxide films formed on the discs in 100 hours.
Increasing the surface area of the niobium, by using pressed powder instead
of discs, resulted in higher rates of oxygen uptake.

A more recent experimental study was undertaken at GE vo*' to measure axial
oxygen migration rates with U02 interposed between the absorber (Ti and Nb)
and the fuel, and to establish the behavior of absorbers in direct contact



with fuel. Titanium and niobium were selected as absorbers because they
represented two types of materials suitable for use in the LMFBR. The experim-
ental arrangement for measuring the axial oxygen migration was similar to that
used previously in oxygen and fission product thermomigration experiments.11.3)
A sealed six-inch length of Type 316 stainless steel tubing contained about
13 typical LMFBR mixed oxide pellets at the hot end and two to three U02 pellets
Interposed with a Nb powder pellet in a stainless steel cup in the manner shown
in Figure 22. The sealed capsules were placed in a temperature gradient ranging
from about 550°C at the cold end to 1100°C at the hot end. The capsules were
positioned along the temperature gradient to achieve the desired temperature
of the Nb pellet. Several different 0:M ratios were used to determine the
effect of oxygen activity and several heat treatment times were used. The
oxygen migration rate was followed by measurement of the weight gain of the
absorber, by analysis of the absorber for oxygen and by change in over-all
0:M of the mixed oxide fuel. Cesium metal was added to the cold end of the
capsule in some tests since previous work had shown that oxygen migration
rates would be enhanced. It was found, however, that cesium tended to
concentrate in the absorber, thus negating the experimenters ability to
measure the oxidation rate. Some radial thermal gradient experiments were
also performed using a center-heating apparatus to determine the rates of
oxidation and final 0:M when Nb or Ti were in direct contact with the fuel.
In this arrangement a stack of annular pellets 7/8-inch in diameter were
heated by a center tungsten rod. Two mixed oxide pellets were surrounded
by a foil of titanium or niobium. The temperature of the foil was maintained
at 1100°C for 5 hours, while the temperature of the fuel ranged from slightly
above 11OQ°C at the periphery to near 2000°C at the center. The initial 0:M
of the fuel pellets was 1.968. The oxidation was measured by the final 0:M,
by the weight change of the fuel pellet and, where possible, by the oxygen
content of the absorber.

No.1

No. 2

Cesium

1
1 EC fci Plenum

550°C

| EC Jed Plenum

~800°C

T 13 12

jUOjJNbluOjj •

j Nb juo2juo2juo2j

1 1 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3

| 1 1 MO, 1 I I i !
! I I . ' i i I 1 1

M0 2

2 1

I i Y///M
1160°C

End Cap

A
~6S0°C

FIGURE 22SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THERMAL GRADIENT CAPSULES CONTAINING
MIXED OXIDE PELLETS. U 0 2 AND OXYGEN ABSORBERS

The results from these experiments are summarized in Table 7 . Since a 132
detailed discussion of these results has already been published v ', only
their main features will be described here. Post-test axial distributions
of Cs-137 in the capsules to which cesium was added showed a close association
of the Cs to the Nb absorber and U0 2 pellet, and a general absence of Cs in
the fuel. Essentially three sets of axial temperature gradient experiments
were performed, with fuel 0:M ratios equal to 1.965, 1.98 and 2.00. In all
the test capsules that did not contain Cs the weight gains of the absorbers
were very small (<2 mgm), however their measured oxygen contents were
significantly higher than background levels for 1.98 fuel (at 865°C only)
and 2.00 fuel (at "low" and "high" temperatures). In the 2.00 fuel capsules
the oxygen contents of the absorbers were approximately one order of magnitude
higher than they were with 1.98 fuel, apparently reflecting higher fuel-
absorber transport rates due to the increased oxygen activity of stoichianetric
fuel. Larger average 0:M changes were measured for 2.00 fuel than for 1.98
fuel, however, for 2.00 fuel some of the measured AO:M was shown to be due to
oxygen uptake by the 316SS cladding. It was concluded from the results of
the axial gradient tests that the type and the temperature of the absorber
were not limiting their ability to absorb oxygen. Rather, transport between
the mixed oxide fuel and the absorber appeared to be the rate limiting step.
From comparisons of estimated and measured oxygen fluxes in an irradiated
fuel pin it was concluded that Nb or Ti absorbers would not be effective if
placed in the plenum or in the blanket too far from the fuel.

Results from the radial gradient experiments showed that Ti produced the
greatest 0:M decrease in the fuel (AO:M = 0.035 for Ti, = .006 for Nb).
The final fuel 0:M values were believed to represent "equilibrium" values
for fuel in direct contact with the absorbers at 1100°C. As expected for

radial temperature gradients, the effective oxygen transport rate from
the fuel to the absorber was rapid, being approximately 2 or 3 orders of
magnitude higher than the corresponding axial transport rate over U0 2 at
800-900°C.

D. Chemical Interactions between Buffer/Getter Materials and Fission Products

A variety of laboratory capsule tests have been performed to evaluate the
possibility of chemical interactions occurring between Cs fission products
and oxidized buffer-getter products inside irradiated fuel pins '^'
The tentative conclusion drawn from some early results was that Cs vapor
(10"2 - 10"1 atm) reacts with Nb oxides (NbO, NbO2, NbgOg) at 800°C, with
swelling, to form fairly stable complex oxides., such as CsNbO3 or CsNbO2.



TABLE 7 Oxygen Absorber Experiments
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Experiment
No.

1 #

2*
3*

4*

5*

6*

r
8*
9*

10*

11

12

13

14

15a

16a

17a

18a

15b

16b

17b

18b

1R

2R

Experiment
Type Fuel

Axial U0.75Pu0.25Oi.96S

u0.75N>.25Oi.98

•
u0.75Pu0 25°2.00

<
Radial U075 l»u0 .25Oi.968

Absorber
and

Wt.,gm

Nb. 0.294

Nb. 0.338

Ti, 0.152

Ti. 0.147

Nb. 0.272

Nb. 0.301

Ti. 0.140

Ti. 0.143

Nb. 0.288

Nb. 0.290

Nb. 0.288

NI..0.29G

Ti, 0.151

Ti. 0.141

Nb. 0.294

Nb. 0.302

Ti. 0.149

Ti. 0.149

Nb. 0.298

Nb, 0.297

Ti. 0.149

Ti. 0.149

Ti

Nb

Absorber
Temperature.

°C

860

763

754

668

760

665

760

665

753

650

865

775

865

775

735

640

735

640

930

850

930

850

1100

1095

Simulation
Type

Blanket

Plenum

Blanket

Plenum

Blanket

Plenum

Blanket

Plenum

Blanket

Plenum

Blanket

Plenum

t Blanket

Plenum

Blanket

Plenum

Blank trt

Plenum

Blanket

Plenum

Blanket

Plenum

-

Fuel
Temperature

Range. °C

1130- 952

1130- 952

1102- 865

1102- 865

1120- 855

1120- 855

1120- 855

1120- 855

1124- 860

1124- 800

1087- 941

1087 - 941

1087 - 941

1087 • 941

1145 840

1145- 840

1145- 840

1145- 840

1115 990

1115 990

1115- 990

1115- 990

1990-1120

1950-1110

Fuel
AT/AX
°C/cm

22

22

29

29

32

32

32

32

32

32

23

23

23

23

37

37

37

37

16

16

16

16

1054

1048

Time,
h

100

100

100

100

1000

1000

1000

1000

100

100

365

365

365

365

100

5

5

Fuel
Stoicfiiometry

Change

<0.001

<o;ooi

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

NYA

NYA

.-

-

-

-

0.0045

-

0.005

-

-0.035

-0.006

Absorber
Wt.Gain,

mg

46.5

36.4

18.8

17.0

SI .6

63.7

27.8

43.2

5.0

24.0

2.0

0.9

2.2

1.6

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.7

1.0

-

0.6

-

-

Absorbed 02
Content,

ppm

_

6260

1146

8171

1535

9612

320

90

870

460

1870

1930

4060

4170

1400

NYA

7730

NYA

-

Heitof
Transport
keal/mole

-115

-11.5

- 5.0

- 7.6

-11.2

- 2 . 1

- 3.6

-12.4

- 6.8

-20.4

- 5.0

-

-

-

-

- -32.0

-

—32.0

-

-

Oxygen Flux
in Fuel

micromoles/cm'/h

5.1

3.1

3.7

3.9

0.4

2.9

2.4

0.4

0.3

Q&

0.2

-

-

-

-

0.6

-

0.7

-

1300

22.0

'Experiments 1 through 10 contained 25 mg Cs to aid oxygen transport; experiments 1 througti 4 were carried out in N j - 6 % H^. All succeeding experiments used Ar -G"i H 2 to avoid nitnding.

tT i Blank * 400 ppm and Mb blank -150 ppm

NYA - Not yet available



Next, two series of capsule experiments were performed to determine whether
there are any differences between the reaction behavior of Nb oxides with Cs
vapor and with liquid Cs. In one series, pre-measured NbO, NbO2> and Nt>205
pellets were exposed to Cs vapor at 775°C in two-temperature-zone stainless
steel capsules. A pool of liquid Cs in the bottom of each capsule (360°C)
established a Cs vapor of 9.7 x 10"3 atm in the vicinity of the pellets.
After 100 hours all the pellets had undergone concomitant volumetric expansion
(Nb0<Nb205<Nb02) and weight Increases (Nb0<Nb02<Nb205). In a second series of
tests performed in nickel capsules, Nb oxide pellets were immersed in liquid
Cs during the 775°C/100 h (isothermal) heat treatments. Upon opening this set
of capsules all the Nb oxide specimens were found to have undergone considerable
expansion (Nb20g crumbled). Reacted pellets from both sets of capsule experi-
ments were then heated under vacuum at various temperatures (800, 900 and 1000°C),
their weight changes determined and, in some cases, their products analyzed by
x-ray powder diffraction techniques. Results from these measurements showed that.after
reaction with Cs at 775°C, NbO was essentially unchanged, NbO« was converted
to NbO plus an unidentified phase, and NbpOg was almost completely converted
to the same unidentifiable phase. After vacuum-distillation of a Cs-reacted
Nb20g sample at 1000°C, approximately 30% by weight of Cs was retained.

Additional Information about the reaction tendencies of elemental Cs with the
various Nb oxides at 600-1300°C was obtained from a series of thermonngration

137experiments. In these experiments, small quantities of Cs-tagged cesium
metal (<v50 mgm) were initially placed at one end of 8-1/2 inch long molybdenum
capsules containing columns of co-existent Nb oxide pellets (50:50 molar
mixtures of Nb+NbO, NbO+NbO2 and Nb02+Nb205). The capsules were then heated
in a 1300°C-600°C temperature gradient for two consecutive 100 hour periods
with the ends containing the Cs additive in the hottest zone. Migration of
cesium down the axial temperature gradient was followed by gamma-scanning
the capsules after each 100 hour heat treatment. The results vividly
demonstrated the increasing reaction tendency of Cs with Nb oxide as oxygen
activity (O:Nb ratio) increases. In the Nb+NbO capsule (0:Nb=l:2), cesium
had completely migrated to the cool end within 100 hour, such behavior being
typical for elemental Cs. In the NbO+NbO2 capsule (0:Nb=1.5:l), all the Cs
had concentrated at the mid-point of the capsule after 200 hours, a position
which corresponded to ca. 1050°C in the axial temperature gradient. In the
Nb02-f-Nb2<0g capsule (0:Nb=2.25:1), after 200 hours, Cs had scarcely moved from
the hot end, being located in a sharp peak at VI300oC. These results confirmed
the earlier (isothermal) observations that both NbO2 and Nb2Og react with

cesium, but also gave a measure of the temperature stability limits of the
reaction product as a function of oxygen activity. X-ray diffraction meas-
urements on the Cs-rich Nb oxide pellets from these capsules confirmed that
the same Cs NbOu product was formed as in the isothermal tests.x y

Some preliminary data on the thermodynamics of the Cs + Nb205 reaction when
liquid Cs is in excess have been obtained from high temperature EMF cell
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experiments performed at 6E.(31) The EMF cell design used in these studies
was the same as that recently employed to characterize the sodium-fuel
reaction ^'. Oxygen activity measurements were made on reacting mixtures
of excess liquid cesium plus Nb2Og at 650°C and these showed that the equilibrium
oxygen potential is approximately -149 kcal/moi. In Figure 5 these data are
compared with other EMF cell data for the Cs-U-0 and Cs-0 systems and also
predicted fiGg - T data for coexistent Nb/NbO and Cs(£)/"Cs2O"; in each case
the reference electrode is co-existent In/In-0,. The results indicate that
the reactivity of Cs fission products with Nb oxidation products is only slightly
less than their reactivity with oxide fuel. This finding implies that Cs-Nb
oxide chemical interaction can effectively extend the buffering capacity of a
given quantity of Nb; viz. by reactions such as:

Cs + <NbO>

and 2Cs +

= <CsNbO2>[0]

+ [0]

In fuel pins containing Nb as a cladding attack inhibitor cesium fission
products'will thus be expected to concentrate where the Nb is located.

Evidence that titanium dioxide, TiO2, also undergoes extensive
chemical interaction with cesium has been obtained from laboratory
capsule experiments. TiO2 pellets heated at 650° and 750°C in the
presence of Cs vapor at unit activity underwent considerable volumetric
expansion (>200%AV/V) and retained large amounts of cesium (equivalent
Cs:Ti*l:l). The principal reaction product appears to be a Cs-Ti-0
terary oxide, either CsTiO, or Cs2Ti03.

E. Compatibility between Buffer/Getter Materials and 316SS Cladding

Successful application of cladding attack inhibitor/oxygen absorber concepts
to high performance LMFBR fuel pins requires that the candidate materials be
compatible with austenitic stainless steel cladding for extended periods at
the applicable cladding inner surface temperatures (600-760°C). Several



series of laboratory capsule annealing experiments were conducted at HEDL to
evaluate possible compatibility problems between 316SS cladding and Ti, V and
Nb prior to in-reactor testing.(27b) Four different capsule configurations
were used in this study which was performed at 700 and 800°C. Two of the
capsule designs employed the split cladding halves concept that was used for
some FCCI tests (see Figure7c ). In this design, 1n which Ti- and V-coated
fuel pellets and porous Ti pellets were tested, contact pressure between samples
and the cladding was due only to the pellet weight. An upright capsule design
was used to obtain data for Ti - 316SS planar contact interfaces with contact
pressure determined by the weight of the stainless steel pellets. Similar
capsules with threaded end bolts that could be torqued to 20 ft-lbs were used
for preliminary high contact pressure tests with Nb, V and Ti powders and foils.
These various capsule designs are illustrated in Figure 23.

The initial pressure-contact experiments indicated the existence of potential
compatibility problems between T1 and V metals and 316 stainless steel at 800°C,

CAPSULES:
Nb, Ti , V,

Nb, TT, V

A

316 STAINLESS STEEL PELLET

V COATED fELLETS

A!
Ti COATED PELLETS

CAPSULES:
Ti-V-1
Ti-V-2
Ti-V-3

the stainless steel surfaces being affected to depths up to 13 microns (1/2 mil) IOC
after 137 hours. No reaction between niobium and 316SS was observed under
these conditions. In atmospheres with low oxygen content, low-pressure contact
between Ti and 316SS produced 30 micron depth reaction zones at 800°C (568
hours), but no reaction at 700°C. In the presence of oxide fuel (0:M=1.98),
neither Ti or V reacted with 316SS at 800°C. This difference in behavior due
to the presence of oxide fuel was attributed to the fuel's ability to maintain
a passive oxide layer at cladding-absorber interfaces (i.e. an oxygen Inventory
effect). Based on the low oxygen activity T1 penetration data at 800°C it was
estimated that 639 days would be required to cause 75p/3 mils of cladding inner
surface reaction under the worst possible conditions. Since cladding inner
surface temperatures in irradiated fuel pins are unlikely to exceed 750°C, and
since absorber surfaces would be partially oxidized and/or reacted with fission
products, it was concluded that incompatibility between Nb, T1 or V and 316SS
cladding is unlikely to be a problem.

CAPSULES:
Ti-4
Ti-5
Ti-6
Ti-7

316 STAINLESS
STEEL PELLET

POUROUS
Ti PELLET

© POROUS T! PELLETS CAPSULES:
Ti-1
Ti-2
Ti-3

?H
FIGURE 23

Capsule Designs for Cladding-Absorber Compatibility Tests.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Understanding and controll ing the chemical attack of fuel pin

cladding by fuel and f ission products are major objectives of the U.S.

LMFBR Mixed Oxide Irradiat ion Testing Program. Fuel-cladding chemical

Interaction (FCCI) has been recognized as an Important factor 1n the

ab i l i t y to achieve goal peak burnups of 8 at% (80. MWd/kgM) in FFTF and

in excess of 10 at% (100. MWd/kgM) in the LMFBR demonstration reactors

while maintaining coolant bulk outlet temperatures up to

In this paper we review pertinent parts of the irradiat ion program

and describe recent observation of FCCI in the fuel pins of this program.

One goal of the FCCI investigations is to obtain a suff ic ient ly quantita-

t ive understanding of FCCI such that correlations can be developed

relat ing loss of effective cladding thickness to irradiat ion and fuel

pin fabrication parameters. Wastage correlations being developed using

dif ferent approaches are discussed.

Much of the early data on FCCI obtained in the U.S. Mixed Oxide

Fuel Program came from capsule tests irradiated in both fast and thermal

f lux f a c i l i t i e s . The fast f lux irradiated encapsulated fuel pins con-

tinue to provide valuable data and insight into FCCI. Currently, however,

bare pins with prototypic fuels and cladding irradiated in the fast f lux

Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) as multiple pin assemblies

under prototypic powers, temperatures and thermal gradients are providing

growing quantities of data on FCCI characteristics and cladding thickness

losses from FCCI. A few special encapsulated fuel pin tests are being

conducted in the General Electric Test Reactor (GETR) and EBR-II, but

these are aimed at providing specific information under irradiat ion

conditions not achievable in the fast f lux bare pin assemblies or because

EBR-II Operation or Safety requirements dictate that the pins be en-

capsulated.

The discussion in this paper is l imited to fast f lux irradiat ion

test results from encapsulated pins and multiple pin subassemblies in

EBR-II and selected encapsulated tests irradiated in GETR. Other com-

parative tests in thermal reactors indicate that fast f lux and thermal

f lux resul.ts are similar.

An adequate understanding of FCCI requires integration of i n -

reactor tests and out-of-reactor applied and fundamental studies. To

this end a Fuel Cladding Chemical Interaction Program has been estab-

lished involving several ERDA laboratories and contractors. Other

papers to be presented at this international meeting^ ' ' ' w i l l

describe; 1) FCCI work being carried on out-of-reactor but simulating

reactor irradiat ion conditions, 2) studies using a l l available data

sources aimed at il luminating the mechanism and developing models for

FCCI, 3) in-reactor and out-of-reactor tests using various techniques

and materials whose objectives are to prevent serious FCCI or to mitigate

i t s effect on fuel pin behavior, and 4) the application of FCCI data to

l i fet ime estimates and design c r i t e r i a .

2.0 REVIEW OF IRRADIATION TESTS

Irradiation experiments have been conducted by Argonne National

Laboratory^ 5), General Atomics^, General Electric*7)
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National Laboratory/ ' Westinghouse Advanced Reactor Division^ '

Oak Ridge

and

Westinghouse Hanford* ' ' to obtain mixed oxide fuel pin performance

data. Tests which have emphasized investigation of FCCI are listed in

Table I, along with significant variables. This list includes only the

more recent experiments, and is current to the end of 1976.

All of these tests were designed to operate with peak cladding

temperatures at or above 600°C (1112°F) where significant cladding

attack occurs. To achieve these temperatures a fuel pin power of approxi-

mately 39.5 W/mm (12 kW/ft) is required. Several of the tests, particu-

larly the multiple pin tests, have included burnup as a variable by

conducting interim examinations wherein individual pins have been removed

O !
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and examined and replacements added to the subassembly for its continued
irradiation. This approach, used extensively in the P-23 test series of
subassemblies, has provided valuable metallographic data on the character
and depth of FCCI as a function of burnup while holding other variables
constant.

Type 316 cladding with 20% cold work has been the principal cladding
studied as it is the current LMFBR reference cladding in the U.S.A. Other
stainless steel cladding such as 304, 321, 347 and Ti modified 316 and other
metallurgical states such as annealed and carbide agglomerated have also
been included as in the GE F-11A and the HEDL P-23C tests to obtain data
over a broader base. The principal variable in the fuel has been the ini-
tial 0/M, ranging from 1.94 to 2.00 which covers the range of 0/M for the
reference fuel for Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) and Clinch River Breeder
Reactor (CRBR). Plutonium oxide content was increased to 30 and 40% in the
ANL-08 experiment, compared to 25% in the other tests. The object was to
increase the ratio of Pu to U fissions to more nearly simulate the predomi-
nant Pu fission occurring in the non enriched LMFBR fuel. All of the bare
pin subassemblies in Table I (F-11A, P-23A, P-23B and P-23C) are now under
continuing irradiation in the run-to-cladding-breach phase of the program.

The P-23 Special Pins irradiated in the P-23B and P-23C subassemblies
are intended to provide information on several gettering and buffering
materials and on methods of placement for controlling or reducing the ten-
dency for F C C I . ^

The G. E. CAI and HEDL-GETR/RCT capsule tests in the GETR thermal
reactor are designed to further investigate and verify mechanisms and
understanding of cladding attack that are developed from out-of-reactor
experiments.

3.0 U.S. FAST FLUX IRRADIATION EXPERIENCE

Results and analyses of past U.S. Fast Reactor irradiation experience
with FCCI have been reported in various technical society conferences/ ' '
topical reports/ ' and periodic reports/ ' * ' To develop a systemmatic
review of the recent U.S. irradiation experience we discuss these results
in three ranges of burnup; low burnup, (below 1.5 at%), intermediate
(1.5 to 4.0 at%), and high (greater than 4.0 at%). The results are
discussed in terms of the qualitative characteristics of FCCI and the
observed effects of various fuel and irradiation parameters on FCCI.

From the metallographic examination of pins irradiated to various
burnup levels, specifically the P-23A series, it is possible to observe
the evolving character of the attack as a function of temperature along
the length of the pin. The character of the cladding is classified by
four types, namely: 1) matrix, 2) intergranular, 3) combined matrix and
intergranular, and 4) deep localized attack. Figures 1 and 2 show
typical photomicrographs of matrix and intergranular type of attack.
The reaction product of the matrix attack, Figure 1, is a mixture of
metal particles and nonmetallic compounds in the fuel-to-cladding gap.
The attack on the grains is uniform with no strong preference for attack
along the grain boundaries. In the intergranular attack, Figure 2,
metallic and nonmetallic reaction products are also visible in the fuel-
to-cladding gap and the grains have been chemically attacked, as evidenced
by the roughened surface. In addition, however, this photograph shows
opening of the grain boundaries from the cladding inner surface, indi-
cating that attack has occurred along the grain boundaries.

3.1 Low Burnup - Less Than 1.5 at%

It has been shown both by calculation and by measurements on irra-
diated fuel pins that with slightly hypostoichiometric fuel such as in
those pins in Table I, radial redistribution of oxygen occurs early in
life. The oxygen migration down the temperature gradient provides an
oxygen activity at the cladding surface sufficient to oxidize the chromium
in the cladding. However, based on laboratory studies, significant
cladding corrosion is not expected until fission products Cs and Te are
available to participate in an enhanced corrosion process. The quantities
required are small however, and sufficient quantities are generated by
approximately 0.4 at% burnup to Initiate the reactions. Thus, it 1s
expected that even at burnups as low as 1 at% significant reaction can
be observed. The reaction products typically observed in the P-23A
fuel pin (1.2 at%) at peak cladding temperatures between 575 and 675°C
(1067 and 1247°F) and at greater than 690°C (1274°F) are shown in Figures
1 and 2 respectively. Below 500°C (932°F) there was no cladding reaction,
consistent with most reported data. From the temperature of the onset
of cladding attack, approximately 525°C (977°F) to 675°C (1247°F) the
character of attack was primarily matrix, Figure 1. Above 675°C (1067°F)
the reaction character was mainly Intergranular, Figure 2. The deepest
intergranular penetrations of the cladding were 35 ym (0.0014 inch) in
one or two localized regions.
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3.2 Intermediate Burnup - 1.5 at% to 4.0 at%

Figure 3 shows the typical FCCI in a P-23A fuel pin at 2.4 atSS
burnup at temperatures up to 675°C (1247°F). As in the low burnup
range, the reaction is principally matrix as shown in the optical micro-
graph. Electron microprobe examination revealed that the metallic
reaction product is composed of Fe and Ni. Cr and Cs appear adjacent to
the cladding in a nonmetailic form, probably oxides. Te is occassionaily
found along with the Cs and Cr. Mn and Mo frequently form nonmetallic
layers of high concentration, usually between the Cr + Cs layer and the
metallic Fe + Ni reaction product layer. As at the lower burnup range
the threshold temperature for attack was approximately 525°C (970°F)
with the depth of attack and thickness of reaction product increasing
with temperature.

Above 675°C (1247°F) the character changes as at the lower burnup
from matrix to intergranular, Figure 4. The intergranular attack is
extensive with some areas of attack as much as 25 ym (0.001 inch) deep.
Whole grains on the cladding edge are surrounded by intergranular attack
and the carbides have begun to disappear from the grains as well as from
the grain boundaries. These observations show similarity with the
character found at the lower burnup in this temperature range. However,
the frequency of its occurrence is much greater. Electron microprobe
examination shows that Cr is depleted at grain boundaries from which
carbides have disappeared.

Results from fuel rod G-3 of the Gulf Atomic (GA) F-l experiment
irradiated to 2.7 at% at a maximum cladding temperature of 695°C (1283°F)
showed less depth of cladding attack, approximately 8 urn (0.0003 inch), than
the comparably irradiated P-23A pin. The 0/M in G-3 was about the same as
P-23A, 1.987. The fuel in G-3 was derived from Sol Gel.

Results from the P-23B fuel pins at approximately 2.3 at% burnup, are
significantly different from those of P-23A in terms of the character of
cladding attack above 675°C (1247°F). Figures 5 and 6 show typical photo-
micrographs of the fuel cladding interface in pins P-23B-49C and -62D,
respectively. A loose metallic and nontnetailic matrix reaction product
fills the gap in pin P-23B-49C. In pin P-23B-62D a dense matrix reaction
type of attack is visible on the cladding surface approximately 3 um (0.0001
inch) thick. In neither of these P-23B pin is there evidence of any of the
intergranular cladding attack observed in the P-23A pin at this burnup where
temperatures were above 675°C (1247°F), (Figure 4). There is also no indi-

cation of carbide disappearance along grain boundaries of the P-23B pin
cladding as was observed in P-23A. The difference in type of attack between
the P-23A and P-23B pins and the lesser matrix attack in pin P-23B-62D than
in P-23B-49C is attributed to a difference in the fuel initial 0/M and the
consequent effect on oxygen activity. The 0/M in P-23A irradiated to 2.4
at% was 1.984 whereas P-23B-49C was 1.97 and P-23B-62D was 1.95.

3.3 High Burnup - Greater Than 4 at%

In a P-23A pin irradiated to 5.0 at%, the predominant attack up to
approximately 680°C (1256°F) is matrix type as found at the lower burnup.
However, in contrast to the intergranular attack predominant above 675°C
(1247°F) at the lower burnup, the character at 5.0 at% has changed to a
matrix attack shown in Figure 7. This form of matrix reaction we refer to
as advanced or evolved matrix attack. Evidence of the change in reaction
character can be seen in photomicrographs of some areas on the fuel pin at
2.4 ati& burnup in the temperature range above 680°C (1256°F).

At this higher burnup, greater than 4 at%, whole grains have been
lost or detached from the cladding. In other grains still attached to
the cladding, the carbides have completely disappeared. Electron micro-
probe results, Figures 8 and 9, reveal that the grains and grain boundaries
where carbides have disappeared are depleted in Cr, leaving Fe + Ni
enhanced areas similar to, but more extensive than observed at lesser
burnups. The Cs and Cr are present in the same general area in a non-
metallic form, probably an oxide, next to the cladding, Figure 10, where
they appear localized in high concentrations adjacent to the chromium
depleted grains. Layers of Mn and Mo are found in the gap between the
Fe and Ni reaction product and the Cs + Cr layer. Fission products are
found in the attacked grain boundaries but not in the grains or grain
boundaries where carbides have disappeared.

Fuel pin G-6 of the GA F-l irradiation experiment also showed pro-
gression of cladding attack from intergranular to matrix. This fuel pin
with an original fuel 0/M of 1.972 was irradiated to 5.4 at* at a peak
cladding temperature of 685°C (1265°F). The maximum measured depth of
cladding attack was 25 ym (0.001 inch). Metaiiographic examination of
pin G-l irradiated to 5.6 at* burnup at 760°C (1400°F) peak cladding
temperature revealed deep attack, 66 ym (0.0026 inch). The attack
occurred between radial fuel cracks and is not as deep at the ends of
the fuel cracks. This is consistent with the HEDL observations that
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greater attack tends to occur where the fuel and cladding are in close
contact, rather than at the open end of the radial fuel cracks.

Early metallographic examination of P-23A pins irradiated to
approximately 10 at% shows that the character of the reaction continues
to evolve toward matrix at temperatures above 675°C (1247°F).

As at 2.3 at% the metallography performed on the lower 0/M P-23B
pins at 5.3 at% shows a continued matrix reaction, the depth of which is
dependent on the initial fuel 0/M. The matrix reaction product on
P-23B-2A after irradiation to 5.3 at% at greater than 675°C (1247°F),
Figure 11, is metallic, dense and of relatively uniform thickness, about
13 um (0.0005 inch). There is some indication of a preferred attack at
grain boundaries, but much less than the intergranular attack in P-23A
at 2.4 at%. The matrix reaction on P-23B- 40B with an 0/M of 1.95 is
also metallic and dense, Figure 12. By comparison, however, the reaction
product layer is only one fourth to one third as thick as in P-23B-2A
with the 0/M of 1.97, indicating less cladding attack in the pin with
lower 0/M. Cladding on P-23B pins, -2A and -40B show the disappearance
of carbide particles in the cladding grain boundaries at 5.3 at%, similar
the observations on P-23A pins at 2.4 at% burnup. At 2.3 at% the P-23B
pins showed no disappearance of carbides. The depth into the cladding
to which the carbides disappear is approximately the same on the twc
P-23B pins, suggesting that at this burnup the difference in 0/M levels
did not significantly affect this phenomenon.

Two fuel pins in the GE F-10B experiments also demonstrated the
effect of lower fuel 0/M in reducing penetration of the cladding.
Fabrication parameters and fuel-cladding chemical interaction data from
Rods F10B-21 and F10B-25, which focused on the effect of fuel stoi-
chiometry, are given in Table II. Note that compared to Rod F10B-21
(0:M = 1.97), Rod FT OB-25 (0:M = 2.00) exhibited a deeper maximum pene-
tration, 96 um (3.8 mils) versus 56 um (2.2 mils) and a larger amount of
affected circumference (96% versus 40%) at the highest temperature
region even though cladding temperature, power, and burnup were slightly
less. Data from the F10B fuel pins which demonstrate the 0:M dependence
of chemical interaction between mixed-oxide fuel and 20% cold-worked
Type-316 SS are consistent with thermal flux test results on Type-304 SS
cladding^̂ ' and fast flux data obtained at ANL on solution-annealed
Type-316L SS cladding^18* as shown in Figure 13.

The change in character of attack above 675°C in the higher 0/M P-
23A pins from intergranular at lower burnup to matrix or evolved matrix
at burnup between 2.0 and 5.0 att appears consistent with a mechanism
involving oxidation of the cladding constituents. It has been proposed
that early in the irradiation (<_ 1 at%) of hypostoichiometric fuels (0/M
- 1.98), the protective oxide film of O 2 0 3 is disrupted by the chemical
action of Cs and Te fission products. The exposed cladding grain boundaries
are then attacked, exposing greater surface to the oxygen and fission
products. Eventually whole grains become surrounded and loosened from
the cladding, as observed at 2.4 at%. Chromium is apparently preferentially
oxidized as the electron microprobe shows Cr depletion in grain boundaries
in advance of the attack, adjacent to already reacted grain boundaries
at 2.5 at% and in whole grains at 5.0 at%. The increased surface area
available for oxidation and reaction by fission products may account for
the predominance of matrix over grain boundary attack at high burnup.
It is considered more likely, however that more complex changes in
mechanism occur as a result of changing concentrations of Cr and carbon,
longer diffusion paths and most importantly because the oxygen activity
gradually increases in the fuel pin as a result of fission. Details on
Laboratory studies^ ' and mechanisms^ ' developed to explain these
observations are presented in companion papers at this conference.

4.0 U.S. THERMAL REACTOR AMD OTHER SPECIAL TESTS

Experiments are being conducted in GETR to obtain specific in-
formation for FCCI that require capsule designs, instrumentation and or
controls for which that reactor is better suited than the EBR-II.

4.1 CAI Test Series

The CAI (Cladding Attack Inhibition) Test series is designed to
study the effectiveness of various cladding attack inhibitors under
typical irradiation conditions/ • ' Characteristic radial and axial
temperature gradients are produced inside four miniature (doped) fuel
pins by irradiating them inside an instrumented capsule in the General
Electric Test Reactor (GETR). The principal objectives of the CAI test
series are: (a) to demonstrate induced Intergranular attack (ISA) by
responsible fission products (Cs, Te) in an irradiated fuel pin, (b) to
demonstrate the effectiveness of Hb buffer as an inhibitor of cladding
IGA, and (c) to establish the essential conditions inside a fuel pin for
occurrence of deep fission product (Cs, Te)-induced Intergranular pene-
tration of Type-316 stainless steel cladding.
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4.1.1 Description

In the CAI series four 100 mm (4 inch) long fuel pins are joined

end to end in the capsule which is instrumented to measure temperatures

at two axial locations. The capsules are irradiated in the GETR V-RAFT

faci l i ty . Cladding temperatures are maintained in a temperature range

sufficient to promote FCCI, 600 to 750°C (1112°F to 1382°F).

The fission product additives were placed in cavities in the central

fuel pellets. In the CAI-1 test the Cs, Te fission products were added

separately as Cs2C03 + 3/2 Nb (source of Cs and C), and as elemental Te.

In CAI-2 they were Incorporated as cesium telluride, Cs^Te. The mixed

oxide pellets were enriched with U-235 (25 wt% PuO2 - 75 wt% U02, 65X

U-235) to achieve the desired cladding temperatures, and 0:M ratios were

varied in the range 1.96-1.99. Certified Type-316 stainless steel

tubing and rod, 20% cold-worked, were used to fabricate the fuel pin

hardware. The cladding thickness was nominally .38 mm (.015 inch).

The matrix for the CAI-1 and -2 tests is shown in Table I I I . In

each test two pins untreated were used as controls and two pins in-

corporated niobium, in two different locations as the buffer/getter

material. Thin coatings of Nb were applied (by sputtering) to the outer

surfaces of fuel pellets for pins CAI-1-I (12 um, .0005 inch thick) and

CAI-2-VIII (25.4 pm, .001 inch thick). In pin CAI-l-II twisted Nb wires

were inserted into the upper and lower section of the central hole of

the annular fuel pellet column. In each pin sufficient Nb was added for

effective inhibition of FCCI (150-450 mg per 15 gm fuel). Based on the

estimated yield of tellurium fission products the quantities of added

Cs, Te in the two sets of fuel pins corresponds to ^ 50 at% burnup (CAI-

1) and 2-6 at% burnup (CAI-2). On the basis of out-of-pile FCCI test

results the conditions inside the fuel pins during irradiation ( i .e .

cladding inner surface temperature, fuel 0:M at the outer surface, Cs:Te

ratio) were chosen to produce observable intergranuiar attack of the

cladding inner surface 102-127 w (0.004 - 0.005 inch) in the absence of

an inhibitor such as Nb.

CAI-1 was irradiated in three steps; 120 hours at cladding tempera-

ture of 340°C (644°F), 128 hours at 595 to 645°C (1103 to 1193°F) cladding

temperature, 128 hours at 630 to 705°C (1166 to 1300'F). The fuel pins

failed near the end of the second step, revealed by later examination.

4.1.2 Observations and Results

Typical photomacrographs, Figure 14, show severe attack in the
inner surface of the cladding had taken place in each of the miniature
pins. From high magnification photomicrographs it is apparent the
cladding was attacked simultaneously by a dissolution process, and
intergranular attack, Figure 15. Bright metallic particles throughout
the fuel matrix were typically observed at axial locations where the
cladding was heavily attacked. In some locations typically at fuel
pellet interfaces - metallic "rivers" appeared to flow from the cladding
inner surface almost to the center of the fuel. Estuarine configura-
tions at the river-cladding intersections suggest that attack was most
rapid at these locations.

Transverse sections from CAI-1-I and CAI-l-II fuel pins, Figure 16,
show metallic-appearing inclusions distributed throughout the fuel
(including "rivers"), a NaK-fuel reaction phase at the fuel periphery
(Na and K both detected in this phase), and (in CAI-1-I), apparent
absence of the original 12 um (.005 inch) thick Nb coating on the fuel
pellets.

Microprobe measurements revealed that Fe, Cr and Ni from the clad-
ding became distributed as metallic particles throughout the fuel in
both fuel pins. In sample CAI-1-I intensity ratio measurements on these
particles and in the unreacted cladding showed iron to have been pre-
ferentially transported towards the center of the fuel, and transport of
nickel to be slightly greater than of chromium. Niobium also appears to
undergo preferential transport towards the fuel center where it tends to
associate with iron in the metallic particles. Although Cs and Te were
both present at the fuel-cladding interface, neither could be detected
in the metallic particles within the fuel.

4.1.3 Conclusions

The cladding dissolution and mass transport process which occurred
in the CAI-1 fuel pins tended to mask any inhibition of cladding IGA
that might have resulted from the presence of Nb buffers in two of the
pins (I and II). It is to be noted, however, that more intergranular
penetration was observed in the two pins that did not contain Nb 127 urn
to 203 pm (.005 to .008 inch) than in pins I and II 50 to 76 pm (.002 to
.003 inch). However, because the cladding was completely penetrated in
all four pins at other locations, this observation cannot be accepted as
evidence for an inhibitory effect. The CAI-1 test results and other
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pertinent data are summarized in Figure 17. GE out-of-reactor test data
also have been plotted to indicate the amount of IGA expected in the CAI-1
test in the absence of thermal transport effects. There is fair agreement
between the observed intergranular penetration in the nonbuffered CAI-1 rods
and the out-of-reactor Cs, Te-induced attack data. The obvious discrep-
ancies between the total cladding wastage in the GETR capsule tests and the
out-of-reactor predictions give a measure of the contribution of mass trans-
port to total cladding inner surface wastage in a reactor environment. The
proposed cladding dissolution-mass transport process appears to require
relatively large quantities of (liquid) Cs and Te and a steep radial tem-
perature gradient. It 1s hypothesized that a liquid metal phase (Cs, Te) is
necessary to dissolve and transport the cladding components and that the
observed redistribution of Fe, Cr, and Ni in the temperature gradient is
determined by the relative solubilities and thermodynamic stabilities (AH°)
of their respective tellurides. Current CAI results provide no evidence
that the mass transport process depends on the oxygen activity of the fuel.
However, additional information on this point is being developed through
out-of-reactor experiments.* '

4.2 GETR Reirradiation Test (RCT)

The GETR Reirradiation Test (RCT) designed to evaluate the effect of
different fuel pin chemical conditions on fuel-cladding chemical interaction
and fission product redistribution was conducted by HEOL using both fast
(EBR-II) and thermal Reactor (GETR) irradiation conditions.^21^ The primary
objective of the tests was to determine the effect of oxygen chemical poten-
tial (controlled by varying 2 3 5U enrichment and burnup) in a fuel pin during
irradiation, on the chemical reactions and mass transport phenomena which
impact fuel pin performance.

4.2.1 Description

Four* EBR-II experimental mixed-oxide fuel pins with different 2 3 5U
enrichments and burnup levels were selected for reirradiation in the
GETR. In addition to the fuel pins selected for reirradiation, sibling
pins from the EBR-II portion of the irradiation were selected for exami-
nation in comparing with the reirradiated pins to establish the conditions
of the fuel pins prior to their reirradiation at increased operating tem-
peratures. All fuel pins reirradiated in the GETR experienced nearly
identical conditions of time and temperature. Thus, differences in their

*A fifth pin, which was identical in burnup and enrichment to one of these
four, was also irradiated in GETR.

behavior during the reirradiation were a result of their as-fabricated 142
enrichment differences plus the prior irradiation at different heat ratings
and to different burnup levels.

The selected fuel pins had operated in the EBR-II at peak cladding
temperatures less than necessary for measurable cladding oxidation, <v<550oC
(1022°F). Table IV summarizes the specific enrichment and operating param-
eters which were included in the experiment. To initiate corrosion, the
pins were reirradiated for a specific period of time at increased cladding
temperatures in the GETR. The cladding inner surface temperatures were
increased in the GETR to approximately 700°C (1292°F) as monitored by
thermocouple and controlled by GETR-RAFT variable positioning/power cap-
ability. Fuel temperatures calculated for the axial position corresponding
to peak cladding temperature were typically 1900-2100°C (3452-3812°F) at the
centerline and 800-1100°C (1472-2012°F) at the fuel surface. The irradia-
tion at the increased temperature was continued 650 hours. This additional
exposure was calculated to not significantly alter the overall chemical
composition within the fuel pins established during the EBR-II irradiation.
From a direct comparison of the extent of cladding attack and fission pro-
duct distributions among the four fuel pins, the relative effects of the
2 3 5U enrichment and burnup on chemical behavior could be assessed.

4.2.2 Observations and Results

Of the four major test matrix elements (combined burnup-enrichment
levels) represented in the experiment, only three yielded significant
information on chemical behavior. Two identical pins, representing the high
burnup, natural urania conditions (see Table IV) suffered cladding
breaches^ ' which allowed the ingress of NaK, thereby adversely perturbing
the fuel chemistry. Nevertheless, considerable information pertinent to
understanding fuel-cladding chemical interaction and fission product redis-
tribution was obtained.

Oxidizing conditions at the fuel surface were estimated by cal-
culating the increase in the fuel 0/M with burnup and the redistribution
of oxygen toward the fuel surface as a consequence of the radial tempera-
ture gradient. Estimates of fuel surface 0/M and A G Q for both the low
cladding temperature EBR-II irradiation and the high cladding tempera-
ture GETR irradiation are summarized in Table V.

Cladding corrosion in the reirradiated fuel pins was generally
consistent with thermochemical predictions. Oxygen potentials and
fission-product concentrations sufficient for cladding attack were



generated during the EBR-II irradiation, but measurable attack did not
occur because of the low cladding temperatures. Examination of the
sibling pins revealed little or no evidence of cladding corrosion.
Reirradiation conditions in the GETR provided the temperature necessary
to overcome kinetic limitations to the reaction. The significant
differences in FCCI in the reirradiated pins, as established by cera-
mographic and electron microprobe examination, are presented in Table
VI. Only the highest burnup (̂  7.0 at%) pin sustained a significant
depth of attack, typically intergranular, which appeared to have
affected approximately 1/3 of the inner cladding surface in the top 1/3
of the fuel pin. Except for these regions of aggressive grain boundary
corrosion in the higher burnup pin, the extent of generalized (matrix-
type) corrosion in all three irradiated pins was similar. Since the
time at temperature and the thermal condition in GETR were essentially
the same, and since the fuel surface 0/M (Table V) is calculated to be
essentially equivalent for all three pins, occurrence of more severe
attack in the one case is interpreted to reflect the impact of higher
fission product concentrations, either through increased oxygen poten-
tial at the fuel surface or a difference in available fission products
at the fuel-cladding interface. On the other hand, since the extent of
matrix-type corrosion was similar in the three pins, it appears that
matrix attack was controlled by the kinetics of the corrosion reaction
(i.e. the time at temperature in the GETR) rather than by the rate at
which excess oxygen and fission products were generated and/or trans-
ferred to the cladding surface.

Cesium, a principal fission product involved in cladding corrosion,
can also react locally with fuel and U02 blanket/insulator pellets.
Cesium distribution in the pins was mapped using radial and axial gamma
scanning techniques and shielded electron microprobe examination.
Although some cesium appeared to remain in the inner regions of the
fuel, radial mapping indicated that thermal gradients were sufficient to
move the bulk of the cesium to the cooler fuel circumference in all pins
in the series. Axial relocation of cesium was principally toward the
cooler, lower end of the fuel column. Substantial concentrations of Cs
occurred in the fuel column rather than at the extreme ends, for both
the higher and lower burnups. Differences among pins were apparently
related to differences in the axial variation in fuel-cladding gap

temperatures and fuel surface oxygen potentials.(23)

The relative locations of some other gamma-active fission products
were determined and compared with the corresponding burnup profiles to

140establish if any significant redistribution occurred. Only La
exhibited relocation toward the cooler regions of the fuel, similar to
the movement of cesium.

Enhancement of the Pu/U ratio in the outer, lower temperature
regions of the fuel in the intermediate-power, moderate-burnup fuel pin
(PNL-4-14) occurred during reirradiation, contrary to predictions.
Neither of the corresponding low burnup pins nor any of the sibling pins
exhibited significant plutonium relocation, consistent with expectations
based on the lack of vapor-phase transport of plutonium at the peak fuel
temperature involved in this experiment. Currently, there is no adequate
explanation for the Pu enhancement near the fuel surface in the PNL-4-14
pin.

4.2.3 Conclusions Significant to LMFBR

The conclusions from the GETR reirradiation experiment results most
significant to the understanding and prediction/modeling of fuel-cladding
chemical interaction in LMFBR fuel pins are:

• Comparison of fuel surface oxygen potentials (calculated from radial
0/M gradient models) to chromium oxidation thresholds yields consistant
results in predicting the presence of cladding corrosion but does not
provide a sufficient basis for indicating the (probable) occurrence of
significant (intergranular) cladding attack in irradiated fuel pins.

• An 0/M ratio as low as 1.96 at start of irradiation does not reduce
oxygen chemical activity sufficiently to prevent reaction in all high
burnup cases. The test demonstrated that reactant concentrations and
chemical activities were sufficient at *• 7 at% burnup to cause signi-
ficant intergranular attack.

• Local concentrations of some fission products appeared responsible for
deep intergranular cladding attack. Conversley, the extent of matrix-
type corrosion appeared less dependent on fission product concentration
(burnup) and thus is concluded to be controlled by the kinetics of the
corrosion reaction.

• Any increase in fuel pin cladding temperature into the 650-700°C (1202-
1292°F) range following moderate burnup at lower temperature has the
potential of producing significant intergranular corrosion in a few
hundred hours.
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5.0 WASTAGE CORRELATIONS

Characterizations of FCCI in the irradiated fuel pins as described in
Section 3.0, plus results from out-of-reactor experiments have helped
identify important variables of fuel and irradiation that affect FCCI. From
this insight, models and correlations are being developed with which to
predict and design for control of FCCI in fuel pins.

The principal concern of the fuel pin designer is how much cladding
loss to allow for, for various combinations of fabrication and irradiation
parameters. Although much data have been collected on FCCI, the range
of variables and the uncertainty of some of the irradiation parameters
(particularly temperature) presents serious obstacles to developing
consistent correlations. Two approaches are followed in the U.S.A. One
is to limit the data base to a few fuel pins with few fabrication and
irradiation variables for which the irradiation conditions are well
known, or definable by relation to a sibling pin with high confidence.
The other approach is to include all the FCCI data, except for that
completely unreliable, and work from a broader but lesser understood
base of data.

Also there is not yet any in-reactor experimental evidence of how
FCCI effects the mechanical behavior of the cladding. That is, is the
cladding behavior affected more by the deepest intergranular attack or
by an averaged depth of attack over some portion of the cladding cir-
cumference.

HEOL currently includes only data from the P-23 series pins in a
correlation being developed to relate average depth of cladding attack
to temperature, burnup and, ultimately, fuel 0/M. G. E. is developing a
similar correlation related to maximum depth of cladding attack that is
incorporating data from a broader range of fuel pins. This correlation
includes cladding irradiation temperature, duration of the irradiation,
burnup, linear power, 0/M, and smear density as variables.

5.1 HEDL Wastage Correlation

The current HEDL wastage correlation, incorporates data from three
P-23A fuel pins. Revisions are in progress to include data from P-23A,
P-23B and P-23C pins (Table I).

HEDL P-23A is an assembly of 37 pins irradiated in Mark J-37 sodium
by-pass EBR-II hardware.00,11,14) Jhe f(Jel pins described in Figure 18

contain a 343 mm (13.5 inch) long column solid pellets of 25 w/o PuO2-75

w/o U02. Each pellet is 3.3 mm (.21 inch) long by 4.9 mm (.19 inch) in 144
diameter with dished ends fabricated by mechanical mixing, pressing and
sintering. At start of irradiation the pellet density was 90.5% of
theoretical and the nominal planar smeared density was 85.5% of theoretical.

Interim examinations produced data on FCCI at 1.2, 2.4, and 5.0 at%
peak fuel burnups. The cladding inner surface temperatures ranged from
410°C at the sodium inlet end to 720°C (1328°F) at the top of the fuel
column. The analysis described in this paper is based upon the results
of destructive examination of one pin at each of the three exposure levels.
In the lowest burnup pin the initial fuel 0/M was 1.978. In the other two
pins the initial fuel 0/M was 1.985. The small difference in 0/M was not
considered to be significant at the time the correlation was developed. A
refinement being incorporated into the revised correlation will include the
0/M variable.

Each pin was sectioned for metallographic examinations at five or six
positions along the length of the fuel column. Polished metallography
samples prepared using non aqueous grinding and polishing lubricants, were
visually examined and photographed at 350x and 750x at 8 or 16 equally
spaced positions around the circumference of the fuel-cladding interface.
The depth of cladding attack was measured on each photomicrograph.

Because the products of the matrix type reaction are sometimes loose in
the fuel to cladding gap, some criterion is necessary for measuring the
depth of attack. Figure 19 illustrates this measurement on cladding ex-
hibiting matrix reaction. Sufficient areas of no attack exist adjacent to
significant matrix reaction to establish a ratio of reaction layer thickness
to cladding penetration that could be used to locate the plane of the origi-
nal inner surface on other micrographs. Intergranular attack was measured
from the estimated original inner surface to the point of deepest inter-
granular attack on each micrograph and averaged to obtain a single value for
each cross section.

Penetration of the cladding on each section of the fuel pin represents
the cumulative effect of time and varied temperature. Analysis of the time-
temperature relationship for each pin using EBR-II postrun flow and fission
rate data showed that variations during reactor full power operation were
approximately ± 20C° (37F°). The cladding inner surface temperatures used
in this analysis were calculated from fuel pin power based on the chemically
measured fuel pin burnup, and the axial power variation determined from
postirradiation Zr/ Nb gamma scanning of the fuel pins.



Table VII shows cladding penetration measurements for each pin. In
all cases, except the lowest exposure pin, the maximum measured penetra-
tion Is approximately twice the average.

Figure 20 shows the average penetration data plotted as a function
of cladding Inner surface temperature. Each point represents an unique
place along the fuel pin and an unique time averaged temperature. The
plots shows an Increasing penetration with temperature starting from
approximately 450 to 500°C (842 to 932°F) and an increasing penetration
with burnup for a constant temperature. The form of the correlation
equation was chosen to provide an exponential temperature relationship
and a power dependence of burnup. Non-linear regression analysis of the
data yields the following equation,

9806

Atbe f(p) 145

2.43X106 [B.U.] 0' 5 1 7 exp [- J
where D is the averaged penetration of the cladding in ym, B.U. is the
average fuel pin burnup in at% and T is the cladding inner surface
temperature in °K. The burnup is to the one half power, or approxi-
mately to the square root of time, thus these data show a decreasing
rate of penetration with time or burnup.

The curves of the equation for the three average burnups repre-
senting the plotted data are also shown in Figure 20. The curves and
the data show reasonably good fit.

5.2 G. E. Wastage Correlations

To assure a safe and licensable LMFBR design, a viable correlation
must be developed which takes into account as wide a sampling of data as
possible. It is also clearly desirable that the accepted correlation be
based on a sound chemical understanding of the cladding attack process.
A correlation has been developed which gives the best fit to all the
available data on maximum depth of cladding attack and, in addition,
uses an analytical form of the correlation which was specified to be
consistent with current knowledge of cladding attack mechanism.

It was found in preliminary statistical analyses that a data bank
of 68 pin sections^ ' can be correlated to a fair degree with the
functional form

where

D = maximum depth of cladding intergranuiar attack, vm
t = pin irradiation time, equivalent full power days

Tc = cladding inside surface temperature, °K
P = maximum (peak) linear power
R = gas constant, 1.987 cal/gmole °K

A,b,Q = correlation constants

In addition, it was observed that the standard error of correlations
can be further reduced by including in the correlation other fabrication and
operating parameters, such as pin oxygen activity and fuel smeared density.
The linear powers and burnups used in the correlations are based on the
EBR-II Experimenters Guide fission rate data. The cladding temperatures are
those of the cladding inner surface at the start of life.

Of several correlations developed the following was chosen because of
the simplified form and low standard error.

D = 2.36x108 exp
-14185
1.987T(°K) t(O:M + 0.001 BU - 1.96)Q2*33(l-p)

where D = maximum depth of cladding intergranuiar attack, ym, T -
cladding inside surface temperature °K, t - equivalent full power days of
irradiation, 0/M = initial fuel oxygen to metal ratio, BU = atom % burnup,
p = Smear density (fraction of theoretical). Q = Peak linear power (w/mm).

The form of the correlation was chosen to reflect current knowledge of
probable cladding attack mechanisms. Since most thermally activated
processes exhibit exponential temperature dependence, it is reasonable
to assume the same to describe cladding attack. The initial temperature to
be used is that of the cladding Inner surface. An effective activation
energy probably representing several thermally activated processes of 14.2
kcal/mole is in reasonable agreement with similarly defined quantities
deduced from out-of-reactor studies, 15 to 30 kcal/mole.07,18,25,26)

The time variable was originally treated as a power function since
reasonable assumptions regarding mechanisms indicate a parabolic time
dependence (cladding attack rate dependent upon diffusion of the reac-
tants at cladding surface). The exponent was allowed to float during



the maximum likelihood calculation in order to determine a trend toward
parabolic or linear dependence. In the correlation with the minimum
standard error the exponent of time was 0.8. In the correlation chosen,
the exponent was arbitrarily set at unity, giving a linear time depen-
dence.

The stoichiometry term was formulated on the basis that cladding
attack depends on oxygen potential. Out-of-reactor studies' >27' have
shown that no fission-product-induced cladding attack occurs so long as
the oxygen potential at the fuel-cladding interface is below the oxida-
tion threshold for chromium in the stainless steel, which corresponds to
a fuel stoichiometry of approximately 1.996 at typical fuel-cladding
interface temperatures. Since oxygen redistribution in the fuel will
result in approximately a 1.996 oxygen-to-metal ratio at the fuel sur-
face when the average 0:M is about 1.96,*28' setting the fuel stoichi-
ometry below this point would be expected, per se, to eliminate cladding
attack. The increase in oxygen potential with burnup is accommodated by
the term (0.001 B.U.) which is based on recent data indicating that
oxygen release during fissioning amounts to 0.001 0/M units per at% BU.
Intuitively, fission products and oxygen would be expected to be driven
toward the fuel-cladding Interface with greater efficiency as the fuel
temperature gradient increases. Thus, increasing the (local) linear
power should make more fission products and oxygen available to act upon
the cladding. Therefore, a term in the correlation involving linear
power is proper (peak linear power is used in the correlations to allow
comparisons between fuel pins). The porosity should interact in a
similar manner to the linear power in that an increase in porosity
(decrease in smear density) would be expected to enhance transport of
fission products and oxygen toward the fuel-cladding interface.

A plot of the cladding-penetration predicted by the 6.E. corre-
lation for two different sets of operating condtions is shown in Figure
21. A plot of the measured cladding attack data used in the GE corre-
lation versus that calculated using the statistical correlation is shown
in Figure 22 along with the uncertainty limits on the correlation (± lo).

5.3 Discussion on Correlations

The HEDL correlation predicts "average of maximum" depths of attack
based on measurements of the maximum attack at several sampled locations
around the inner surface of the cladding. The GE correlation predicts
the maximum depth of attack based on the measurement of the deepest

attack anywhere around the inner surface of the cladding. Thus these
correlations each predict different aspects of the depths of attack. If
the cladding load bearing capability under irradition is limited by the
thinnest cross section at the end of the deepest grain boundary penetra-
tion then the GE correlation predicts that amount of cladding loss that
must be considered in fuel pin design. If, however, the load bearing
capability is more related to averaged properties over some significant
part of the cladding circumference then the HEDL correlation predicts a
lesser amount of cladding wastage. The real effects that FCCI have on
load bearing capabilities have not been clearly defined and are the
subject of another paper in this conference* '.

The basic objective of the HEDL correlation is to predict the depth
of cladding attack for the FFTF/CRBR reference fuel pin with 316-20%
cold worked cladding. The predicted and measured attacks for the P-23A
fuel pins at 5.3 atX burnup are very close as shown in Table VIII. The
GE correlation which is intended to cover a much broader range of the
irradiation and fabrication parameters tends to overpredict the maximum
depth of attack for the same P-23A fuel pins. As more data from fuel
pins with reference cladding and fuel become available both correlations
will be recalibrated, and adjusted to include the effects of 0/M, temper-
ature and burnup on cladding attack both as an average attack and as
maximum attack depth.
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NOTES FOR SUMMARY-LISTING OF IRRADIATION TESTS WITH
MAJOR EMPHASIS ON FUEL CLADDING REACTION

*• iI2T«2F«JHE
u
RANGE Of mH VARIABLE "• THE TEST. THE PARTICULAR COMBINATION OF

X2SK?y? IN ™ E INDmDUAL PINS IS NOT LISTED. THIS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE
DETAILED TEST MATRIX FOR EACH PARTICULAR TEST.

2> AS"toASSTUAS^oiTI¥B*LL "** I N C H > L °NG] CONTAINING 0 2 SETTERS

IRRA0IATED Fua PINS (PNL-3 m PNL-4)-

5. THERMAL FLUX HEAT RATING, EQUIVALENT TO ̂ 29.5 W/MM (9 KW/FT) FAST FLUX.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN TABLE

CLADDING

20* CW = 203! COLD WORK
CW = COLO WORK
A = ANNEALED
CA = CARBIDE AGGLOMERATED
20* CW-Ti * 20* COLO WORK - TITANIUM STABILIZED

FUEL

SP = SOLIO PELLET
AP = ANNULAR PELLET
VP = VIPAC FUEL
RFT = RUN-TO-CLADDING BREACH

HEDL 7702-59.26



TABLE I

IRRADIATION TESTS WITH MAJOR EMPHASIS ON FUEL-CLADOIHG REACTION TEST VARIABLES (NOMINAL VALUES)'1'*

EXPERIMENT

SITE TEST
NO.
PINS TYPE

FABRICATION

CLADDING

MET.*
CONDITION

OUTER
MM

DIA., (INCH)

THICKNESS
MM

(MILS) TYPE*

FUEL
DIA.
GAP
MM

(MILS) 0/M

PELLET
DENSITY
XTD Vft 23SU/U

WTX

IRRADIATION
(EBR-II: EXCEPT AS NOTED)

PEAK PIN
POWER W/MM
(KW/FT)

PEAK PEAK
CLADDING BURNUP
TEMP.'C MWd/kg

EXPERIMENT
STATUS

DECEMBER 1976

ANL 08

GA F-l

F-3

F-5

11 316

13 316

GE

GE

HEW.

F-10

10

46

38

F-11A 40

CAI-1<2> 4

CAI-2 4

P-23A 54

316

316

304
304
304
316
316
321
347

SAME AS
F-10
PLUS
316

20* CW

20* CW

20* CW

20* CW
(RIBBED)

A
CW
CA
A
CW
A
A

CA

20X CW316

SAME AS IN CAI-1

316 20* CW

P-23C 67 316

P-23 21 ( 3 ) 316
SPECIAL
PINS

20* CW
20* CW-T1

20* CW

7.62
(0.300)

7.62
(0.300)

7.62
(0.300)

7.21
7.47
(0.284)
(0.294)

6.35
(0.250)

6.35
(0.250)

5.84
(0.230)

5.84
(0.230)

P-23B 59 316 201 CW 5.84
(0.230)

RCT' 4' 8 304 A
SERIES

5.84
(0.230)

5.84
(0.230)

6.35
(0.250)

0.47
(18.5)

0.47
(18.5)

0.47
(18.5)

0.38
(15.0)

0.38

0.25
(10.0)

0.38
(15)

0.38
(IS)

0.38
(15)

0.38
(15)

0.38
(15)

0.38
(15)

0.38
(15)

SP

AP

SP
AP

SP

SP
VP

SP
VP

SP

SP

SP
AP

SP
AP

SP
AP

SP

0.18
(7)

0.08
(3)

0.08
(3)

0.14
(S.S)

0.13
(5)

0.14
(5.5)

0.14
(5.5)

0.14
(5.5)

1.97

1.98

1.98
1.94

1.96

0.05 2.00
0.15 1.97
(2-6) 1.96

1.96

1.98
1.96

0.14 1.985
(5.5) 1.98

1.97

1.97
1.95

0.14 1.97
(5.5) 1.96

1.95
1.94

1.91
1.98

92
91

91

88
92

90

95
92
82

30.0 17.27
40.0 1.5

15.0
25.0

25.0

25.0 28

25.0 92

81 25.0 92.0
92.5

90.5 25.0 6S.0

90.5

90.5

90.5

90.5

3S.7
(11.8)

43.6
52.8
(13.3)
(16.1)

52.5
(16.0)

41.0
(12.5)

51.8
(15.8)

39.4
47.2
(12.0)
(14.4)

44.3

25.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

65.0

65.0

65.0

65.0

42.3
44.3
(12.9)
(13.5)

42.6
45.0
(13.0)
(13.7)

41.3
43.6
(12.6)
(13-3)

41.0
43.6
(12.5)
13.3)

698
725

688
760

672
718

687
736

11,22,45
93, RTCB(H
RBCB

22,50,70
RTCB

11,36,65
90 RTCB

20,35,55

0.14 1.96 94.0 25.0 0.71 36.4 /-«
(5.5) 45.0 (ll.l)1*'

700 35,55,90 1ST INTERIM EXAM - JAN, 76

680 25,50.95 IRRADIATION COMPLETE
120 PIE IN PROGRESS, ALL RODS INTACT

676 50,100 9 RODS BREACHED AT 50.0 MWd/kgM
743 EXPT. TERMINATED, PIE IN PROGRESS

720 98 DETAILED DESIGN i FABRICATION
IN PROGRESS

760 55,100 INTERIM, PIE AND REPORT (GEAP 14133) AT
55.0 MWd/kgM COMPLETED
IRRADIATION TO 100.0 MWd/kgM TO BE
COMPLETED 2/77

620 55 1ST INTERIM COMPLETE (JAN.74)
733 ON TEST STARTED

RUN 79-SEPT, 75

600 100 HOURS IRRAOIATION COMPLETE
750 MINIMUM PIE IN PROGRESS

AT TEMP. >65O°C
IRRADIATION COMPLETE
PIE IN PROGRESS

INTERIMS TO 45 HWd/kg
93, RTCB(102) COMPLETED. PIE AT 93.00 AND ON

BREACHED PIN AT 103 MWd/kgM
IN REACTOR FOR RUN BEYOND
CLADDING BREACH

INTERIMS TO 50 MWd/kg COMPLETED.
IRRADIATION TO 70 MWd/kg COMPLETED.
PIE IN PROGRESS. SUBASSEMBLY IN
REACTOR FOR RUN TO CLADDING BREACH
PROGRAM.

INTERIMS TO 36 MWd/kgM COMPLETED.
IRRADIATION TO 90 COMPLETED.
PIE AT 65 AND 90 MWd/kgH IN
PROGRESS. SUBASSEMBLY IN REACTOR
FOR RUN TO CLADDING BREACH PROGRAM.

12 PINS AT 20 MWd/kg
OUT END RUN 808-FEB, 76
2 PINS AT 35 MWd/kg
OUT END RUN 80A-DEC, 75
7 PINS AT 55MWd/kg
OUT END RUN 83-AUG.76

EXAMINATION COMPLETE
DATA ANALYSIS IN PROGRESS

700 25,50,70

•SEE ATTACHED PAGE FOR KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTES
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TABLE II

FABRICATION AND FUEL-CLADDING CHEMICAL INTERACTION
DATA FROM FUEL RODS FlOB-21 AND FlOB-25

TABLE iy

SUMMARY OF EBR-II FUEL PINS REIRRADIATED IN GETR

FABRICATION PARAMETERS

FUEL COMPOSITION
FUEL O:M
CLADDING TYPE
FUEL SMEARED DENSITY (X TD}

METALLOGRAPHIC SECTION DATA

LOCAL BURNUP (ATOM X) , „
LOCAL FLUENCE, £>O.l MeV (n/caTxlO")
LOCAL LINEAR POWER w/inn (KW/FT) n
LOCAL CLADDING ID TEMPERATURE°C (°F) .
MAXIMUM CLADDING PENETRATION |im(IN.xlO"'
FRACTION OF CIRCUMFERENCE ATTACKED* (X)

FlOB-21

UO,-25 WT % PuO92 1.97 Z

20X CW - 316 SS
91.0

TOP
OF FUEL

4.5
2.8

39.0(11.9)
. 702(1296)
' 66(2.6)

40

PEAK
FLUX

5.5
3.2

49.9(15.2)
628(1162)
17.8(0.7)

-0

FlOB-25

U0--25 WT X PuO.
2 2.00 Z

20% CW - 316 SS
91.9

TOP
OF FUEL

PEAK
FLUX

4.3 5.3
2.7 3.0

38.0(11.6)48.6(14.8)
690(1275) 621(1150)
109(4.3) 20.3(0.8)

96 74

*LINEAL PERCENTAGE OF CLADDING EXHIBITING CHEMICAL ATTACK BASED ON TRANSVERSE METALLOGRAPHIC SECTIONS.

EBT-II BURNUP PRIOR TO REIRRADIATION

I
O I

s

LOU BURNUP
PNL-3 (2.1 at. X)
PNL-4 (2.4 at. i)

RCT-2 (PNL-3-41)

SIBLING: PNL-3-26

PCT-3 (PNL-4-61)

SIBLING: PNL-4-60

MODERATE BURNUP
PNL-3 (4.7 at. X)
PNL-4 (6.4 at. X)

RCT-4 (PNL-3-14)

RCT-5 (PNL-3-16)

SIBLING: PNL-3-15

RCT-1A (PNL-4-14)

SIBLING: PNL-4-12

CAM

CAI-2

PIN NO.

TABLE III

DESCRIPTION OF C A M AND CAI-2 FUEL PINS

FUEL 0:M ADDITIVES (WT. Te, Cs & Te BUFFER (FORM AND WT.)

1.987
1.987
1.987
1.966

1.989
1.989
1.989
1.989

Cs, Te, C
Cs, Te, C
Cs, Te, C
Cs, Te, C

Cs-Te
CstTe
CsiTe
Cs|Te

93 mg, 1:1
93 mg, 1:1
93 mg, 1:1
93 mg, 1:1

4mg, 2:1)
11 mg, 2:1)
11 mg, 2:1)
11 mg, 2:1)

Nb (PELLET O.D. COATING, ~100 mg)
Nb (CENTRAL WIRE S WAFERS ~300 mg)

Nb (WASHERS, 200 mg)
Nb (PELLET COATING, 200 mg)

•BURNUP AND HEAT RATINGS ARE PEAK VALUES
**GETR PEAK BURNUP INCREMENT:

RCT-1A THROWN RCT-4 0.6 ATOMS X, RCT-5 GOAL 1.2 ATOM X, ACTUAL
0.9 ATOM %

***GETR PEAK HEAT RATING: 365 W/cm (11.1 KW/FT) FOR ALL CAPSULES

THERMAL FLUX HEAT RATING YILEOING FUEL AT EQUIVALENT TO «29.5 W/mm
(9 KW/FT) FAST FLUX HEAT RATING. PEAK HEAT RATINGS IN GETR ARE AT THE
TOP OF THE FUEL COLUMN, RATHER THAN AT THE -CENTER IN E8R-II, BY DESIGN.

tPNL-3 FUEL PINS: NATURAL |2|u ENRICHMENT
PNL-4 FUEL PINS: 45 WT X " S U ENRICHMENT



TA8LE V CALCULATED VALUES FOR THE AVERAGE O/H, FUEL SURFACE
O/H, AND FUEL SURFACE OXYGEN POTENTIAL FOR THE REIRRADIATED

FUEL PINS AND FOR THE SIBLING FUEL PINS

TABLE VII 150

FUEL PIN

4-12

4-14

4-14

3-26

3-41

3-41

4-60

4-61

4-61

3-1S

3-14

3-14

LOCATION ABOVE*
BOTTOM OF FUEL

(m)

172.0

73.7

231.9

169.7

69.8

228.6

172.2

76.2

234.9

170.2

44.5

2S6.S

AVE. O/H

1.984

1.986

1.986

1.972

1.975

1.975

1.969

1.971

1.971

1.986

1.990

1.990

FUEL SURFACE O/H

1.9998

1.9997

1.9998

1.9990

1.9995 •

1.9995

1.9988

1.9980

1.9986

1.9991

1.9996

1.9998

APPROX. FUEL SURFACE
-AGo 2 (kcal / mole)

123.5

122.6

102.3

153.4

146.8

118.8

124.5

129.6

108.8

125.6

116.9

96.0

MEASUREMENTS OF CLADDING PENETRATION FROM FCCI ON HEDL P-23A FUEL PINS

TABLE V I I I

PIN

P-23A-58B

P-23A-26

P-23A-25

FUEL
BURNUP •

AVG.

1.0

2.1

4.6

- AT. %

PEAK

1.2

2.4

5.0

CLADDING „
TEMPERATURE-°C

440
520
588
670
718

440
520
588
670
718

421
512
590
668
700
715

DEPTH
ATTACK

AVG.

0
1.3
3.2
7.2

13.5

0
1.3
3.3
9.0

18.4

0
0

9.4
16.6
21.9
26.9

OF
- (JID

M A X .

0
1.3
6.4

13.2
38.1

0
1.3
7.6

12.7
38.1

0
1.3

17.8
30.5
33.0
50.8

TOTAL LENGTH OF FUEL COLUMN IS 340.4 ran

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED
CLADDING PENETRATIONS

TABLE VI

CAPSULE
(PIN)

RCT-lA
(PNL-4-14)

RCT-2
(PNL-3-41)

RCT-3
(PNL-4-61)

RCT-4
(PNL-3-14)

INITIAL
2 3 5 U/U

4SX

0.71X

451

0.71X

BURNUP*
ATOMX

7.0

2.8

3.0

5.3

MAXIMUM EXTENT OF FUEL-CLADDING CHEMICAL INTERACTION

M A X I M U M R E A C T I O N
ilfiG"DEPTH

un
(alls)

40.6
(1.6)

12.7
(0.5)

12.7
(0.5)

61.0
(2.4)

CLADDING INNER
SURFACE TEMPERATURE

670°C

650°C

700°C

700°C

CHARACTER

INTERGRANULAR**

COMBINED

COMBINED

COMBINED
(LOCALIZEO)

°c

590

668

701

715

CLADDING
SURFACE

TEMPERATURE

! t

1095

1235

1295

1320

MEASURED
PENETRATION

ON P-23A PIN

AVG.
win

(mil)

9.4
(0.37)
16.5
(0.65)
21.8
(0.86)
26.9
(1.06)

MAX
ii m

(mil)

17.8
(0.7)
30.5
(1.2)
33.0
(1.3)
50.8
(2.0)

CALCULATED PENETRATION
USING CORRELATIONS

AVG.
HEOT

(mil)

6.4
(0.25)
16.5
(0.65)
23.6
(0.93)
27^2
(1-07)

MAX
Bl-
um

(mil)

33.0
(1.03)
51.8
(2.04)
67.3
(2.65)
74.7
(2.94)

* COMBINED EBR-II * GETR (GETR C0NTRIBUTI0N~0.65 ATOMX)

* * SIMILAR TO REACTIONS SEEN IN P-23A FUEL PINS AT 1.1 ATOMX BURNUP (1100 HOURS)

8urnup a t * - PEAK 5.3 , AVG. 4.9
0/M - 1.984
TIME OF IRRADIATION - 192.2 DAYS
PEAK PIN POWER 43.0 w/mn (13.1 kW/FT)
SMEAR DENSITY - 86.1% TO.



20 ̂ m

OPTICAL CESiUM NEG 311-18

FIGURE 1. TYPICAL MATRIX CLADDING ATTACK AT 1.2 AT % BURNUP FOR
CLADDING TEMPERATURE FROM 575 C TO 675°C. 316-20% CW
STAINLESS STEEL 0/M 1.98.

: " > " • • <. ' • : • .

, ' \ 20 urn IRON NEG 311-13 CHROMIUM NEG 311-14

FIGURE 2. TYPICAL INTERGRANULAR CLADDING ATTACK AT 1.2 AT % BURNUP
FOR CLADDING TEMPERATURES AT 690°C. 316-20% CW STAINLESS
STEEL. 0/M 1.98.

FIGURE 3. CLADDING AND FISSION PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION MATRIX
ATTACK OF 316-20% CW STAINLESS STEEL AT A TEMPERATURE
OF 67O°C. BURNUP 2.4 AT % 0/M 1.98.
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152

FIGURE 4. INTERGRANULAR CLADDING ATTACK AT 2.4 AT % FOR CLADDING
TEMPERATURF 675 C 316-20% CW STAINLESS, O/M-l.98.

FIGURE 6. MATRl'X CLADDING ATTACH ON FUEL PIN P-23B-6ZD. FUEL
FUEL 0/M 1.95 BURNUP 2.3 AT % CLADDING TEMPERATURE 690°C.

20

FIGURE 5. MATRIX CLADDING ATTACK ON FUEL PIN P-23B-49C. FUEL
0/M 1.97 BURNUP 2.3 AT %. CLADDING TEMPERATURE 690 C.

FIGURE 7. EVOLVED MATRIX CLADDING ATTACH. FUEL BURNUP 5.0 AT % CLADDING
TEMPERATURE>675°C. FUEL 0/M 1.98.
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OPTICAL

FIGURE 8 .

IRON CHROMIUM

ELECTRON MICROPROBE EXAMINATION SHOWING Fe AND Cr DISTRIBU-
TION IN GRAINS & GRAIN BOUNDARIES OF EVOLVED MATRIX CLADDING
ATTACK. FUEL B.U- 5.3 AT % CLADDING TEMPERATURE>680°C. O/M
1.98.

20 20 pm

CLADDING

•"•»7^--. *-,

IRON NICKEL

FIGURE 9. ELECTRON MICROPROBE. EXAMINATION SHOWING Fe AND Ni IN
CLADDING WITH EVOLVED MATRIX ATTACK FUEL B.U. 5.3 AT %
O/M 1.98 CLADDING TEMPERATURE~680°'C



20 pm

FIGURE 11. MATRIX REACTION ON CLADDING OF FUEL PIN P-23B-2A
FUEL BURNUP 5.3 AT %, O/M-1.97 TEMPERATURE>675°C.

CLADDING

20 ym

FUEL

CHROMIUM CESIUM

FIGURE 10. CHROMIUM AND CESIUM DISTRIBUTION IN SAME AREA OF CLADDING
FUEL GAP AS IN FIGURE 9.

FIGURE 12. MATRIX REACTION ON P-23B-40B IS LESS THAN ON 23B-2A
FIGURE 11. FUEL 0/M 1.95 IS LESS THAN IN P-23B-2A.
TEMPERATURE AND B.U. ARE EQUAL.



in MILS
125 5

100 4

76 3

50 2

25 1

A GE F10B-21 AND F10B-25, THIS WORK

O PNL, TRANS. AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY, 14, 175(1971)

D ANL, NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY 15, 75 (1972)

732°C •

1.93 1.94 1.95 1.96 1.97

0:M RATIO

1.99 2.00

FIGURE 13. DEPTH OF CLADDING PENETRATION VS INITIAL FUEL 0/M AT
523°C, 593°C AND 732°C.

FIGURE 14. PHOTOMACROGRAPH OF LONGITUDINAL SECTION FROM FUEL ROD
1 OF CAI-1 SHOWING EROSION OF CLADDING.



(A) CAI-1 FUEL ROD IV

A
CAI-1-

' - > . * I- ^ - * *

CAI-l-M

(B) CAI-1 FUEL ROD II

FIGURE 1 5 . PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF SELECTED REGIONS OF CLADDING
FROM CAI -1 FUEL RODS IV AND I .

FIGURE 16. PHOTOMOSAICS OF TRANSVERSE SECTIONS FROM CAI-1 FUEL
PINS I ( a ) AND I I b.
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FIGURE 17- COMPARISON OF IN-REACTOR AND EX-REACTOR Cs, Te-INDUCED
ATTACK RESULTS FOR TYPE 316 STAINLESS STEEL CLADDING.

FUEL

25 w/o PuO2-75 w/o U02

0/M 1.985 - + 1 . 9 7
MECHANICALLY MIXED
SOLID PELLET

90.4% TD
DISHED ENDS
5.3mm LONG x 4.9mm

FUEL
157

FUEL
CRACK

CLADDING V7 REACTION
PENETRATION " THICKNESS

FIGURE 19.

CLADDING

PHOTOMICROGRAPH SHOWING CRITERIA FOR MEASURING DEPTH OF
MATRIX ATTACK ON CLADDING.

MICRONS MILS

30.5 1.2

DIAM.
34.3cm LONG FUEL COLUMN
FUEL PIN SMEARED DENSITY 85.5$ TD

CLADDING

316SS-20I COLD WORKED
5.84mm OD x 0.33mm THICK WALL

OPERATING CONDITIONS

LINEAR POWER - 39.4mm
CLADDING INSIDE SURFACE - 410°C to 720°C
PEAK EXPOSURES - 1.2, 2.4, 5.0 AT. % BURNUP

FIGURE 18. DESCRIPTION OF P-23A FUEL PINS IRRADIATED EBR-II.

427/800 538/1000 649/1200 760/1400

TEMPERATURE OF CLADDING INSIDE SURFACE, °C/°F

FIGURE 20. MEASURED DEPTH OF CLADDING ATTACK ON P-23A PINS AND
PREDICTED DEPTH OF CLADDING ATTACK USING HEDL CORRELATION



MILS

203 8 -

152 6 -

102

50 2 -

0 0

t ( 0 : H + 0 .001 B.U. - 1..96)QD = 1.107 x 106EXP

(1) TCLAD * m C < » 0 0 ° F )
P = 0 .85 r. TD
Q = 4 9 . 2 W/HH (15 KM/FT)
0:M = 1.96
B.U. 16 .7 AT. "-.

(2 ) TCLAD = 533°C (1000°F)
P = 0 . 8 5 % TD
0 = 2 8 . 9 W/MM ( 8 . 8 KW/FT)
0:H = 1.96
B.U. 15 AT. '!,

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

IRRADIATION TIME (DAYS)

FIGURE 2 1 . PREDICTED DEPTH OF CLADDING ATTACK FOR TWO SETS OF
OPERATING CONDITIONS USING G.E . CORRELATION.
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203 8

152 6

102

50

0 0

I I

I I I

0

0
2
50

4
102

OBSERVED

6

152

DEPTH OF ATTACK

203

10 MILS

254 (iia

FIGURE 2 2 . MEASURED VS PREDICTED DEPTH OF CLADDING ATTACK USING
G . E . CORRELATION. ' '

Fuel-Cladding Mechanical Interaction Effects in Fast Reactor Mixed

Oxide Fuel, by A. Boltax, A. Biancheria, the United States.

ABSTRACT

Thermal and fast reactor irradiation experiments on mixed oxide fuel pins

under steady-state and power change conditions reveal evidence for

significant fuel-cladding mechanical interaction (FCMI) effects. Analytical

studies with the LIFE-III fuel performance code indicate that high cladding

stresses can be produced by general and local FCMI effects. Also, evidence

is presented to show that local cladding strains can be caused by the

accumulation of cesium at the fuel-cladding interface. Although it is

apparent that steady-state FCMI effects have not given rise to cladding

breaches in current fast reactorss it is anticipated that FCMI may become

more important in the future because of interest in: higher fuel burnups;

increased power ramp rates; load follow operation; and low swelling

cladding alloys.

I. INTRODUCTION

A basic objective of fast reactor irradiation studies of mixed oxide fuel

pins is to systematically determine performance limits as functions of

design and operating parameters. This paper focuses attention on one

aspect of fuel pin irradiation behavior, namely, fuel cladding mechanical

interaction, and examines its significance with respect to overall fuel

behavior.

The core materials for the world's first generation of prototype LMFBR's

will consist of mixed oxide fuel and stainless steel cladding and

structural materials. The successful high fjurnup irradiation behavior

(>12% burnup) of mixed oxide pins with stainless steel cladding has been

demonstrated by the French in Rapsodie, the UK in DFR8 the Russians in

BOR-60, and the US in EBR-II, as well as others. This successful develop-

ment program, covering the period 1965 to the present, has generated

substantial information about the physical phenomena which must be con-

sidered in fuel pin design. Although we can point with pride at these

achievements, it is clear that the future requirements of commercial-high

breeding gain LMFBR's will place greater demands on fuel performance.
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In this connection, examination of the history of the development of LWR
(light water reactor) oxide fuel can be useful. The first decade of work
on U02-zircal1oy fuel in the 1960's was also successful and provided a
broad understanding of fuel and cladding irradiation behavior. However, a
great deal of effort is currently involved in experimental and analytical
studies of fuel-cladding mechanical interaction effects resulting from power
changes and shocks in high burnup fuel'-*. Power shocks refer to a large
and rapid increase in power relative to the historically normal operating
value for a fuel pin*- ̂ . The power shocks are caused by local manipulations
of control rods, shuffling of fuel, load follow operations, etc. World-
wide experience reveals that power shocks can produce fuel-cladding
mechanical interaction which can lead to cladding breach. It will be shown
that a parallel situation exists for the LMFBR mixed oxide fuel system
and that greater attention will have to be focussed on fuel-cladding
mechanical interaction effects with the continued development of fast
breeder reactors.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF FUEL-CLADDING MECHANICAL INTERACTION (FCMI) EFFECTS

Fuel and Cladding Irradiation Phenomena

1. Fuel swelling under steady-state conditions and fuel-cladding
differential thermal expansion and fuel swelling under power change
conditions are the major sources of FCMI effects.

2. Fuel pellet cracking and/or fragmentation can give rise to local
FCMI effects which may cause cladding failure"- •".

3. Deposition of cesium and other fission products at the fuel-cladding
interface can give rise to local cladding strain"- .

4. Cladding alloys with low swelling and irradiation creep rates can
lead to higher levels of FCMI effects^.

5. Corrosion of the cladding by sodium on the external surface and
fission products on the inner surface can have an important influence
on cladding mechanical properties such as stress-rupture and
ductility.

159

Figure 1 identifies the major factors controlling fuel-cladding mechanical
interaction (FCMI): fuel pin design*, fuel and cladding irradiation
phenomena; and reactor operating characteristics. Several examples of the
influence of these factors on FCMI are given below:

Fuel Pin Design

1. Fuel smear density is one of the most Important factors which
determines the magnitude of FCMI effects.

2. For a given fuel smear density, there are indications that transient
FCMI effects increase in severity with the following changes in fuel
form: powder, annular, and solid.

3. Fuel chemistry directly influences the release and migration of
fission products, which in turn can give rise to local FCMI effects
if the fission products deposit in the region between the cladding
and the 1^

4. The composition and structure of the cladding determine the irradia-
tion swelling and mechanical properties. The irradiation behavior
of the cladding can significantly influence the magnitude of FCMI
effects under steady-state and power change reactor operation.

Reactor Operating Conditions

1. For a given fuel system, the local combinations of fuel pin operat-
ing parameters (power, flux, temperature) determine the magnitude
of FCMI effects.

2. Axial and transverse thermal gradients within a fuel pin have a
major effect on fission product deposition at the fuel-cladding
interface.

3. Under power change conditions FCMI effects are determined by ramp
rates and prior power history. For a given power change, the ramp
rates control the extent of fuel and cladding stress relaxation
during the rise to power.

The world-wide fast reactor fuel development programs have provided a
significant body of information which relate to FCMI effects. This paper
will concentrate on selected US irradiation experiments which include
experimental and analytical information. The final section of this report
will identify specific areas where additional effort is needed.



Fuel Pin Design

1. Fuel: density, form,
initial- gap, and
chemistry.

2. Cladding: composition,
structure, and
wall thickness.

»-

Fuel-Cladding Mechanical Interaction

Fuel and Cladding Irradiation Phenomena

1. Fuel: swelling, fission creep,
gas release, thermal
expansion, pellet cracking
and/or fragmentation, and
release and migration of
fission products.

2. Cladding: void swelling, irradiation
creep, stress-rupture,
ductility, thermal
expansion, corrosion
(sodium and fission
product attack).

Reactor Operating Characteristics

1. Steady-State: power, flux,
coolant temperature,
and axial and trans-
verse thermal
gradients.

2. Power Changes: ramp rates,
power history, and
transients.
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Figure 1. Factors Controlling Fuel-Cladding Mechanical Interaction

III. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL WORK ON FCMI EFFECTS

The following presentations will summarize several Interesting and Important

experimental and analytical studies of FCMI effects. Information will be

presented on quasi-steady-state Irradiation experiments in thermal and

fast reactors and on work Involving power changes. Where applicable

Illustrations with the LIFE-III fuel performance code calculations will be

provided. The current status of the LIFE-III code was reported at the

November, 1976 ANS/ENS meeting In Washington, D . C . M .

A. Steady-State Behavior

1. Thermal Reactor Experiments

Wadekamper, et.al."-', recently reported an Interesting experiment on two

short LMFBR mixed oxide rods Irradiated In GETR to 12.5% bumup. Figure 2

shows the permanent cladding strain and gives additional experimental

details. The plenum volume in the rods was about seven times the fuel

volume so that the fission gas pressure stresses were small (<v.25O psi,

1.7 MPa at operating temperature) and would not alone cause measureable

deformation. The measured diametral strains provide direct evidence for

steady-state FCMI effects.

Referring to Figure 2, the marked increase in cladding strain rate at high

burnup was reported to coincide with the shift of the maximum cladding

deformation from the top of the fuel column to the midpoint. The authors'- ••

suggested that the marked increase in cladding deformation resulted from a

change in fuel swelling rate caused by cesium compound formation, presumably

at the fuel-cladding interface.

The data described above are compared with calculations performed with the

LIFE-III code in Figure 3[8] The code calculations were performed using

a mid-wall temperature of 115O°F (621°C). The agreement between the

measured and calculated cladding strain rates is excellent although the
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Measured Cladding Strain vs. Burnup for Two GETR Mixed Oxide Pins
With Solution-Annealed Type 316 Stainless Steel Cladding^
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Figure 3.

Comparison of Calculated and Measured Cladding
Strain for Two GETR Mixed Oxide Pins

start-of-life strain appears to be somewhat underpredicted. The calculated
average (through the wall) cladding hoop stresses were 23,000 psi (150 MPa)
at start-of-life (SOL) and -x-20,000 psi (VI38 MPa) between 3 to 11% burnup
for the thinner cladding. The comparative values for the thicker cladding
were 22,000 psi (152 MPa) at SOL and <vl7,000 psi H 1 7 MPa) between 4 to 1 U
burnup.

2. Fast Reactor-Fuel Smear Density Effects

High burnup data on WSA-3 fuel pins, irradiated in EBR-II, reveal signifi-
cant effects of variations in fuel smear density on cladding strain
behavior^9'10]. The WSA-3 experiment involved the irradiation of a 37-pin
assembly with 20% cold-worked Type 316 stainless steel cladding including
four different combinations of mixed oxide pellet densities and diametral
gap sizes as given in Table 1.

The WSA-3 fuel assembly was irradiated in Row 7 of EBR-II and consequently
was exposed to a significant transverse flux gradient. The flux gradient
produced a corresponding 12% variation of burnup, fluence, and power across
the assembly. Figures 4 and 5 show cladding strain profiles and operating
conditions for pins irradiated under similar conditions. Figures 6 and 7
show the sensitivity of the maximum values of cladding strain to fuel smear
density and burnup. Examination of Figure 7 indicates that the fuel smear
density influence on cladding strain occurs at burnups below 1155 and fluence
levels below 6 x 10 2 2 (E>0.1 Mev), i.e., before the start of significant
swelling of the cold-worked Type 316 cladding.

Post-irradiation examination of the WSA-3 fuel pins is continuing and
immersion density measurements on the cladding will be available by mid-1977.
However, it is quite clear from an examination of Figures 4-7 that there is
a significant fuel smear density effect on total cladding diametral strain.
It is anticipated that the final analysis of these data will show that the
fuel smear density affects the swelling of the cladding (i.e., a stress
effect on swelling) and the irradiation creep strain.
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TABLE 1 Nominal Mixed Oxide Parameters for WSA-3 Fuel Pins

Smear Density
% TD

6
Burnup, X

10 12

Pellet Density
% TD

95
95
90
90

Diametral
mils J

5
9 i
3
6

Gap
mm)

0.13)
0.23)
0.075)
0.15)

90
87
87
85
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Figure 6. WSA-3 Data Analysis
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Preliminary analysis of the WSA-3 fuel pins with the LIFE-III code are
shown in Figure 8*- K Note that the average (through the wall) hoop stresses
are approximately 50% higher for the high smear density pin (90% TO) than
for the low smear density (86% TO) pin.

It is important to consider the effects of an overpower event on pins of
differing fuel smear density. Although the steady-state FCMI effects are
relatively modest for both high and low smear density, the margin to failure
In a subsequent overpower transient may be significantly different (see
section B.3.). Several of the WSA-3 pins with varying smear density will
be tested in TREAT to evaluate this effect. In addition, 15 of the WSA-3
pins will be re-1rradiated in EBR-II in a run-to-cladding-breach experiment
with cladding temperatures increased to 1250°F (677°C).

3. Fast Reactor Cladding Mechanical Strain Analysis
F121HUbert, et.al.u J, have presented an analysis of mechanical strain data

on a wide variety of mixed oxide fuel pins irradiated in fast test reactors.
The mechanical strain is obtained by subtracting one-third the measured
swelling from the total diametral change of the cladding. The mechanical
strain is believed to be primarily irradiation creep with a small Increment
due to thermal creep and plastic yielding. The results of this study are
shown in Figure 9. The data shown in Figure 9 are indicative of FCMI effects
since fission gas pressure effects alone would only account for relatively
small strains (0.1-0.3% at 10% burnup). In addition the following points
should be noted:

a. All of the data were obtained in fast test reactors where the
fluence-to-burnup ratio was approximately one-half of that expected
in prototype LMFBR reactors.

b. The data indicate that the high density fuel exhibits greater
mechanical strain than low density fuel.

c. Mechanical strains of up to 1% have been achieved without
cladding failure.

The Westinghouse data referred to in Figure 9 provide additional evidence
for FCMI effects from a comparison of local cladding diametral and axial
strains^1 . The local cladding axial strains were determined by measure-
ments of fiducial marks (Knoop hardness indentations 0.5 mil (0.013 mm)
in depth) spaced at 0.5 inch (12.5 mm) intervals along the length of the
pins.
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Figure 8. LIFE-III Code Stress Histories for WSA-3 Fuel Pins
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An Illustration of the diametral and axial strain data obtained 1s shown
In Figure 10 for pin Wl-l"-14^ Note that the values of AD/D and AL/L have
been reduced by the measured swelling of 0.2-0.3% AV/V. The 1:1 corres-
pondence between the hoop and axial strains provides direct evidence for
FCMI effects since fission gas pressure would not be expected to cause an
Increase In axial strain.

Figure 11 shows another example of a comparison of diametral and axial
mechanical strains for pin W2-14. In this case two points should be
noted:

a. The U0 2 insulator column extends 3.5 inches (78.5 mm) into the core
region and the insulator pellets have a 6 mil (0.15 mm) diametral
gap, whereas the fuel column has only a 2 mil (0.05 mm) diametral
gap. Note that the axial strain increases rapidly from a value of
about 0.2% at the fuel-insulator interface to a value of 0.6% over
a distance of one inch (25 mm) in the fuel region. The axial
strain-to-hoop strain ratio is unity in the fuel region where there
is no fuel-cladding chemical reaction.

b. Evidence for fuel-cladding chemical interaction was obtaired for
the top region of the pin. The evidence included cesium gamma
scans, metallography, and microprobe measurements. A high concentra-
tion of cesium was detected in the upper 3.5 inches (89 mm) of the
pin. Note that the fuel-cladding chemical reaction zone corresponds
to a local region of cladding strain which is not reflected in the
axial strain profile.

Figure 12 shows the diametral strain profile for pin W2-17 which also exhibits
a region of local cladding strain due to cesium accumulation"- -\ In the
region of cesium deposition the central hole was essentially closed, whereas
it existed both above and below this axial location. For this region the
LIFE-III code predicted a total cladding strain of just under 0.6% and a
central hole radius of 6.3 roils (0.16 m m ) ^ . This hole size agrees with
the observed central hole radii above and below this location. To obtain
an understanding of the cladding stress history developed in the cesium
deposition region, the LIFE-III code was utilized with an increase in the
solid fission product swelling rate in the outer ring of fuel to simulate
the cesium reaction and produce the observed local peak in cladding strain.
The resultant stress levels, shown in Figure 13, are approximately 2.5 times
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that of the nominal case. Furthermore, the calculated central hole radius
was reduced from 6.3 to 3.7 mils (0.16 to 0.094 mm). Thus, the LIFE-III
performance code analysis indicates that the combined effects of local
cladding strain and accompanying local closure of the central hole can be
accounted for by high fuel-cladding stress levels presumably generated by
cesium accumulation at the fuel-cladding interface.

4. Summary of Steady-State FCMI Effects

Thermal and fast reactor studies of mixed oxide fuel pin behavior in quasi-
steady-state operation reveal evidence for FCMI effects which
can be accounted for by cladding hoop stresses of 10,000 to 20,000 psi
(69 to 138 MPa). Furthermore, it was shown that local cladding strains
can be caused by accumulation of cesium at the fuel-cladding interface.
It 1s apparent that steady-state FCMI effects have not given rise to
cladding failures; however, the FCMI stress level may have significant
effects on the margin to failure in subsequent overpower events.

B. Power Change Effects

1. Power Increases in EBR-I1

Numerous EBR-II mixed oxide fuel assemblies have experienced power increases
due to changes in the EBR-II core configuration or changes in the radial
position of the fuel assembly. Power changes of 5-10% are common run-to-run
variations and occasionally power Increases of above 20% occur. Patel and
Murata"-'" have reported an extensive study of power Increases for GE mixed
oxide pins irradiated as encapsulated and unencapsulated fuel pins. They
observed failures in 15 encapsulated fuel rods and indicate that the
probable cause of failure was a power increase ranging from 20% to over
100%. Several examples of this study are given in Table 2. Also Included
at the bottom of Table 2 1s the power history for an unfailed unencapsulated
fuel rod that experienced a 24 to 52% power increase.
Patel and Murata's analysis of the power increases and the associated
FCMI effects due to differential thermal expansion indicated significant
plastic deformation at the lower cladding temperatures and thermal creep
strains at the high temperature end of pins, increasing with increasing
cladding temperature. The calculated low temperature plastic deformation
for the failed pins was 0.2 to 0.3%, whereas it was only 0.08% for the
unfailed pin. Similarly, the calculated thermal creep strain for the
failed pins was 0.25 to 0.58%, whereas it was essentially zero for the
unfailed pin.
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Figure 13. LIFE-III Code Calculations for Pin W2-17



Similar results of cladding rupture of mixed oxide fuel pins due to a power

increase following moderate burnup steady state Irradiation were reported

by Lawrence and Weber[16] In this case the steady state irradiation was

performed in EBR-II and the power increase occurred when the pins were

re-irradiated in GETR. The authors'- ^ concluded, as did Patel and Murata

that the behavior of the fuel pins under these conditions was strongly

dependent on three parameters: prior burnup level, prior power level, and

magnitude of the power increase.

2. Analytical Studies of Slow Overpower Events

Using the LIFE-III code, SundquistL J performed analytical studies of slow

overpower events (a 10% power increase over a one-hour period) in mixed

oxide fuel pins. Included in this study was a comparison of the average

cladding stresses and strains around the circumference of the pin with the

local cladding stresses and strains in the vicinity of radial fuel cracks.

Figure 14 Illustrates the model used for calculating the stress concentra-

tions in the cladding due to a small number of large cracks in the outer

D5]

region of the fuel. Assuming that a is the local fraction of the cladding

strained in the vicinity of the fuel cracks, Sundquist found that replacing

the cladding elastic moduli by G/a in the LIFE-III code provides an approxi-

mate model of the two-dimensional situation depicted in Figure 14. It may

be noted that a two-dimensional finite-element analysis code (TWOD) is

currently under development for LMFBR fuel pins'- •*

Figure 15 shows the average and local cladding hoop stress histories for a

10% power increase for a mixed oxide pin operating initially at 12 kw/ft

(39 kw/m). Note that the peak local cladding hoop stress (calculated

with o • 0.1) is approximately twice that of the average hoop stress.

Figure 15 also compares the incremental cladding creep strains for the

two stress histories. The high local cladding stress gives rise to signifi-

cant creep during the one-hour power increase.

The experimental and analytical work reported above clearly Indicates the

need for additional study of FCMI effects during power change conditions.
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TABLE 2

Examples of Power Increase Effects on Mixed Oxide Fuel Rods Irradiated in EBR-II

Rod

FOD

F8L

F8P

F10B24

F9A16*

Cladding

347A

316A

316A

316CW

316A

Smear
Density
% TD

92.7

86.3

84**

91.6

86.6

Location

Bottom
Middle
Top

Bottom
Middle
Top

Bottom
Middle
Top

Bottom
Middle
Top

Bottom
Middle
Top

Cladding
Midwall, T°C

Before

407
479
533

418
492
536

411
476
513

449
572
660

388
441
486

After

443
568
701

438
519
596

433
508
578

474
606
713

396
459
519

Before

15.1
18.5
14.4

19.7
25.2
19.2

17.0
21.8
16.5

35.2
45.1
33.7

23.0
29.5
22.1

Power (kw/m)
After

30.3
29.4
30.1

28.4
30.6
30.8

26.2
28.1
28.4

43.3
49.6
42.7

34.0
36.5
33.6

% Change

101
59
108

44
21
61

54
29
72

23
10
27

48
24
52

Peak BU(«)
Before Power
Change

9.4

10.0

9.8

1..6

7.8

Cladding
Breach
Location

Entire
Length

Bottom
Half

Upper
Half

Bottom
and Upper
Half

Unfailed

*Unencapsu1ated rod; the other rods were encapsulated.

**Vipac fuel.

radius = R,

Figure 14.

Geometry and definition of terms for the
conceptual model of stress concentrations in
cladding due to a small number of large cracks
in the outer region of fuel.



The need 1s particularly Important when one considers local cladding stresses
In the vicinity of radial fuel cracks and the concurrent possibility of
local fuel-cladding chemical interaction (FCCI) effects.

3. Analytical Studies of Transient Overpower Events

Some preliminary results obtained with a transient version of the LIFE
code (LIFE-T) will be presented to indicate the sensitivity of transient
FCMI effects to variations in fuel smear density and fluence-to-burnup
ratio^ J. The mixed oxide pin parameters used in the study are given in
Table 3.

jr' Average Hoop Strain

I 101
Time After Start of Power Increase (Hours)

201

Figure IS. Cladding Stress and Strain History Following a 10% Increase
in Power for a Mixed Oxide Fuel Pin (CU316 Cladding,
92X TD Pellet) Operating at 12 Kw/ft (39 Kw/m).

TABLE 3

Fuel P1n Parameters Used in Transient Overpower Calculations*

A. Fuel Parameters
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Pellet Density
% TD

91.3
91.3
95.6

Diametral Gap
mils (mm)

6.5
4
4

B. Operating Parameters

Assembly

A

B

Peak
kw/ft

7

10.7

Power
(kw/mm)

(23)

(35J

(0
(0
(0

• 17)
• 1)
.1)

EOL
E>0.

Smear Density
% TD

Fluence
1 Mev x

7.9

16.2

85.5
87.7
91.8

99 SOL Peak Mid-wall
1 0 " " Cladding T°C

660

663

*SOL cladding thickness = 15 mils (0.38 mm)
20% cold-worked Type 316 stainless steel

Following steady-state operation for 10,000 hours, a 2$/sec transient
terminated by the plant protection system was imposed (see Figure 16).
The pin power levels increased approximately four times in 0.5 second.
Figures 17 and 18 show the calculated stress histories for assemblies
A and B with the 87.7% TD smear density. The stress change during the
transient 1s due to differential thermal expansion. Essentially no stress
relaxation occurred during the one-second transient event.

A summary of the stress history calculations for the steady-state pre-
transicnt irradiation period and the overpower transient is given in
Table 4. Prior to the overpower transient, it may be noted that the steady-
state cladding hoop stress levels are higher for the low fluence assembly A
and that both assemblies show a fuel smear density effect on cladding hoop
stress. The peak cladding hoop stress levels attained during the transient
show small differences between assemblies except for regions where the
fuel-cladding gap did not close and show a small smear density sensitivity.
This preliminary study of FCMI effects during overpower transient events
indicates that differences in pre-transient stress histories due to fuel
smear density and fluence-to-burnup ratio variations may give rise to
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Figure 16. Power History for a 2$/sec Transient

•(300)

0.3 1.0
Time (sec)
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Figure 17. Cladding Hoop Stress Developed During a $2/sec Transient

For Assembly 29, Small Gap, Nominal Density

(Low Fluence to Burnup Ratio)

important differences in fuel pin behavior in terminated transients. Further

experimental and analytical work is required in this area to provide a basis

for additional evaluation.

10

-(300)

X/L • 0.2

0.S t.0 I.S
Time (sec)

Figure 18. Cladding Hoop Stress Developed During a $2/sec Transient

For Assembly B, Small Gap, Nominal Density

(High Fluence-to-Burnup Ratio)

TABLE 4

Calculated Cladding Hoop Stress Prior to and During an Overpower Transient

Cladding Hoop Stress (HPa)*

Assembly

A (Low EOL

B (High EOL

Fluence)

Fluence)

Fuel Smear
Density, %TD

85.5 (LG)***
87.7 (SG)
91.8 (SG)

85.5 (LG)
87.7 (SG)
91.8 (SG)

Prior
0.2**

70
120
160

50
70
90

to Transient
0.5

40
50
60

25
25
25

0.9

30
45
50

25
25
30

Peak
0.2

300
350
370

—

310
340

Durinq Transient
0.5

190
240
250

—

40****

0.9

170
190
190

—

40****
200

*10,000 psi = 69 MPa
**Ax1al position expressed as X/L
**tG = large SOL diametral gap; SG = small SOL diametral gap
****Fue1-cladding gap open during transient



IV. FURTHER WORK ON FCMI EFFECTS

This paper has presented information on the nature and character of FCMI
effects in fast reactor mixed oxide fuel pins under steady-state and power
change conditions. Although FCMI effects have been observed,
the magnitude of the effects has not handicapped the successful development
of mixed oxide fuel with stainless steel cladding for initial LMFBR con-
struction. However, as in the analogous LWR scenario, it is anticipated
that FCMI effects may become more significant in fast reactor fuel in the
future for the following reasons:

1. The desire to increase fuel burnup will lead to increased FCMI
effects.

2. Requirements to increase reactor ramp rates and to operate in a
load-follow mode will necessitate further experimental work on FCMI
effects.

3. Concern for FCMI effects fn blanket elements because of the large
increase in power throughout life.

4. The introduction of low swelling cladding alloys will lead to
increased FCMI effects under steady-state conditions.
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Mechanisms of Fuel-Cladding Chemical Interaction: US Interpretation by

M.G. Adamson, the United States.

ABSTRACT

Proposed mechanisms of fuel-cladding chemical interaction (FCCI)
1n LMFBR fuel pins are reviewed and examined in terms of in-pile
and out-of-pile data. From this examination several factors are
identified which may govern the occurrence of localized deep inter-
granular penetrations of Type-316SS cladding. Using a plausible
mechanistic hypothesis for FCCI, first steps have been taken towards
developing a quantitative, physically-meaningfull, mathematical method
of predicting cladding wastage in operating fuel pins. Both kinetic
and thermodynamic aspects of FCCI are considered in the development
of this prediction method, together with a fuel chemistry model that
describes the evolution of thermochemical conditions at the fuel-
cladding gap. On the basis of results from recent fuel pin and
laboratory tests a thermal transport mechanism has been proposed to
explain the thermal gradient-induced migration of Fe, Cr, and Ni
from cladding into the fuel. This mechanism involves chemical transport
of the metallic cladding components (as tellurides) in liquid Cs-Te.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The useful life of fuel pin cladding 1s of great importance in the design and
operation of a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMF6R). In oxide fuel
pins cladding failure may result from inner surface wastage caused by fission
product-Induced oxidation. Intensive study of fuel-cladding chemical inter-
action(FCCI), which began in the United States in 1969, has involved three
simultaneous and overlapping phases:

1) Review and analysis of all applicable data from fuel pin
irradiation experiments.

2) Laboratory programs to characterize FCCI in terms of key
parameters such as temperature, oxygen potential, fission
product presence and abundance, and impurities.

3) Interpretation of out-of-Dile and in-oile FCCI results in
terms of mechanisms, and development of predictive equa-
tions and mathematical models.
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In 1972(1j2\ and again in 1974 ̂3 K data from activities 1) and 2) were
collected and used to develop hypotheses for the mechanism of intergranular
attack (I6A), which is the FCCI process of most concern to fuel pin designers.
The purpose of the present paper is twofold: firstly, to evaluate the most
recent out-of-pile and in-pile FCCI results in terms of these and current
mechanistic hypotheses and secondly, using the most plausible hypothesis, to
show how a quantitative, physically-meaningful, mathematical method of pre-
dicting FCCI in operating fuel pins may be developed. Although our primary
emphasis will be on FCCI mechanisms derived from out-of-pile results, attempts
will be made to reconcile in-pile observations with these proposed mechanisms.
Recent FCCI data from irradiated fuel pin tests and out-of-pile test results
are described in two companion papers^4'*)which will be referenced periodically.
In outlining development of an FCCI prediction method, both kinetic and thermo- .
dynamic aspects of FCCI will be considered, together with a fuel chemistry
model that attempts to describe the evolution of thermochemical conditions at
the fuel-cladding gap.

II. MECHANISTIC INTERPRETATIONS OF OUT-OF-PILE FCCI RESULTS

A. General Features of FCCI

Post-irradiation examinations of irradiated fuel pins have shown that
fuel-cladding chemical interaction (cladding attack) involves fission products
and that it occurs at temperatures exceeding i.500°C in three rather distinct
forms. In the first type, intergranular attack (IGA), fission products pene-
trate the grain boundaries of the cladding material. In the second type,
uniform or matrix attack, fission products are found in a continuous reaction
zone that extends from the cladding to the fuel. In the less-common third
type, erosive attack, the cladding inner surface appears to have been partially
dissolved by (liquid) fission products. Often, IGA and uniform attack occur
simultaneously. Here, grains of the cladding material, which have become
dislodged due to IGA, undergo matrix attack on all sides, and a reaction zone
with a metallic and an oxide phase is formed. The metallic phase, which is
often closer to the fuel, consists principally of iron and nickel. The oxide
phase, which is generally closer to the unreacted cladding (sometimes it is
found in the attacked grain boundaries themselves) is rich in chromium. Each
of these different manifestations of FCCI also have been observed in out-of-pile
experiments.

B. MECHANISMS OF FISSION PRODUCT-INDUCED INTERGRANULAR ATTACK

In out-of-pile tests with buffered and unbuffered fission product mixtures

significant intergranular attack of 300 series stainless steel (that is, greater

than 1 mil in depth) has only been observed where the liquid fission products 1J1
wetted the cladding samples. Different interpretations of the exact role of
the liquid fission product phase in IGA have been offered, however, most experi-
menters agree that, at the very least, the liquid phase is reauired to strin the
initial protective layer of chromium oxide from the cladding surface. Two
proposed mechanisms for IGA will now be discussed in detail.

Aitken and co-workers^3'$>7ak General Electric have proposed that IGA of 300
series stainless steels 1n mixed oxide LMFBR fuel pins is caused by Cs and Te
fission products which, acting synergistically, accelerate grain boundary
oxidation when the oxygen activity is above the oxidation threshold of chromium
In stainless steel. The essential roles of Te and Cs are emphasized in the
GE model, and carbon, which is a common fabrication impurity in fuel, was also
shown to catalyze the Cs, Te-1nduced grain boundary attack process, especially
at oxygen activities just above the oxidation threshold. Parallels were drawn
between Cs, Te-induced IGA of cladding and the sulfur-catalyzed hot corrosion
of the high nickel super alloys used in gas turbine bladeslft»(>>-'nVhe incidence
of IGA on cladding alloys depends on Te activity (as revealed by its dependence
on Cs:Te ratio) and on oxygen activity. In sulfur-catalyzed hot corrosion the
small quantities of sulfur impurity deposited (as sulfate) on alloy surfaces
during combustion initiate severe oxidative attack when the oxygen potential
at the alloy surface becomes sufficiently low to release sulfur from the
sulfate. By forming nickel and chromium sulfides in the alloy matrix, this
sulfur effectively sensitizes the alloy to oxidative attack (the sulfides being
more susceptible to oxidation), and the sulfur is believed to behave as an
autocatalystt8' Since Te and S belong to the same periodic group of elements(VI)
and exhibit similar reaction trends with the transition metals that constitute
austenitic alloys, it was logical to suspect tellurium fission products as
possible cladding attack initiators in LMFBR fuel pins. Indeed, intergranular
cracking developed in Hastelloy N and related alloys during exposure to irradi-
ated molten salt fuels has been attributed to reaction with tellurium fission
products. ' In the GE model, without the assistance of carbon impurity, IGA
proceeds by preferential (Cs, Te-assisted) oxidation of the Cr-rich M 2 3C g

grain boundary carbides, viz.

+[0]Cs.Te Cr 20 3 +C 0)

and Cr 20 3 + Cs(Te) •* CsxCr[O(Te)] y (2)

(It is not certain whether tellurium is actually incorporated in the cesium
chromate(-ite) reaction product). In the presence of carbon impurity, the



M23Cg-type carbides are progressively converted to higher carbides (M?C3> M3C2)»
which are more susceptible to Cs, Te-assisted oxidation and this results in
accelerated IGA. The liquid fission product medium is believed to assist this
carburization step by simultaneously transporting carbon and wetting the grain
boundaries. Observed decreases in the catalytic activity of carbon on Cs.Te-
induced IGA as oxygen activity increases are explained on the basis that, in
the presence of carbon, regions of stability exist for different groups of
carbides at different oxygen potentials. For example, at 725°C, Cr^Cg,
Cr7C,, and Cr3C2 are stable at oxygen potentials lower than -133 kcal/mol.

Between -133 and -128 kcal/mol, only Cr7C3 and Cr3C2 are stable. Between
-128 and ca. -95kcal/mol, only iron carbides are stable; and above ca. -95
kcal/mol, no carbides can exist. Oxidative attack of the alloy matrix is
viewed as proceeding concurrently with the intergranular penetration, but

the relative rates of these two processes vary with oxygen activity and
temperature. From out-of-pile results it is apparent that the ratio Rjnterqranular
*Witrix 1S c o n s' i d e r a b ly greater at low oxygen activity than at high oxygen
activity, but the separate dependences of these rates on Po2 remains to be
delineated. The most recent GE out-of-pile FCCI results*6' are now discussed
in terms of this mechanistic hypothesis.

Results on the dependence of Cs, Te-assisted IGA incidence on oxygen activity
demonstrated that the oxygen activity threshold for Cs, Te-induced inter-
granular attack of 316 stainless steel is indeed coincident with, or very
close to, the thermodynamic oxidation threshold for chromium in 316 stainless
steel. In addition Cs,JTe-induced penetration of cladding alloy was most severe
only about 1 kj/mol above the oxidation threshold; as the oxygen potential
increased above this value the maximum intergranular penetration depth slowly
decreased. Along with decreasing severity of intergranular attack as oxygen
activity increased, the catalytic activity of carbon impurity also decreased.
The mechanistic interpretation of this effect is now considered in more detail.
The most recent results on the role of carbon impurity all tend to support
the proposal that the mechanism by which carbon impurity accelerates Cs, Te-
induced' intergranular penetration of 316 stainless steel at "low" oxygen activi-
ties involves conversion of the NUXg-type grain boundary precipitates to
higher carbides (M,C3, M,C 2), which are more susceptible to oxidation in the
presence of Cs, Te mixtures. The observed drop in catalytic activity of carbon
as oxygen activity increases parallels the expected decrease in thermodynamic
stability of the higher carbides with respect to oxide (Cr2O3), as discussed
above. Although the relationship between, oxygen activity at the cladding

surface and oxygen activity at the tip of a chemically attached grain boundary |/2
1s not known, the observed trend suggests that these activities are close.
Autoradiographic measurements with carbort-?4 showed that Cs,JTe-induced inter-
granular penetration of Type-316 stainless steel is accompanied by removal of
carbide carbon from the affected grain boundaries and that impurity carbon
originally in the fuel phase does not advance detectably ahead of the attack
front. The former observation, which appears to be a consequence of the
oxidation of the intergranular carbide phase (see below), is also supported
by previous fractographic resultsO2]bnd the recent selective-etching SEM
measurements which showed absence or physical degradation of carbide particles
in the attacked grain boundaries. Although the latter observation is consistent
with the known slower diffusion rate of carbon in chromium carbides"3' -Than
in the austenite matrix of 316 stainless steel" it does not preclude the
possibility that carbon acts as a catalyst during grain boundary penetration
by Cs, Te[0]. The following sequence of reactions illustrates how carbide
carbon could progress along grain boundary during IGA:

*imp

t0Wt+

Jl first carbide particle

imp oxidation step
(3)

^M7<'*3-'2 second carbide particle

[0] C s T e+ [M?C*3] -»• etc. oxidation step

During this sequence of reactions more than the requisite quantity of carbon
for conversion of the next carbide particle would quickly be generated, conse-
quently some of this carbon would become available for reaction with the
alloy matrix at exposed grain surfaces. This process might be expected to
increase the local availability of chromium. Since the "excess" carbon generated
in an attacked grain boundary would not be expected to move more than one or
two carbide particles in advance of the oxidation front (*1.5um), failure to
detect such an effect using autoj*adiography is not surprising. The selective-
etching SEM results also showed that (a) Cs,Te-assisted grain boundary pene-
tration of 316 stainless steel can proceed beyond a partially reacted (oxidized)
carbide particle and (b) slow oxidative attack of the alloy matrix proceeds con-
currently with grain boundary penetration. The concept of competitive chromium
oxidation processes is in fact central to the GE "combined rates" cladding
attack prediction model, which is described later (section V).



Recent out-of-pile results also showed that carbon may influence the nature of
fission product-induced cladding attack by saturating alloy grains near the
cladding surface in the form of intergranular carbide precipitates. These
precipitates form along intragranular slip lines in deformed (cold-worked)
regionsT)f the alloy, thereby reducing the effective grain size. Thus, when
heavily carburized or heavily cold-worked regions of 316 stainless steel
alloy are chemically attacked by Cs,Te mixtures, the result is an attack zone
with a more uniform appearance than the deep intergranular type observed with
alloys of large grain size. If the density of intragranular carbide preci-
pitates near the surface of a 316 stainless steel cladding specimen is suffi-
ciently high it appears possible that, in a corrosive fission product environ-
ment, the resulting maximum intergranular penetration depth would be less
than in an annealed alloy specimen with the same grain size. Quantitative limits
on the density or depth of cold work for this effect to be operative have yet
to be established. It was particularly Interesting to note that there was
no enhancement of Cs.Te-induced intergranular attack directly under a heavily
cold-worked region of the cladding surface (e.g., an indentation) as would be
expected if the CsTe oxidative attack process was stress-assisted. The stress
intensity in the alloy matrix adjacent to indentations is believed to have
been sufficiently high, at least during the first 10 hours or so of its exposure
to Cs+Te, to have produced such an effect in a susceptible alloy. Maiya and
Busch, on the basis of slotted ring tests in corrosive Cs+Te environments,
also concluded that stress has no significant influence on the grain boundary
corrosion rate.

At suitably high temperatures and oxygen activity levels just above the 316
stainless steel oxidation threshold the form and degree of attack of this
cladding alloy was found to be Influenced by the composition of the fission
product mixture and their absolute quantities. Thus, for Cs.Te-induced inter-
granular attack to occur at a particular location in an irradiated fuel pin,
a certain Cs:Te ratio needs to be established (l:5<Cs:Te<3:l, approximately)
and a minimum quantity of telierium is required. Although the precise
dependence of attack depth on tellurium inventory has not yet been established,
it appears that a certain threshold concentration of Te (and Cs) is required
to break down the protective oxide scale and, following its destruction,
the depth of intergranular penetration into 316 stainless steel will be
approximately proportional to the available Te. Experiments also showed
that the morphology of Cs,.Te-induced attack on Type-316SS varies signi-
ficantly as the Cs:Te ratio changes from 3:1 (primarily intergranular)
to 4:1 (uniform). Several mechanisms by which the Cs:Te ratio on the

cladding inner surface in irradiated fuel pins could fall below 4:1 have
been described(3>3).

Results from other isothermal capsule experiments supported earlier GE
findings^ ' that iodine and molybdenum fission products in their expected
stable chemical forms inside an irradiated fuel pin (i.e., Csl and Cs-MoO.)
will not contribute significantly to I6A of 316SS cladding at temperature
between 500 and 760°C. This conclusion presupposes that the oxygen activity
at the fuel-cladding gap is equal to or less than the value corresponding
to stoichiometric mixed oxide. Although both iodine and molybdenum (as Csl
and CsJtoO-, respectively) migrate to the fuel-cladding gap, and permeate
the FCCI-affected zone, tellurium-in the presence of Cs-appears to be singularly
responsible for inducing deep IGA.

A number of parameters, local variations in which may be responsible for the
spotty character of FCCI in irradiated fuel pins, have been identified from
the GE laboratory characterization program:

(a) Oxygen Activity
(b) Cs:Te ratio
(c) Te(+Cs) inventory
(d) Presence or absence of carbon-impurity
(e) surface condition of cladding (cold work, carburization)

In view of all the conditions that must be met during the life of an irra-
diated fuel pin, it is conceivable that only relatively small areas of the
cladding inner surface will experience the conditions that favor deep IGA.
An objection that is sometimes raised against the GE model is that tellurium
is not always detectable (by electron microprobe) in regions in irradiated
fuel pins where IGA occurred. Because the role proposed for tellurium in
the FCCI mechanism is not necessarily that of a consumable reactant (i.e., it
may function as a catalyst), the criterion of detectability by microprobe
should probably not be applied too rigidly.

An alternative model, originating from workers at Argonne National Labor-
atory_ (ANL./.,proposes electrochemical dissolution as the basic mechanism
for grain boundary attack. The proposed galvanic cell reactions which could
produce anodic dissolution at the crack tips are the following:

Cr + 3/2 02"= 1/2 Cr203 + 3e~ (4)

Fe + 02"= FeO + 2e" (5)

The extent of reaction 5 is thought to be minor compared to the extent
of reaction 4. The corresponding reaction is:
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2e~ = Cs2O + Mo02 + 02~ (6)

and, as the overall cell reaction:

Cr + 3/2 Cs^oOij = 1/2 Cr2O3 + 3/2 Cs2O + 3/2 Mo02 (7)

In this model a thin film of electrolyte would have to coat the reaction zone
to form a medium for the ionic transport required to establish a local
galvanic cell. One proposed electrolyte was a nearly equimolar mixture
of Cs2MoOij and MoOg (<x-Cs,Mo2P7) which has a temperature minimum at
458*0. This eutectic temperature was used to explain why intergranular attack
has not been observed to occur below 500°C--the electrolyte would be frozen
solid and an electrochemical reaction could not take place at a reasonable
rate. The controlling factor for the extent of attack was suggested to be
the local oxygen potential.

This electro chemical model further Dronnserl that th? intergranular attack
mechanism is best characterized as stress corrosion or stress-assisted
corrosion, with features of metal physics, microstructure, and electro-
chemistry combining to produce accelerated penetration of the stainless
steel cladding. However, the experimentation that has been performed to
date on the effects of stress on fission product-induced FCCI at controlled
oxygen potential' ' has shown no acceleration of IGA under stressed
conditions. Although it was demonstrated by the ANL workers that Cs2Mo0i,U)»
MoO, (i) or Cs.jMoO.-MoO- eutectic could function as oxide ion conductors at
various temperatures in the range 700 -900°C, only Cs2Mo0i, can be considered
a viable candidate at the oxygen activities expected inside a mixed oxide fuel
pin. The problem with Cs^oOi, as a liquid electrolyte is that its melting
point is 940°C, which is considerably higher than the maximum expected cladd-
ing inner surface temperature (/v>760°C).

The GE and ANL models are similar in the sense that both require a liquid
fission product medium to transport oxygen to the site of oxidative attack
(and, presumably, to transport reaction products back to the cladding surface).
The GE model attributes specific roles to tellurium and impurity carbon and,
unlike the ANL model, does not require stress assistance to explain
deep IGA. Of course, it is possible that FCCI in irradiated fuel pins is
an extremely complex process, embodying features of both chemical hot-
corrosion and electrochemical dissolution of cladding components. In the
absence of such detailed knowledge it is logical to employ the mechanism
which best describes observed features of FCCI in irradiated fuel pins to

structure a comprehensive model for cladding attack. For the present, this
distinction goes to the GE model.

C. CLADDING DISSOLUTION ANO MASS TRANSPORT

Erosive attack of the cladding inner surface is usually associated with
transport of cladding components, as a metallic phase, into the mixed oxide
fuel. The appearance of this erosive attack, i.e., rounded grain surfaces
and voids (porosity) just below the alloy surface, suggests that cladding
components are being dissolved by a liquid medium. Metallic "rivers" of the
type recently found in the CAI (Cs.Te-doped) fuel pin tests^ ' nave been
observed previously along cracks in the fuel in irradiated EBR-II pins^ ',
usually at relatively high cladding inner surface temperatures (<700°C).
Thus far, the most popular explanation for these metallic "rivers" has been
an iodine-iodide mechanism similar to the Van Arkei-DeBoer process, however,

(19)on thermodynamic grounds such explanations appear untenable/ ' Another
explanation proposes that transport of the cladding components, particularly
Won, occurs in a liquid phase such as CS(A) or Cs2O(fc). A soluble compound,
cesium ferrite (CsFeO2), was hypothesized as the transporting species, and
thermodynamic estimates were presented to support this mechanism/ l<1'
Recent phase studies have shown that Cs2O(n) could not exist in the presence
of oxide fuel at typical fuel temperatures, thus Cs(fc) would be the only
possible transport medium. However, the high vapor pressure of elemental
cesium might be expected to preclude it functioning as an effective liquid
transport medium in an irradiated fuel pin.

The recent out-of-pile and in-pile cladding component mass transport results^
indicate that Cs.Te mixtures are an effective transport medium for Fe, Cr
and Ni. Because the melting points of 1:1 and 2:1 Cs.Te mixtures lie between
500 and 700°C, and because Fe, Cr and Ni each form tellurides that are
stable at relatively high temperatures (600-1300°C, approximately), a cyclic
transport mechanism involving the following steps was proposed/ '

1) formation of Fe, Cr and Ni tellurides (M, Te) at the
surface of the cladding; '"x

2) dissolution of the M l x T e compounds in liquid Cs-Te;

3) liquid phase transport up the radial temperature gradient through
cracks in the fuel;

4) decomposition of M, Te, and precipitation of M, at high tempera-
ture locations (when this occurs M, Te may be either dissolved
or a separate liquid phase);

5) return of Te (and Cs) down the thermal gradient to the cladding
inner surface.
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In its simplest form, the transport process may be represented by the
reversible reaction

1-x M(s) + [Te] C s = [H,.xTe]Cs

Ti(<v.650°C) ->• T 2 (T2>T!).

(8)

The actual distribution of Fe, Cr and Ni along the thermal gradient will
be determined by several factors: their original concentrations in the
cladding alloy, the relative stabilities of their respective tellurides
(note: AG° values lie in the order Cr>Ni>Fe), and the solubilities of
the tellurides in liquid Cs-Te. Reaction (8) indicates that the actual
concentration of a particular telluride in liquid Cs-Te should also be
influenced by the tellurium activity, consequently the amount of trans-
port is expected to vary with Cs:Te ratio. As Schafer has shown/ ' the
most effectively transported species in a multicomponent thermal gradient
system is not necessarily the most stable species. Hence, in the observations
that have been made on the 316SS-Cs,Te(£) system, Cr is not the most effi-
ciently transported cladding component (even with allowance for its initial
concentration).

From the available data, it appears that cladding component mass transport
will occur when the following conditions are met: relatively high cladding
temperatures (>650°C), a high radial temperature gradient, and a plentiful
supply of Cs and Te fission products. Data from the CAI irradiation tests
indicates that radial Fe, Cr, Ni transport increases in proportion to the
quantity of Cs-Te that reaches the cladding inner surface. Thus far, attempts
to learn whether the mass transport process is sensitive to oxygen activity
have proved fruitless, however, thermodynamic considerations indicate that
such a dependence is unlikely.

III. DELINEATION OF CRITICAL FCCI PARAMETERS FROM IRRADIATED FUEL PIN RESULTS.

A. Philosophy of the Approach.

The phenomenon of cladding attack has been observed in a relatively
large number of EBR-II test pins. The tests in which attack has been observed
span a wide variety of fabrication and irradiation performance parameters which
renders the task of providing meaningful correlations very difficult. Gener-
ally, the irradiation experiments were not designed to measure cladding
attack specifically, which increases the difficulty of correlating results
from various tests.

Investigations of cladding attack in irradiated fuel rods require destructive
examination of those rods to provide specimen surfaces for optical micro-
scopy and x-ray microanalysis using the electron microprobe. To date, trans-
mission electron microscopy and scanning electron microscopy have not been
extensively applied to the cladding attack problem.

The study of cladding attack is logically divided into two major areas
as applied to irradiated fuel. The first involves a categorization of
observed attack with known fabrication and irradiation parameters. Such a
categorization is useful to provide statistical correlations for code
development. The second involves microanalysis of the local chemical environ-
ment, data from which are useful in establishing the underlying mechanisms
for cladding attack. Optical microscopy provides the basic data necessary
for examination of the fabrication and irradiation parameters, while micro-
probe work provides the chemical microanalysis necessary for elucidation
of attack mechanisms.

The lack of systematized observations of cladding attack renders their
interpretations difficult. Two approaches may be taken to simplify the.
analysis of the-experimental data. Either all the available data can be
compiled and examined statistically (with a resultant large uncertainty), or
small subsets can be examined for internal consistency. From the latter
approach, insights may be gained that are concealed by the statistical approach.

Cladding attack data have now been assembled from a wide range of irradiation
experiments in which large variances in important fuel fabrication and perform-
ance parameters are common. Those parameters which may affect the extent of
chemical interaction include cladding i.d. temperature, rod power, smeared
density,fuel stoichiometry, time during full power operation, burnup, and
cladding type. Available cladding attack data are reviewed in this section
to reveal trends exhibited by these parameters.

B. Summary of In-Pile Results and Comparison with Proposed FCCI Mechanisms

The most recent results from EBR-II and thermal reactor test pins are
discussed in a companion paper.^' Most of the test pins considered in
this evaluation were designed and fabricated by GE (F3A and F10 series),
HEDL (P23 series) and GA (Fl series). The major findings from these
examinations may be summarized as follows:

1.) Chemical attack of the cladding (FCCI) occurs towards the top
of the fuel column when Tcia(uo

>525<>c»-approximately [all];
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2) in regions where attack occurs, there is a high degree of non-
uniformity in its character and distribution[all];

3) FCCI has been seen to occur preferentially opposite pellet
interfaces and at the ends of radial fuel cracks [GA-GCFR
fuel pins];

4) FCCI has been seen to occur preferentially at locations where
fuel and cladding are in intimate contact, i.e. away from
fuel cracks and pellet interfaces [ANL, GE and HEDL - LMFBR test
pins].

5) in intergranularly-attacked stainless steel cladding, chromium
is depleted in the (attacked) grain boundaries but in matrix-
attacked regions it is generally enhanced [all];

6) the fission products Cs, Mo and occasionally Te, I and Pd, are
detected at depth in IGA zones, but in zones of matrix attack,
all four of these fission products are generally found [all];

7) "latent" attack of grains and grain boundaries - i.e. depletion
of carbides and chromium, but no Cs or Te - has been observed
immediately ahead of visible IGA fronts [HEDL];

8) in fuel pins with (0:M). = 1.97-1.98, irradiated to *5 at %
burnup, matrix attack appears to predominate at "intermediate"
temperatures (600-700°C) while deep localized IGA and combined
attack occur primarily at the highest cladding temperature
(>700°C) [HEDL];

9) at high temperatures (>700°C), the character of attack slowly
changes from "intergranular" and "combined" to predominantly
"matrix" with increasing burnup [HEDL];

10) with few exceptions, the maximum depth of FCCI in irradiated fuel
pins increases monotonically with T , . Tn (at fixed (0:M). and
burnup), with burnup (at fixed T_laS'?2 AHd (0:M).) and with
0:M (at fixed burnup and T c 1 a d Ip)

arGEuand HEDL];1

11) at particular axial locations where FCCI occurs (e.g. T , . ,D
*725°C), a greater fraction of the cladding circumference
is affected at high 0:M(-v 2:00) than at low 0:M(<v,1.97) [GE].;

12) observed trends between the incidence of FCCI and starting
0:M suggest that (0:M). must be approximately 1.94, or lower,
to avoid attack at -v/725°C up to 5 at % burnup [GE].

With the possible exception of 4 ) , none of these observations are incon-
sistent with the proposed FCCI mechanisms. For example, the observed
preferred location (observation 1 and non-uniformity (observation 2 )
of attack are believed to result from a combination of axial fission
product migration and high cladding temperature (1) and localized variations
in parameters-such as carbon impurity or Cs:Te ratio - that influence FCCI(2).
Observations 8 through 12 are believed to be related to burnup-induced
oxygen activity changes in the fuel. It is also expected that the observed
dependences of attack depth on various fuel parameters, viz. observation 10 ,

are related to the availability or inventory of responsible fission products
(which, in turn, is related to burnup and fuel power rating). Changes in the
character and extent of FCCI with temperature and burnup are discussed further
in section V.

It is instructive at this point to briefly outline the development of a
"physically meaningful" mathematical correlation between (maximum) attack
depth and burnup/time for irradiated fuel pins. The analytical form of this
correlation^ '' was chosen to reflect current thinking at GE about probable
FCCI mechanisms. This was done in the belief that if a mathematical corre-
lation of this type can be linked to fundamental physico-chemical principles,
its value is greatly enhanced. The data base from which this correlation
was derived was as broad as possible.

D = 12.8 EXP -14185
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1.987 T(°K)
t (0:M + 0.001 BU - 1.96)Q2-33(l-p) (9)

Peak linear power (kW/ft)t = time (days), p = fractional smear density, Q
BU = atom % burnup

D = maximum depth of cladding attack (mils)

Uncertainty in activation energy: 9059(-2o) to 19311 (+2o)
Uncertainty in Q expon nt: 1.23(-2a) to 3.44 (+2a)
Standard error on mean: Factor of 1.101 (la)
Uncertainty in spread about mean:
Standard Error of the Correlation:

1.96(-2<j) to 2.56 (+2o)
2.18

Since most thermally activated processes exhibit an exponential temperature
dependence, it was reasonable to include this type of temperature dependence
to describe cladding attack. The crucial temperature to be used is that of
the cladding inside surface. The correlation (equation 9) gives an "acti-
vation" energy (in quotes because it is likely that more than one thermally
activated process is involved-hence, the indicated activation energy represents
a weighted average) of 14.2 kcal/mole, which is somewhat lower than
'activation energies" derived from out-of-pile studies (see Section IV).

The time variable was originally chosen to be a power function since reason-
able assumptions regarding mechanisms would designate a parabolic time dependence
(cladding attack rate dependent upon diffusion of the reactants at cladding
surface). The exponent was allowed to float during maximum likelihood calcu-
lations in order to determine whether the trend was towards parabolic or
linear dependence. In the correlation under discussion, the exponent was
set at unity upon finding a trend in this direction.



The stoichiometry term was formulated on the basis that cladding attack is
dependent upon oxygen potential. Out.-of-pile studies^ * 'have shown that no
fission-product-induced cladding attack occurs when the oxygen potential at
the fuel-cladding interface is below the oxidation threshold for chromium in
the stainless steel (which corresponds to a fuel stoichiometry of approximately
1.996 at fuel-cladding interface temperatures). Since oxygen redistribution
1n the fuel fixes the 0:M ratio at the fuel surface at about 1.996 when the
average 0:M is about 1.96, setting the fuel stoichiometry below this point
should eliminate cladding attack. The oxygen potential of mixed oxide fuel
Increases with burnup, so this behavior also must be taken into account in
formulating the cladding attack correlation. A recent reassessment of this
phenomenon for EBR-II fast neutron burnup indicates that the oxygen release
amounts to 0.001 0:M units per 1% burnup. The stoichiometry term in the
correlation includes this effect. Since oxygen availability would be expected
to affect the cladding attack process in an inventory connected-manner, the
presence of a nearly linear dependence on oxygen-inventory in the correlation
is not surprising.

The linear power and porosity terms were allowed to float in finding the
maximum likelihood correlation. Intuitively, fission products and oxygen
should be driven to the fuel-cladding at a given axial position with greater
efficiency as the fuel temperature increases. Thus, increasing the (local)
linear power should make more fission products and oxygen available to act
upon the cladding. Therefore, a term in the correlation involving linear
power is proper (peak linear power is used in the correlations to allow
comparisons between fuel pins). The mechanisms involved in the material trans-
port are not yet sufficiently defined, however, to predict the proper functional
dependence other than a simple power term. The porosity should interact in a
similar manner to the linear power 1n that an increase in porosity (decrease
in smear density) should also enhance transport of fission products and oxygen
to the fuel-cladding interface. The correlation gives the proper trend based
on this Intuitive reasoning.

Quantitative predictions of cladding attack depth in irradiated fuel pins
using this physically-meaningful/broad-data-base correlation are evaluated
in one of the companion papers/ '

IV. KINETIC ASPECTS OF FCCI

A. Possible Rate-Limiting Steps in the FCCI Process.

Any discussion of the mechanism of FCCI in irradiated fuel pins would be

Incomplete without consideration of the factors that determine the overall
rate of this process and their sensitivity to varying fuel pin conditions.
The process that culminates in fuel-cladding chemical interaction in irradiated
mixed oxide fuel pins consists of three consecutive steps:

(1) generation and release of reactive fission products and
oxygen (supply rate),

(2) transport of these elements to the cladding inner surface
(transport rate), and

(3) direct reaction between the reactive fission products, oxygen
and the cladding (reaction rate).

Initial chemical interaction between hypostoichiometric fuel and the steel
cladding may be negligible (i.e., at low 0:M), so the first step is a pre-
requisite to FCCI. The second step, transport, will be relatively fast
because of the large radial temperature gradient and high fuel temperatures.
Consequently, transport cannot constitute the rate-determining step of the
overall process. The final step, direct reaction of the cladding, is strongly
dependent on cladding temperature. As noted before, no cladding attack 1s
found to occur below 500°C, but above 500°C the depth of attack increases
rapidly with increasing temperature. At low temperatures (<600°C), the
generation and transport of oxygen and fission products generally appear
to be more rapid than their removal by reactions with the cladding. Under
these cbnditions the direct reaction will be the rate-limiting step. However,
with increasing temperature (and increasing rate of direct cladding reaction),
a temperature will be reached at which, the reaction rate becomes as high as
the rate of supply of the reactive elements. At temperatures above this
"c,ross-over" temperature, the generation and transport of oxygen and fission-
product elements will determine the overall rate of cladding attack. Then,
any further increase in temperature will not necessarily result in an increase
in the extent of cladding reaction. It is difficult to confirm this parti-
cular prediction experimentally (in-pile) because increased temperature also
produces a change in the character of FCCI (see section III-B).

B. KjNETIC DATA FROM IN-PILE AND OUT-OF-PILE SOURCES.

To date, all Investigators of the kinetics of fuel-cladding chemical
attack have postulated an Arrhenius type of temperature dependence, viz.,

k = kQ exp(E/RT) (10)

where k is the apparent reaction rate constant, k is a constant, and E
o
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1s the overall activation energy for the process. In-pile results compiled
at Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL) indicated that the acti-
vation energy varies from 19 to 26 kcal/mole with an'average of about 23.4
kcal/mol/ '' The HEDL P-23A results show activation.energies of 19.5 kcal/mol
or 9.8 kcal/mol*22'depending on the form of Arrhenius expression used to derive them

From similar analysis of in-oile. data, GE has reoorterf activation enemies of
12.7 ( 2 3' and 14.2 kcal/mol, ( 1 ) ANL has reported 23±3 kcal/mol u n and
Oak Ridge National Laboratory^ ' has reported 21.4 kcal/mol (GE fuel pin
data). Although the spread in these values undoubtedly reflects the combined
effects of other, unaccounted fuel pin variables, the mathematical form
chosen for the time-dependence of attack depth also has critical influence
on the derived activation parameter. Activation energies have also been
obtained from out-of-pile experiments in which stainless steel cladding
specimens were exposed to excess quantities of cesium and tellurium. At ANL,

Maiya and Busdr'5' found E „«. • 34 kcal/mol (undefined P ), whereas at
/ n \ act o2

GE,Adamson et al V J ; found 17.5 kcal/mol at high oxygen activities and 21.5
kcal/mol at "low" oxygen activities. Maiya and Busch had previously found Ea/S+

* 19 kcal/mol for attack of liquid cesium oxides on Type 304SS.
The influence of reaction time (or burnup) on the depth of cladding attack
(at a given temperature) has proved more difficult to delineate. If the
rate of reaction is controlled by diffusion of reactive species in the re-
action zone, then a time dependence to the one-half power is expected,

penetration depth = ktn, n = 0.5, t = time (11)

because parabolic (t ' ' kinetics are generally followed for processes involving
bulk diffusion. Treatment of recent data from the P23-A fuel pins by investi-
gators at HEDL has provided support for parabolic kinetics^2*', however,
broader-based data treatments by GE indicate that the reaction kinetics are
nearer to linear (n=l) than to parabolic.*7' In out-of-pile work, Maiya
and Busdr" ' found CsJe penetration of Type-316SS obeys parabolic kinetics
700*C, undefined Po 2). whereas Adamson et al* ' found the type of kinetics
varied between parabolic and linear depending on temperature and oxygen
activity. In this latter study, which employed excess quantities of fission
products, nearly linear kinetics were obtained at "low" oxygen activity (650°).
"High" oxygen activities favored parabolic kinetics, which would be expected
if the FCCI process involves diffusion through a thickening oxide scale. It
was suggested that "low" oxygen activities would hinder formation of partially
protective oxide scales on the cladding surface, hence allowing the liquid

fission products essentially free access to grain boundaries. Such conditions J78
would favor linear penetration kinetics.

The essential difference between rate data obtained from in-pile and out-of-
pile experiments lies in the fact that in-pile reactions may be paced by
the supply rate and/or transport rate of the reactants. Rate constants
derived from out-of-pile data refer specifically to the fission product-
assisted oxidation of the cladding under reactant-rich conditions; in conse-
quence, they may far exceed apparent (in-pile) rate constants. It is necessary
to know the basic rate constants for modelling purposes, however, one
then also needs to know the rate-limiting process as a function of fuel pin
conditions. Recent data from in-pile and out-of-pile tests is indicating
that, for typical LMFBR fuel pin operating conditions, the rate of FCCI is
determined by the supply rate of the responsible fission products.

V. DEVELOPMENT OF A COMBINED-RATES FCCI PREDICTION MODEL.

Investigators at General Electric recently came to the conclusion that, since
a general understanding of the FCCI process had been achieved and the sensi-
tivities of the critical FCCI parameters were known at least to first order, it
was timely to begin structuring a comprehensive model for cladding attack^ '.
It was anticipated that a model of this type would eventually be incorporated
in fuel pin behavior codes such as LIFE; however, its immediate value would
be to identify previously unknown, and refine previously known, parameters.
In the combined-rates "model", oxidation of stainless steel cladding is con-
ceived to occur by the following combination of reaction paths. At startup,
before significant quantities of fission products have accrued, oxidation
occurs by cation diffusion through a protective oxide layer if the initial
0:M is high. This layer is assumed to build up uniformly along the cladding surfa
The rate of oxygen uptake falls off rapidly with time as the layer thickness
Increases. After sufficient fission product buildup and deposition occur,
the protective oxide layer is destroyed and attack then proceeds along the
exposed grain boundaries. As the grain boundary attack depth increases,
individual grains are isolated, and the chromium in them diffuses to the
surface to be oxidized. As more grains are isolated, chromium availability
from this source increases. The depth of penetration is ultimately controlled
by the availability of chromium relative to the oxygen supply. When the
chromium available from the isolated grains exceeds the oxygen available,
further intergranular penetration cannot occur. It proved necessary to make
certain assumptions-e.g. about the mechanism and kinetics of breakdown of



A.

the protective oxide layer—which may require refinement as more is learned
about the FCCI process.

Although the GE workers recognized that a key requirement of any FCCI model
was prediction of the exact location(s) of deep IGA in irradiated fuel pins
their present approach is restricted to estimating the maximum extent of
attack-expressed as penetration depth-at selected cladding inner surface
locations. This restriction is an unavoidable consequence of limited know-
ledge of the transport behavior of fission products and oxygen inside fuel
pins. Since FCCI is intimately linked with fuel pin chemistry, it is instruc-
tive at this point to review what is known about the evolution of chemical
conditions at the fuel-cladding interface in an irradiated mixed oxide fuel
pin.
EVOLUTION OF CONDITIONS AT FUEL-CLADDING GAP(FUEL CHEMICAL MODEL).

*0' has described in chronological order the chemical processes that
occur in an oxide fuel pin during irradiation. This description is assisted
by reference to Figure 1 , which depicts schematically the evolution of the
oxygen potential at the outer fuel surface in an irradiated fuel pin and
relates this oxygen potential to the stability ranges of possible carbon/
carbide reactions involving 316 stainless steel cladding. Earlier versions of
this diagram have appeared in GE topical reports' '''. Initially, our reference
fuel pin comprises fuel of uniform composition (UQ 7 5Pw Q 2 5)0 1 gg with a
fuel-cladding gap of about 3 mils, which is filled with helium. The cladding
is Type-316 stainless steel, 202 cold-worked. At reactor startup, the various
sorbed gases (H2> H_0, CO, C02> and N.) desorb and contaminate the helium
bonding gas. Oxygen and actinide redistribution, begins by a mixture of solid-
state and gas-phase diffusion. For fuels with initial 0/M .< 2.0, the 0/M
ratio increases at the fuel periphery. Within 10MWd,/MTM, the radial redistri-
bution of oxygen is essentially complete. The redistribution depends on the
operating power level and the corresponding temperature profile. At this
point, the oxygen potential at the fuel-cladding interface may still be
below the threshold required for the oxidation of the cladding. Nitrogen
and carbon uptake by the cladding is possible but the rate is rather slow.
Grain-"boundary carbides have been precipitated from the carbon in the cladding.
At 100 MWd/MTM, the concentrations of fission-product elements begin to
exceed the levels of most impurities. Volatile fission products move axially
to the cooler regions of the fuel by way of Interconnected pores and cracks
and by way of pores migrating up the temperature gradient. Cesium, iodine,
and tellurium react with one another and the fuel as they migrate to
cooler regions. Some of the nonvolatile fission-product elements begin to
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Figure 1 . Schematic Illustration of Evolution of Fuel Oxygen Activity in Fuel-Cladding Gap at 726*0

collect in two separate phases, as metal inclusions (Mo, Ru, Rh, and Pd),
and as a zirconate, (Ba, Sr)ZrO3, in the high-temperature regions. The
rare-earth fission products and excess zirconium form solid solutions with
the fuel oxide at all temperatures in the fuel pin. Plutonium segregation
proceeds as the fuel restructures, and the fuel oxygen activity increases.
At about 10,000 MWd/MTM (1% burnup), the oxygen potential at the fuel-cladding
gap reaches the threshold for cladding oxidation to commence. The plutonium
segregation may be slightly altered by local changes in the oxygen cooler
regions of the fuel. Iodine and tellurium will have combined with cesium as
iodides and tellurides, but excess cesium remains in the elemental form at
low oxygen potentials. As the oxygen potential increases during further
irradiation, some of the cesium fission products form Cs-fuel compound(s),
or cesium molybdate, and Cs that has reacted with the cladding forms
Cs-Cr-0 reaction products. By 100,000 MWd/MTM, substantial quantities of cesium,
tellurium, iodine, and molybdenum will have concentrated in the fuel-cladding
gap and, wherever Cs and Te were in the proper proportions, localized inter-
granular attack will have occurred.

Figure 1 illustrates the expected continuous rise in fuel oxygen activity
(0:M) with burnup due to incomplete uptake of fission-released oxygen by the
fission products. During the period of irradiation before cladding oxidation
commences, the cladding may also be carburized if carbon impurity is present.



Once cladding oxidation has begun (i.e., Cs.Te-induced intergranular attack)
further burnup leads either to continued increase in fuel oxygen activity
[branch (b)] or no further increase in fuel oxygen activity [branch (a)].
These two situations are related to the availability of chromium which, in
turn, is determined by cladding temperature; situation (b) is expected at
"low" temperatures, situation (a) at "high" cladding temperatures. The
exact transition or "cross-over" temperature is not known precisely, but is
suspected to fall in the range 650-750oC just above the low oxygen activity
oxidation threshold. In the"high" oxygen activity regime for Cs,Te-induced
attack (i.e., p Q 2 5.6x10 to 3x10 atms) the transition temperature is
probably even higher, due to the decreased availability of chromium in a pre-
dominantly uniform attack mode. "Cross-over" temperatures were discussed
previously in section IV-A.

B. DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMBINED-RATES MODEL

Chemical and Microstructural Elements of the Model. The basic reaction
process during cladding attack is oxidation of the cladding elements. Of
the major elements, Cr is the least noble with respect to oxidation and
yields Cr 20,. The other major elements may oxidize also if the oxygen
potential is sufficiently high. Since oxygen supply from the fuel is limited,
the amount of oxidized product will also be limited. Initially, if the oxygen
potential is high, FeO, and possibly NiO, would be formed. In time, as the
supply of oxygen diminishes, these oxides will be reduced by chromium, under-
going metathesis to the more stable chromium oxide. The net reactions are as
follows:

1) Startup at high oxygen potential (AGL (725)> - 100 kcal/mole)
°2

[Fe,Ni,Cr]alloy+02 - FeO,NiO,Cr2O3(spinels) (12)

2) Startup above Cr oxidation threshold (A(L (725)> -133 kcal/mole)

°2

3) Late stage of reaction after high oxygen potential startup
and depletion of available oxygen

0 2 + FeO.NiO + tCrl
a11oy-

+ (Fe.Ni).

03)

(14)

(It is recognized that chromium in the stainless steel alloy
exists in two chemical states: as a dissolved element in the
metallic solvent and as precipitated carbides in the grain
boundaries.)

The mixed oxide fuel is the source of oxygen, and the difference between the
oxygen activity of the fuel and the equilibrium oxygen activity over [Cr]a,^
and its coexistent oxide is the driving force for cladding oxidation. Both
the driving force and the amount of oxygen available for cladding oxidation
depend on the fuel 0:M ratio. If the initial 0:M is below the threshold for
oxidation, no cladding oxidation can occur and the overall 0:M of the fuel
simply increases with burnup. When the 0:M reaches a level corresponding
to the cladding oxidation threshold, oxidation begins. Oxygen is highly
mobile in the fuel rod and is subject to redistribution due to temperature
gradients. Because of the temperature gradients, equilibrium thermodynamic
relations are not always appropriate, and the relationship between oxygen
driving force and fuel 0:M is influenced by operating parameters such as
linear power.

Oxidation proceeds by direct contact of the fuel with the cladding, however,
under certain conditions impurities (C) and/ or fission products (Cs,Te)
which build up in the gap accelerate this process. Cesium and telierium
fission products are believed to cause the breakdown of the normally
protective oxide film, exposing grain boundaries to attack. Although Cs and
Te a,re observed to penetrate the grain boundaries, it is not yet known
whether they are consumed by the oxide products or function merely as catal-
ysts. In the development of the preliminary prediction model, it was assumed
that Cs and Te are not reactants, but are necessary catalysts which become
deleterious at concentration levels sufficient to upset the normal protective
oxide film. On the basis of results from detailed studies of hot corrosion
in jet engine alloys*'""*, it was assumed that the oxide layer inside a fuel
rod is protective after initial oxidation until the dissolved tellurium
reaches 1 atom % of the anion sites. Then at least 0.2% burnup is required
to provide sufficient tellurium to cause a breakdown in the protective
oxide layer formed by reaction of 0.01 0:M "units" of oxygen from the fuel.

For example, if the fuel initially has an 0:M =2.00, approximately 0.04
(= 2.00 - 1.96) 0:M units are available for oxidation. Thus, the resulting
oxidation will require 0.8% BU before sufficient Te is generated to cause
breakaway oxidation. Intrusion of Te into the initial oxide layer is, of
course, only one possible mechanism for loss of oxide protectiveness. Other
mechanisms, such as reaction of Cr203 with fission product cesium, could be
operating, but they would result in qualitatively similar behavior.

The role of impurity carbon in FCCI was described earlier (section II-B).
In the formulation of the prediction model carbon was assumed to be present



in the fuel at unit activity at the concentration level of lOOppm. This
level is believed to be sufficiently high to cause accelerated Cs.Te-induced
IGA at appropriately low oxygen activities.
In the intergranular form of FCCI, the reaction preference is for grain
boundary material rather than bulk material (the observed grain size effect
indicates that the depth of penetration is not sensitive to a grain boundary
diffusion-controlled process). The grain boundary material is known to be
chromium-rich carbide, whereas the chromium in the metallic grain is unavail-
able except by diffusion to the grain boundary. The oxidation of chromium
is assumed to depend on two sources of chromium: that which is precipitated
in grain boundaries as carbides and that which is in the grains. The grain
boundary chromium becomes available for oxidation as it is exposed by inter-
granular penetration of the fission product melt. The bulk chromium
becomes available by diffusion to the grain boundary surface. Finer grain
alloys have more chromium diffusion path in the grain boundary per unit
of depth, and the chromium diffusion path in the grain is thus shorter. Con-
sequently, as demonstrated in out-of-pile experiments v6'15', ciadding
alloys with smaller grain sizes, and/or greater degrees of cold-working,

will show shallower IGA.
Structure of the Model and Data Sources. Cladding oxidation was assumea to
proceed in the following sequence:

• oxidation to form a protective scale (provided 0:M * 1.96)

• Te-induced breakdown of the protective scale

t Cs.Te-catalysed intergranular penetration which exposes and
effectively isolates individual grains. These grains continue
to supply chromium-for oxidation at their surface-by diffusion.

The depth of intergranular penetration depends on the rate of
chromium supply. If the chromium supply from isolated grains
near the surface is insufficient, intergranular attack will
continue to isolate more grains. The intergranular penetration
diminishes or stops when chromium availability exceeds the
oxygen availability. As the oxygen supply is exhausted by further
reduction of the fuel 0:M, oxygen supply eventually becomes limited
to that available from the fission process.

For the rate of buildup of the initial protective oxide layer on stainless
steel cladding, data on the carbon-assisted oxidation of Type-304SS in
C0 2 was used (McCoy-1965).*

26' The rate law was assumed to be parabolic in
the region of weight changes (W) 0.1 to 10 mg/cm2, viz.

W(mg/cm2)

For formation of an Fe20, oxide scale, a 1 mg/cm
2 cladding weight gain

corresponds to a loss of about 0.011 0:M "units" of oxygen per inch of
fuel in an LMFBR rod and about 0.1-mil decrease in cladding thickness.
The oxygen uptake by scale growth in equivalent 0:M units is shown in
Figure 1 for various temperatures ranging from 600 to 750°C.

The selection of the appropriate attack rate is important in the prediction
model because of its influence on the amount of grain isolation. In-pile
observations show both depth intergranular attack and modest intergranular
attack with considerable matrix attack. One of the requirements of the
model is delineation of the conditions that differentiate between deep inter-
granular attack and matrix attack. The out-of-pile results represent condi-
tions favorable to the most rapid attack because of high initial concentrations
of reactants. Irradiated fuel rods generate fission products and oxygen
slowly, so that rapid penetration is less likely. However, if the fission
products behave catalytically, once their threshold concentrations have been
achieved the grain boundary penetration rate would be similar to the out-of-
pile rate-provided that oxygen is readily available. For modelling purposes,
three different IGA rates were selected:
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1) Linear (constant) rate with excess carbon present in the fuel to
convert Cr?.,C, to Or,C?. This rate holds as long as excess carbon
impurity isJpPesent. laboratory studies1* ' indicate the approxi-
mate rate equation is
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Figure 2. Initial Oxygen Uptake (0:M Units) by Cladding as Protective Uniform Film Prior to Breakdomi



2) Linear (constant) rate without excess carbon present in the fuel.
No explicit laboratory data at oxygen potentials near the oxida-
tion threshold for chromium in steel were available at the time
this preliminary model was being developed, however, the rate
equation should have the same form as (16).

. 3) Parabolic penetration rate at "high" oxygen potential. General
Electric experiments ( 7) yield an approximate rate equation of:

Rp(cm) = 3.55 x 10"
2[t(sec)] 1 / 2e - 1 7 > 5 0 ° / R T (17)

(note: a parabolic rate for intergranular penetration requires
a diffusion-limiting step along the grain boundary).

The chromium present in the grain boundary carbides is readily available
for oxidation during intergranular attack, however, the bulk of the
chromium is present in grains and it can only be oxidized after diffusing
to the grain surfaces. To describe this diffusion, chemical diffusion co-
efficient data were used:

(18)

(28)
and the temperature dependence was derived from self-diffusion datav '.
The oxygen supply rate is determined either by its intrinsic transport rate
1n the fuel or by the fission rate. High central temperatures in operating
fuel pins result in rapid oxygen transport. Estimates of the axial transport
rate and radial transport rate for a power level of'*' 15 kW/ft yield
4. 6xlO~6g.at.O/in2/hr and >10"3g.at.0/in2/hr, respectively^. Both these
rates are extremely fast compared to the rate of oxygen uptake by the cladding.
Oxygen in excess of OlMsl.96 in the fuel is assumed to be immediately avail-
able for oxidation. After this "available" oxygen is used up, the oxygen
supply depends on the rate at which it is released by fissioning of the Pu
and U isotopes. Because of the slightly different fission yields between
1) and Pu, plutonium yields more oxygen with burnup than uranium. Thus,
EBR-II experiments using highly enriched uranium will release oxygen at about 1
the rate that is expected in an LMFBR where Pu is the primary fission source.
For oxygen potentials near the oxidation threshold for stainless steel, it
1s estimated that 0.001 and 0.004 0:M units of oxygen are produced per atom
% burnup for EBR-II and LMFBR, respectively. For typical fuel rod dimensions,

0 andthe corresponding oxygen release rates are approximately 2.6X10
—810.5X10 g.atoms of oxygen/h/in. of fuel length (assuming the burnup

rate is 10 atom % per year).

An estimate of the quantity of fission products (Te) needed to destroy
the protective oxide layer on stainless steel cladding was obtained from

results of a detailed study of hot corrosion (oxidation-sulphidation) in
jet engine alloys' '. Sulphur was found to accelerate the diffusion of
Cr in the Cr^O, layer. The critical solubility of sulphur in this oxide
layer was calculated by dividing the sulfidation rate of the underlying
alloy matrix by the measured diffusion coefficient of sulphur in the oxide
layer at 1000°C. The calculated sulphur content is 6X10" mol , which
corresponds to about one percent of the oxygen anion sites being occupied
by sulphur. The same critical concentration was assumed to apply for Te.

For preliminary calculations the assumed chemical compositions for a
Type-316SS clad mixed oxide fuel rod were as follows:
*

Concentration
(q atoms/inch of cladding)
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Fuel
Cladding
Chromium
Carbon in
Carbon in
Carbon as

Material

(Fe, Cr, Ni)
in cladding
fuel
cladding
carbide

Amount/Urnts

0.210 inch diameter
15 mil wall thickness

(ave. grain radius
16 w/o
100 ppm
0.06 w/o
0.04 w/o

23 x 10,-3

12pm)

Chromium as Cro,C,
CO 0

Cesium at 1 a/o BU

Tellurium at 1 a/o BU

Oxygen for 0.01/0:M change

23 x 10'
3.7 x 10
5 x 10

6.6 x 10
4.4 x 10
17.0 x 10
4.6 x 10
1.1 x 10

"3

"3

f5

,-5

r5

-5

23 x 10,-5

The fraction of available oxygen consumed by initial oxide scale formation
follows the parabolic rate described by equation 15; viz.

F. = Fraction of Initial Oxidation
(0.011) (510)t1/2e - 1 6 ' 0 0 0 / R T

(19)

1.96

This rate equation applies until F. = 1, or until breakdown of the scale
occurs. The time at which breakaway occurs can be calculated from the
relation

Fit(O:M)i - 1.96)]

oToi
Burnup Rate

where the burnup rate is expressed as atom percent per hour. If F. is less
than unity at tB, the remaining unreacted oxygen in the fuel is available

(20)



for intergranular attack. Beyond tg, the grain boundary attack consumes
some of the oxygen by oxidation of the precipitated chromium carbide. (Note
that approximately 4/5 of the oxygen which reacted with the iron in the
alloy is also available for oxidation of the chromium).

The rate of grain boundary penetration first selected was that represented
by equation 16. If the grains are isolated at a linear rate, as this
equation implies, the chromium availability increases with the 3/2 power
of time, i.e., according to the relationship

Vz

(21)

where C.'T
CM
nd

total gram atoms of Cr available at time t

concentration of Cr in the alloy (gram atoms/cm3)

internal surface area of fuel pin of diameter d
per unit length (cm2)

R • linear intergranular penetration rate (cm/sec)

a = effective grain radius (cm).

The depth of penetration is then determined by the availability of Cr in
the isolated grains for reaction with avail able/reactive oxygen. No further
Intergranular penetration can occur until the chromium exposed in the
isolated grains is consumed by the oxidation process. After the initial
oxygen is consumed, oxidation becomes controlled by the oxygen production
rate from burnup.

Chromium availabilities, converted to equivalent change in fuel 0:M, were
calculated for temperatures in the range 550-750°C and plotted against
time (Figured). At initial 0:M values above the oxidation threshold
during the period of cladding scale breakdown, intergranular attack is
expected to proceed to a point at which all the excess oxygen has reacted
with chromium. Thereafter, the chromium availability exceeds the oxygen
supply, and the intergranular attack process would stop. For example, with
0.01 0:M units of'excess" oxygen, indicated by the arrow in Figure 3 , the
reaction would stop after 100 hours at 750°C. Also shown in Figure 3 is
the oxygen available from fissioning for an assumed linear fission rate of

10%/year. Two conditions are illustrated: one is for EBR-II irradiations
235where U 3 is the primary fission source and the other for LMFBR irradiation
239where Pu is the primary source. The oxygen released from fissioning occurs

so slowly that oxygen uptake by the chromium exceeds this rate at cladding
temperatures above 600°C for LMFBR irradiations and above 550°C for EBR-II
irradiations.
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The assumption of a critical Te concentration for loss of protectiveness of
the initial oxide scale means that 0.2-0.3% burnup is needed for each 0.01
0:M units of equivalent oxide scale formed. At low temperatures, due to
slow oxidation kinetics, not all the available oxygen can react to form
scale in the time it takes to reach 0.2% BU, so that the time for breakdown
is expected to vary with temperature. Also, if the initial 0:M is low, which put
a limit on the amount of oxygen available for reaction, scale formation
will stop before the breakdown time is reached for a given temperature.

S
OXYCEN RELEASED BY FUEL DUE TO BURNUP

OJOOI

100 1000 10000

TIME (h)

figure 3 . Log-Log Plot of Oxygen Uptake (O:M Units) by Chromium Exposed by Grain Boundary Attack
versus Time

The changes in the postulated FCCI process characteristics with time (or
burnup) are illustrated schematically in Figures 4- (a-d). Figure 4-a shows
the accumulated uptake of oxygen with time. The initial uptake is parabolic
until scale breakdown after which the uptake branches into two possibilities
depending on the limiting source, oxygen or chromium. Figure 4- b shows
that the scale breakdown condition occurs when the thickness of scale needed
to prevent breakdown by tellurium buildup exceeds that produced by a parabolic
oxidation rate. Figure 4 c shows the unreacted oxygen (inverse of Figure 4-a)
and the buildup of chromium available for oxidation after scale breakdown.



When the chromium available exceeds that needed to react with unreacted
oxygen available after scale breakdown, intergranular attack stops. Figure 4- d
shows the depth of penetration before and after scale breakdown. Termination
of attack occurs when the unreacted oxygen in Figure 4- c is consumed.

C. PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM THE COMBINED-RATES MODEL

Calculation of Integranular Attack Depth

During the time interval after scale breakdown when the oxygen available
exceeds the chromium supply for oxidation the model assumes that IGA is
occurring. Initial findings for temperatures between 550 and 750°C and
for two initial 0:M compositions, 1.97 and 2.00, are summarized in Table 1.
At an initial 0:M of 1.96, the model assumes no initial oxidation takes
place and that oxidation occurs only from the oxygen released by fissioning.
At an. 0:M of 1.97, about 0.01 units are available for oxidation initially,
and at 2.00, about 0.04 units are available. These reactions may form scale
products initially, but after scale breakdown, they provide the driving
force for tntergranular attack until the chromium available in the cladding
due to grain exposure exceeds the available oxygen. The second column in
Table 1 gives the onset of intergranular attack which begins after break-
down of the protective scale. The fourth column gives the period of inter-
granular attack which terminates when the chromium availability exceeds that
needed to absorb the oxygen available from the fuel. For the lower temperatures,
this period exceeds the burnup life, 8800 h (10% BU). The calculated depth
of intergranular penetration is shown in Column &. The amount of oxygen
uptake CO:M units) before scale breakdown is listed in Column 3. At 550°C,
very little oxidation has occurred, but at 750°C, essentially all the initial
excess oxygen was reacted before breakaway. The fifth column lists the
total oxygen reacted (.in 0:M units) including that released by fissioning.
At the higher temperatures, essentially all the available oxygen was con-
sumed by the cladding. This consumption is primarily the source of uniform
attack one would expect prior to scale breakdown, although some additional
scale may be present from oxygen released by fissioning (equivalent to
^ . 6 mils of uniform attack). These values are shown in Column 7.

These results suggest that intergranular penetration decreases as the
cladding temperature increases, which is counter to the trend observed in
irradiated fuel rods(4)(see Section III-B). Also, the calculated jnterqranular
penetration depths at temperatures below 600°C are more extensive than has
been observed; the maximum depth of attack observed from U.S. experience

in EBR-II is 9 mils in the temperature range of 600-650°C. Therefore, it
appears that the choice of rate processes used in this first calculation
over-predicts the depth of attack at low temperatures and under-predicts
the attack depth at high temperatures.
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Figure 4. Schematic Representation of the Change of Various Process Characteristics with Time
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SUMMARY OF AMOUNT AND TYPE OF ATTACK AT VARIOUS INITIAL 0:M

Cladding
Temperature
(°O

550

600
650

700
750

Onset of
Intergranular

Attack
(h)

6

100
276

645
337+

Amount Oxidized
Prior to Breakaway

(0:M .Units)

A. Initial 0:M =

<0.001

0.0056

0.0154

0.037

0.04

Period of
Intergranular Amount

Att'ack at 10%
(h) (0

2.00 (EBR-II Irradiation)

>8800(l yr)

3550

1000

90

0

Oxidized
BU (8800h)
:M Units)

0.03

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

Depth of
Intergranular

Attack
(mils)

Depth of
Uniform
Attack
(mils)

20.2
17.6

9.6
1.5

0

0
0.3

1.0
2.3

2.5

B. Initial 0:M = 1.97 (EBR-II Irradiation)

550
600

650

700
750

tLimited

6
100

115+

47+
21+

by oxygen available

0.001

0.0056

0.01

0.01

0.01

6607

794

0

0

0

Table 1

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

15

3.5

0

0

0

0

0.3

0.6

0.6

0.6



Growth of Uniform Oxide Layer

In the present model, uniform attack is associated with the initial oxidation
stage (see Table 1 ) , particularly in the temperature regions above 650°C, and
with tjie oxidation by oxygen release from burnup. If intergranular attack
follows the initial oxidation stage, grains become isolated and are sub-
sequently converted to a mixture of chromium oxide and iron (or nickel).
This process smears the distinction between uniform oxide layer and inter-
granular attack as the grains are gradually destroyed and lose their identity.
So far, the calculated depth of uniform attack has been purposely limited to
that produced by the initial oxidation stage before breakaway and ignores
subsequent oxidation which operates in the zone defined by the original
uniform oxide layer and the maximum depth of intergranular penetration.
Therefore, subsequent oxidation by oxygen released from burnup adds to the
depth of penetration only if no intergranular penetration has occurred.
The extent of this uncertainty is believed to be less than one mil.

Sensitivity Analysis

It was assumed that the ability of the model to make qualitatively correct
predictions is limited by quantitative uncertainties in the various rate
processes. An examination of the sensitivity of the predicted penetration
depth to these data was performed to see whether one particular rate process
was responsible for the discrepancies between prediction and observation at
high and low temperature. In performing this analysis the following
factors were varied: initial oxidation rate (R and R/10), Te concentration
for scale breakdown, Cr diffusion rate in grains (D and D/10), intergranular
penetration rate (R and R/10), and the threshold 0:M for oxidative attack.
The resulting effects of changes in the various rate processes on the depth
of IGA at temperatures between 550 and 750°C are Illustrated in Figures •
From these curves it was concluded that the intergranular penetration rate
ts the most likely responsible parameter .
Time Dependence of Cladding Wastage

Net cladding wastage results from the combinations of uniform and Inter-
granular attack on the cladding inner surface. The time dependence of this
wastage will reflect the different kinetic processes operating for limited
periods during burnup. The results from Figure 5(e) which used the reduced
intergranular rate of 1/10 R are shown in Figure 6 as a function of burnup
at typical cladding temperatures. A burnup rate of 10% per year is assumed
so that time and burnup are proportional. Figures 6 (a) and 6 (b) show
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the depth of penetration for 0:M ratios at 2.00 and 1.98, respectively. In
the early stage of oxidation at high temperatures, the uniform layer grows
parabolically with time until scale breakdown, after which very little
additional oxidation occurs. At lower temperatures, the uniform scale
forms to only a minor extent, and intergranular penetration proceeds in a
linear fashion until oxygen is exhausted or until 10% burnup is reached.
It is evident that the cladding wastage for various temperatures is dif-
ferent at each burnup level due to relative shifts in the rate processes
constituting the overall attack mechanism.

D. MAJOR CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

A number of factors have been suggested which, individually or in a variety
of combinations, appear capable of influencing the distribution and local
severity of cladding attack in irradiated fuel pins. Local temperature,
Cs:Te ratio, Cs+Te availability, oxygen potential, oxygen availability,
cladding grain size and degree of cold work, and cladding carburization
are clearly important inter-related parameters with respect to cladding
attack distribution, but the key parameter(s) remain to be identified.
Predictions of the degree of clad wastage at various temperatures using
the basic combined-rates model indicate that the wastage will be different
at each burnup level (for a given starting 0:M ratio) due to relative shifts
in the constitutive rate processes. Hence, it should not be surprising that
considerable scatter exists in the available fuel pin data, and considerable
care should be exercised when comparing cladding attack depth measurements
from different fuel pins. Although the overall conditions in sibling fuel
pins may appear identical, local conditions (e.g., at a particular axial
position) could differ considerably, with rather profound consequences. At
its present stage of development, the model predicts an average depth of
intergranular attack for a specified set of conditions at the fuel-cladding
interface. It does not predict local aberrations in chemistry or (cladding)
microstructure at the interface, hence presently lacks the basis for cal-
culating the deepest localized cladding penetrations. Clearly, a more
complete understanding of fuel rod chemical behavior is necessary before
this aspect of the model can be developed.

Although the prediction model does not account for axial migration of oxygen,
carbon and volatile fission products, it must be recognized that such occur-
rence is expected and provisions for axial migration should be added at a
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future time. The principal effect would be to change the effective oxygen
supply for cladding oxidation at particular locations. Axial migration of
oxygen is relatively rapid in the mid-portion of the fuel ro'd, and there
is a tendency for oxygen to concentrate near the cooler end(s) of the fuel
column. This means that mixed-oxide fuel near the top end of an LMFBR fuel
rod where the cladding temperature is highest may have the largest supply
of oxygen for oxidation by the cladding. This potential supply is offset,
however, by a decreasing migration rate in the cooler fuel such that the
rate of availability may be less than the chromium availability.

The initial prediction model calculations used an effective cladding grain
size radius of about 1.25 x 10"3cm H 2 microns) which is typical for LMFBR
cladding. Since grain size has been shown to influence the rate of inter-
granular penetration, its relationship to the prediction model should be
noted. A relationship was derived which indicates that the net chromium
availability is not sensitive to grain size. This result arises from

compensation between the intergranular penetration rate (reduced) and the
chromium diffusion flux (higher) when the grain size decreases. Thus the
duration of the period of intergranular attack is unaffected by gram size
changes (however, since the depth of penetration is proportional to the
increase of the grain size, this parameter will be affected.).

The sensitivity analysis that was performed on the basic cladding prediction
model indicated that the intergranular penetration rate (of Cs, Te and 0) is
the parameter most likely to be responsible for the underprediction of attack
at high temperatures and overprediction at low temperatures. The influence
of temperature on factors such as Cs:Te ratio, Cs+Te availability, oxygen
potential, oxygen availability, and cladding composition and microstructure,
could lead to a dependence of intergranular penetration rate on temperature
inside irradiated fuel pins considerably more complex than the (linear)
rate used in the preliminary calculations. Underprediction of attack at
high temperature also appears to be a consequence of using too high an
initial cladding oxidation rate. Both these rate processess will be care-
fully assessed prior to their incorporation 1n the next refinement of the
combined rate prediction model.

The combined rate model is expected to evolve as more out-of-pile data are
collected and as our theoretical understanding of the attack process improves.
A laboratory program is currently under way at General Electric to elucidate

fine details of the cladding attack mechanism and to characterize the axial
transport behavior of fuel components. Current in-pile tests in GETR and
EBR-II also are expected to provide valuable information on axial transport
kinetics and on the morphology, depth and occurrence of cladding attack.
Ultimately, it is hoped to develop the model into a mathematical form suit-
able for use in design codes such as LIFE.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel-cladding-chemical-interaction (FCCI) is typically incorporated

into the design of an LMFBR fuel pin as a wastage allowance. Several

interrelated factors are considered during the evolution of an LMFBR

fuel pin design. Those which are indirectly affected by FCCI include:

allowable pin power, fuel restructuring, fission gas migration and

release from the fuel, fuel cracking, fuel swelling, in-reactor cladding

creep, cladding swelling, and the cladding mechanical strain. Chemical

activity of oxygen is the most readily controlled factor in FCCI. Two

methods are being investigated: control of total oxygen inventory by

limiting fuel 0:M, and control of oxygen activity with buffer metals.

2. FUEL PIN DESIGN

The principal effect of FCCI is to increase cladding stress by

reducing effective cladding thickness and by concentrating stress

at points of nonuniform attack. Greater cladding stress increases

mechanical strain, creep, and stress-affected swelling. Where strain

causes the fuel-to-cladding gap to grow the fuel surface temperature is

calculated to rise significantly. Conversely, if the fuel-cladding gap

is closed and strain only reduces the interface pressure, the fuel surface

temperature rise is relatively minor. At any given pin power and burnup

the fuel radial temperature profile, which strongly affects fuel restructuring,

cracking and gas release, is largely determined by the fuel surface

temperature. Therefore, it is inferred that increased cladding stress

resulting from FCCI primarily affects cladding lifetime-to-breach and

secondarily affects fuel thermal performance. Changes in fuel temperature,

however, influence FCCI by making oxygen more readily available at the

fuel-cladding interface, an iterative process (Figure 1). Thicker

cladding could be used to accommodate the FCCI, ,but at a sacrifice in

breeding gain.
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2.1 Cladding Loads

Cladding is mechanically loaded by gas pressure or by fuel-cladding
mechanical interaction. The fission gas, pin backfill gas and sorbed gases
released from the fuel exert a net outward force on the cladding. In
the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), fuel pin internal gas pressure is about
100 psia at beginning-of-irradiation and about 700 psia at the goal
burnup of 80,000 MWd/MTM.

Fuel-cladding mechanical interaction results from the fuel swelling
caused by retention of fission products. Gaseous fission products
retained in the fuel accumulate in bubbles which cause the fuel to
expand with burnup as does the accumulation of solid fission products in the
fuel matrix. Fuel-cladding mechanical interaction may occur early in
irradiation life and later become inconsequential, depending on the
thermal performance of the fuel, Figure 2. For current LMFBR fuel pin
designs wherein fuel smeared density is approximately 85% of theoretical
density the mechanical interaction loading is secondary to gas pressure
loading, resulting in a weak coupling between cladding loading and the
fuel thermal performance.

2.2 Stress Distribution

Elastic stress from internal gas pressure on isothermal cladding is
simply calculated. Friction between the fuel and the cladding complicates
the stress analysis. If, in addition, the fuel-cladding chemical inter-
action has taken the form of intergranular attack, the stress concentrations
or plastic constraints at the tips of these notches affect the stress
distributions. It is not currently practical to consider these effects
in detail because of uncertainties in: mechanistic models for fuel-
cladding chemical interaction, nuclear and thermal environment, material
properties, and coupling of the thermal and mechanical performance of an
LMFBR fuel pin.

Typically, designers assume that the annular layer of material representing
the attacked cladding is "wastage;" i.e., there is less cladding thick-
ness to carry the load.

2.3 Design Procedure

The design procedure adopted for the FFTF fuel pin requires assumption
of cladding temperature, thermal creep rate, cladding thinning due to
"wastage", and plenum pressure combined with a cladding strain limit of
0.2% for steady state or normal conditions.

Thermal creep analyses for these pins are based upon peak cladding
temperatures calculated for a hypothetical fuel pin having the combined
highest power and lowest coolant flow rate; i.e., the hot channel fuel
pin. These temperatures are assumed to decrease linearly with time,
consistent with a 13% decrease in fissile atom density at 80,000 MWd/MTM.

Plenum pressure is calculated using nominal* values for plenum
volume, fuel pellet dimensions, fuel pellet density and peak and average
fuel burnup. The maximum allowable sorbed gas and the water vapor in
the fuel pellet are assumed. A conservatively high fission gas yield is
used and total release of xenon and krypton from the fuel is assumed.
Hydrogen from dissociation of water-vapor is conservatively assumed to
remain in the plenum even though it typically diffuses through the hot
cladding. The fuel pin is backfilled with helium at one atmosphere
pressure at room temperature during manufacture. The plenum temperature
during operation is assumed to be equal to the coolant temperature at
the top (downstream end) of the fuel column.

In reality, the fission gas yield used in the FFTF fuel pin design
is high by about 7%, the gas release assumption is high by about 10%,
the sorbed gas value is high by about a factor of 2, and the assumed
amount of residual water vapor in the fuel is high by about a factor of
10, Figure 3. The assumption that the plenum gas temperature equals the
coolant temperature at the top of the fuel is conservative because
coolant cross mixing in the subassembly reduces the coolant temperature
in the plenum region of the hotter pins. Further, the calculation of
plenum pressure from beginning-of-iife plenum ignores plenum volume
growth caused by cladding swelling and creep.
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In the FFTF fuel pin design analysis the effective cladding thickness
was determined by subtracting wastage allowances from cladding thickness.

Category

Fuel Cladding Chemical
Interaction

Sodium Cladding Corrosion

Cladding Scratches
Thickness Tolerance

Fretting Wear, Self-Welding,
and Abrasion

Contingency

Wastage
Allowance
(mils)

2.0

Application in the Fuel
urn Pin Design Analysis

51 Beginning-of-Life

0.5 Min'm.13 Temperature and Time
2.1 Max'm.53 Dependent
0.5 13 Beginning-of-Life
0.5 13 Beginning-of-Life

2.5 63 Fretting and Self-
Welding-Linearly with

Life Contingency
1.0 26 Beginning-of-Life

Abrasion was assumed to have occurred on the outer surface at the
beginning-of-life and cladding to be worn away by fretting and self-
welding such that at goal burnup the combined wastage of fretting, self-
welding and abrasion equaled 2.5 mils (63 vim). The total cladding wastage is
temperature dependent and was assumed to be as great as 4.5 mils (114 urn) at
1400°F (760°C) cladding inner surface temperature at the beginning-of-
life. It was conservatively assumed that all fuel-cladding chemical
interaction occurred at the beginning-of-life. The total assumed cladding
wastage is as great as 8.1 mils (206 pm) at 80,000 MWd/MTM for a
cladding inner surface temperature of 1400°F (760°C). Thus, the fuel-
cladding chemical interaction is a significant, but not the largest
contributor to the cladding wastage assumed in the FFTF fuel pin design
analysis.

Circumferential stress was treated using the thin wall equation in
which the stress equals the product of the fission gas pressure and the
cladding diameter divided by twice the cladding thickness. Cladding
thermal creep was conservatively calculated using thermal creep properties
of AISI 316 stainless steel in the solution treated condition. These creep
rates are greater than for the 20* CW 316 material of which the cladding
is made. Out-of-reactor measurements of recrystaliization rates indicate
that the 20% cold worked fuel pin cladding is not expected to recrystallize
in the FFTF service. However, the greater creep rates of solution

treated 316 were used for conservatism to compensate for the uncertain
effects of irradiation on recrystallization rate.

In summary, greater than nominal fission gas pressures and cladding
wastage allowances were combined to compute conservatively great stresses.
These high stresses were combined with greater than nominal cladding
temperatures and thermal creep rates to calculate a thermal creep strain
in the cladding to determine the steady state design lifetime of the
FFTF fuel pin as limited by allowable thermal creep strain of 0.2%. The
steady state lifetime of prototypic FFTF fuel pins is much greater, as
confirmed by irradiation testing in EBR-II.

The performance of the FFTF fuel pins under off-normal conditions
is being confirmed experimentally in the TREAT reactor and in transient
burst tests of irradiated cladding. The TREAT reactor subjects Irradiated
fuel pins to simulated power transient events hypothesized for FFTF, to
demonstrate that the resulting cladding strain increments are less than
the 0.1% design basis, or that cladding integrity is maintained, depending
on the event being simulated. The postirradiation transient burst test
simulates loss of coolant events by applying a constant internal gas
pressure to the cladding while raising the cladding temperature at 10
F°/sec or 200 F°/sec. Both types of experiments are conducted using
unirradiated or irradiated cladding. Fuel-cladding chemical interaction
effects appear when irradiated cladding is used.

Tests on prototypic fuel pin cladding (with fluences ranging from
zero to 4 x 1 0 " n/cm2 [E > 0.1 MeV] and inner cladding temperatures
during irradiation from 700 to 1300 F (373 to 704 C)) have demonstrated
satisfactory fuel pin performance during simulated FFTF off-normal events
even with typical fuel-cladding chemical interaction.

The design procedure for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) fuel
pin is similar to that for the FFTF pin with one exception. In addition to
the strain limits for normal and off-normal events, a cumulative damage
function is evaluated. The cumulative damage function considers the combined
effect of temperature, steady state stress and off-normal events as modified
by degradation of material properties in the reactor environment. FCCI 1s
treated as a wastage, as in the procedure used for the FFTF fuel pin design.

2.4 Analytic Procedures

The LIFE fuel pin performance code treats FCCI as one component of
cladding wastage (Figure 4), as in the FFTF design procedure. The wastage
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component associated with FCCI is calculated using an equation developed
from depth of attack measured on the inner surface of prototypic FFTF fuel
pins irradiated in EBR-II. The cladding is assumed to become thinner as
the wastage from the outer surface disappears. The wastage from the cladding
inner surface is assumed to remain in place, to have essentially no tensile
strength, and to be capable of transmitting compressive forces between the
fuel and the cladding. The temperature difference through the cladding is
calculated from the thickness between the eroded outer surface and the
plane of the original inner surface. The thicknesses of the attacked
regions on the cladding inner and outer surfaces are calculated at the
beginning of each time step from a correlation of the effective depth of
the attack. Material properties of the attacked inner annulus are adjusted
so that the load due to internal gas pressure and fuel growth is transmitted
to the inner boundary of the unattacked region of the cladding. The remain-
ing unattacked region is then divided into shells of equal thickness and
analysis proceeds as before.

Redefinition of the equal thickness shells for stress analysis causes
the position of the nodes to change with time. In order to properly
account for the accumulation of the strains and damage indices with time,
values for the cumulative strains at the new node positions are determined
from the radial distribution of the accumulated strains at the start of
each time step using a three point interpolation scheme. The stress distri-
bution is then calculated based upon the new nodal dimensions and strain
distribution.

SIEX* ' is an example of other computer codes which have been devised
for calculating fuel pin thermal and mechanical performance. In SIEX, FCCI
is one component of cladding wastage. Both the inner and outer surface
wastages are subtracted from the original cladding thickness when calculating
stress. The original cladding thickness is used for cladding temperature
calculations and for fuel-cladding gap calculations.

In principle, it would be possible to combine mechanistic or pheno-
menoiogical modeling of FCCI with calculation of the stress and strain
distribution in the cladding. ' In such a case, the thickness and proper-
ties of the FCCI layer would be calculated as a function of time from
knowledge of material microstructure, the relationship between microstruc-
ture and material properties, the concentrations of reactants, models for
corrosion, the temperature history, the stress history and the exposure
time.

In practice, the material microstructure, the environment, and the
concentrations of reactants are both uncertain and variable. The relation
among material properties and microstructure are incompletely understood.
Thus, a detailed calculation of FCCI is impractical today. Such a stress
analysis would require a monumental effort because of the need to consider
the stress concentration effects in the elastic stress regime and the
plastic constraint effects in the plastic stress regime. Thus, any mean-
ingful coupling of a detailed analysis of FCCI and detailed cladding stress
analysis is impractical.

3.0 METHODS TO CONTROL FUEL-CLADDING CHEMICAL INTERACTION

Considering the many observations (3) of chemical reaction between
austenitic stainless steel cladding and mixed (U, Pu) oxide, a means of
controlling or eliminating FCCI in oxide fuel pins is highly desirable. Of
the factors principally responsible for inducing cladding attack/4' chemical
activity of oxygen within the sealed fuel pin can be most readily manipulated
and controlled without sacrificing fuel pin performance or significantly
increasing cost.

Two major approaches to the control of oxygen chemical activity
within an oxide fuel pin are:

1) Control of total oxygen inventory and chemical activity (A6o2)
by use of low oxygen-to-metal ratio (0/M) fuel;

2) Incorporation of a material within the fuel pin to provide in.
situ control of oxygen activity (A£O 2) and fixation of excess
oxygen prior to, or in preference to reaction with the cladding.

Both approaches are being evaluated in the US-LMFBR oxide fuel develop-
ment program.

3.1 Low 0/M Fuel
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Early observations of extensive cladding attack(5,6) in mixed-oxide
fuel pins reflected experience principally with fuel near stoichiometric
composition (0/M • 2.00). Trends identified from irradiation experience
over a limited range of 0/M (1.98 - 2.03) showed less cladding attack as
0/M was decreased. Results of a thermal reactor experiment by Weber and
Jensen, Figure 5,"' showed extensive attack for 0/M = 2.00 and essentially
no attack for 0/M = 1.94 at significant burnup. Although thermal reactor
irradiations differ from fast reactor irradiations in fission product and
fuel constitutent distribution the reported trends are significant. Further



indication of the effectiveness of lower 0/M for inhibiting oxidation of
cladding was obtained from ANL tests to high exposure of fuel having an
0/M - 1 . 9 4 . ^ A relationship of 0/M and depth of cladding penetration at
various temperatures is inherent in Figure 5, which includes results dis-
cussed above as well as more recent HEDL and GE experience. These results
influenced the 0/M specifications for the reference fuel for FFTF, as
reflected in a reduction of the upper specification limit from 1.99 to
1.97. The current US reference mixed oxide 0/M specification range is
1.97 - 1.94.

3.1.1. Performance and Fabrication Considerations

The use of low 0/M (£1.96) fuel in fuel pins appears at first glance
to be an easy solution to control of FCCI to high burnup. The following
performance and fabrication considerations help to put low 0/M fuels in
better perspective with respect to other FCCI control concepts.

• Fast flux irradiations to high burnup for low 0/M fuel are
yet too limited for design basis correlations of cladding attack.

• Uncertainties in the performance of low 0/M fuel with
Increasing burnup are related to bulk vs surface 0/M and the
effects of fission products. From calculations of radial 0/M
profiles, Aitken, et al.*9'10* predict that for 492 w/cm (15
kW/ft) operation, a fuel with an average 0/M less than 1.96 is
required to maintain the surface 0/M below the threshold, for
FCCI, Several reviews* * ' have suggested a basis for esti-
mating the increase in 0:(U + Pu) during Irradiation, considering
relative abundance, relative solubility, and valence of the
oxide-forming fission products. Typically, the magnitude of this
effect is predicted to be -vfl.005 0/M unit per atom % burnup.
However, differences in fission yields of 2 3 SU and 239Pu contribute
to the uncertainty of the burnup dependence of cladding attack in
2 3 5U enriched mixed oxide test fuel and its relevance to perfor-
mance of prototype LMFBR mixed-oxide fuel made from depleted U.

• High mobility of Cs in low 0/M fuel pins poses a potential
performance problem, since the Cs can react with fuel and,
especially, with the U02 blanket or Insulator pellets/

8'13*14*

• Poorly understood changes in fuel properties with decreasing
oxygen content raise uncertainties in thermal and mechanical
behavior of low 0/M fuels.

• Processing of fuel to meet low 0/M specification requires very

low ambient oxygen content''5' in the sintering atmosphere and

effective removal of gaseous reaction products. Reproducibility

of 0/M requires special care in batch sintering processes.

• Prevention of oxidation of low 0/M fuel in storage requires a
rigorously dry gloved box atmosphere, short exposure times, and
inert atmosphere storage. '

3.1.2. Scope of US Testing Programs

Reference (3) summarizes US irradiation tests emphasizing fuel-cladding
reactions in pins with 0/M ranging from 1.98 to 1.91 irradiated at nominal
(peak) cladding temperatures between 620° and 783°C. The bulk of the
irradiation experience (Figure 6) is in the 1.97 - 1.98 0/M range. A sub-
stantial number of pins are in the 1.945 - 1.95 0/M range. As these pins
reach goal exposures, a broad base of performance data for low 0/M fuel
will become available.

The lowest 0/M ratio fuel under test in the US program 1s at 1.91.
Two pins were fabricated by HEDL for the P-23 Special Pin test series (see
Section 3.3.2.) to evaluate performance at the practical lower limit of the
range. These pins also were designed for evaluation of the relative mobility
of Cs in the very low and high (1.98) 0/M fuels.

3.2 Buffer/Getter FCCI Control Concepts

Oxygen activity in a fuel pin may be controlled by inserting a material
which has a stronger affinity for oxygen than does any cladding constituent
(particularly chromium). Several metals have reducing properties suitable
for this purpose, and several choices exist for placement of the materials
within the fuel pin. Placement options are evaluated relative to the
chemical, physical and neutronic characteristics of the particular buffer/
getter materials selected.

3.2.1. Materials and Thermodynamics

Candidate materials can be separated into buffers and getters according
to their relative affinity for oxygen. Buffers are those elements which
maintain a fixed fuel 0/M under maintain a fixed fuel 0/M under given
conditions but will not ordinarily reduce the fuel to an 0/M less than its
nominal value and not below an 0/M of 1.875 (theoretical limit for Uo,7s
Puo.2sO2-x). Suitable buffers include vanadium, niobium, and chromium.
Other materials such as molybdenum can also buffer fuel, but at AS02
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levels greater than that necessary to oxidize chromium. Getters are those
elements that will reduce fuel to less than its nominal 0/M, according to
the greater stability of the getter oxide under the conditions of interest.
Examples of getters are zirconium, uranium, titanium, and certain rare
earth metals.

The selection of candidate buffers is based on the stability of their
oxides relative to that of the mixed-oxide fuel, illustrated by an Ellingham
plot, Figure 7. In general, at a fixed 0/M, whether it be for the fuel or
a buffer oxide, equilibrium oxygen potentials increase with temperature for
all of the materials under consideration.

For a given maximum fuel surface temperature of 850°C (1123°K),
vanadium in equilibrium with VO will maintain a fuel 0/M of VI.94. Titanium
in equilibrium with T102 yields the same result, but titanium in equilibrium
with TiO would require reduction of the fuel below the theoretical 0/M
limit (0/M - 1.875 for 25 w/o PuO2). At that same temperature, niobium in
equilibrium with NbO would maintain a fuel 0/M of t>1.98, but the fuel 0/M
must exceed Vj.997 before chromium would be oxidized to Cr203. Unless the
fuel 0/M exceeds that at which cladding attack occurs, the choice of a
buffer to be used at the fuel surface can be based on other pertinent
physical properties. At a somewhat higher temperature, e.g. 1700°K, chromium
would be oxidized by fuel with 0/M < 1.98 whereas niobium and vanadium in
sufficient quantities would maintain the fuel 0/M well below 1.95. Thus,
under these circumstances, reduction of mixed-oxide fuel by the latter two
metals would occur. Uncertainties exist in the data. Free energies of
formation of the various oxides as well as their temperature dependence are
not uniformly well known. Predictions from these data are therefore being
verified experimentally, both in laboratory studies^18) and in irradiation
tests. The foregoing comments reflect only thermodynamic equilibrium;
kinetic limitations may restrict buffer oxidation such that oxygen uptake
is less than optimum.

Table I summarizes the pertinent properties of candidate buffers, Cr,
Nb, and V, and one getter, Ti. Melting points of the metals and oxides are
generally satisfactory, as are the fast neutron capture cross-sections,
although that for Nb is somewhat higher than the rest. Volume changes
appear excessive only for the higher oxides but, at anticipated oxygen
potentials, only the lower oxides are expected to form. Figures 8 and 9
show the stability limits of vanadium and niobium oxides, respectively. At
200°C (the assumed shutdown temperature), vanadium, for example, would not

reduce fuel with an 0/M _< 1.995 even if it were kinetically possible. At
the two typical fuel surface operating temperatures (Figure 9), the for-
mation of VO will occur at a fuel 0/M below 1.96. The sesquioxide, V 20 3

would not form unless the fuel 0/M approached a value near 2. Thus, to
maintain an 0/M _< 1.96 at the fuel surface, vanadium would seem a likely
candidate. Qualitatively similar considerations apply to niobium (Figure
8).

3.2.2 Reaction Kinetics

Thermodynamic stability is necessary but not necessarily sufficient
for cladding protection. The kinetics of buffer oxidation also must be
sufficient to maintain the oxygen potential of the fuel surface at a level
where cladding corrosion.does not occur. Factors which influence the
kinetics include temperature, surface area, passivation, transport of
oxygen to the buffer, and the influence of certain fission products such as
cesium on reaction rates.

The temperature of the buffer can be controlled somewhat by its location
within the fuel column. For example, a buffer coating applied to the outer
surface of fuel pellets will oxidize more readily than when it is located
at the end of the fuel column or in the plenum region, because of intimate
contact with the fuel. Movement of oxygen down the radial temperature
gradient typically exceeds its rate of axial migration to a buffer/getter
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pellet in the blanket or plenum.(19) Adamson (20) recently showed that

cesium reacts with Nb2Os at an oxygen potential slightly higher than that
required for the formation of Cs-fuel compound. The result, presumably
Cs2Nb206' includes an additional oxygen atom, thus extending the gettering
ability of niobium for oxygen. This type of chemical reaction between
fission products such as cesium and the oxide layer on the buffer/getter
(or, for that matter, on the stainless steel cladding) apparently destroys
the integrity of the oxide layer, thereby allowing continued oxidation of
the underlying metal.

3.2.3 Compatibility

Binary phase diagrams reveal no severe compatibility problems between
the primary components of austenitic stainless steel and Nb, V, or Ti
during typical reactor service conditions. Experiments^ ' confirmed that
no compatibility problems occur for cladding inner surface temperatures
less than 700°cJ21^ At 800°C, the compatibility of V and Ti with aqstenitic
stainless steel cladding is considered marginal at oxygen potentials insuf-
ficient to maintain an oxide layer at the oxygen-buffer/getter-cladding



interface. Under conditions normally encountered, however, all three
buffer candidates exhibit adequate compatibility with stainless steel.

3.2.4. Quantities Required

To estimate the quantity of buffer/getter required to preclude FCCI
over the fuel pin lifetime, the radial temperature distribution, the
variation in 0/M with burnup, and the effect of burnup on the oxygen
potential of the mixed-oxide fuel must be known. The radial temperature
distribution and the average 0/M determine the oxygen potential at the fuel
surface at a given time. This oxygen potential is typically more than
sufficient to oxidize the buffer/getter. Oxidation will continue until the
oxygen potential is reduced to a value corresponding to the free energy of
formation of the buffer oxide at the governing temperature. Solution of
rare earth and zirconium oxides in the fuel matrix as irradiation proceeds
raises the oxygen potential for a given fuel 0/M and oxidation of the
buffer continues.

The radial temperature distribution (and the equivalent radial oxygen
distribution r ' and the increase with burnup of the average fuel 0/M' '
can be calculated with limited certainty because of limited adequate experi-
mental data. Woodley recently measured the increase in oxygen potential

(23)
with burnup of Uo.7sPuo.2sOa.x°ver the temperature range 900 - 1100°C. '

Buffer quantities for fuel pins with various initial 0/M values and
temperature distributions can, therefore, be estimated, as follows:

Assume the following conditions:

Fuel quantity = 9 x 103 mole/cm
rfuel = Otl1 1nch = °- 2 7 9 4 cm-

Initial 0/M =1.97
Fuel surface temperature = 1100°C
Cladding inner surface temperature = 700°C

At 700°C, the oxygen potential necessary for oxidation of chromium in
stainless steel is -133.8 kcal/mole 02, equivalent to an 0/M of about 1.98
in tinirradiated fuel at 1100°C. Thus, when the fuel oxygen redistributes
as a consequence of the radial temperature gradient, it is necessary to
maintain a surface oxygen potential < -133.8 kcal/mole 0 2 (surface 0/M
< 1.98) to prevent cladding oxidation. Niobium coated on the fuel surface
will maintain an oxygen potential of about -134.0 kcal/mole 0 2 during the

radial 0/M profile is similar to those shown in Figure 10.' ' Consequently,
the amount of oxygen removed by the Nb buffer after the radial redistribution
of the fuel oxygen, but before any significant irradiation has occurred,
is 1/2 x 9 x 10"3 (1.97 - 1.94) = 1.35 x 10'* mole 02/cm. During Irradi-
ation, the fuel 0/M increase approximately 0.005 0/M units/atom % burnup.
Thus, at 5 atom % burnup, an additional

1/2 x 9 x 10"3 x 5 x 0.005 = 1.12 x 10"* mole 02/cm

must be removed by the buffer. At 1100°C and A8o2 = -134 kcal/mol, irradi-
ation of the fuel has only a limited effect on AE02'23' and is ignored in
the present example. The total amount of oxygen removed by the Nb buffer
is therefore 1.35 x 10"* + 1.12 x 10'* = 2.47 x 10"* mole 02/cm and the
minimum amount of niobium required is 2.47 x lO"* mole Nb/cm or 2.29 x 10"2

gram Nb/cm. This is equivalent to coating the fuel surface with a volume
of niobium given by
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ir[r2 - (0.2794)2] = 2.67 x 10"3 cms/cm.

formation of NbO2.
(24) An oxygen potential of -134 kcal/mole 0 2 corresponds

to a fuel surface 0/M - 1.98, or an average (bulk) 0/M - 1.94, if the

Solving, r - 0.2809 cm and the minimum thickness of niobium required is
0.2809 - 0.2794 = 0.0015 cm (0.59 mil). This quantity of niobium will
removed the oxygen generated during a bumup to 5 atom % plus that resulting
from thermal redistribution. Because of uncertainties in factors employed
in this calculation, estimation of buffer requirements must be considered
as less than exact.

3.2.5. Placement of Materials Within Fuel Pins

Table 2 lists several locations for a buffer/getter material within
the fuel pin. Determining factors include potential effectiveness, fab-
ricability, and uncertainties in supporting data and mechanistic consid-
erations.

The greatest effectiveness is obtained with the buffer located in the
gap between the pellet and the cladding where it has the advantages of
intimate contact with the fuel and a temperature at all times higher than
that of the cladding inner surface. A thin coating of buffer on the cladding
inner surface is nearly equivalent, except that the temperature of the
buffer would be less, essentially equivalent to the cladding inner surface
temperature. A layer of buffer metal (such as Nb) approximately 25 urn
thick theoretically is capable of holding oxygen activity below the thresh-
old for cladding reaction to approximately 10 atom % burnup. The volume
change of 95% associated with oxidation of Nb to NbO2 is insignificant



relative to other changes which affect the fuel cladding gap soon after
start of irradiation. Practical application in high exposure fuel pin
tests, is described in Section 3.3 .

Application of a thin coating on fuel pellets could be incorporated at
the last step in fuel fabrication.

«Methods adaptable for coating the outer surface of fuel pellets
include chemical vapor deposition, direct vapor deposition, and high rate
sputter deposition. Of the three methods, chemical vapor deposition, such
as thermal decomposition of NbCl5, is fastest, but has two major drawbacks;
the fuel must be heated in the range 600-1200°C (which can change 0/M), and
the fuel becomes contaminated with volatile iodides or chlorides of the
metal being deposited. In most cases, the halide contamination of the
substrate is negligible^ ' but must be carefully controlled.

Vapor deposition of metals on fuel pellets has not been demonstrated
in the US program, but deposition of vanadium on the cladding inner surface
has been demonstrated by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), as described in
Section 3.3.2. A sleeve of buffer material inserted between fuel and
cladding is not considered because of anticipated difficulty for incorpora-
tion in fuel rod loading methods.

Metal plating by R. F. sputtering* ' is applied in a vacuum with the
substrate near 400-600°C. The process can be automated and incorporated
into a fuel pellet line.

Application of this process to fuel for irradiation testing is described
in Section 3.3.2.

Mixing of buffer/getter material with fuel has not been considered
because of; lack of high temperature equilibrium data for candidate materials
and (U, Pu)02, the difficulties caused by metal powders on pressing and
sintering behavior of the fuel, the uncertain chemical activity of buffers
after sintering, the effects of buffer redistribution during fuel restruc-
turing, potential alloying with fission products, and changes in buffer
chemical activity in the thermal gradients existing in operating oxide
fuels.

Buffer layers at pellet Interfaces offer efficient solid-solid and
(19)gas-solid reaction conditions for some fraction of excess oxygen. GEV '

estimates that 100-130 pm (4-5 mils) of niobium or titanium would be
required at every pellet interface of a typical fuel column to be equiva-
lent to a 13 ym coating on the outer surface of all pellets.

Potential for buffer melting, redistribution, alloy formation with
fissile material, axial fuel column expansion (from buffer oxidation), plus
uncertainties in radial and axial oxygen flux are unevaiuated disadvantages
with interpellet or central cavity buffers.

Incorporation of interpellet or center cavity buffers in highly auto-
mated, high throughput fuel pin fabrication operations would present many
problems.

Location of the buffer/getter material in the axial blanket region has
(19}been analysed extensively/ ' Most convenient would be as a plug above

the axial blanket, but tests have shown ineffective axial oxygen transport.
The major uncertainty is the relative rates of axial or radial oxygen
transport, especially 1n long (̂ 90 - 136 cm) fuel columns typical of LMFBR's.
A buffer/getter pellet in contact with the fuel has the stronger potential
for effective oxygen collection in the blanket region.

Fabrication of pins with axial blanket getters appears straight-
forward. Maximum surface area for the getter is obviously desirable.

3.3 FCCI Control; Irradiation Testing Program

Three irradiation testing activities are in progress in the U. S. to
test FCCI control concepts and to improve understanding of cladding cor-
rosion mechanisms. The £1 adding Attack Inhibition (CAI) test is being
conducted in the GE test reactor (GETR)(thermal flux); the P-23 Special Pin
Test and the ANL-08 Test are being irradiated in EBR-II (fast flux). The
objectives, test descriptions, major test parameters, and current results
are discussed for each of the tests in the following sections.

3.3.1. Cladding Attack Inhibition (CAI) Tests

The CAI test is described in more detail in another paper at this
meeting.* ' A primary objective of this study is to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of Nb inhibition of cladding corrosion.

The CAI-1 test was completed during 1975. The massive cladding
dissolution and mass transport processes which occurred In the CAI-1 fuel
pins I and II tend to'mask any inhibition of cladding corrosion that might
have resulted from the presence of Nb buffers. The CAI-2 test is currently
undergoing destructive examination. Nondestructive examination Included
visual examination, gross gamma scanning, and profilometry. Careful visual
inspections failed to reveal any cladding breaches. Profiiometry data
indicated no detrimental cladding strain.
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3.3.2. P-23 Special Pin Test

The objectives of this irradiation test are to: 1) screen methods for
controlling or eliminating fuel-cladding chemical interactions, and 2)
provide a data base for use in design of follow-on fuel pin tests in EBR-
II and FFTF which incorporate control concepts in high performance oxide
fuel pins. The Irradiation test comprised 21 unencapsuiated mixed oxide
fuel pins containing various oxygen buffer/getter controls. The Special
Pins, as they are called, occupied outer row positions in subassemblies
irradiated in EBR-II in the HEDL P-23 test series. This test series is
described in another U.S. paper at this meeting.'3' The cladding and fuel
used 1n the special pin test were from the same sources used in the HEDL P-
23 test series. Pin design was also identical except for incorporation of
the buffer/getters, described in Table 4.

Pins were divided into three series; A, B, and C. The specific
objectives of each test series are outlined in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Pin Series Specific Test Objectives

A Evaluation of relative efficiency
of radial and axial oxygen transport

B Screening of relative effectiveness
of buffer/getter materials and
their placement.

C Evaluation of fuels with very low
starting 0/M.

In addition, three pins which contained no buffer/getter materials or low
0/M fuel were included in the test to provide baseline data on irradiation
performance. One of these sibling pins accompanied each group of Special
Pins irradiated to the 20 and 50 MWd/kg burnup levels.

3.3.2.1. Test Parameters

The Special Pin test matrix is shown in Table 4. The stoichiometry of
the fuel in'test series A and B and in the sibling pins was established at
an 0/M = 1.98 to insure an oxygen activity sufficient to result in chemical
interaction between the fuel and cladding during the test in the absence of
buffer/getter materials.

S&U.Z& A Pirn

Radial oxygen transport has been measured* and models are
available for prediction of radial 0/M profiles in mixed oxide fuel pins.' '
Axial oxygen transport has been investigated both in-reactor* ' and in
out-of-reactor thermal gradient t e s t s . v / However, there are no comparable
data on relative rates of radial and axial transport, particularly important
when considering the effectiveness of a getter at the end of the long fuel
column typical of LMFBR fuel pins.

The series A pins were designed to compare the relative, competitive
performance of buffer/getter materials placed in varied axial and radial
configurations. The protection from cladding corrosion offered by dif-
ferent buffer/ getter materials at different locations in fuel pins indicates
the relative efficiencies of axial and radial oxygen migration. Series A
comprised six pins of which five were irradiated to * 2.4 atom % burnup and
one was irradiated to = 5.5 a/o burnup. The buffer/getter materials included
porous end plugs of Ti or Nb, and Nb coatings (13 urn thick) on the surfaces
of some fuel pellets, Figure 11. One pin also included annular fuel pellets
to assess axial migration of oxygen through the central void. Each test pin
was designed to answer a specific question relative to efficiency of axial
vs. radial transport.

B Vim,
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The purpose of this test series was to screen effectiveness of buffer/
getter combinations adapted to practical fuel pins. Series B tests com-
prised ten fuel pins, of which 3 were irradiated to - 5.5 atom % burnup, 3
to 2.4 atom % burnup, 2 to 3.5 atom % burnup and 2 are continuing irradi-
ation to a planned 8 - 1 0 atom % burnup. Four different buffer/getter
materials (V, Nb, Cr, Ti) and three different placement schemes were
included in this series (Figure 12) to provide information on:

• Nature of buffer/getter oxidation products and of reaction
between buffer/getter materials and fuel or fission products.

• Volume changes and effects of materials redistribution on
pin behavior.

• Relative ability to prevent cladding attack.

• Changes in fuel column length (especially with coated
pellets).



Series C tests comprised two fuel pins irradiated to ~ 5.5 atom %
burnup. Both pins contained fuel with an 0/M - 1.91. One pin contained
non-fuel oxide end plugs to test their performance in gettering specific
fission products. Configurations of these pins are shown in Figure 13.
These pins compare low 0/M fuel as a means to control oxygen potential with
the buffer/getter methods of control.

3.3.2.2 Materials and Processing

The incorporation of buffer/getter control concepts in the Special Pin
test involved several novel approaches to fabrication of coated pellets,
coated cladding, and porous metal end plugs.

Coated

Coatings of the buffer/getter materials used in tests were applied to
either the cylindrical surface or one end of the fuel pellets using an R.
F. sputtering technique. Coating thickness was controlled to ±4 yon
through adjustment of operating conditions and coating time. Typical
coatings are shown in Figures 14 and 15. Coating purity was equivalent to
that of the metal target source.

Coated Cladding

Vanadium coatings were deposited on the inner surface of stainless
steel cladding by Argonne National Laboratory using a vaporization method
which they had developed, i.e., vaporization in an inert atmosphere from a
heated tungsten wire previously coated with vanadium. At the time the
coating was applied to Special Pin cladding the process had not been fully
developed. As a result, desired coating thickness (13 vim) was not achieved
(coating thickness was "A pm). A coating within design specifications was
later achieved for the ANL-08 test.

PoAotn, \kttat PelZeti

Porous metal titanium and niobium pellets used as buffer/getter end
plugs were fabricated by two methods: 1) a conventional powder metallurgy
sintering process and 2) a high energy rate impaction (Dynapac) process.
The unique structure of the pellets produced in the process is shown in
Figure 16. The density of sintered pellets was nominally 70% of theoretical
density while those produced by the Dynapac process were nominally 40% of
theoretical density.

3.3.2.3 Results

With the exception of three pins being irradiated to >8-10 atom %
burnup, irradiation of the Special Pins is complete. Nondestructive exami-
nations include: 1) visual observations of pin bow, surface discoloration
and/or defects, 2) profilometry, 3) betatron radiography for determination
of central void structure and axial displacement of pellets, 4) axial gamma
scanning to determine axial distribution of selected fission products
(particularly Cs), and 5) two-dimensional gamma scanning (TWODIM) to
determine radial distribution of Cs at selected axial locations. Destruc-
tive examinations include: 1) fission gas measurements, 2) burnup analysis,

3) ceramographic examination of distributions of fission products, cladding
constituents and coating materials. In addition, the total oxygen content
of buffer/getter end plugs and selected segments of cladding will be
measured by inert gas fusion analysis.

Examinations have been completed on two Series B pins irradiated to
« 3.5 atom % burnup, and the data are being analyzed. Vanadium located at
the fuel-cladding interface has been effective in gettering available
oxygen from the fuel when the cladding inner surface temperature is >600°C.
The presence of vanadium in the gap prevented corrosion of the cladding.
In the case of the fuel pin with the thin vanadium coating on the cladding
inner surface, the quantity of vanadium at the fuel-cladding gap was insuf-
ficient to prevent cladding corrosion.

Nondestructive examinations of axial fission product distributions
show selective association of Cs with some of the buffer/getter materials.

Results from the Special Pin test will be evaluated and reported
throughout the next two years.

3.3.3 ANL-08 Test

The ANL-08 mixed-oxide irradiation experiment was designed to provide
information at 9 to 10 atom % burnup on:

• Effects of high oxygen potentials (resulting from essen-
tially oniy-Pu fissions) on FCCI,

• Performance of Ti metal end plugs and V coated cladding
for control of FCCI,

t Performance of fuel with high Pu weight fraction (30
and 40 wt.%),

• Performance of large diameter («0.653 cm) mixed-oxide
fuel pellets.



3.3.3.1. Test Descriptions

The ANL-08 test is being conducted with fuel pins in EBR-II capsules
of the flow-through design. Nine pins have reached -x-3.5 atom % burnup in a
subassembly shared with the Gulf General Atomics F-3 series test. The ANL-
08 test will continue irradiation without the F-3 pins, with thirteen fuel
pins (9 original pins, 2 spare pins, 2 new pins) and six dummy pins filling
out the subassembly. Irradiation is scheduled to be completed, September,
1978, when 9 of the 13 pins will be at goal exposure.

3.3.3.2. Test Parameters

The test matrix is shown in Table 5. Titanium was chosen for the end
plug getter principally because of the favorable thermodynamics for pro-
motion of stable oxides. Location of the getter at the ends of the fuel
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column was based on calculationsv ' which indicated that excess oxygen
would migrate down the axial fuel temperature gradient at a rate sufficient
to prevent cladding attack if gettered at that point. Fuel pins with
vanadium coatings on the inner surface of the cladding were also included
in the test. The test pins were designed to operate at a maximum cladding
temperature of 700 ± 10°C. With little or no 2 3 SU content they rely
primarily on plutonium fission, resulting in a higher oxidation potential
than fuel pins in which 2 3 5U is the primary source for fissions. The
compositions of the two fuels (30 and 40 wt.% Pu) are different in order to
provide an equivalent oxygen potential in the fuel pins at beginning of
life. The 0/M of the fuel was adjusted in the same furnace at the same
oxygen potential to assure the equivalency.

3.3.3.3. Materials and Fabrication

Vanadium coatings were applied in the manner described for the P-23
Special pins. The titanium end plugs were fabricated by conventional
powder metallurgy procedures. The fuel was clad with 0.76 cm diameter, 20%
CW, 316 SS tubing.

3.3.3.4. Results

The ANL-08 test has reached -v3.5 atom % burnup. An interim non-
destructive examination of the deencapsulated fuel pins indicated satis-
factory performance. The nine irradiated pins, two spare pins, and two
newly fabricated pins with vanadium coatings on the cladding inner surface
were reencapsulated and reconstituted with six dummy pins into a nineteen
pin subassembly for continued irradiation to goal burnup and terminal
destructive examination. Results will become available in 1979.

4.0 Summary and Conclusion

Fuel-Cladding-Chemical-Interaction principally reduces fuel pin
lifetime, with minor effect on thermal performance. It is currently
impractical to incorporate FCCI into a detailed cladding stress analysis,
and the accepted practice is to assume a conservatively large wastage
allowance for the cladding.

The US program is pursuing two alternative approaches to minimizing
the fuel pin performance penalty associated with FCCI. The program will
provide: 1) a definitive information base characterizing the effectiveness
of reduced fuel 0/M in minimizing attack, and 2) proof of principle of
buffer/getter control of cladding oxidation. Primary control concept will
be selected in 1978.

Issues being addressed in the development program include both steady
state and transient fuel pin performance, effects on breeding gain, effects
on subsequent fuel reprocessing, and fuel fabrication cost increment.
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Table I

Buffer Properties and Free Energy for Oxidation Reactions

Reaction

4/3 Cr + 02 » 2/3 (Y2O3

2Kb + 02 = 2NbO

2NbO + 02 = 2NbO2

4NbO2 + 02 = 2Nb2O5

2V + O2 = 2V0

4V0 + 02 = 2V2O3

2V2O3 + 02 = 4V02

4V02 + 02 = 2V2O5

2 T1 + O2 = 2 TiO

4 T10 + O2 = 2 T i 2 0 3

2 T i 2 0 3 + 02 = TiO2

475°K

158.8

176.7

162.0

131.6

188.8

156.1

86.9

42.8

224.4

210.2

135.5

'(kcai/mole

IQOO'K

137.1

156.2

140.1

115.3

170.0

134.8

69.3

44.0

202.0

190.2

112.5

0?)
112S°K

131.9

151.5

135.1

111.7

165.5

129.7

65.1

39.0

196.7

189.4

107.1

M.P. of
Metal
CO

1890

2468

2468

2468

1890

1890

1890

1890

1675

1675

1675

M.P. of
Oxide

2435

1945

1915

1495

—

1970

1967

690

1750

2130d

1825

AV/V**

1,020

0.376

0.953

1.743

0.360

0.800

1.236

2.169

0.218

0.468

0.800

on.Y*
(mil11 barns)

10

<250

< 10

< 10

* For En > 30 Kev

** For metal to metal oxide



Table 2

CONCEPTS FOR BUFFER/GETTER PLACEMENT IN FUEL PINS
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Placement

Fuel-Cladding Interface

• Coating on Pellets Circumference

• Coating on Cladding Inside
Surface

Within Fuel Column

• Pellet-Pellet Interfaces

• Annular Wire

• Mixed with Fuel

Blanket Region

• Fuel-Blanket Interface Pellet

• Annular Wire In Blanket
• Pellet In/Above Blanket

Advantages

Optimum for oxygen transfer

Temperature higher than cladding

Can be applied before fuel loading

Solid-solid contact enhances
oxidation

Simple assembly with annular fuel

Independent of oxygen transport
processes

Easiest Concept to Fabricate

Higher temperatures

Optimum for oxygen transport In U0 2

Simplicity

Table 4

Disadvantages

May affect other aspects of
pin performance
Requires special fabrication
technology
Requires special fabrication
technology

Potential melting and radial
redistribution-Axial Expansion
Potential melting/axial re -
distribution
Can oxidize or melt during
processing
Requires high oxygen mobility
Remote from oxygen source

No. of
Pins

2

1

1

1

4

1

1

2

235U/U
m%
17.27

17.27

17.27

17.27

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

FABRICATION

Pu/Pu+U
WT%

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

40.0

40.0

40.0

40.0

IRRADIATION TEST MATRIX
FOR ANL-08

Test Variables

0/M

1.96

1.96

1.96

1.96

1.97

1.97

1.97

1.97

Oxygen Getters

-

-

V-Coated Cladding

Ti End Plugs

-

V-Coated Cladding

Ti End Plugs

IRRADIATION

Peak Burnup
MUD/KG

90

55

55

90

90

55

55

90

TOTAL: 13 Pins

FUEL PIN DESIGN
HEDL P-23 Special Pin Test Matrix

Pin
Number

P-23B-AIR
P-23B-A2
P-23B-A3
P-23C-A3
P-23B-A4
P-23B-A5

P-23B-B1
P-23C-B1
P-23B-B2
P-23C-B2
P-23B-B3
P-23C-B3
P-23B-B4
P-23C-B4
P-23B-B5
P-23C-B5

P-23C-C1
P-23C-C2

P-23B-S1
P-23B-S2
P-23C-S1
P-23C-S2

MWd/HTM

20,000
20,000
20,000
55,000
20,000
20,000

20,000
55,000
20,000
55,000
20,000
35,000
20,000
55,000
20,000
35,000

55,000
55,000

20,000
20,000
55,000

Fuel

Solid
Annular
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid

Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid

Solid
Solid

Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid

Pellets

0/M-O.98
O/M-vl. 98
O/M-v.1. 98
0/Kx,l 98
O/M-vl.98
0/M->,1.98

O/M-d.98
0/M-O.98
O/M-vi.98
O/M-vl.98
0/M-vl. 98
O/M-vl.98
O/M-vl.98
O/M-v.1.98
0/M<vl.98
0/MA,1.98

O/M-vl.90
O/M-vi.90

O/M-vl.98
O/M-vl.98
O/M-vi.98
0/M<vl.98 (S

Plugs at Top
And Bottom

of Fuel Column

T1
Ti
Ti
Ti
Nb
--

__
. .
. .
- -

. .
—

—
--

Oxide } No

ISibling Pins
pare)!

Pellet
O.D.

„
—
Nb
Nb
Nb

Layered Plain
and Nb Coated

Nb
Nb
Cr
Cr

V&Ti
--
Cr
V
«

V (Partial
Column)

Coatings

Clad
I.D.
„
—

«

«

~

- -
- -
V
—
—
«
—

Pellet
Ends

IK IB

«

—

—

—

—

- -

—

Nb

I. FCCI IMPACT ON THIN CLADDING

FCCI

r*

REDUCED
EFFECTIVE
CLADDING

THICKNESS

INCREASED
STRESS

INCREASED
FUEL TO

CLADDING
GAP

"1

I I 1 I 1
I I INCREASED j M 0 R E

1 — I FCCI •"" 1 OXYGEN I-
I | AVAILABLE I

I I I I

I I . FCCI IMPACT ON THICKER CLADDING

GREATER
FUEL

SURFACE

THICKER
CLADDING

MORE
PARASITIC
NEUTRON
CAPTURE

REDUCED
BREEDING

RATIO

FIGURE 1



FUEL PIN DESIGN CLADDING LOADS

800

._ 600 - TOTAL LOAD

FUEL-CLADDING
MECHANICAL
INTERACTION

"FISSION GAS PRESSURE

I I
20,000 40,000 60,000

PIN PEAK BURNUP, mwd/MTM

FIGURE 2

FFTF DESIGN PROCEDURE
CLADDIMG LOADS

80,000

"LIFE" FUEL PiN PERFORMANCE CODE

© WASTAGE

OUTER SURFACE WASTAGE DISAPPEARS

INNER SURFACE WASTAGE LOSES STRENGTH

CALCULATED AT BEGINNING OF EACH TIME STEP

NODES CHANGE WITH TIME

• STRESS

INNER SURFACE WASTAGE TRANSMITS INTERNAL PRESSURE
UNATTACKED MATERIAL CARRIES ALL TENSILE STRESS

STRESS DISTRIBUTION DETERMINED FROM INTERPOLATED
STRAIN DISTRIBUTION

• TEMPERATURE

BASED UPON ERODED OUTER SURFACE AND ORIGINAL
INNER SURFACE

FIGURE 4
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CONTRIBUTOR

HELIUM BACKFILL AT 1 ATMOSPHERE

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SORBED GAS

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WATER VAPOR

HIGH FISSION GAS YIELD

100% GAS RttEASE

NOMINAL DIMENSIONS AND POWER

CONSERVATISM

1

2

10

1.07

1.10

1

e
a.

o

JE
TR

AT
i

a
O_u_
OH

id

100

75

50

25

Q

I I I I I
A GE F10B-21 AND F10B-25
O PNL TRANS. AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY.

14,175(1971)
D ANL, NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY 16, 75(1972)
© HEDL P23-A, 5 AT.%

1.93 1.94 1.95 1.96 1.97 1.98 1.99 2.00

O:M RATIO

FIGURE 3 Figure 5. Depth of Attack as Function of Initial 0:M Ratio.
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1.90 1.91 1.92 1.93 \ 1.95 1.96 1.97
0/M OF FUEL PINS (AS-FABRICATED)

1.98 1.99 2.00
1000 1400 1600

TEMPERATURE (°K)
1800 2000

Figure 6. Figure 7.

Total Pins Irradiated with Various Starting 0/M Ratios in Major U.S. Tests Involved
in FCCI Evaluation. (See Table 1, Reference 1 for designation of tests included.)

Oxygen Potentials for Uo.75PUo.25°2-X And AGfO Values for

Buffer Oxidation Reactions.
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90

80
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50

o40

30

20
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n

200°C

-

-

725°C

„ jsgPc,

-

NbO
i

l

1
i

i

NbO2 Nt
i i

—1
1I
i

1

L

-

• i

1 2

BUFFER O/M

Figure 8.

Stability Limits of Niobium Oxides.

VO

- -1.99
1.995.

1 2

BUFFER 0/M

2.00

1.99

1.98

1.97

©

21.96

3:

Figure 9.

Stability Limits of Vanadium Oxides

725°C 1 1 - 9 5
5
£1.94

1.93

1.92

1.91

1.90

Figure 10.

DEVIATION FROM AVERAGE
STOICHIOMETRY 0:H
AT SURFACE OF
IHE FUEL

0.4 0.6 a 8

RELATIVE RADIUS, R/Ro

1.0

Stoichiometry Profiles for 15 KW/ft Irradiation with U00°C

Fuel Surface Temperature Using Heat of Transport from

Experiments without Art i f ic ial Barriers.



PLENUM UO, END PLUG (LOCAL
GETTER)

UNCOATED FUEL REFLECTOR

i i i i i m m i i i i i i n r r
-34.3cm-

END PLUGS: Ti
FUEL: SOLID, ANNULAR

I—6.35cm-I-5.08cm-1

0.64cm 1.2?cm

END PLUGS: Ti, Nb UNCOATED FUEL
FUEL SURFACE COATED

WITH Nb

[REPEATED FULL LENGTH
h2.54cm-f l .90cmj OF FUEL COLUMN!

•hhhj fc • • • , L - ^ y — t - • • ^ '

UNCOATED FUEL SURFACE COATED
FUEL WITH Nb

Figure 1 1 . P-23 Special Pin Test Fuel Pin Con f i gu ra t i on (Ser ies 11 p ins )

PLENUM

1.19cm

OXIDE
END PLUG

FUEL (O/M= 1.91)

•34.3cm

FUEL (O/M--1.91)

REFLECTOR

H I
1.27cm

Figure 13. P-23 Special Pin Test Fuel Pin Con f igu ra t ions (Ser ies C p ins )

PLENUM UO2 COATED FUEL CLADDING

UDK

REFLECTOR

I : 34.3cm -
FUEL: SURFACE COATED WITH Nb, Cr, V
CLADDING: INNER SURFACE COATED WITH V

h- 2.54cm - + - 2.54cm -+-2.54cm -

F T i I ! J j I f 1 f \S~ i M i l l i l ~ T 7 T M

FUEL SURFACE COATED
WITH V

FUEL SURFACE COATED
WITH Ti

/
ONE END OF FUEL COATED WITH Nb

I 21.6cm •12.7cm-

rnmmmw\ i i u i i i
FUEL COATED ON SURFACE UNCOATED FUEL

WITH V

Figure 12. P-23 Special Pin Test Fuel Pin Conf igura t ions (Ser ies B p ins )

Figure 14.

Example o f Niobium Sput te r Coating on Circumference o f Mixed Oxide Fuel P e l l e t
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A)
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B)

Figure 15.

Example of Niobium Sputter Costings on End of Mixed Oxide Fuel Pellet

0.76mm

Figure 16. The unique Structure of the End Plug Getter Pellets Produced by
the Dynapac Process is Illustrated in a) Macroscopic Photograph
and b) a Photoinicrograph of a Polished Section.


